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Challenge 

Staging an International Teletraffic Congress in Australia must surely be 

the event of a lifetime - the Eighth ITC, held in Melbourne on 10-17 November 1976, 

was the first to be held in the Southern Hemisphere and only the second outside 

Europe. It presented the first opportunity for most Australian teletraffic 

engineers and research workers to participate in this international forum, where 

the world's top experts in this field could exchange experiences and ideas. 

Australia started participating in these Congresses back in 1958, when it 

sent one delegate to ITC2 in the Hague to present a paper. Increasing contributions 

were made to subsequent ITC's, culminating in playing host to over 200 delegates 

from 27 countries at the Melbourne Congress. 

The Editors of ATR decided to commemorate this important event by printing 

this special issue of the Journal, ln addition to general information about the 

Eighth Congress and abstracts of all the papers presented, this issue also contains 

the papers by Australian authors, together with discussion. The papers are re 

produced from original masters supplied by the authors. Other material has been 

printed in a uniform format and type size for consistency. 



Eighth International Teletraffic Congress 
J.RUBAS 
Telecom Australia, Melbourne, Australia 

The Eighth International Teletraffic Congress was held in 
Melbourne from 10 to 17 November, 1976. The Congress was 
held at the Southern Cross Hotel and was attended by 235 
delegates from 27 countries. A total of 135 papers and 
reports were included in the technical programme, details 
of which appear in this issue together with abstracts of 
all papers. The papers by Australian authors are printed 
in• full. 

The first ITC was held at Copenhagen in June 1955, after 
a number of r e s e a r cl: workers in this field came to the 
conclusion that a meeting should be held to provide a 
forum for exchange of experiences and presentation of new 
ideas. The scope of the first congress is indicated by 
its full title : The First International Congress on the 
Application of the Theory of Probability in Telephone 
Engineering and Administration. Copenhagen was chosen as 
the venue in recognition of the pioneering work done in 
traffic engineering by the Danish mathematician 
A.K. Erlang. 

The first congress was a resounding success and it was 
decided to hold similar gatherings in the future. An 
International Advisory Council (IAC) was set up to control 
and guide the organisation of future congresses. The 
detailed organisation and staging of a particular congress 
would be the responsibility of a national organising 
committee formed in the chosen host country, which would 
also bear all costs. The current membership of the 
International Advisory Council is given in the Appendix. 

All subsequent ITC's were held within this organisational 
framework, at three year intervals: the second at the 
Hague in 1958, the third in Paris (1961), the fourth in 
London (1964), the fifth in New York (1967), the sixth 
in Munich (1970), the seventh in Stockholm (1973), and 
the eighth in Melbourne. The next ITC will be held in 
Spain in 1979. 

The size and scope of ITC's grew with passing years. The 
first ITC was attended by 69 delegates from 13 countries, 
with 26 papers presented and discussed in four working 
days. By the seventh ITC the number of delegates had 
grown to 328, the number of countries represented to 30, 
and the number of papers to 130, which required six 
working days to present and discuss. Because of remote 
ness from other population centres, the number of dele 
gates at the Melbourne Congress was lower than at the 
7th ITC in Stockholm but the number of papers presented 
(135) set a new record. 

The technical programme of ITC 8 is giveh on subsequent 
pages of this special issue. It was arranged into 26 
working sessions (not counting the opening and closing 
ceremonies). Following the practice introduced at the 
New York Congress (ITC 5), the programme includes a 
number of invited papers on selected topics. These 
papers, written by acknowledged experts in their fields, 
are intended to review progress to date and to inform on 
the current state of the art in various areas of traffic 
engineering. Eight invited papers were presented at the 
Melbourne Congress; they are marked in the programme by 
an asterisk. Two of the invited papers were tributes to 
outstanding members of the traffic engineering community 
who died since the previous congress - E.P.G. Wright and 
Dr. Yngve Rapp. Other invited papers dealt with traffic 
engineering topics of current interest. 

The quality of the papers presented and the level of dis 
cussion at the Melbourne Congress maintained the high 

standards established in the previous congresses. It is 
not intended here to review the papers presented, since 
their contents are adequately described by the abstracts. 
As indicated by the abstracts, all areas of traffic 
engineering and some related subjects have been covered. 
Dimensioning methods, analysis of delay systems, S.P.C. 
switching systems, and traffic data measurement and 
administration attracted most attention and required two 
sessions each to deal with all the papers covering these 
subjects. To permit oral presentation of at least half 
the papers offered and to leave adequate time for discus 
sion at the end of each session, parallel sessions had to 
be held during one afternoon. 

The staging of an ITC in Australia presented the first 
opportunity for many Australian traffic engineers and 
research workers to participate in this international 
forum. For most overseas delegates it meant meeting old 
friends, making new acquaintances and visiting a new 
continent. Many new ideas were presented and discussed 
during the congress and added to the growing body of know 
ledge about teletraffic engineering. The record of discus 
sions in each technical session will be forwarded for 
inclusion in the proceedings of the congress, which were 
distributed to all delegates. The full proceedings will 
also be supplied to selected libraries in various overseas 
countries. In Australia, a full set of papers presented 
at this and all previous ITC's is held at the Telecom 
Australia's Headquarters Engineering Library in Melbourne. 
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8th l nternational Teletraffic Congress 

APPENDIX 

LIST OF COUNCIL AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

International Advisory Council 

Prof. - Dr. A. Jensen, Denmark - Chairman 
Mr. W.S. Hayward,- U.S.A. 
Dr. C. Jacobaeus, Sweden 
Prof. - Dr. L. Kosten, Netherlands 
Dr. P. Le Gall, France 
Mr. J.A. Povey, U.K. 
Dr. C.W. Pratt, Australia 
Dr. K. Rohde, F.R. of Germany 
Mr. I. Tange, Sweden 
Mr. R.I. Wilkinson, U.S.A. - Honorary Member 

Mr. P.S. Bethell, Australian Telecommunications Commission 
Mr. J.A. Black, Australian Telecommunications Commission 
Mr. T. Broughton, Australi2n Telecommunications Commission 
Mr. K.S. Brown, Standard Telephones and Cables Pty. 

Ltd. (Sydney) Australia 
Mr. S. Cronstedt, L.M. Ericsson Pty. Ltd., Australia 
Prof. R.B. Potts, University of Adelaide 
Dr. C.W. Pratt, Australian Telecommunications Commission 
Mr. J. Rubas, Australian Telecommunications Commission 
Mr. J.M. Ryan, Australian Telecommunications Commission 

At the end of the Melbourne Congress, Mr. Tange retired 
fr~m the IAC and Prof. Kosten was made a honorary member. 
At the same time, four new members were elected to the 
Council : Prof. J.W. Cohen (Netherlands), Dr. G. Gosztony 
(Hungary), Dr. V. Neiman (U.S.S.R.) and Mr. J. Villar 
(Spain). 

National Organising Committee 

Mr. I.A. Newstead, Australian Telecommunications Commission 
- Chairman 

Technical Programme Committee 

Dr. C.W. Pratt, Australia - Chairman 
Dr. L.T.M. Berry, Australia 
Mr. W.D. Eccleston, Australia 
Mr. A.H. Freeman, Australia 
Mr. P.J. Lenn, Australia 
Mr. J .. Rubas, Australia 
Mr. R.C. Walker, Australia 

Prof .. J. W. Cohen, Netherlands 
Prof. H. Inbse, Japan 
Prof. - Dr. A. Lotze, F,R. of Germany 
Dr. K.M. Olsson, Sweden 
Mr. J.E. Villar, Spain 
Dr. E. Wolman, u.s.A. 
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Technical Programme 

Technical Programme 

OPENING CEREMONY 
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General Telecommunications Traffic without 
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Le. Go.U, P. (F!tanc.e.) 

The Influence of a Preceding Selector Stage on 
the Loss of Gradings. 
Bazle.n, V. and LoJtc.heJt, fJJ. (GeJtmany) 

DIMENSIONING METHODS I 

Chairman : Lotze., A. (GeJtmany) 
Discussion Leader : BeJtJtlf, L. T.M. (AU-6-01.a:.ua) 

ITC 
PROC. 
REF. 
NO, 

121* 
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Go1.iztony, G. and Ho~, G. (HungMy) 
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So.geJtholm, B. (Swe.de.n) 
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Ro.hho, K. IF ,lnland I 
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Ruoas , J. ( AMbLa:.uo.) 
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141 

142 

143 

144 

145 

146 

124 

125 
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An Engineering Method to Account for Link 
Congestion Effects on Dial Tone Delay. 
Guu1.i, H.A. and Kappel., J.G. (U.S.A.) 

DIMENSIONING METHODS II 

Chairman: Lotze., A. (GeJtmo.ny) 
Discussion Leader : Sc.he.h!teJt, R. (GeJtmo.ny) 

131* 

132 

FORECASTING METHODS 

Chairman : Lugh, R.B. (U.K.) 
Discussion Leader : Be.AA, V. (U.K.) 

Forecasting Telephone Traffic in the Bell 211* 
System. 
eoa»; fl.V. (U.S.A.) 

An Econometric Forecasting Model of the Demand 212 
for International Voice Telecommunication 
from Canada. 
Khade.m, R. (Co.no.do.) 

Traffic Forecasting with an Inadequa,.!:e but 213 
Improvin~ Data Base. 
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Use of Computer Programs for Trunk Forecasting. 214 
Gftte.n, L.J. [U.S.A.) 

133 

134 

135 

136 

* Invited Paper. 

NETWORK PLANNING AND DESIGN 

Chairman : Tang e., I. (Swe.de.n) 
Discussion Leader : FJte.e.mo.n, A.H. (AMtfta:.ua) 

Yngve Rapp - A Memoir 221* 
Jo.c.obo.e.M, Ch!t. (SWe.de.n) 

A Mathematical Model for the Long Term 222 
Planning of a Telephone Network. 
BJtuyn, S. (AMtfta:.uo.) 

Computer Aided Planning of the Telephone 223 
Network of Rural Areas. 
Co.bo.UeJto, P.A., Sole. G,ll, J. (Spun), 
Knut!.ie.n, K.M. and Ho.Men, I. (NoJrLVo.tf) 

Hypothesis of a Toll Network with Separate 224 
Routes for First-Choice and Overflow Traffic, 
V,lo.no , G. , P o.UoUo., P. and MM e,U,{,, G. ( Ua,/'.y) 

A Nodal Route Switching Network Composed of 225 
Standard Modules. 
GJUmbly, J.L.C. and SmU:h, J.L. (U.K.) 

Computer Aided Study for the Determination of 227 
the Structure of the Algerian Long Distance 
Network. 
Bel.had], A. (Alg_eft,{,CI.) and Co.bo.UeJto, P.A. (Spun) 
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and Estimation. 
He66u, H. and HoUzman, J.M. (U.S.A.) 
A Mathematical Model of Telephone Traffic 
Dispersion in Some Australian Metropolitan 
Networks. 
Vu.n,; tan, A. W. I Au,; .tJta.ua) 
Analysis of Traffic Flows on Subscriber-Lines 
Dependent of Time and Subscriber-Class. 
EveJt,6, R. (GeJtmarty) 

NETWORK AND SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

Chairman: VillM, J.E. (Spun) 
Discussion Leader : ~anda, G. (Ita.ly) 

Evaluation of Reliability and Serviceability 
in Communication Systems with Its Applica 
tions to Network Planning. 
Mofli, H. and TeJtamww., H. (Japan) 
A Study of Software Reliability. 
AndeJt,6,;on, H., PutLam, L. and 
StMndbeJtg, K. (Sweden) 
Effects of Faults on the Grade of Service 
of a Telephone Exchange. 
Kaniu.k, G. and S~h, J.L. (U.K.) 

341 

342 

343 

344 

345 

411 

412 

414 

On the Influence of Certain Typical Equip 
ment Faults on Grade of Service. 
Jen6en, E. and To.ledano, F. (Spain) 
Effectiveness Characteristics of Partly 
Disabled Device Groups. 
AndeJt,6,;on, H. and Sbw.ndbeJtg, K. (Sweden) 

OVERFLOW TRAFFIC MODELS 

Chairman : Le Ga.l.l, P. (F!Lanc.e) 
Discussion Leader : Ku.czu.tLa, A. (U.S.A.) 

Some Formulae Old and New for Overflow 
Traffic in Telephony, 
PeMce, C. and PofteJt, R. (A!l<l.tJta.ua) 

On Higher Order Moments of Overflow 
Traffic Behind Groups of Full Access. 
SchehlLeJt, R. (GeJtmany) 
Mean and Variance of the Overflow Traffic 
of a Group of Lines Connected to One or 
Two Link Systems. 
de Boe.I!., J. (Ne:thel!..land6) 
The Accuracy of Overflow Traffic Models, 
F !Leeman, A.H. I AU<I tl!.aUa) 
Behaviour of Overflow Traffic and the 
Probabilities of Blocking in Simple 
Gradings. 
KoMen, L. I Ne:thel!..landl,) 
Cyclic Overflow of Calls Offered to Sub 
Groups of a Full-Availability Group of 
Lines. 
Jung, M.M., and de BoeJt, J. (Ne:thel!..land6) 
Correlation Induced in Traffic Overflowing 
from a Common Link. 
Wi.lf..on, K.G. (AU<ltl!.aUa) 

SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 

Chairman : Ko1.,ten, L. (Ne:the.l!..land6) 
Discussion Leader : RubM, J. (A!l<I-Vta.ua) 

Statistical Problems in Simulation of Tele 
communications Traffic Systems, Some 
Analytical Results. 
O.l-61.,on, K.M. (Sweden) 
An Interactive Simulation System for Data 
Communication Network Design - ICANDO, 
Ono, K. and UtLano, Y. (Japan) 
Subcall Type Control Simulation of SPC 
Switching Systems. 
Vi~ch, G. (Gel!.l11any) and Sa.lade, R. 
(Be.lgfam) 
ENTRASIM: A Real-Time Traffic Environment 
Simulator for SPC Switching Systems, 
GILU-6zechl, M. (Be.lg~um! 
Traffic Studies of Message Switching 
Computers. 
Thu.an, L.V. and BogrteJt, R.E. (AU,6t/!.a«a) 

NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION 

Chairman : G~mpwon, L.A. (Be.lgfum) 
Discussion Leader : Su.zuhl, T. (Japan) 

Factors Influencing the Call Completion 
Ratio. 
Riuz, G.W. (U.S.A.) 
Statistical Aspects in Detecting Critical 
Traffic Conditions. 
M.uz.anda, G. and T 01., a.tu, A. ( Ua.ly) 

415 

416 

421 

4_22 

423 

424 

425 

426 

427 

431* 

432 

433 

435 

436 

441 

442 

* Invited Paper. 
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Concent - An Aid- to the' "Business Management 
of Telephone Networks. 
Ma.Jt.tow, G. o 'H. I Aw.,btwa) 

Individual Circu:ft'<Measuremehts. 
GJtave;.,, R. V., and Pe.aM_on, V. A. '( U .s. A. I 

NETWORK AND SYSTEM OPTIMISATION 

Chairman : Numan, V.I. (U.S.S.R.) 
Discussion Leader : AndeJtbeJtg, M. (Swe.de.n) 

Optimisation of Telephone Networks with 
Alternative Routing and Multiple Number of 
Route Group Channels. 
T6an/wv, B. (BuJ.gMfa) 

A Comparison of System and User Optimised 
Telephone Networks. 
HCV1JW,, R.J. (Aw.,bta.ua) 

A Generalisation of Takagi's Results on 
Optimum Link Graphs. 
van BoMe., J.G. (U.S.A. I 
A Method for Determining Optimal Integer 
Numbers of Circuits in a Telephone Network. 
BeJtJtlf, L. T. M. I Aw.,bta.ua) 

On Optimal Dimensioning of a Certain Local 
Network. 
Ye.c.lua.u, U. (IMad) 

A Probabilistic Model for Optimisation of 
Telephone Networks. 
Kwhnan IlfeJt, R.S. and Vow/16, T. (Aw.,bta.ua) 

DATA TRAFFIC PROBLEMS 

Chairman : EUcu.n, A. (Sweden) 
Discussion Leader : Wolman, E. (U.S.A.) 

Data Communications Through Large Packet 
Switching Networks. 
KlunJtoc.lz, L. (U.S.A.) d.nd Kamoltn,' F. (TUfU-6,{,a) 

Evaluation of Traffic Characteristics ~f Some 
Time-Division Switching Networks for Data with 
a Plurality of Speeds. · 
InMe., H., Suto, T., Wa/zahaJta, Y. and 
Fu/zw.,/uma, Y. (Japan) 

Measurement and Analysis of Data Traffic 
Originated by Display and Teletypewriter 
Terminals in a Teleprocessing System. 
PawWa, P. (GeJtmanlj) 

Modelling and. Analysis of Store-and-Forward 
Data Switching Centres with Finite Buffer 
Memory and Acknowledgement Signalling. 
Bux, W. (GeJtmanlj) 

Probability of Loss of Data Traffics with 
Different Bit Rates Hunting One Common PCM 
Channel 
Ka:tuchneJt, L., and Sc.he.UM, R. (Ge.11manlJ) 

INTERNATIONAL AND I.T.U. STUDIES 

Chairman : Ho6f.>te.ileJt, H. (GeJtmanlj) 
Discussion Leader : Newf.>te.a.d, I.A. (Aw.,bta.ua) 

Traffic Engineering in Developing Countries. 
Some Observations from the ESCAP Region. 
EUcu.n, A. (SWe.de.n) 

International Network Planning - Two Case 
Studies. The Pan-African Telecom. Network 
and the Middle East and Mediterranean 
Telecom. Network. 
EngvaU, L. (SWUzeJtland) 

Integration of Communication Satellites into 
the International Networks; Planning and 
Economy, Traffic Engine&ing. 
PeJtnau, W., and U!tmone.U, W. (GeJtmantJ) 

443 

445 

511 

512 

513 

514 

515 

516 

LINK SYSTEMS 

Chairman : Jac.obae.w.,, Ch!t. (Swe.de.n) 
Discussion Leader : de. BoeJt, J. (NUhe.JtlandJ.,) 

Wide-Sense Non-Blocking Networks, and Some 
Packing Algorithms. 
Smdh, V.G. and Rahman Khan, M.M. (U.K.) 
Blocking Probabilities for Connecting Net 
works Allowing Rearrangements. 
Hwang, F. K. I U.S. A. I 
Some Blocking Formulae for Three-Stage 
Switching Arrays, with Multiple Connection 
Attempts. 
Mo!UU.6on, M. and Fle.m,{,ng, P. (JJt.). (U.S.A.) 

Design of Mixed Analogue and Digital Switching 
Networks. 
Ha.Jt.tand, G. (U.K.) 
Congestion in a Switching Network with 
Rearrangement. 
Boljd, J.C. and Hun:teJt, J.M. (U.K.) 
Pc i.n t+t o-Po.Lnt; Se Lec t Lon Versus Point-to 
Group Selection in Link Systems. 
Lotze, A., R8de.Jt, A. and Th.leJteJt, G. (GeJtmanlj) 

Investigations on Folded and Reversed Link 
Systems. 
Lotze, A., Rode.ft, A. anef TiueJteJt, G. (GeJtmanlJ) 

"PPL" - A Reliable Method for the Calculation 
of Point-to-Point Loss in Link Systems. 
Lotze, A., RodeJt, A. and TiueJteJt, G. (GeJtmanlJ) 

521 

522 

523 

524 

52) 

531* 

532 

533 

Structuring of a Telephone Network with 
Alternative Routing but with No Hier 
archization of the Centres. 
Chapuhi, R.J., kotM, C. and PQ.J!J1j,n, J.L. 
(SWUze.!Lland) 

S.P.C. SWITCHING SYSTEMS I 

Chairman : Ino1.ie., H. (Japan) 

Traffic Calculations in SPC Systems. 
v~, J.E. (Spun) 

Investigations on the Traffic Behaviour of 
the ColTiffion Control in SPC Switching Systems. 
WuMc.huh, H. and ukzgaU, M. (GeJtmanlj) 

The Waiting-Time Distribution for Markers and 
Other Peripheral Devices in SPC Switching 
Systems. 
GeJULand, P. (AU-bbl.ilia) and GueJtJteJto, A. (Spun) 

S. P. C. SWITCHING SYSTEMS II 

Chairman : Inof.>e., H. (Japan) 
Discussion Leaders : V-{.~c.h, G. [GeJtmanlj) 

GeJULand, P. (Au.6.tAa.uai 

Methods of Estimating Central Processing System 
Traffic Performances in SPC-Electronic 
Switching Systems. 
I:toh, M., Nuno:taM, Y., Ue,da, T. and 0/i.ada. K. 
(Japan) 

Traffic Problems within Multiprocessor SPC 
Systems. 
BJLadle.y, I .A., (Aw.,btctlfa) and Mc.h6Mn, M.J. 
(U.K. I 
Priority Models for Communication Processors. 
Including System Overhead. 
H eJtzog, U. I Ge.11manlj) 

Analytical Study of Feedback Effects on 
Processor Traffic in SPC Systems. 
Hauge.n, R •. B. (NoilWa.y), Jel16e.n, E. and 
Sanc.he.z-Puga, M.J. (Spun) 

534 

542 

543 

545 

546 

549 

541 

544 

547 

611* 

612 

613 

621 

622 

623 

624 

* Invited Paper. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DATA 

Chairman : Rahho, K. (Fin.t.and) 
Discussion Leader : Oli,~on, K.M. (Sweden) 

Studies on the Probability of a Called 
Subscriber Being Busy. 
Llnd, G. (Sweden) 
A Non Constant Failure Rate Distribution 
in the Conversation Time of Telephone Calls. 
Nombela, L.F. and Pillado, J.M. (Spa.tn) 

631 

632 

REPORTS 

Chairman Rubas , J. ( AMbta.Ua) 

Report of the Working Party for the Document 
ation of the First Six International 
Teletraffic Congresses. 
de Lange, S.J. (Ne;theJ11.and6) 

Report of the Working Party on Teletraffic 
Training. 
E~n, A. (Sweden) 

641 

642 

The Variance of Observations on Markov Chains. 633 
Songhwu,t, V.J. (U.K.) 
Statistical Design of Load Balance Traffic 
Studies. 
PedeMen, 0. (U.S.A .. ) 
Call Generation, Holding Times and Traffic 
Load for Individual Telep'cone and Telex 
Subscriber Lines. 
AndeAbeAg, M. and Wihell, G. (Sweden) 
A Modified Chi-Squared Test for Computer 
Simulations of. Telephone Switching Networks. 
PeteMon, M.M. (U.K.) 

634 
FINAL, PANEL DISCUSSION 

Chairman : JeMen, A. (VenmMh) 

635 

636 

CLOSING CEREMONY 

Chairman : JeMen, A. (VenmMhj 
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Abstracts of the Papers 

ANALYSIS OF BUSY SIGNAL SYSTEMS 

"E.P.G." - A Tribute to E.P.G. Wright. 
G~mpe.loon, L.A. and R-i.ce, J. 

121 

To summarise a career which spanned 50 years and a multi 
plicity of disciplines related to telephony is a 
difficult task. To couple that with an insight into the 
enthusiastic, contributing, influential, competitive and 
colorful personality behind that career is impossible. 
Those who knew and worked with EPG should excuse the 
brevity of this tribute, which will touch on EPG's 
traffic work only. 

On the Conditional Blocking Probabilities in a Link 122 
System for Preselection. 
Mlchaux, J. 

In modern telephone exchanges conditional selection is 
commonly used to control the multistage switching networks. 
The loss computations then become very difficult because 
of the existence of internal blocking. A rigorous 
solution cannot be obtained for link systems of practical 
size. 

In this paper the faithfulness of two approximate calcula 
tion methods has been evaluated with respect to two 
sample preselection networks. It is shown that the 
methods assuming statistical independence only are more 
faithful than the methods assuming functional and statist 
ical independence. A significant trend towards too high 
computed c.b.p's is however detected in one stage of the 
network. An attempt is therefore made to improve the 
faithfulness of the calculation method through a partial 
release of the assumption of statistical independence. It 
is shown that the calculated c.b.p's then become much more 
accurate and, as a consequence of the equations, so do the 
p.d's and the value of B. It is worth noting that the 
computational complexity is not increased by the suggested 
modification of the calculation method. 

Functional Algorithm and Structural Switching of 
Special.Automatic Telephone Infon?1ation Equipment. 

.V~mchev, M.I., Ha..tachev, V.1. and Ivanov, P.O. 

123 

!n this present paper we consider the results of the 
planning of the special automatic inquiry information 
equipment (ANIE) for q x 18 telephone service of a city 
automatic telephone exchange (ATZ) on the basis of the 
methodology (arrived at by the authors) of the logical 
synthesis of the block structure of the automated informa 
tion equipment for public use (AIE-OA). Basic require 
ments of the controlling system are analysed, on which 
basis the functional algorithm has been put together for 
the controlling equipment and transmission adaptation 
equipment, which serve for the connection of the equipment 
to the ATZ. 

The construction has been based on the specially designed 
equipment for 18-channel tape recordings, 

The aim of the work is not only to provide the results of 
the design of a concrete ANIE, but also the laying down of 
several methodical basic directions in the design of the 
AIE-OA with varied application, principally using the 
methods of communications technology on ~ne of the least 
elaborated stages of the planning, the block synthesis. 

It is proposed that the final objective of the block 
synthesis of the AIE-OA be the assembling of the block 
functional diagram directly from the minimum form of the 
function algorithm. 

In this paper we have included the block functional 
diagrams of the general structure (Fig. 4) and of the 
transmission adaptation equipment (UAE) (Fig. 5), and 
also the basic diagram of the relay variant (perfected 
by the authors) of the DAE for use with the ATZ of the 
electro-mechanical type, for example A-29. 

On Erlang's Formula for the Loss System M/G/K. 124 
Cohen, J.w. 

It is a well known fact that Erlang's famous loss formula 
for the blocking probability of a full availability group 
of Klines with Poissonian input only depends, in so far 
as it concerns the holding time distribution, on its 
first moment and not on the particular form of this 
distribution. 

This phenomenon has drawn the attention of many investi 
gators and quite a number of proofs of it are available 
in literature. Nearly all of these proofs are not very 
acceptable from a mathematical point of view, and if they 
are acceptable they are rather intricate, and do not give 
an insight in the real facts behind this interesting 
phenomenon. 

In the present study a proof of Erlang's formula is given 
which is simple and avoids intricate computations, in 
particular the use of differential equations. On the 
other hand it leans heavily on a number of fundamental 
theorems from the theory of regenerative processes and 
Markov processes. As a byproduct of the investigation 
a simple proof is obtained of the fact that in the 
stationary situation the departure process is a Poisson 
process if blocked arrivals are also considered as 
departures. 

General Telecommunications Traffic Without 
Delay, 
Le Ga,U, P. 

125 

It is intended to demonstrate how the general formulae 
relating to telephone traffic processes without waiting 
may be obtained. The lost call and repeat attempt models 
are considered, essentially for the case of an arbitrary 
service time distribution. The explicit formulae are 
then extremely complicated when the arrival process is 
general. They become simple only for a certain category 
of processes which are called here "pseudo-poissonian". 
This simplicity takes the form of a simple distribution 
function for the "remaining service times" of the 
"indistinguishable" calls in progress, a distribution 
already well known for the Erlang model. 

Two cases are then examined for which the preceding 
results may no longer be valid because of the non 
independence of the arrival process in relation to the 
epochs of system congestion : firstly, the case of over 
flow traffic and then that of repeat attempts. The 
consequences of the dependence are not the same in the 
two cases. 
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Abstracts 

The Influence of a Preceding Selector Stage on 
the Loss.of Gradings. 
Bazlen, V. and Lo~Qht~, W. 

126 assisted traffic for small sized toll applications. The 
models have been validated by simulation and a comparison 
of theory and simulation results is included in the paper. 

This paper deals with investigations on the influence of 
a preceding selector stage on the loss of gradings. 
Several models "of preceding selector stages are considered 
which differ with respect to the size of the preceding 
stage, the wiring mode between the outlets of the preceding 
stage and the inlets of the grading and the hunting mode 
of these outlets, resp. These investigations were 
performed by extensive simulation. Recommendations are 
given for practical applications how to interconnect 
consecutive selector stages in step-by-step systems. 

DIMENSIONING METHODS I 

Structural Properties of Connecting Networks. 
Numan, V. I. . 

131 

This paper discusses the structures of space-division 
connecting networks, for which crosspoint minimisation 
problems are solved. Theoretical studies of bounds for 
minimum crosspoint number a~e reviewed. Discussion of 
connecting networks designs focuses on the structures of 
non-blocking simultaneous· connecting networks (re-arrange 
able systems). Other classes of blocking and non-blocking 
networks are briefly described. 

Multihour Engineering of Alternate-Route 
Networks. 
F,l/,e,nb~g, M. 
This paper describes a procedure, called "multihour 
engineering",· which is used to engineer traffic networks 
for more than one hour of point-to-point load data. We 
describe the results of a study of multihour engineering 
in a large-scale local network, as well as an experiement 
which was undertaken to determine whether predicted multi 
hour savings could be realised in an actual network. Some 
of the practical aspects of implementing multihour engi 
neering are discussed. 

132 

A Model Relating .Measurement and Forecast Errors 133 
to the Provisioning of Direct Final Trunk Groups. 
foan/1-6, R.L., He66e6, H., HoUzman, J.M. and 
HoJu.ng, S. 

This paper describes a mathematical model of the 
provisioning of direct final trunk groups with forecasting 
and measurement errors, This model can be used to study 
the effects of applying standard trunking formulae to 
possibly inaccurate load forecasts. 

Using the mathematical model, a set of curves known as the 
Trunk Provisioning Operating Characteristics is calculated. 
These relate percentage of reserve capacity to service 
(as measured by the fraction of trunk groups with blocking 
exceeding 0.03). The accuracy of the estimate of the 
traffic load defines the curve on which one is constrained 
to operate, The degree of reluctance to remove trunks 
together with the traffic growth rate determines the 
operating point. Improved estimation accuracy corresponds 
to a more desirable operating characteristic. 

The accuracy of the forecasted load estimate is infl6enced 
by many factors. Data base errors (e.g., measuring the 
wrong quantity due to wiring or other problems), recording 
errors (e.g., key punch errors) and projection ratio 
errors illustrate some of these factors. This type of 
modeling may be useful both in evaluating the potential 
effects of proposed improvements in measurement or fore 
casting accuracy, and in studying the effects of changes 
in provisioning policy. 

Traffic Models for the Traffic Service System (TSS). 134 
Augw.,tw.,, J.H. 

This paper describes the traffic models developed for 
dimensioning operator positions and the switching network 
in the Traffic Service System (TSS). TSS is a scored 
program common control system designed to process operator 

Equivalent High Usage Circuits and Their 135 
Application in the Analysis and Design of Local 
Networks Employing Alternate Routing. 
HaJtJu.npion, J.S. 

The cost of routing traffic between origin and destination 
exchanges employing alternate routing can be expressed in 
terms of ½he direct route alone by adding to it a numbPr 
of circuits to equal the cost of routing the traffic, 
overflowing from the direct route, over the alternate 
routes of the network. EQUIVALENT HIGH USAGE CIRCUITS, 
the sum of the actual and additional direct route 
circuits, are shown to be functions of offered traffic, 
marginal occupancy (sometimes referred to as cost factor) 
and efficiency of the traffic switching machine. Tables 
of equivalent high usage circuits, for a range of 
marginal occupancy values and covering both full and 
limited availability trunking with various link losses, 
are presented. Examples are given in the use of tables 
for optimisation of availability, comparisons of switch 
ing equipment and local network analysis. Curve fitting 
equations, relating actual and equivalent high usage 
circuits to pure chance offered traffic with marginal 
occupancy as parameter, are given for full availability 
trunking. (This paper is reproduced in full on pp.29-37) 

An Engineering Method to Account for Link 
Congestion Effects on Dial Tone Delay. 
G1Le6.6, H.A. and Kappel, J.G. 

136 

A new mathematical model for estimating dial tone delay 
in No. 5 Crossbar Switching machines is reviewed. This 
model demonstrates that a small number of lines, waiting 
for dial tone on concentrators that have all of their 
links busy, can generate a disproportionately large 
number of ineffective marker seizures. This causes 
worse than expected dial tone delay to all subscribers 
in the office. 

Comparisons of results from the model with field data 
show generally fair agreement, For engineering purposes 
the high day service threshold is adjusted downward to 
account for the expected variability of high day load 
conditions, An engineering procedure based on results 
from the analytical model is presented and illustrated. 

DIMENSIONING METHODS II 

Some Practical ?roclems of the Traffic 141 
Engineering of Overloaded Telephone Networks. 
GMziony, G. ,and Honi, G. 

In overloaded networks it is difficult to determine the 
basic data of traffic engineering. Some measurements 
were made to assess the interrelation between the traffic 
situation and the relative weights of the reasons of 
failure. A mathematical model of approximate nature 
allows to decide whether a traditional or a "repeated 
attempts" model should be adopted in dimensioning parts 
of a connection path. The data required for this are 
only the carried traffic, the number of call attempts 
and the holding times. The mathematical model presented 
for "repeated attempts" purposes assumes that the 
investigated group has in spite of repetitions an Erlang 
or Engset character with some fictitious offered traffic. 
Other parts of the networks and the called subscribers 
are also considered. This model neglects reattempt times 
but can take several failure type dependent perserverance 
functions into account. Simulation tests have shown 
that calculation results may be used in a wide range of 
practical cases. 
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A Method for the Calculation of Traffics Offered 142 
to an Alternative Routing Arrangement. 
s~geJ1,ho.e.m, B. 

In planning multi-exchange networks the traffic distri 
bution in the network must be calculated for several 
years ahead. For this calculation we need the existing 
traffic distribution in the network. 

In the Swedish network all routes are measured two times 
each year. These measurements will give carried traffic 
per route in erlang. One important task is to calculate 
the part of the total offered traffic to each route which 
constitutes direct offered traffic, as the offered 
traffics to the routes are a mixture of both direct 
offered traffic and overflow traffic from other routes. 

The method in this report determines the different 
offered traffics to an alternative routing arrangement 
in such a way that the sum of squared relative differences 
between calculated and observed carried traffic per 
route is minimised. 

Carried traffics are calculated.using the Wilkinsons 
equivalent random method. The method is extended to 
accept offered smooth traffics. The calculations are 
performed using a standard iterative routine for mini 
mising a sum of squares. The initial values of the 
offered traffics are obtained by a "backwards" application 
of the Wilkinsons method. 

A computer program has been written for all these 
calculations and has been tested on several different 
routing arrangements with satisfying result. 

Dimensioning of Traffic Routes According to the 
EERT-Method and Corresponding Methods. 
Rahko, K. 

143 

In this paper the ERT, EERT, NDM and WDM dimensioning 
methods are compared. It is proved that the NDM and 
(E)ERT are valid dimensioning methods based on different 
criteria The NDM is based on the time congestion 
criteria. For EERT it is calculated values according to 
time congestion (EERT-T) and compared both methods in 
this case. Methods based on time congestion improve the 
dimensioning of telephone networks on the basis of 
overall grade of service because then the total congestion 
can be determined as a sum of the time congestion in 
successive routes. Whether the NDM is better than the 
EERT can be proved only by measurements. 

Dimensioning of Alternative Routing Networks 
Offered Smooth Traffic. 
RubM, ]. 

This paper reviews the methods of dimensioning networks 
employing alternative routing and discusses the use of 
Binomial distribution model when the offered traffic is 
smoother than pure chance. Instead of the Poisson-based 
"equivalent random" method the more accurate direct 
computation of overflow traffic moments is proposed. A 
comparison is made between this and two other methods for 
accuracy and convenience of computation. Sample dimen 
sioning graphs for full and limited availability trunk 
groups are appended. 
(This paper is printed in full on pp. 38-44) 

Computations with Smooth Traffics and the 
Wormald Chart. 
Nigh;Unga.te, O.T. 

144 

145 

The paper presents an evaluation of the mathematical 
expressions for overflow traffic when the number of 
circuits assumes real quantities. Efficient computational 
methods are given for evaluation of overflow traffic to 
an arbitrary accuracy. 

The resulting methods are applied to Wilkinson's equiva 
lent random theory (ERT-W) for both rough and smooth 
traffics. A new ERT(ERT-N) is derived and applied which 
avoids the iterative complications of ERT-W. An equiva 
lent binomial theory for rough and smooth traffics is 

defined and results compared with the ERT's and exact 
results. An equivalent random queue theory is defined 
for several queue disciplines and a brief comparison 
made with exact results. A directly computed Wormald 
chart and a table of values for E(-1,A) and ~(O,A) are 
included where ~(O,A) = (31n r(N+l,A)/3N)N=-l-lnA. 

(This paper is printed in full on pp.45-52) 

Modular Engineering of Junction Groups in 
Metropolitan Telephone Networks. 
FaM, J.P. 

If a telephone network is designed so that each junction 
route is dimensioned to the nearest circuit, then when 
the network is re-dimensioned some time later to cater 
for changes in point-to-point traffics the new design 
would probably show that most of the routes should be 
changed by at least one circuit. On the other hand, if 
the network is designed so that each route is dimensioned 
to the nearest preferred modular size (e.g. 5, 10, 15, 20, 
etc.), then when the network is re-dimensioned some time 
later for changed traffics, it is likely that only a small 
proportion of routes would need to be changed. This 
paper gives a comparison of circuit requirements and costs 
for a real metropolitan network configured with different 
choices of module size. The paper also includes compara 
tive statistics for different choices of module size on the 
number of routes which would require a change in size at 
the time the network goes through successive stages of re 
dimensioning to cater for the change in traffic with time. 
A strong case is made for the adoption of modular engineer 
ing as a design principle for metropolitan networks 
employing alternative routing. 
(This paper is printed in full on pp. 53-59) 

FORECASTING METHODS 

Forecasting Telephone Traffic in the Bell System. 211 
Bla.,{,~, N.V. 

This paper describes the methods presently used by the 
Bell System for forecasting telephone traffic. Summaries 
of the forecasting techniques used for Central Office 
switching systems, interoffice trunks, and operator 
forces are given. A wide variety of methods are used 
ranging from simple extrapolation to complex mathematical 
models. Whatever method is used, it must be tempered with 
informed judgement based upon an understanding of the 
fundamental characteristics of t~e business and careful 
analysis of all significant information. 

An Econometric Forecasting Model of the Demand for 
International Voice Telecommunication from Canada. 
Khadem, R. 

146 

212 

The purpose of this study is twofold. Firstly, to focus 
research on the determinants of demand for long distance 
communications to overseas countries, ·to single out those 
variables found to be significant in explaining demand, 
and to estimate the functional relationships; and 
secondly, to suggest a new approach to describing the 
demand process. Previous researchers have analysed the 
demand process by using a single equation to express the 
relationship between the quantity demanded and its causes. 
An approach entailing the estimation of a three-equation 
system offers a far better approximation of the demand 
process. rhis approach is referred to as the "access- 
us ag a" approach. 

Traffic Forecasting with an Inadequate but 
Improving Data Base. 
TwtneJt, W.M. and W-<-lte:U:, R.B. 

213 

This paper deals with the production 0£ forecasts of busy 
hour traffic flows for exchange planning purposes. The 
nature of traffic series is frequently such that estab 
lished forecasting methods are inappropriate. The paper 
reviews the problems faced by British Post Office staff at 
the local level and describes the methods being developed 
to overcome them. The basic principle is one of computer 
produced time trend extrapolation of traffic quantities 
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and calling rates followed by reconciliation of 
discrepancies between related forecasts, to produce 
estimates of levels ~p to 7 years ahead. 

Use of Computer Programs for Trunk Forecasting. 
G.uten, L. J. 

The efficient design and operation of a network requires 
the co-ordinated efforts of a great many people. In 
order to gain high network efficiency they should be able 
to take advantage of sophisticated traffic theories, 
analyse and manage large quantities· of data, and 
co-ordinate their individual efforts. To accomplish this 
for the more than 300,000 trunk groups which make up the 
Bell System message network, it has been necessary to 
develop a package of computer programs as part of a Total 
Network Data System. 

The four programs making up this package are the Common 
Update System which maintains the records which describe 
the network, the Traffic Data Administration System which 
provides for storage, summary and'screening of traffic 
data, the Trunk Servicing Syscem which develops the base 
year traffic loads and the Trunk Forecasting System which 
calculates growth ratios and provides estimates of future 
trunk requirements. This paper describes these systems, 
,,ith emphasis on their capabilities and their interfaces 
with the people who must operate them. These programs 
have currently been installed in more than half of the 
Bell System's administrations with further conversions 
scheduled. 

NETWORK PLANNING AND DESIGN 

Yngve Rapp - A Memoir. 
Ja.c.oba.ew.,, Ciur.. 

214 

221 

This paper briefly surveys the work of the late 
Dr. Yngve Rapp who died on 12 March, 1976, at the age of 
72. His work dealt almost exclusively with the planning, 
dimensioning and construction of telephone networks. He 
has made many important contributions to this field, 
which are briefly reviewed in this paper. 

A Mathematical Hodel for the Long Term Planning 222 
of a Telephone Network. 
B1t.u.yn, S. 

This paper presents a mathematical model for the long 
term planning of a telephone junction network. The use 
of this model to minimise the cost of a network whilst 
maintaining grade of service requirements at each time 
period results in a large non-linear programming problem. 
A dynamic programming algorithm to solve this problem is 
presented and applied to a practical problem. 
(This paper is printed in full on pp. 60-64) 

Computer Aided Planning of the Telephone Network 
of Rural Areas. 
Ca.baU.eJt.o, P.A., So.le Gil, J., Knu;U,en, K.M. and 
Ha.ni,en, I. 

223 

A new computer program for the economic optimisation of 
rural telephone networks and its application to a real 
life planning study is presented. The paper first 
analyses the experience gained with previous programs as 
the starting point for the specification of the new 
program. Next, the main characteristics of the new 
program are described, including its input/output data 
and logic. The first application of the program is a 
planning study in Norway, which has a double purpose: to 
make the planning study itself and to evaluate the appli 
cability of the program. Both subjects are analysed 
in the last sections of the paper. 

Hypothesis of a Toll Network with Separate 
Routes for First-Choice and Overflow Traffic. 
tuano, G., PaU.o.t:ta., P. a.nd MM e.t.ti., G. 

A Nodal Route Switching Network Composed of 
Standard Modules. 
G.tu.mb.ly, J.L.C. a.nd Sm-i..th, J.L. 

224 

The paper develops the subject, dealt with previously, of 
finding a hierarchical toll structure which would not 
only be the economic optimum but would also operate well 
in overload conditions. 

The structure envisaged, called book-network because of 
the configuration of its routing chart, has the character 
istic of always keeping-choice and overflow traffic 
separate by splitting up the trunk groups and the transit 
exchanges. 

Having defined the calculation methodology and established 
the design of this new network, it is compared with the 
~raditional one from the point of view of costs and of 
efficiency, both in design and overload conditions; the 
latter are taken, for the sake of simplicity, as shortage 
of circuits on high-usage or final trunk groups. 

The comparison shows that the book-network is more 
capable of guaranteeing, in overload conditions, the 
handling of the traffic of the small relations but is 
more expensive than the traditional network; however, 
when it becomes necessary to split up transit exchanges 
in operation the difference in cost becomes negligible. 

225 

This paper presents a form of nodal switchblock which 
enables the blocking characteristics and pattern of 
availability of a small switchblock to be extended to a 
wide range of larger switchblocks. This principle can be 
applied so that growth can be achieved without recon 
figuring previously established links and terminations. 
The traffic characteristics of typical implementations 
are examined and suitable applications for the switch 
block in communications networks are suggested. 

Computer Aided Study for the Determination of the 227 
Structure of the Algerian Long Distance Network. 
Be.lha.dj, A. a.nd Ca.baU.e1t.o, P.A. 

To define the long term structure of the Algerian l~ng 
distance ·network is the aim of the computer aided study 
presented here. This paper deals with the methods used 
to prepare the input information, the main emphasis 
being placed on the traffic forecast procedures used. 
Traffic sensitivity analysis and comparative studies of 
alternative solutions are the major points discussed. 
Conclusions are given for this particular study. Then, 
general qualitative conclusions, applying to this class 
of problems, are drawn from the study. The paper ends 
with a short description of the optimisation program 
used, including a discussion of its major algorithm. 

ANALYSIS OF DELAY SYSTEMS 1 

A Queueing System with Time-Outs and Random 
Departures. 
Wa-lub<.6m, B. 

231 

This paper presents a study of an M/M/n queueing system 
whose customers may leave the queue or the server group 
before service completion. These departures are governed 
by the following assumptions: 

(i) A customer's waiting time in the queue is limited by 
a constant as well as by a random variable with 
exponential distribution. 

(ii) The service given to a customer is limited by another 
random variable with exponential distribution. 

The model was developed as a tool for analysing certain 
switching devices in telephone plant such as .i;_egisters 
and markers, under heavy loading conditions. Thus the 
constant li~itation of the waiting time may mocel the 
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effect of automatic time outs while the random limitations 
of the waiting and service times may correspond to the 
events, when subscribers decide - for one reason or 
another - to hang up before connection is established. 

An extension of the model assumes individual constant 
waiting time limitations for different customer streams. 
This may be applied, e.g., to the queues in front of 
register groups in transit exchanges, where different 
time out settings can be used to give some traffics 
higher priority than others. 

Queueing Model with Regular Service Interruptions. 232 
Fuj~lu, M. and MuJt.ao, Y. 

This paper is devoted to the study of delay which is 
caused by regular service interruptions. In order to 
evaluate delay in call processing programs in the 
electronic switching system, a queueing model with many 
priority classes is formulated. The significant assump 
tions of the model are that : l) The highest priority 
class is a pre-emptive priority class and arrives at a 
single ·service station at discrete and uniform levels. 
2) The second and lower priority classes arrive at the 
station in groups at uniform intervals, identical to 
those of the highest class. 3) The service times of the 
highest priority class follow a distribution which is 
derived by the convolution of the unit distribution and 
the negative exponential distribution. The service times 
of the lower priority classes follow negative exponential 
distributions. The means and the distributions of the 
waiting and completion times for the second and lower 
priority classes are derived. The results by calculation 
are shown to be in good agreement with those by simulation. 

Approximations for Certain Congestion Functions in 233 
Single Server Queueing Systems. 
Vel.bnouc~, L.E.N. 

A simple way to approximate the delay distribution in a 
M/G/1 system with first-come first-served (FCFS) or ran 
dom order of service (SIRO) queue discipline is to take 
as approximation thereof the simplest distribution that 
agrees with it in terms of two parameters - e.g. - the 
first two moments - and admits the same heavy traffic 
approximation. 

On the other hand, M/G/1 busy period distributions are 
too heterogeneous to admit such a simple minded treatment. 
However, their residual counterparts share a number of 
interesting properties with M/M/1 busy period distri 
butions and conditions are discussed under which the 
latter may serve as two-parameter approximations for the 
former. We also discuss the representation of the M/M/1 
busy period distribution as a probability mixture of 
Erlang distributions of odd integer order which is 
particularly well suited for computational work. 

With regard to the FCFS delay distributions of M/G/1 
systems, particularly when service time distributions are 
discrete with finite support, the original simple 
approximation may often be improved upon in a manner that 
brings into play the influence of the service time 
distribution without affecting the two-parameter match. 

In conclusion, we discuss somewhat more involved appli 
cations of the two-parameter match in the estimation of 
FCFS delay distributions in GI/G/1 systems. 

Queue Discipline NIFO for a Tree Structured 
Generalised M/G/1-Queueing System and Its 
Application (NIFO s Nearest Ip. First Out). 
Egenol6, F.J. 

234 

Certain tree structured switching networks can be treated 
as a generalised M/G/1 queue, where the service 
discipline is characterised by the term "Nearest In First 
Out" (NIFO). In this queueing system the service times 
are mutually dependent - a fact which aggravates the 
mathemtical treatment of the model. 

After discussing in detail the behaviour of the NIFO-model 
several variants of the model are developed which differ 

in their tree structure and also in their "secondary" 
discipline (FIFO or LIFO) supplementing the "primary" 
discipline NIFO. The distributions and mean values of 
the delay time, the service time and the number of calls 
in the system are obtained by extensive simulation. As 
a direct application the special multiplexor of a data 
switching system is described. 

Approximate Formulae for the Delay in the 
Queueing System GI/G/1. 
Knamvr., W. and Lagenbach-Btlz, M. 

235 

The general single server system GI/G/1 has been 
treated manifold, but only for some special cases handy 
formulae are available. Very often exact calculations 
are too cumbersome and sophisticated for practical 
engineering, as well as upper and lower bounds generally 
are too gross approximations. 

Therefore the need was felt to support the traffic 
engineer with simple explicit approximation formulae, 
based on a 2-moments approximation. 

In this paper such formulae are derived heuristically 
for the mean wating time and the probability of waiting. 

The quality of the formulae, which have been checked by 
numerous comparisons with exact and simulation results, 
is such, that within the most interesting range of 
server utilisations from 0.2 to 0.9 the error is less 
than 20% (typically< 10%) for all combinations of the 
arrival and service processes characterised by the 
following distribution types : D, E4, E2, M, H2. 

By known relations, also simple approximations are 
provided, e.g. for the variances of. the associated 
output processes, the first two moments of the idle 
time distribution and the mean length of a busy period. 

Analysis of Complex Queueing Networks by 
Decomposition. 
Kilhn, P. 
In this paper an approximate method for the analysis of 
complex queueing networks is proposed. The queueing 
network is of the open network type having N single 
server queueing stations with arbitrary interconnections. 
There is only one class of customers (calls) which 
arrive acc. to general exogenous arrival processes. The 
service times of the queueing stations are generally 
distributed. The analysis is based on the method of 
decomposition, where the total network is broken up into 
subsystems, e.g., queueing stations of the type G/G/1. 
The subsystems are analysed individually by assuming 
renewal arrival and departure processes. All related 
processes are considered with respect to their first 
two moments only. An analysis procedure is reported 
which reduces the total problem to a number of elementary 
operations which can be performed very quickly with the 
aid of a computer. Numerical results are reported to 
demonstrate the accuracy of the method. The paper 
concludes with a discussion on extensions of the method. 

236 

Provision of Signalling Equipment According 237 
to a Delay Criterion. 
Johw.,en, S. and Sm.lth, J.L. 

When a signalling system such as R2 allows a delay 
between the request for signalling equipment, and that 
equipment actually becoming available to handle a tele 
phone call, it would appear reasonable to adopt a 
delay criterion for deciding the quantity of equipment 
to be p rovf.ded', That this is not generally done is due 
to a number of reasons such as the absence of an agreed 
network performance specification in terms of delay, the 
difficulty of performing the calculations, and 
uncertainty whether it would on balance be beneficial to 
design a network in this ·way. This paper proposes a 
number of performance criteria and examines the 
consequences of applying them in a certain hypothetical 
network, and against the background of conventional 
electromechanical switching equipment. 
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TRAFFIC DATA MEASUREMENT AND ADMINISTRATION 1 

Traffic .Data - The Need, Nature and Use. 
O'Shau.ghne,1,-0y, J.J. 

This paper on traffic.data 

1) Explores the nature of the traffic function in an 
Operating Telephone Company and demonstr.ates its 
dependency on traffic data. 

2) Reports on two studies carried out in Bell Canada 
dealing with : 

241 

(a) The sensitivity of capital expenditures to the 
accuracy of traffic data and forecasts. 

(b) The use of time series and cross-sectional 
analyses to produce more accurate switching 
centre and administrative area forecasts of 
traffic usage. 

3) Emphasises the need - with the availability of more 
and better traffic data - to re-evaluate current 
service criteria and to develop new or revised traffic 
theoretical approaches. 

Extreme Value Engineering of Small Switching 242 
Offices. 
Bcvme,i, , V. H. 

This paper describes a series of traffic studies and a 
resulting plan to implement for small switching offices 
mechanised dial administration and traffic engineering 
using observations of extreme traffic values. The work 
is an extension of that discussed by E. Wolman at the 
7th ITC(ll)which concerned the application of extreme 
value distribution theory to the provisioning of line 
concentrators. Small switching offices of 2000 lines or 
less comprise more than half of Bell System buildings 
and there are many times more customer switching systems 
(PBXs). These offices cannot economically support 
conventional measurement systems, but still a way to 
collect and process data for accomplishing better service 
and cost control is needed. The use of peak values fills 
this need by greatly reducing both the equipment required 
and the amount of data to be collected and processed. It 
also makes possible engineering service criteria which 
better reflect the customer's experience in using the 
system. 

The complexity involved requires the use of a computer. 
Described is a fully mechanised data system, a simple 
design of pollable central office hardware and a mini 
computer central control which can communicate with a 
very large number of locations over a single data port 
by polling each office just once a day or once a week 
during low traffic periods. The computer has communi 
cation programs, an operating system, calculation 
algorithms and report formats which should furnish in a 
fully mechanised manner the administrative and engineering 
information needed for small offices. 

Cost Effectiveness of Traffic Measurements. 243 
Ch{n, Y.M. 

This paper is concerned with the optimisation of the 
method, where the data collected from a previous measure 
ment plays an important part in the measurement-dimension 
ing cycle. 

As any traffic measurement is only an estimate of the 
offered traffic, further usage of the data will result in 
errors, directly caused by the sampling process. If the 
sampling variance is known, this imprecision can be 
allowed for in the dimensioning process. This adjustment 
represents an additional cost penalty attributed to the 
practicality of traffic measurements. 

In this paper, it is assumed that the cost of the traffic 
study is linearly rela-ted to the duration of the measure 
ment. The cost penalty is shown to be appToximately 
inversely proportional to the time spent in conducting 

the experiment. If we consider the measurement phase as 
part of an investment, clearly, by choosing the traffic 
measuring parameters, the return on investment can be 
maximised. 

The above concept is applied to the occupancy measurement 
of a first choice high usage route in a simple triangular 
alternative routing pattern. The traditional network cost 
minimisation technique and fulf availability working are 
assumed. (This paper is printed in full on pp. 65- 70) 

Traffic Measurements and the Grade of Service. 
E~ke, T. and Rahko, K. 

244 

A lot of traffic measurements have been made in Finland 
using various methods. The results of these measurements 
are reported on the basis of the busy-hour, busy-period 
and 24-hour day concept. The correlation between measured 
traffic intensity and the grade of service is discussed. 

Several traffic measuring devices have been developed. 
In this report, an automatic measuring device is 
described in detail. The device enables the measuring 
of traffic intensity simultaneously on several routes. 
Traffic measurement results are collected in a memory. 
Any desired measuring period may be selected, and the 
output from the memory can be directly in the form of 
mean values for desired traffic periods. 

Accuracy Requirements Concerning Routine Traffic 245 
Measurements, with Regard to Service Level 
Objectives in Telephone Network and to Certain 
Error and Cost Factors. 
PMvJ..a.ta, A.. 

The task of routine traffic measurements is firstly to 
check if the traffic needs are satisfied at the moment, 
and secondly to give a basis for estimations concerning 
the future development of the traffic and for plans to 
increase the number of lines in order to satisfy future 
demands, too. 

This presentation is a study of the error components 
inevitably occurring in traffic me.asurements, in basic 
data for prognosis and in planned operations, in relation 
to the real need for lines, defined by the grade of 
service aimed at, but not visible until later. 

With examples based on statistics and special practical 
studies it is shown which error components, if reduced, 
primarily have the most significant effect economically. 

This examination gives some guidelines as to the choice of 
measuring methods sufficiently qualified for different 
cases. 

ANALYSIS OF DELAY SYSTEMS II 

Graded Delay Systems with Infinite or Finite 251 
Source Traffic and Exponential or Constant 
Holding Time. 
Kampe, G. and Kuhn, P. 

The paper deals with single-stage delay systems of the 
types M/M/n and M/D/n and single-stage delay-loss 
systems of the type M/M/n-s both in case of full or 
limited accessibility. Further distinctions are made 
between single and multi-queues, ideal and real gradings, 
and a finite or infinite number of traffic sources. Wait 
ing calls are served acc. to the disciplines FIFO, 
RANDOM or LIFO. 

Starting from known results, various systems are reviewed 
systematically with respect to their stationary state 
probabilities, characteristic mean values and waiting 
time distributions. Curves of calculated results are 
given and compared with simulations. 

Waiting Time Distribution in Link Systems. 
Hau.gen, R.B .• and Q~t~ud, H. 

This paper deals with approximate calculation methods for 
delay link systems with several input queues. The 

252 
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calculations are based on the idea of "equivalent 
systems" where the link system is equated with : 

(i) a full availability group, and 
(ii) Erlang's ideal grading. 

An equivalent system also includes an equivalent queueing 
structure which might be completely different from the 
original one. 

The equivalent system is constructed to have the same 
probability of waiting, W, as the link system. In the 
latter case, W might be calculated from the modified 
methods of Lotze or Jacobaeus, but the possibility of 
improving the approximation for W is also suggested. 
This improvement leads to a better approximation of the 
mean waiting time ,than found by Hieber. Finally, an 
equivalent queueing structure for the ideal grading is 
constructed and approximate formulas for the waiting 
time distribution are found. 

well-defined geographical area - a "turf". This paper 
describes a model of the work backlog in a turf and 
presents some results from the trial. 

A Network Flow Model Analysis of a Multi-Queue 
Operator Service System with Priority. 
U.u., J. and Ke;tt.teJr., V. A. 

253 

A multiqueue operator service system with server priority 
is formulated as a bipartite congestive network flow 
problem. The intensity of the intraflow on each arc is 
dependent on the congestive conditions at each node. 
Feedback equations are introduced which relate the 
congestive conditions at each node to the intensity of 
the intraflow on each arc. This network flow model is 
tranoformed to a fixed point problem. It is further 
shown that if the congestive functions associated with 
each node of the network are continuous with respect to 
load, then a fixed point E.lways exists. For specific 
load and server parameters, the fixed point is inter 
preted as the flow intensity on each arc under an 
equilibrium state. 

This mathematical model is applied to the traffic 
characterisation of a large call distributor system 
handling directory assistance calls. This particular 
distributor allows a limited number of calls which are 
blocked at the preferred server group to intraflow to 
nonp.referred groups with an idle server. A preferred 
group of servers primarily handles calls from a geo 
graphical cluster of customers. Thus the preferred 
server has a shorter serving time than a nonpreferred 
server. Yet because of the intraflow capability, the 
efficiencies of large team operation are retained. 
Empirical data support the intraflow traffic character 
istics predicted by the mathematical model. 

Through the use of this model the amount of intraflow for 
each cluster to nonpreferred servers becomes a predict 
able quantity for a forecasted offered load and specified 
server parameters. Thus, results generated by the model 
become an integral component in the determination of the 
minimum number of operators in each group required to 
provide objective service to the customer. 

Accuracy of Observed Mean Values of Waiting Times, 254 
Queue Lengths and Proportion of Delayed Calls Ln 
Markovian Many-Server Systems. 
0l6-60n, K.M. 

By using formulas from renewal theory asymptotic approxi 
mations are derived for the variance of the observed 
mean waiting time, mean queue length and proportion of 
delayed calls during a given time interval in some 
markovian service systems. Numerical results are given 
for the M/M/c waiting systems. 

Turfing - A Queueing Model for the Work Backlog 255 
of a Telephone Repairman/Installer. 
Segal, M. 

Recent studies have demonstrated an increase in the 
productivity and motivation of a worker,when he could 
claim a "thing of his own" .. A trial is now underway in 
which each telephone repairman/installer is assigned a 

A Calculation Method for Link Systems with 
Delay, 
Vi..Uen, M. 

256 

In this paper an analytical method of calculating the 
waiting time distribution in a multi-stage link system 
is presented. 

The paper treats a multi-stage link system with condi 
tional selection. The arrival of calls is assumed to be 
of either the Poisson or Engset-Bernoulli type. The 
calls finding congestion wait in a queue, for which 
several alternative disciplines can be defined. 

The calculation method is applied to two practical cases 
with 3 and 4 switching stages respectively and the 
numerical results obtained are compared with simulation 
results. 

TRAFFIC DATA MEASUREMENT AND ADMINISTRATION II 

The Total Network Data System. 
Bu.chneJr., M.M. and HaywaJr.d, W.S. 

Busy Hour Traffic Variations Determined from 
Continuous Traffic Measurements. 
Lugh, R.B. and Ll.:-t:U.e, A.J. 

261 

The increasing complexity of telephone networks and the 
need for immediate information for network management 
have increased the need for complete, processed data. No 
longer can engineering judgement satisfactorily compensate 
for the omissions and errors that occur when large 
volumes of traffic data are collected and processed 
manually. 

This paper presents the concept of a network data system 
and describes the Total Network Data System (TNDS) now 
being constructed and implemented in the Bell System. 
TNDS provides the capability for handling network data 
from the source in the switching machine to the ultimate 
user such as the network manager, network administrator, 
or network engineer. New machines have been designed 
for the acquisition and rapid dissemination of data; a 
major part of the development effort has been in the area 
of general purpose computer programs which transform raw 
data into meaningful, validated network information. By 
the end of 1976 the Bell System will be more than halfway 
to complete implementation of TNDS. 

262 

Since January 1973 the UK Post Gffice has been using an 
experimental traffic recorder at one of its medium 
sized trunk exchanges which records the number of circuits 
engaged minute by minute throughout the day directly onto 
magnetic tape, thus producing actual· i~f~rmation on 
traffic flow. The p~per describe"~ the measurements 
taken, indicates the aims and area of study, summarises 
the results obtained, and enumerates any conclusions 
reached. 

The Rigorous Calculation of the Blocking 
Probability and Its Application in Traffic 
Measurement. 
M,lna . .R.R. 
The first part of this paper deals with the theory for the 
rigorous calculation of the mean and variance of the load 
offered to a group of fully available trunks and its 
blocking probability from the mean and variance of the 
carried load. 

263 

The second part describes a concept for an inexpensive 
traffic measuring system. The system is processor 
controlled and makes use of the computing power of the 
processor in calculating the mean and variance of the 
offered load and its blocking probability from the mean 
and variance of the load carried by a limited portion of 
the trunks which are arranged to be used when.all the 
other trunks in the group are blocked or occupied. The 
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system also includes facility for event count measurement 
and for visual display of congestion in overloaded groups 
as well as an indication of plant overprovision in under 
loaded groups. 

a Study of Subscriber Dialled Trunk Traffic in 264 
the Short Term. 
Cole, A.C. and MacFadyen, N.W. 

We present some preliminary results of a long-term 
investigation into the day by day behaviour of telephone 
traffic in the U.K. In particular, we introduce a new 
method for describing and parametrising the all-day 
traffic profile. 

Customer Line Usage Studies. 
H<VLtman, M.G. 

265 

Due to the impact that proposed rate structures and 
technological advances are likely to have on telephone 
traffic in the future, GTE has undertaken two customer 
line usage studies in its domestic telephone operating 
companies. In these studies, information is recorded on 
each call made on individual studied lines. This informa 
tion is combined with customer data in downstream proces 
sing to produce a detailed call data base. 

In this paper, the reasons that these two studies were 
undertaken are outlined, the study plans and hardware 
are described, the results of some preliminary analyses 
are presei,ted and discussed, and future studies on the 
data are described. In the results section, the distri 
bution of call arrivals and the distribution of message 
holding times are analysed. In addition, some usage 
statistics by class of service are derived and applied 
to an analysis of load balancing techniques. 

An Improvement in Traffic Matrices Calculation. 266 
Ma;un MM-Un, J.I. 

A statistical preceding for the treatment of the experi 
mental data is described, consistent in the application 
of the method of maximum probability in order to obtain 
the best values. Otherwise, this method can be easily 
calculated with the help of a computer. 

NEW METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

Operational Research Methods in Traffic 
Engineering, 
Fu.jilu, M. 

311 

The purpose of this paper is to stress the importance of 
operational research techniques in the solution of 
problems encountered in teletraffic cneory. Methods now 
in use in the operational research field are too numerous 
to permit their enumeration here, and therefore, this 
survey is confined to optimisation problems. 

In this review, some general optimisation techniques are 
considered, togecher with areas in which these methods 
have been successfully applied. For continuous variables, 
various gradient based methods have been used to determine 
minimum cost configurations in multistage alternate 
routing networks. Penalty function methods (e.g. the 
SUMT method) have been successfully applied to the optimal 
design of computer communication networks. For discrete 
variables, integer programming has been used in the 
design of multidrop line networks connecting remote 
terminals to a central data processing centre. The 
principles of dynamic programming have been incorporated 
into models involving multistage decision processes. 

The paper concludes with some comments on optimal control 
problems and identifies areas which may benefit from 
application of optimising techniques. 

On General Point Processes in Teletraffic 
Theory with Applications to Measurements and 
Simulation. 
'lvens en, V. B. 

Applications of Processing State Transition 
Diagrams to Traffic Engineering. 
Ge!lAand, P. 

Decomposition Techniques for Evaluating Network 
Reliability. 
Fna:t:t.a, L. and Montana.JU, U. 

Uncertainty Model for an M/M/1 System. 
M.lzuhl, M. 

312 

Earlier works on this subject deal mainly with Markovian 
traffic processes, and \:hey are based on the state 
probabilities of the system considered. This paper 
assumes the arrival process and the holding times are 
stochastically independent, but place no restrictions on 
the traffic process. a few basic elements of the theory 
of point processes are mentioned. , 

The applied measuring principle is either a continuous 
measuring method or a scanning method. We first cons Lde r 
the measuring of a single time interval in an unlimited 
and a limiced measuring period respectively, and wJ 
achieve many new results. Then we analyse the traffic 
volume or intensity by adding the calls occurring within 
the measuring period. Previous results on the observed 
traffic load are derived in an easy way, and furthermore, 
the theory includes arbitrary holding times, arbitrary 
scan intervals and intensity variations. 

313 

The likely adoption by the VIth Plenary Assembly in 
October 1976 of the graphical Specification and Descrip 
tion Language (SDL) prepared by the CCITT's Study Group XI 
offers potential advantages to teletraffic engineers. 
This paper introduces the SDL, and suggests a general 
scheme for the, systematic application of the SDL to system 
documentation, whereby the documentation required for 
capacity studies can be generated as a natural ,part of the 
system design process. The usefulness of processing'state 
transition diagrams in general, of which the SDL is a 
special but important case, to both simulation and analysis 
of traffic capacity is d.i.scus s ed , 
(This paper is printed in full on pp, 71-83) 

314 

In this paper an efficient technique to evaluate th~ 
terminal reliability of a network consisting of unreliable 
independent undirected arcs is presented. This technique 
is an extension of the quite useful series-parallel 
reductions to the case where it is possible to isolate 
subnetworks of the given network connected to the,rest of 
the network through three or more nodes. It is shown that 
this technique, based on recursive decompositi0ns, leads 
to a linear computational complexity for any class of 
"n-m structured" networks. 

315 

The author examined in his ITC7 paper the effect of 
relaxation of probability axioms, whereby the additivity 
would not hold. 

An examination of uncertainty problems shows that a real 
isation, which is in strict sense fixed before and after 
its observation, must satisfy the logical constraints of 
inclusion and dichotomy. Certain sub-structures of a 
Boolean lattice, called filters and intervals, are compat 
ible with these constraints, i.e., sets helonging to ,such 
classes satisfy both inclusion and dich9tomy. A probab 
ility measure must always be defined with respect to a 
Boolean algebra. When its domain of definition is reduced 
to filters and intervals then the resulting restriction 
of a probability measure no longer satisfies the probab 
ility axioms, and its additivity is replaced by partial 
ordering. 

The simple M/M/1 queueing model problem is examined using 
the uncertainty theoretic approach as the main topic of 
this paper. Instead of using the balancing equation of 
birth and death process model, the queue size sequences 
are directly analysed, This elementary approach is 
consistent with the theory and yields results which are 
in agreement with observations. 
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Some Applications to Telephone Traffic Theory 316 
Based on Functional Limit Laws for Cumulative 
Processes. 
Un.dbeJLgeJL, K, 

Cumulative processes appear frequently in traffic theory. 
If regeneration points in time can be chosen so, that the 
intervals between those points are i.i.d. r.v. 's. and the 
behaviour of the increments in the process over these 
intervals also are i.i.d., then we can call the process 
cumulative. Let e.g. the beginning of each congestion 
period be a regeneration point, then the total time 
congestion in (0, t)] can be studied as a cumulative 
process, w(t). 

Some results .. can be achieved from functional limit 
the_c,rems for w(t). 

To apply those theorems some constants have to be known. 
In simple cases they can be calculated, but in more 
complicated situations simulation is more useful. To 
illustrate the special technique and the advantages of 
having the results in a functional form, we have chosen 
some simple processes, where the norming constants are 
known. Functionals, stopping times and especially the 
random change of time method will be discussed. Applica 
tions to scanning processes are also given. 

Average Number of Disjoint Available Paths. 
T.unpeM-, G. 

The computation of probabilities associated with combina 
tions of events may be a laborious task due to a combina 
torial complexity. This.kind of difficulty can often be 
reduced by resorting to Boolean algebra and graph theory. 
The computation of the average number of disjoint avail 
able paths is considered in the paper as a particularly 
illustrative example. 

SUBSCRIBER BEHAVIOUR PROBLEMS 

317 

Comparison .of Calculated and Simulated Results 321 
for Trunk Groups with Repeated Attempts. 
G0.6ztony, G. 

Call attempts arriving to a fully available trunk group 
could encounter the failures: congestion, no answer, busy 
called party. The parameters as call set up times, 
perseverance functions, distributions of reattempt inter 
vals were related to the types of failure and were 
independent of their relative weight. All parameters were 
derived or originated from measurements. Simulation with 
average perseverances and reattempt intervals under 
estimates the harmful effects of repetitions. The 
averages themselves vary as traffic and failure situations 
are varied this should also be taken into account. The 
state equations method, the assumption of an Erlang model 
with fictitious traffic and the S = r-€1. approach with 
constant" were examined. The two later models may be 
used in practice with precautions, their generalisation 
requires further investigations. To achieve more real 
istic simulation studies the behaviour of the called 
subscriber should be more precisely taken into account. 

On the Interaction Between Subscribers and a 322 
Telephone System. 
My~kjd, A. dnd AdgUen, F.A. 

A teletraffic system and the set of its subscribers may 
be considered as two distinct subsystems of a complete 
system including both. The two subsystems, which are of 
quite.different natures, are interconnected across an 
interface, and this interconnection conveys mutual feed 
back signals to the two subsystems. 

Previous publications have treated these phenomena from 
theoretical as well as practical points of view. The 
present paper concentrates on the fundamental statistical 
parameters of the subscriber subsystems and on alter 
native models based on these parameters. Failure rates 
and subscriber persistence are essential quantities, and 
a study of these is carried out, based on mathematical 
descriptions, including different effects of influence. 

The subscriber persistence and repetition intervals are 
measured for different A-subscriber categories and for 
different failure causes, by means of computerised data 
recording equipment. Different mathematical models are 
tested statistically versus experimental results 
obtained by observations on real traffic. 

The Configuration Theory. The Influence of Multi- 323 
Part Tariffs on Local Telephone Traffic. 
K1t.aepe.Uen, H. Y. 

Proper evaluation of usage sensitive pricing (USP) for 
telephone service requires knowledge of subscribers' 
behaviour pattern when subjected to different kinds of 
measured tariffs. Total local revenue generated by a 
subscriber population is the aggregate of payments from 
each individual subscriber, which - in turn - is a 
function of his traffic and the tariff. This paper deals 
with the effect of the tariff configuration on individual 
subscribers' local traffic. The term tariff configuration 
refers to the geometrical pattern. formed by tariff 
components when the tariff is presented in a linear 
price-usage diagram. The first part of the paper 
contains a graphical presentation of how a subscriber 
logically reacts to different tariff configurations. In 
this connection the concepts of equilibrium, diminishing 
relative savings and incentive are introduced. Later in 
the paper approximate mathematical functions for the 
relationship between traffic and tariff are developed; 
i.e. demand functions for local traffic. 

Some Traffic Characteristics of Subscriber 324 
Categories and the Influence from Tariff Changes. 
Bo, K., Gaw.,tdd, O. and Ko~beJtg, J.E. 

On the basis of. data recorded from the telephone network 
in Norway, a study upon subscribers' characteristics 
has been performed. Some of the characteristics have 
been examined for different subscriber categories, i.e. 
PABX lines, business and residence telephones. The 
influence from tariff changes upon the number of local 
and long distance calls, conversation time and traffic 
volume has been especially studied. In addition results 
are presented from measurements upon the subscribers' 
operation and reaction times. 

Experimenting with the Effect of Tariff Changes 325 
on Traffic Patterns. 
Cohen, G. 

GTE Service Corporation has undertaken to experiment with 
exchange service pricing and to study the effect of 
tariff changes on teletraffic patterns as a function of a 
number of parameters including several demographic factors, 
This is part of a comprehensive study to assess the 
economic effect of introducing usage sensitive tariffs 
for local telephone service. A review of experimental 
design and theoretical analyses, a description of the 
field trial and experimental tariff, and certain general 
empirical results to date are presented. Observations 
of subscriber traffic characteristics under flat rate 
pricing including intergroup traffic flows as a function 
of time of day and the implied impact of usage sensitive 
pricing are also presented and discussed. 

TRAFFIC ENGINEERING COMPUTATION TECHNIQUES 

A General Purpose Blocking Probability 331 
Calculation Program for Multi-Stage Link Systems. 
KoCUUJr.d, K. Md Takag~, K. 

An approximate internal blocking probability calculation 
program is described, which has been devised to reduce 
the procedure for practical applications and can generally 
be applied to an arbitrary complicated case without 
programming for the computation of individually derived 
formula. The calculation is performed by giving only a 
series of pseudo-instructions. The principle of the 
method and the functions of each pseudo-instruction are 
described in detail. Examples are shown to characterise 
this program, utilised for the traffic design of 
electronic switching systems development. 
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Probability of Blocking in Non-Hierarchical 332 
Networks. 
VutmM, B. 

The subject of the paper is the probability of blocking 
in non-hierarchical networks and related design and net 
work management aspects. ·The examination is based bn a 
method of calculating the probability of blocking in a 
non-hierarchical network; it is assumed that (a) trunk 
gro~ps between switching centres in the network are 
unavailable with some probability, p, and (b) the 
probability of a switching centre being unavailable is 
small and can be ignored. It is shown.that the 
probability of blocking between any two switching centres 
can be expressed as a polynomial in p, where p is the 
probability of a trunk group (link) being unavailable. 
The terms in this polynomial depend on _the type of net 
work, the relative Loca t Lon- of the two nodes, and the 
number of route-classes allowed ( the sho'r t es t routes 
comprise one route-class bet_ween those two nodes, the 
next-shortest routes comprise another_ route-class, and 
so on). The method is applied to a grid network and 
practical values for the probabili.ty of blocking between 
nodes are obtained. These are discussed in detail and 
on the basis of this discussion, practical considerations 
relating to the design and management of non-hierarchical 
networks are given. 

Some Applications of Quadratic Programming to 333 
the Calculation of Traffic Matrices. 
NivC/1..t, K. and von Sc.han:tz, C. 

This paper describes three applications of quadratic 
programming, i.e. minimisation of a quadratic objective 
function subject to linear constraints, to the calcula 
tion of traffic matrices. Section 2 deals with the 
problem of transforming an old traffic matrix into a 
new one, the new row and column totals being fixed. In 
Section 3 we devise a procedure by which a call dispersal 
matrix can be transformed into a traffic matrix using 
partial information about the latter. Finally in 
Section 4 a method is developed by which a forecasted 
traffic matrix is obtained using forecasts on the 
number of subscriber per exchange and on a few large 
traffic streams. 

The essence of the given results is that the 
calculated traffic matrices can be said to have the 
specific property of minimising~ given sum of squared 
d_ifferences. The sum of squares is chosen so that a 
small value seems highly desirable from a practical point 
of view. 

The application of these principles in the Stockholm 
multi-exchange area is summarised in Section 5. 

An Approximate Method of Calculating Delay 334 
Distributions for Queueing Systems with Poisson 
Input and Arbitrary Holding Time Distributions. 
BeaJr., V. 

The paper describes a method of calculating approximate 
delay distributions in terms of the first two moments of 
the holding time distribution, when the standard deviation 
is· not greater than the mean, using standard dflay curves 
based on constant and negative exponential holding time 
distributions. The accuracy of the method is assessed by 
comparison with exact computations for the Erlangian 
distribution. The effect of the third moment on delay 
distributions is investigated in relation to the Erlangian 
and hyperexponential distributions. 

On Point-to-Point Losses in Communications 
Networks. 
But.to, M., Colombo, G. and Tonle.tti, A. 

335 

Some analytic models for the calculation of groups and 
point-to-point losses in overflow circuit switched com 
munication networks are presented. These algorithms 
can be used with any routing plan and hierarchical or 
symmetrical networks. Stage-by-stage or conditional 
selection route control is adopted. Overflow and carried 
traffics are characterised by mean and variance. The 
calculation of the offered traffics takes approximately 
into account the groups dependence. The results obtained 

are compared with simulation results. The most accurate 
models involve a 20% relative error on losses, hence 
they are sufficient for most network designs and 
performance investigations. 

Transformed Probability Distributions of 336 
Indetermined Form: Calculation Methods for 
Moments of Arbitrary Order and Their Applica- 
tion in Queueing Systems. 
Sc.hn.e.ibe!t, F. 

The mathematical treatment of- random processes often 
affords the calculation of moments Mj by means of the 
appropriate derivatives of a transformed distribution 
e.g. the Laplace transform L(s) of p.d.f. p(x). The 
application of this well known method might become 
complicated, if the transform is a fractional function 
L(s) = A0 (s)/B0(s) and shows at s=O the indetermined 
form 0/0 which must be evaluated by the rule l'Hospital. 

The indeterminateness is assumed to be of m-th order 
(m=O, 1, 2, ... ). Based on a Maclaurin's series 
expansion for nominator Ao(s) and denominator B0(s) a 
general formula and also a recursion formula are 
developed which allow the exact calculation of the j-th 
derivative. 

L(j)(O) and thereby of the moment Mj (j=l, 2, ..• ). The 
general formula makes use of Fae di Bruno's differentia 
tion formula. The recursion formula can be performed by 
a universal computer program and is used preferable for 
moments l!j of higher order, e.g. j 3. In order to 
demonstrate the recursion method in an uncomplicated 
case the moments Mj of the waitimg time and delay time 
distribution of queueing system M/G/1 are calculated 
for order j = 8. 

Traffic Engineering with Programmable Pocket 337 
Calculators. 
BttW c.hnudvr., G. 

Programmable pocket calculators are shown to be a 
practical tool for the traffic engineer. The author, 
who has programmed the basic formulas of traffic theory 
for these calculators, demonstrates their usefulness by 
explaining some of the operating instruction charts. 

TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION IN THE NETWORK 

Axiomatic Fundamentals for the Calculation of 341 
Traffic Distribution in Telephone Networks. 
Va..u.,e.nbe.ttge.tt, G. 

Let IT be the t<atal set of subac r Lbe r s and A and B sub 
sets of U. The "traffic from A to B" can then be 
represented by a measure y(A,B) which has the following 
properties : non-negative, limited, totally additive 
with respect to A and B. 

A general formal foundation for performing calculations 
on traffic distributions is developed on this basis. 
The characteristic properties of traffic distributions 
as well as specific problems involved in the planning of 
telephone networks and practical methods of solving them 
are indicated in terms of this fundamental approach. 

A typical example of a situation where this approach is 
valuable is that where telephone exchanges are to be 
rearranged. The traffic interrelations between the 
exchanges of a network, usually expressed in the form of 
a traffic matrix, only provide "supporting values" for 
the measure y(A,B). By "interpolating" between these 
values it is, however, possible to establish a complete 
measute which approximates the true measure y(A,B), In 
the case of a rearrangement of the exchanges, this 
measure provides all the necessary information.on the 
new traffic interrelations which result. 

The Effects of Non-Uniform Traffic Distribution 342 
in Switching Networks. 
Ho6.s.tu.tvr., H. 

This paper deals with the phenomenon that in a switching 
network the individual link groups between any two stages 
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do not have a uniform traffic load. Such a non-uniform 
load within the switching network can be due to the 
following causes 

External causes: When subscribers and trunks are assigned 
to the switching network, uniform 
distribution of the load over the 
individual matrices is not achieved. 

Internal causes: The specific mode of operation of the 
switching control. 

The effect of non-uniformly loaded link groups on the 
grade of service is analysed in four-stage switching 
networks composed of two-stage link blocks. This effect 
is always shown to be unfavorable. The influence of the 
externally caused non-uniform load on the grade of 
service of configurations employing the structure under 
consideration is intensified as the mean load of the 
links leaving the lst- and last-stage matrices increases. 
With regard to the internal causes it is important for 
the switching control for outgoing traffic to be based 
on a suitable strategy. 

NETWORK AND SYSTEM RELIABILITY 

Peakedness in Switching Machines 
and Estimation. 
He.66u, I-!. a.nd HoUzma.n, J.M. 

Its Effect 

A Mathematical Model of Telephone Traffic 
Dispersion in Some Australian Metropolitan 
Networks. 
Vwv.,-ta.n, A.W. 

343 

Peakedness has been shown to have a degrading effect 
upon performance of switching machines. Thie paper 
reviews the effect of peakedness upon a class of electro 
mechanical switching machines (describable by GI/M/N 
systems) and focusses on a method of estimating it. 

One method of estimating peakedness is based on the 
measured delay; one determines which peakedness could 
have caused the delay. Thia method is desirable from 
the point of view of directly measuring the effect of 
peakedness upon performance. However, it cen become 
unreliable when the delays are low, as they normdlly 
should be. 

Another method (discussed in detail), applicable at low 
loads is based on within-hour samples of usage. By 
determining the variance-mean ratio of the number of busy 
servers in a GI/M/N queueing system, a peakedness 
estimation procedure is defined. Peakedness as a function 
of holding time plays a role in interpreting the results. 
Statistical accuracy of the procedure is discussed. 

344 

Analysis of measurements of point-to-point traffics in 
telephone networks in some Australian State capitals 
leads to a form of gravity model in which the explanatory 
variables are radial distance and telephone.service 
density. The model is extended to estimate "own exchange" 
traffic and to include an "adjacency factor". A way is 
suggested of forecasting point-to-point traffic flow 
incorporating the influence of exchange parameters as 
well as measurements of initial point-to-point traffic 
flows. 
(This paper is printed in full on pp.84-91) 

Analysis of Traffic Flows on Subscriber-Lines 345 
Dependent of Time and Subscriber-Class. 
EveM, P. 

Results of a measurement in a local exchange in Berlin 
(West) have been analysed. The dependence on the gained 
parameters from subscriber-class and time of day is 
discussed. As the data have been collected in one 
exchange only, no results concerning the influence of the 
local position of the observed subscribers can be 
presented. The structure of the traffic generated by the 
subscribers is described by the "call-mixtt of non-blocked 
attempts, the grade of perseverance, the repetition-times 
after unsuccessful attempts, the holding times and the 
distribution of calls over the time of day and over the 
distance between calling and called subscriber. Some 
ideas are added in which way the results can be applied 
to optimisation procedures for telecommunication networks. 

Evaluation of ~eliability and Serviceability 
in Communication Systems with its Applications 
to Network Planning. 
MoJU, H. a.nd TuamUJta., H. 

411 

With the development of information-oriented society, 
communication systems have been expanding the capacity 
and the functional abilities, and their responsibility 
to the human society has become extremely large. To 
design and operate such systems, in addition to the 
conventional system. engineering based mainly on efficiency 
maximum or cost minimum, the new engineering is required 
where the effectiveness of the system in the given 
environment is evaluated from various angles. 

In this paper, the new concepts of system serviceability 
is discussed and the measure to evaluate it on the 
waiting time basis is proposed. By using this measure 
overall system characteristic covering service quality 
and reliability can be evaluated quantitatively. This 
measure is formulated and its relations to conventional 
system parameters are discussed when it is applied to 
the very simple system, and then the serviceability of 
practical telephone systems handling the hourly 
distributed traffic is examined. As the results, the 
useful empirical formula expressing the relations of 
proposed measure to the conventional reliability para 
meters are obtained. Finally several applications are 
shown to demonstrate the practicality of proposed 
measure. It is concluded that the new aspects of 
system engineering should be explored by introducing 
new concepts as proposed here in the constructive and 
administrative works of large-scale communication systems. 

A Study of Software Reliability. 
AndeM-6on, H., Puam, L. a.nd S:/:Jtandbug, K. 

412 

The paper presents some new contribut'ions to software 
reliability models. Terms and definitions for software 
reliability and associated concepts are propo;ed. The 
authors discuss the possibility of taking special 
properties of an SPC switching system into account. Based 
on this discussion they propose mathematical models, 
evaluate contributing factors and derive suitable 
characteristics. 

The model validation is treated in connection with a 
case study. 

Effects of Faults on the Grade of Service of 414 
a Telephone Exchange. 
Ka.n.,[u~, G. and Sm.U:h, J.L. 

This paper discusses the Reliability of a Telephone 
exchange in terms of two Stochastic processes. The first 
process Xt describes the fault population in the exchange 
in terms of the individual fault failure rates and fault 
durations. The second process Yt describes the resulting 
changes in the grade of service induced by the fault 
population. The functional relationship Yr= g(Xt) is 
used to discuss the frequency and duration of upcrossings 
of Yt in terms of the ,individual fault failure rates and 
durations on the assumption that fault durations are 
negative-exponentially distributed. The general theory 
developed is applied to an exchange with two faults. 

On the Influence of Certain Typical Equipment 415 
Faults on Grade of Service. 
Je.w.,en, E. and Toledano, F. 

This paper is concerned with the traffic effects of 
equipment faults causing changes in holding time distri 
butions on a per call and device basis. In particular, 
the effect of so called killer devices, i.e. malfunction 
ing devices with relative short holding times will be 
studied. 

The types of systems considered are (a) full availability 
groups with random hunting and loss, (b) link systems 
with loss, (c) overflow systems with faulty primary 
groups. 
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Holding time distributions are generally unrestricted 
however, some results are limited to neg. exp. distri 
butions. Calls are assumed arriving according to a 
s t ane dependent birth process. 

Results are obtained in the form of stationary state 
distributions and the more important associated traffic 
parameters, such as carried traffics, call loss rates, 
trouble rates, etc. Further, a fault-checking statist 
ical test on the number of seizures has been given. 

Effectiveness Characteristics of Partly Disabled 416 
Device Groups. 
AndeN.>Mn, H. and S.tJui.ndbeJtg, K. 

The paper presents formulas and methods for the determina 
tion of availability, trafficability and effectiveness 
characteristics of partly disabled device groups. A 
partly disabled device group is a group of devices, where 
the occupations of a subset of devices are classified 
as unsuccessful. 

Certain fully accessible, r andom l.y hunted loss, delay and 
combined loss-delay systems are treated. Formulas and 
methods are given for an iter~tive calculation of state 
probabilities. The methods, when programmed on a computer, 
give simple calculations to determine probability of 
call failure, call and time congestion, mean waiting 
times and other measures. 

The methods presented are primarily intended for use in 
the evaluation of alternative telecommunication system 
design proposals. 

OVERFLOW TRAFFIC MODELS 

Some Formulae Old and New for Overflow Traffic 421 
in Telephony. 
PeMce, C. and PotteJt, R. 

The description of telephone traffic by channel 
occupancies leads, in a situation of repeated overflows, 
to complicated equations for the juint distribution of 
the numbers of occupied channels at the different stages 
involved. We employ a prescription through the times 
separating consecutive calls in the traffic stream, 
which enables compound systems to be considered piecemeal. 
Some specific formulae are derived generalising known 
formulae and some general questions considered through 
this approach. 
(This paper is printed in fu11 on pp. 92-97) 

On Higher Order Moments of Overflow Traffic 
Behind Groups of Full Access. 
ScheivteJt, R. 

422 

This paper deals with the calculation of higher order 
moments of traffic overflowing from groups of full access. 

For the factorial moments, the ordinary moments and the 
central moments of such an overflow traffic, an elementary 
derivation is presented which does not employ a trans 
formation by means of generating functions. 

Furthermore, higher order moments of the traffic carried 
in finite secondary groups are considered. Exact, 
explicity formulae are derived for the fac,orial, ordinary 
and central moments of the traffic carried in a finite 
secondary group of full access. 

The presented formulae for higher order moments are 
illustrated by numerical examples. 

Mean and Variance of the Overflow Traffic of a 423 
Group of Lines Connected to One or Two Link 
Systems. 
de BoeJt, J. 

Traffic overflowing from a group of lines connected to a 
link network may be characterised by its mean and variance. 
These moments can be expressed in the Poisson traffic 
offered, the number- of lines and the characteristic block 
ing quantities Pi of the network. Pi is the probability 

that no one of i free lines is accessible from a given 
free inlet of the network under given loading conditions. 

The paper consists of two distinct parts. After a short 
survey of basic formulas, the case of two link networks 
is considered in the first part. Here some of the lines 
are connected to one network with quantities Pi i other 
lines are connected to a second network 1,rith qu~ntities 
P2 i. By a· random choice it is decided whether the 
establishment of a connection should first be tried via 
the first network or via the second. For this situation 
the relations between the Pi of the combi.ned network and 
the Pl,i and P2,i are derived. It is shown that the 
combined network may be treated as the case of one net 
work with quantities Pi. 

In the second part of the paper approximations for the 
mean and variance of the overflow traffic are derived 
which are suitable for pocket calculators. 

The Accuracy of Overflow Traffic Models. 
FJteema.n, A.H. 

Behaviour of Overflow Traffic and the Probabil 
ities of Blocking in Simple Gradings. 
KM:ten, L. 

424 

This paper compares the equivalent random model for over 
flow traffic with two models based on the interrupted 
poisson process. One of these models is considerably 
more difficult to compute than the E.R. model but its 
accuracy is much greater and it is useful as a reference 
for comparing different models. The other is of 
comparable accuracy to the E.R. model and in some 
applications is more easily computed. 
(This paper is printed in full on pp.98-103) 

425 

This paper essentially is a condensed and modernised 
version of some of author's early work which is nearly 
inaccessible due to war circumstances. A system is 
studied in which several Poisson groups of sources each 
dispose of a number of individual servers and, moreover, 
jointly of a number of commons. In order to solve the 
problems of the loss factors in this system, subsystems 
are studied ea.eh comprising one group of sources with 
its individuals and having overflow to an infinity of 
commons (better called "secondaries11 now, as there are 
no competing groups of sources). T~~10 formulae are 
obtained for the distribution function of the number of 
occupied secondaries in those subsystems. For the 
original problem a (formal) exact solution is obtained 
as well as bounds to this solution. 

Cyclic Overflow of Calls Offered to Subgroups of 426 
a Full-Availability Group of Lines. 
Ju.rig, M.M. and de BoeJt, J. 

Poisson-distributed traffic is offered to a full-avail 
ability group of lines according to the following 
routing rule. 

A group of N lines is split up into L subgroups of M=N/L 
lines. Likewise, the total traffic A is split Uf into L 
traffic parcels with intensity A/L. Traffic parcel no. i 
is offered first to subgroup no. i. Calls which are 
rejected by this subgroup are offered to subgroup (i+l) 
mod L, and those calls which are rejected again are 
offered to subgroup (i+Z) mod L, and so on. A call is 
Lost if it is offered to all L subgroups without being 
successful. 

Offering rejected calls to consecutive subgroups is 
accomplished by the control section of the system. For 
determination of the load of the central contrnl, the 
following quantities are of interest 

- The overflow probabilities. 
- The mean number of times that a call will overflow 

before having success. 

The present report gives methods for calculating these 
quantities. 
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Correlation Induced in Traffic Overflowing 
from a Common Link. 
Wwon, K.G. 

427 

Certain links in alternative routing networks are 
offered independent streams of traffic from two or more 
sources. Previously, the behaviour of this traffic has 
been predicted using simulation or the equivalent 
random method. An analytic model for this case has been 
developed and can be used as a tool in investigating 
traffic behaviour in alternative routing networks in 
general. 

This paper considers the moments of the traffic over 
flowing from the shared link and in particular the 
covariance. The covariance is often assumed to be zero, 
e.g. in simulation or else bypassed as in the equivalent 
random method which considers the offered traffic as if 
it were only one stream. 

An iterative solution to the problem is given and an 
analytic solution to a-special case, in which the 
offered traffic is random, is derived. 
(This paper is printed in full on pp. 104-107) 

SIMULATION TECHNIQUES 

Statistical Problems in Simulation of Tele 
communications Traffic Systems, Some Analytical 
Results. 
O.f/2.i,on, K.M. 

An Interactive Simulation System for Data 
Communication Network Design - ICANDO. 
Ono, K. and U~ano, Y. 

431 

A loss system in which the number of customers in the 
system can be described as a birth and death process 
with arbitrary birth and death intensities is considered. 
For this system we derive formulas for the variance of 
the number of loss calls, the proportion of lost calls 
and the time congestion measured by continuous observa 
tion or by different scanning methods. For the Erlang 
loss system an exact formula for the variance of the 
number of lost calls is derived for the case when the 
observations comprise a fixed number of calls. 

For observations on the Erlang waiting system comprising 
a fixed number of calls, formulas are derived for the 
variance of the mean waiting time, the proportion of 
delayed calls and the mean queue length observed when 
calls arrive. 

432 

This paper describes the new interactive simulation 
system (ICANDO) which was developed as a tool in planning 
and designing data communication systems and data net 
works. The included are study· background, _model and 
program description. This system is composed of several 
computer programs using FORTRAN and GPSS, associated 
data base and an interactive graphic display. We also 
demonstrate how this proposed interactive simulation 
system works for the problem. The paper concludes that 
proposed hybrid simulation models which involve both 
analytic and simulation techniques are highly effective 
for evaluating communication networks and determining 
the realistic design parameters with man-computer inter 
action. 

Subcall-Type Control Simulation of SPC Switch- 433 
ing Systems. 
V~etlueh, G. and Sahlde R. 

The paper discusses a simulation technique for switching 
system control investigations which is characterised 
by specific simplifications in the traffic model. All 
call attempts are broken down into independent "subcal.Ls" 
like PRESELECTION, SELECTION, ANSWER, RELEASE; dialling 
and signalling are represented as independent stochastic 
processes. 

Advantages, drawbacks and application range of the sub 
call-type simulation technique are being discussed. 

Typical simulation results are presented for a 20,000 
line METACONTA exchange under normal load and two over 
load conditions that are described by call mixes. 

ENTRASIM - A Real-Time Traffic Environment 
Simulator for SPC Switching Systems. 
G~Mzee/u, M. 

The real-time environment simulator provides a model of 
the SPC switching system in all its ccmp l.ext ty , using 
the actual processors and software. The complete switch 
ing network, all signalling and peripheral control 
devices and all other elements of the system are 
represented by memory cells in the simulator. Initially 
developed for software check-out in SPC systems of the 
Metaconta family, the environment simulator has been 
extended into a traffic simulation tool : ENTRASIM. This 
system accurately models and simulates the SPC switching 
machine and the external traffic environment viz. the 
offered calls and event sequences within each call. This 
new traffic simulation technique has promising applica 
tions in call handling capacity studies of SPC processors 
and other traffic studies where an accurate representa 
tion of the switching system and its environment is 
essential. 

Traffic Studies of Message Switching Computers. 
Thuan, L.V. and Bogn~, R.E. 

435 

436 

This paper studies prediction of the performance of 
computer controlled store and forward message switching 
systems, and hence the traffic levels and CPU utilisa 
tions which the systems can handle, The study is 
carried by both analytical and simulation methods, and 
the analytical results are found to be less accurate, 
The simulation is also used to study the dependence of 
response time on throughput. 
(This paper is printed in full on pp. 108-11 5) 

NETWORK MANAGEMENT AND SUPERVISION 

Factors Influencing the Call Completion Ratio. 
R-i.uz, G.W. 

441 

This paper begins with a brief description of network 
call completion statistics obtained by special process 
ing of automatic message accounting data. In this 
paper "completion" is simply the ratio of answered calls 
to total attempts. Illustrative results are then 
presented for the total U.S.A. telephone system and for 
several individual Bell System operating companies. 
Seasonal variations, residual month-to-month variability, 
and problems resulting from abnormal traffic are 
discussed. 

It is well known that the terminating customer's state 
(busy/ does not answer) and the originating customer's 
response when a call attempt is not successful (retrial/ 
abandonment are the major factors influencing call 
completion percentages. Under present U.S. service 
standards, these factors serve to mask network effects, 
including blocking and equipment failure. This paper 
shows that the called party class of service distribu 
tion (i.e., numbers of residence, business, multiline 
hunt, PBX lines, etc.) provides a basis for calculation 
of an expected completion rate for each central office 
in a large administrative area. A computer model which 
has been developed to identify candidate offices for 
potential completion improvement is described. 

Procedures to detect the causes of low completion ratios 
and possible methods of improvement are discussed. An 
example of a significant shift in network completion, 
resMlting from a tariff change, is presented, and the 
cost/effectiveness of completion ratio improvement 
activities is discussed. 

The generally applicable modelling principles for SPC 
type control systems, based on the subcall-type traffic 
model, are being described, taking the ME;TACONTA aecli 
size local switching system as a reference syst•: 
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Statistical Aspects in Detecting Critical 
Traffic Conditions. 
M.utanda, G. and To.6aLU, A. 

442 

This paper aims, in the first place, at ·contributing to 
the solution of the problem of alarm criteria by attempt 
ing to demonstrate the desirability of expressing the 
concepts of reliability and promptness of an alarm 
criterion in statistical terms. This need should be 
borne in mind particularly when the introduction of 
automatic management of a network is envisaged, that is, 
management without the assistance of trained and expert 
operators. 

Secondly the paper attempts to demonstrate the statist 
ical meaning of the basic concepts of reliability and 
promptness by means of a very simple example, based on 
the observation of the traffic handled by a group 
controlled according to Sobel-Wald's sequential criterion 
(12). 

NETWORK AND SYSTEM OPTIMISATION 

Lastly, the paper tries, by the use of simulations, to 
show the delicacy of the assumptions which form the basis 
for the definition of an alarm criterion drawing atten 
tion to the possible influences, on the results deriving 
from the use of an oversimplified criterion, of various 
aspects, such as the dependence of the observations, the 
capacity of the group, the peakness factor, the critical 
level of the situations to be identified as abnormal and 
the transience of the abnormal situations to be 
identified. 

Concent - An Aid to the Business Management 443 
of Telephone Networks. 
Matt,low, G. O'H. 

A method to measure telephone traffic levels in remote 
exchanges from a central location has been developed and 
the technique has been applied to a medium sized metro 
politan network exceeding 200,000 subscribers. Six 
continuous seven day (24 hour) traffic studies have been 
carried out on this network over a 17 month period to 
establish the value of, and to observe any trends in, 
macro network traffic parameters. This paper discusses 
the reasons for these studies and outlines the results 
obtained to this stage, An interesting outcome has been 
the relative stability of the weekly load factor, which 
has important application for estimation of call earnings, 
(This paper is printed in full on pp. 116-124) 

Individual Circuit Measurements.,., 
G~ave.1, R.V. and PeM/2on, V.A. 

445 

The measurement of usage and event data on an individual 
circuit basis is not new. However, recent hardware tech 
nology has made it economic to measure tens of thousands 
of circuits and recent mini-computer developments have 
greatly reduced real-time data processing costs. In 
1971, this new "individual circuit/mini-computer" princ 
iple was first applied in trunking studies at New York 
Telephone Company; since then, many small scale trunking 
studies of this type have been performed throughout the 
United States. 

This report describes the first major installation of 
individual circuit/mini-computer equipment for the full 
measurement of all COE in a large step-by-step central 
office (i.e. 10,00o+ measurement points). Tha report 
details the advantages of software versus hardware 
grouping in terms of reductions in installation, admini 
stration and rearrangement costs; evaluates the benefits 
of individual circuit measurements (ICM) for data valida 
tion; and contrasts the capability to identify inoperative 
and defective plant vis-a-vis existing maintenance 
procedures, Finally, it summarises specific areas where 
individual circuit measurement techniques have improved 
central office performance in terms of trouble report 
frequencies, service observation results, and service 
indices. 

Optimisation of Telephone Networks with 
Alternative Routing and Multiple Number of 
Route Group Channels. 
T.6anlwv, B. 

511 

This paper deals with the optimal planning of the trunk 
or junction network with alternative routing, when the 
number of channels of each trunk group or junction group 
is just multiple of a number z, i.e., the number of 
channels is divisible by z. As a rule z is dependent on 
used carrier system. This is a problem of significant 
interest to the integrated switching and transmission 
(IST) network, In the paper is demonstrated the 
advisability of the organisation of alternative routing 
in such networks. An analysis of the optimising problem 
is presented. Calculation procedures suitable for the 
economical planning on a computer are achieved by means 
of the mathods of the integer programming. Examples of 
the numerical results are presented. 

A Ccmpa'rf.son of System and User Optimised 
Telephone Networks. 
HaJrJrM, R.J. 

512 

In a recent paper (Ref. 1) the principles of System and 
User optimisation were introduced and discussed for 
alternate routing telephone networks, (A System optimised 
network design is obtained by minimising the total cost 
of the network, subject to Origin to Destination grade of 
service standards. A User optimised network design is 
achieved by minimising the cost per erlang on chains 
used by each OD pair), An algorithm for determining 
these optimal network designs has been developed (Ref. 2) 
which is based upon a modification to a well known non 
linear programming algorithm proposed by Wolfe (Ref. 3). 

A mathematical model for dimensioning alternate routing 
networks developed by Berry (Ref. 6) has been used in 
conjunction with the optimising algorithm to obtain net 
work designs based on the two principles. The purpose 
of this paper is to compare the two different network 
designs obtained by applying these optimising principles 
to the Adelaide Telephone Network. 
(This paper is printed in full on pp. 125-132) 

A Generalisation of Takagi's Results on 
Optimum Link Graphs. 
van BoMe, J.G. 

513 

We compare the congestion in multi-stage switching net 
works (with random path selection) by examining the 
corresponding channel graphs. Takagi has shown that in 
a suitably chosen group one can identify an "optimum" 
graph, which has the lowest congestion. His proofs make 
use of H8lder's inequal~ty and depend on the assumption 
that two or more link groups in the graphs have binomial 
occupancy distributions. 

We present an extension of Takagi's results by verifying 
their validity without making ariy assumptions regarding 
occupancy distributions. 

A Method for Determining Optimal Integer 514 
Numbers of Circuits in a Telephone Network. 
BeMy, L.T.M. 

For a given telephone network, there exist many different 
junction allocations which achieve specified overall 
traffic congestions between each pair of exchanges. This 
paper considers the problem of finding a Minimum Cost 
network, that is, a network which satisfies the perform 
ance criterion at a minimum total junction cost. 
Previous models have relaxed the integrality conditions 
on junction numbers. 
(This paper is printed in full on pp. 133-137) 
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On Optimal Dimensioning of a Certain Local 
Network. 
Y ec.lua-U, U. 

515 

A group of m sources (telephone exchanges) is offering 
traffic to a group of n local exchanges. From each 
sources Sk (k = 1, 2, ..• m) there are Nki trunks lead 
ing directly to local exchange Ei (I= 1, 2, ..• n). A 
call originating at Skis transmitted first to local 
exchange Ei with probability qki (iqki = 1). If the 
call's destination is Ej (j = i) rather than Ei, the call 
is transferred from Ei to Ej. 

F~r such a network, the optimal economic dimensioning of 
trunks (i.e., optimal allocation of the Nki's) is deter 
mined. It is shown that, for each source exchange, the 
optimal dimensioning is to direct all trunks to a single 
local exchange (which may differ for distinct sources). 
This single local exchange is determined as a function of 
the cost of trunks (i.e., distances) between the exchanges 
and the load offered by the sources to the various local 
exchanges. 

A Probabilistic Model for Optimisation of 
Telephone Networks. 
Kwhnan IyeJr., R.S. and Voww.,, T. 

In this paper a probabilistic model fo: a telephone 
traffic network is developed. A system of state equations 
is presented .for the basic building block of an alternate 
routing network and an explicit solution is given. From 
this model, the blocking probabilities at any network 
node may be readily obtained. As a consequence, it is 
possible to formulate an optimisation problem for the 
minimisation of the variance of the traffic arriving at 
the x - tandem (subject to cost and any other required 
constraints). 
(This paper is printed in full on pp. 138-141 I 

DATA TRAFFIC PROBLEMS 

Data Communications Through Large Packet 
Switching Networks. 
KluMoc.R, L. and Ka.moun, F. 

516 

521 

The topological design and adaptive routing procedure for 
computer networks becomes infeasible under their present 
form as the number of network nodes grows. In this 
paper we present, optimise and evaluate hierarchical 
procedures to be used in the case of large networks. 
~hese procedures are an extension of present schemes 
and rely on a hierarchical clustering of the network 
nodes; Models are developed to determine optimal 
clustering structures which lead to a minimal routing 
table as well as those structures which lead to a minimal 
computational cost for the topological design. Both 
optimal structures achieve enormous savings. The effect 
of hierarchical routing on network throughput and delay 
is also studied and demonstrates the efficiency of 
hierarchical routing for large networks. 

Evaluation of Traffic Characteristics of 
Some Time Division Switching Networks for Data 
with a Plurality of Speeds. 
Ino~e, H., So,lto, T., WaRahMa, Y. and Fu~/uma, Y. 

522 

Keeping uniform spacing between data samples in time 
division switching network to handle data of various 
speed, time slot assignment mechanism can be simplified, 
and control memory cost can be reduced. Some time 
division data switching networks for large and small 
offices are shown and as a practically realisable 
solution to improve traffic handling capability, the 
primary rearrangement of low speed data is proposed to 
accommodate high speed data. The blocking probabilities 
for these networks without rearrangement and with 
primary rearrangement are derived and through numerical 
calculations, the effect of primary rearrangement is 
evaluated. 

Measurement and Analysis of Data Traffic 
Originated by Display and Teletypewriter 
Terminals in a Teleprocessing System. 
Pawli.la, P. 

523 

This paper describes results of data traffic measurements 
at a general purpose time sharing system with moderate 
load of technical and commercial tasks set by the users 
Measurements in this field published so far deal mainly 
with data traffic related· to typewriter or teletype 
writer terminals. The present investigation treats data 
traffic of a collective of buffered alphanumeric display 
(CRT) and unbuffered teletypewriter terminals, half 
duplex connected by dialling lines at a speed of 1200, 
200 resp. 110 bit/s. 

Using a lately available high speed hardware monitor a 
new method for data traffic measurement has been 
developed: all input and output dialogue characters of 
the active terminals passing the CPU-side interface of 
the data transmission controller were serially recorded 
on magnetic tape for further treatment. A special 
program was develo.ped to evaluate the recorded data with 
regard to different time random variables dividing the 
dialogue cycles into characteristic periods. 

Some basic differences between display and teletype 
writer terminals are discussed. As one result it is 
shown that the mean durations of dialogue cycles of 
both types of terminals are approximately equal though 
the mean values of some other dialogue segments are 
quite different. 

Modelling and Analysis of St o r e+and+Fo rwa rd 524 
Data Switching Centres with Finite Buffer 
Memory and Acknowledgement Signalling. 
Bux, W, 

In this paper a queueing model for a data switching centre 
within a store-and-forward switching network is developed, 
in order to provide a tool for the dimensioning of such 
networks. The model Lnc Lude sYt he f,in:l;te buffer memory and 
the control processor of the switching centre, as well as 
the data channels (transmission time plus propagation 
delay). Moreover, acknowle.dgement signalling is considered 
because transmitted packets are stored in buffer until an 
acknowledgement is received. Unacknowledged packets are 
retransmitted after a constant time-out. 

For exponentially distributed packet lengths a closed 
form solution for the equilibrium distribution of queue 
sizes is derived. This allows to evaluate performance 
values of the system (buffer overflow probability, flow 
times etc.). For constant packet lengths a simple 
approach is given for estimating the most important 
performance values. The approximation is checked by 
simulation. Moreover an algorithm is proposed to analyse 
iteratively whole networks with the aid of the developed 
model. 

Probability of Loss of Data Traffics with 
Different Bit Rates Hunting One Common PCM 
Channel. 
Ka.tz6c.hneJr., L. and Sc.helleJr., R. 

525 

This paper deals with the calculation of the probabilities 
of loss for data traffics with different bit rates, hunt 
ing one common data link, e.g. one PCM channel. This PCM 
channel is divided up into subchannels, so a superframe 
structure is obtained. A data channel for a data connec 
tion is constituted by allocating one or more subchannels, 
corresponding to the bit rate, to this connection. This 
allocation of subchannels to data connections is done 
dynamically during call establishment. According to the 
multiplexing techniques, two different principles of 
allocating subchannels to one data connection are 
considered : arbitrary subchannel allocation and regular 
subchannel allocation. 
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As the data traffics with different bit-rates suffer 
different probabilities of loss, the paper investigates 
means to obtain equal probabilities of loss for all 
types of traffic. This is done by introducing a limited 
availability for calls with lower bit rates. The paper 
concludes with a comparison between the probabilities of 
loss in case of the two dynamic allocation principles and 
with the case of permanent allotation (separate "trunk 
groups for all types of traffic). 

INTERNATIONAL AND I.T.U. STUDIES 

Traffic Engineering in Developing Countries. 
Some Observations from the ESCAP Region. 
EU.run, A. 

531 

Conditions for traffic engineering in developing 
countries as regards difficulties in satisfying an ever 
increasing demand for telecommunication equipment 
services. Available technical and human resources to 
face the problem. 

The problem quantity or quality reflected in some typical 
overloading problems. The importance of network planning 
and study of subscriber dialling behaviour. 

Formulation of how traffic engineers from the developed 
world best can help the developing countries. 

International Network Planning - Two Case Studies. 532 
The Pan-African Telecom. Network and the Middle 
East and Mediterranean Telecom. Network. 
Engvill, L. 

During the period 1968-1976 two projects on international 
network planning have been undertaken through the Inter 
national Telecommunication Union. The Pan-African Tele 
communication Network, embracing 30 countries in Africa 
(principally south of Sahara), was the first to make 
extensive use of computer calculation methods. These 
were based on the principles of alternative routing with 
economic comparison, explained in the CCITT GAS 2 t'.anual. 
These principles refer to a local network of multi 
exchange configuration and had to be adapted to the 
case of an international network for a large region. 

The other project covers a region including the 20 Arab 
countries together with seven other neighbouring 
countries in Europe and Africa. In this study the 
method previously developed for the Pan-African network 
has been refined to include a large variety of cost 
functions for possible transmission media to be selected 
on the most economical annual cost per circuit basis. 
The effect of time differences on international calls has 
been considered by applying to the traffic input the 
distribution function over 24 hours as presented in ITC 
papers in the congresses in Munich and Stockholm. In 
the selection of the most economical international net 
work, the introduction of a dedicated satellite system 
for the project region has been considered as well. 

Integration of Communication Satellite into the 
International Networks; Planning and Economy, 
Traffic Engineering. 
Pe.ll.nau,- W. and U!unone.-U:, W. 

533 

Today, there is a world-wide competition between cable 
and satellite systems as reliable transmission media. 
Ten years of experience in the operation of communication 
satellites allow more accurate statements to be made on 
an optimum use from the viewpoint of planning, operation 
and economic efficiency. 

Sections 1 and 2 of this paper include not only a brief 
report on the growth rate of the telephone stations and 
the development of the intercontinental traffic but also 
a description of the operational and economical applica 
tion of cable and satellite systems to maintain an 
efficient intercontinental telecommunication service, 

Section 3 deals with the maritime satellite (MARSAT) 
system which is at present under development. It is 
shown that in the case of multiple access to the N 
satellite channels (all shore stations have access to 
the N satellite channels) a proper technical solution 
(no dual seizures on the operating and signalling 
channels) is only possible when the switching system is 
designed as a delay and loss system. Fig. 3.5-1 shows 
the allocation of the number of waiting positions to 
the number of satellite channels with given traffic 
parameters. 

The Rim of the study outlined in Section 4 is a 
comparison between the total costs of a satellite system 
and the costs of a terrestrial network which would meet 
the same demand for circuits but with conventional means. 
The annual costs per circuit kilometer, which are a 
specific value for each network, offer themselves for 
the cost comparison. 

Structuring of a Telephone Network with Alter- 534 
native Routing but with no Hierarchisation of 
the Centres. 
Chapu,u.,, R.J., Ho6Vt, C. and PeAJU,n, J.L. 

This study is part of a more general one intended to 
compare the costs of an international network with a 
given grade of service between any pair of international 
centres in two distinct situations: 

(i) where the network is designed with systematic use 
of alternate routing and without regard to any 
particularism stemming from national considerations; 

(ii) where a network is based on the sum of the 
decisions peculiar to each of the countries it 
connects, the decisions being guided by the 
desire on the part of each country to maximise 
the financial return derived from its inter 
national service. 

These two policies for planning the international net 
work are likely to lead to very divergent results in 
terms of the structure of the network. A comparison 
between the North American network and the international 
network in Europe is instructive in this respect. 

This is a theoretical study, but a sufficiently 
representative model of an international network has 
been used. The model of the international network is 
represented by a square matrix with five rows ~nd five 
columns (i.e. 25 countries). A non-hierarchical net 
work has been assumed. 

A revision of CCITT Recommendation Q.13 is to be 
adopted for study by the VIth Plenary Assembly and the 
present theoretical study could well contribute in this 
context towards clarifying certain points concerning 
the structuring of a non-hierarchical network. 

LINK SYSTEMS 

Wide-Sense Non-Blocking Networks, and Some 
Packing Algorithms. 
Smd!i, V.G. and Rahman Khan, M.M. 

542 

It is demonstrated that for a three-stage symmetrical 
network, with one link between switches in successive 
stages (i.e.- (m, n, r)), the number of middle switches 
required for non-blocking cannot be less than 2n - %· 

In addition, results showing the effect of a number of 
packing rules on the internal congestion of a particular 
network are presented. 
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Blocking Probabilities for Connecting Networks 
Allowing Rearrangements. 
Hwang, F,K, 

543 Point-to-Point Selection versus Point-to-Group 
Selection in Link Systems. 
Lotze., A., RodeJt, A. and TrueJteJt, G. 

541 

We consider connecting networks in which we allow existing 
calls to be rearranged (rerouted) to accommodate a new 
call. This capability exists, for example, in the net 
work of the recently proposed automatic main distribution 
frame [(2, 3, 4)] (where the need for switching live calls 
does not arise). For practical reasons, we are 
particularly interested in networks in which we allow a 
fixed small number, say t, of calls to be rearranged. 
The probability that a (random) new call is still blocked 
even allowing t-1 rearrangements is defined as in the tth_ 
trial-blocking probability. When t is unlimited, then 
the network is said to allow total rearranging. If a 
network can accommodate any new call under total 
rearranging, it is said to be rearrangeable. 

In this paper, we propose a model ,for computing the t th - 
trial-blocking probability recursively for the multi 
stage Close network. The computational complexity of 
this model is discussed and approximations suggested. We 
also give various modifications of this model to fit 
particular networks and possible extensions to more 
general networks. Finally, some simulation results and 
computer implementations of this model are mentioned. 

Some Blocking Formulae for Three-·Stage Switching 545 
Arrays with Multiple Connection Attempts. 
Mo/tJ!Mon, M. and Fle.nu.ng, P. (Jn.) 

The performance of three stage link matrices is improved 
by multiple marking control techniques by which the 
various third stages are searched for an idle outlet of 
the proper class. Matrices with low occupancies on the 
inletsshow greater improvements, but the most impressive 
gains are found when the primary stages are square, or 
provide expansion into the second stage. 

Design of Mixed Analogue and Digital Switching 546 
Networks. 
HM.i'.and, G. 

Modern common control switching systems invariably use 
link trunking within individual exchanges whereas step 
by-step operation is still the normal way of working in 
complete multi-exchange networks. The introduction of 
common-channel signalling by means of inter-processor 
data links, together with integrated digital switching 
and transmission, provides a convenient opportunity to 
review the arrangements for trunking multi-exchange 
switching networks. 

An approach to the design of efficient link trunking 
arrangements and its application to multi-exchange switch 
ing networks is described. The impact of introducing 
digital switching into such networks is considered and 
possibilities for providing efficient multi-exchange net 
works having blocking probabilities substantially 
independent of the number of switching stages, are 
discussed. 

Congestion in a Switching Network with 
Rearrangement. 
Boyd, J.C. and HunteJt, J.M. 

549 

This paper extends the work of Akiyama and Ershov to 
determine the probability of blocking for several 
re-arrangement algorithms. Point-to-route congestion, 
but point-to-point re-arrangement is considered in a three 
stage Close network. The distribution over the route is 
obtained by the use of a loss function. Simulation and 
analytical results are given for each case over a range 
of traffic. 

This is the third paper of a three paper study presented 
at the 8th ITC. 

The first paper /1/ derives the new and reliable PPL 
method for the calculation of the point-to-point loss in 
link systems and presents guidelines for the dimensioning 
of crosspoint saving link systems operating in the point 
to-point selection mode (PPS-mode). The second paper 

/2/ shows that folded and reversed systems (so-called 
one-sided systems) can be mapped into load and loss 
equivalent two-sided ones. Thus, the calculation of loss 
for point-to-point selection (PPS) mode as well as for 
the point-to-group selection (PGS) mode can be performed 
by means of the method PPL /1/ or the method CLIGS 

/3,4/, respectively. The aim of this third paper is 
to give the designers and field engineers criteria how to 
judge and to compare some important properties of link 
systems operating either in the PPS-mode or PGS-mode, 

Investigations on Folded and Reversed Link 
Systems. 
Lozze., A., RodeJt, A. ,rnd TrueJteJt, G. 

544 

This paper is the second.of a three paper study presented 
at the 8th ITC. The first paper deals with the point-to- 
point loss in two-sided link systems /1/ The third 
one gives a comparison between the point-to-point 
selection mode vs. the point-to-group selection mode 

/2/ 

This paper here deals with one-sided link systems, These 
systems can be mapped into equivalent two-sided ones 
with respect to their traffic behaviour. Thus, methods 
for the approximate calculation of loss in ~ase of the 
point-to-point selection mode as well as for point-to 
group selection mode can be applied. A good agreement 
between simulation and calculation is achieved in both 
cases. 

"PPL" - A Reliable Method for the Calculation 547 
of Point-to-Point Loss in Link Systems. 
Lotze, A., RodeJt, A. and TrueJteJt, G. 

This paper belongs to a three paper study presented at 
the 8th ITC; the other tw,, papers deal with one-sided 
link systems /1/ , as well as with the comparison 
between the point-to-point selection mode versus the 
point-to-group selection mode /2/ 

This paper here, being the basis for the other two papers, 
presents the new PPL-method for the calculation of the 
point-to-point loss in two-sided link systems, It uses 
quite a new way of solution basing on the derivation of 
an effective accessibility from a starting to a destina 
tion multiple. The calculated results for many various 
structures of link systems with S=3, 4, 5 and 6 stages 
are in good agreement with r e su l t s obtained by simula 
tion. Regardless of the easy programmability, a selec 
tion of design diagrams is included. They allow the 
direct design of a crosspoint-saving link system with 
prescribed number of lines, carried traffic, and PP-loss 
by reading off one set of parameters from the diagram, 

S.P.C, SWITCHING SYSTEMS I 

Traffic Calculations in SPC Systems. 
V.lUM, J.E. 

611 

One of the problems that nowadays demands considerable 
attention from traffic engineers is the determination of 
the call handling capacity of SPC switching systems, 
This paper discusses four examples of new traffic 
problems that have arisen with this new generation of 
switching systems, and then addresses the problem of 
defining processor capacity and discusses several 
approaches to the dimensioning of a multiprocessing 
system. 
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A survey is given of the main analytical methods currently 
employed for estimating the capacity of an SPC system, in 
which both non-probabilistic and probabilistic methods 
are covered. Following this, a brief discussion is given 
of the principal techniques of .system simulation c_urrently 
used to estimate SPC capacity. 

Investigations on the Traffic Behaviour of 612 
the Common Control in SPC Switching Systems. 
Ww~chuh, H. and Wizga.te., M. 

This paper deals with the investigation of the traffic 
behaviour of the common control of an experimental PCM 
switching system with stored program con.t ro l., 

An outstanding characteri5tic feature of the switching 
system is extensive preprocessing of control information 
by peripheral control unit%. 

The investigations are done by simulation and calculation, 
resp. For simulation a model of, the entire switching 
system is developed which includes a submodel for the 
subscriber behaviour. 

For calculation a simplified model of the common control 
is developed and analysed. This model consists of a 
single server system with batch input (variable batch 
size) at equi-distant instants and service times accord 
ing to an Erlarigian probability distribution.function. 
Each arrival causes a constant overhead phase in the 
server. 

Numerical results (obtained by simulation) show the 
influence of the subscriber behaviour and of the pre 
processing functions on the performance of the system. 
Furthermore, interesting traffic values for the switch 
ing system are given. 

The Waiting-Time Distribution for Markers 613 
and Other Peripheral Devices in SPC Switching 
Systems. 
GeJrAand, P. and GueMeJI.o, A. 

The waiting-time distributions for calls at markers (and 
other peripheral devices) are obtained for three design 
strategies : direct interrupt, periodic polling and 
complex polling of the marker. Analytical results are 
already applicable to the direct interrupt case, using 
the Crommelin model. The periodic polling case requires 
fresh analysis fully described in this paper, to take 
into account the limited accessibility of the program 
serving the marker queue. The case of complex polling 
was found to be too difficult for direct analysis, and a 
simulation program was implemented to obtain the desired 
results. The simulation model also serves as a check on 
the analytical results for the periodic polling and 
direct interrupt cases. 

Conclusions are given concerning the values of the criti 
cal parameters that lead to significantly different 
waiting-time distributions in the design alternatives. 

S.P.C. SWITCHING SYSTEMS II 

Methods of Estimating Central Processing 
System Traffic Performances in SPC-Electronic 
Switching Systems. 
Itoh, M., Nunotani, Y., Ueda, T. and Okada, K. 

621 

This paper describes suitable traffic performance estima 
tion methods for each switching program design phase : 
fundamental traffic investigation in basic study of 
switching program design, newly developed hybrid simula 
tion technique in the fundamental design phase, full 
scale simulation technique in the detailed design phase 
and office load test in an actual .system. These have 
been developed and gradually made better in accordance 
with the advance in.designs of electronic switching 
systems (ESS) with stored program control (SPC) in NTT. 
This paper explains in particular detail hybrid simula 
tion technique and full-scale simulation technique with 
respect to a way of composing a simulator, manpower and 
time necessary for its composition, program size, 
accuracy and flexibility. 

Traffic Problems within Mulitprocessor 
SPC Systems. 
B!tacleey, I.A. and McTi66in, M.J. 

622 

The particular traffic problem discussed is that of store 
contention. This is a characteristic displayed by 
multiprocessor systems when several processors compete 
for access tb the store modules. It has the effect of 
reducing the processing power of large systems below that 
which might be expected by extrapolation from smaller 
systems. 

An approximate method has been developed for calculating 
the effect of store contention. The queueing time at 
each store module modifies the arrival rate of store 
accesses which in turn affect the queueing times. Thus 
the solution is found from a set of simultaneous non 
linear equations which may be solved by iteration, 

Priority Models for Communication Processors 
Including System Overhead. 
HeJLzog, U. 

623 

Various scheduling strategies for communication processors 
are discussed and uniformly described by means of the so 
called "Pre-emption Distance". 

Then, two types of communication processors are described: 
processors with fully automatic (hardware) priority 
interrupt systems and, secondly,--processors with software 
controlled priority-interrupt systems. For both, queueing 
models including Pre-emption Distance Priorities are 
presented and analysed. 

Numerical results show how software overhead influences 
the characteristic performance values. 

The paper contains the following sections 

1. Introduction. 
2. Classification of Pre-emption Distance Priority 

Strategies. 
3. Modelling of Communication Processors. 
4. Analysis. 
5. Numerical Results. 
6. Summary and Outlook. 

Analytical Study of Feedback Effects on 624 
Processor Traffic in SPC Systems. 
Haugen, R.B., Je~en, E. and Sanchez·Puga, M.J. 

This paper is concerned with the interdependence between 
various tasks which have to be performed by the processors 
in an SPC system. 

Principles of simplifications of the queueing processes, 
which will allow investigations by analytic tools, are 
presented for a one-processor system. 

Further, the analytical technique has been demonstrated 
on a special problem of estimating the waiting time 
distribution for tasks wit·h low interrupt priorities, 

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF TRAFFIC DATA 

Studies on the Probability of a Called 
Subscriber Being Busy. 
Und, G. 

631 

The paper treats some models intended to describe the 
losses of the traffic towards a group of subscribers, 
where the losses are caused by the called subscriber 
being busy. 

First a model is developed describing the jGint distri 
bution of the total number of incoming calls and the 
number of lost incoming calls for a single subscriber. 
The model is Markovian. The means: the ·variances and 
the covariance of this distribution are derived. 

Then a method to perform calculations for a whole group 
of subscribers is given, based on the model for a single 
subscriber. The random quantity considered is the 
proportion of incoming calls to the group of subscribers 
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meeting with busy subscriber. A method is given to 
obtain the mean and the variance of this proportion. 
Some special cases are dealt with. 

The loss in question is usually much greater than the 
mean traffic per subscriber. 

In measurements we have found, as an example, a mean 

traffic per subscriber of about 0.04 crl., while the 
proportion of calls meeting with busy subscribers amounts 
to 15 - 20%. The main explanation of this seems to be 
the skewness of the distribution of the subscribers' 
traffic. 

Finally fa given a brief account of a theory of the same 
principal kind as above, except that it is based on a 
non-Markovian model for the single subscriber. 

A Non-Constant Failure Rate Distribution in the 632 
Conversation Time of Telephone Calls. 
Nombe.la, L.F. and Pillado, J.M. 

Traditionally, in traffic theory, it is assumed that the 
negative exponential law is a good mathematical model to 
estimate and approach the conversation time of both, 
local and trunk telephone calls. 

Its relative simplicity has been the main reason for its 
acceptance in the conventional dimensioning methods. 

Recently, the introduction of multiple and sophisticated 
metering equipment in exchanges has provided information 
enough to study the statistical law of this important 
traffic parameter. 

From several samples, with more than 20,000 local calls 
each, taken from cross-bar exchanges, and more than 
twenty samples, with more than 1,000 calls each, taken 
from different kind of trunks in the Spanish Telephone 
Network it has been tested with satisfactory results, 
that the Weibull distribution is a much better model 
than the exponential negative one to determine this 
important traffic parameter. In this paper, different 
methods to estimate the three parameters defining the 
Weibull distribution are discussed. Here is also included 
a computer programme writing in FORTRAN IV to calculate 
these parameters. 

The Variance of Observations on Markov Chains. 633 
Song/wN.,t, V.J. 

This paper concerns the variance of observations on dis 
crete parameter Markov chains. It is assumed that 
observations are made at a number of consecutive epochs, 
each observation being a function of the state of the 
system at that epoch, and it is required to find the 
variance of the sample mean of the observations. Under 
a geometric ergodicity condition on the Markov chain the 
asymptotic form of this variance is shown to satisfy a 
relatively simple equation which is solved for a range 
of practical cases. The theory can most usefully be 
applied to systems carrying telephone traffic by assuming 
observations at the instants of call arrivals, and there 
fore giving results applicable to congestion measurements. 
The main limitation of this application of the theory is 
the need to assume exponentially distributed call holding 
times. 

Statistical Design of Load Balance Traffic 
Studies. 
Pe.deMe.n, 0. 

634 

This paper deals with the experimental design problem of 
deciding how much data is needed for a traffic study to 
determine whether or not dial office administration 
objectives related to the maintenance of load balance of 
equipment groups are being met with an assurance that 
the risks of drawing wrong conclusions from the data are 
under control. Procedures are presented for planning 
tests based on the use of the studentized range of the 
hypothesis that the range of equipment group loads or 
other traffic characteristics lies within prescribed 
limits. Least squares estimates of the standard deviation 
of random effects are obtained by use of analysis of 

variance techniques. Range methods of estimating the 
standard deviation are also presented for the purpose of 
reducing the data processing needed for a study. Examples 
are given to illustrate the methods. 

Call Generation, Holding Times and Traffic Load 635 
for Individual Telephone and Telex Subscriber 
Lines. 
AndeJtbeJtg, M. and Wike.U, G. 

With a minicomputer equipment, jointly owned by the 
Swedish Telecommunications Administration and the 
L.M. Ericsson Telephone company, extensive measurements 
have been carried out on individual subscriber lines. 

This paper aims at describing the funcamental parameters 
for traffic, calls and holding times and their inter 
action, Some tra~fic profiles are given and the paper 
gives a description of how unsuccessful call attempts 
are repeated in telex traffic. Attention is also drawn 
to the fact that during a busy hour only about 20-30% of 
residential telephone subscribers are active. 

A Modified Chi-Squared Test for Computer 
Simulations of Telephone Switching Networks. 
Pe.teMon, M.M. 

636 

A problem that arises in assessing the results of computer 
simulations of telephone switching networks and in 
comparing them with simplified mathematical models of the 
same networks is the determination of the equilibrium 
distribution of the number of busy circuits in a group 
which may be a small part of a complex whole. 

The traditional means of determining whether or not a 
particular distribution, such as the Erlang, the Engset 
or the Bernoulli may be considered appropriate has been 
to take single observations of a simulation so widely 
spaced in time as to be at least approximately independ 
ent. These observations are then used to perform a 
traditional chi-squared test of goodness of fit to the 
proposed distribution. 

In the paper it is shown that if the total times during a 
simulation run in which rout of a group of n devices are 
busy are observed (for r = 0, 1, 2, ... , n) and if 
standard assumptions are mafe about the nature of the 
stochastic process of call arrivals and terminations, then 
a simple algebraic function of these observations has an 
approximate chi-squared distribution and may be used to 
test hypotheses about such distributions in the same way 
as the traditional test. The new test makes use of the 
whole time of the simulation run and can lead to a marked 
saving in the run length needed in order to reach a 
decision. 

REPORTS 

Report of the Working Party for the Documentation of the 
First Six International Teletraffic Congresses. 
de. Lange, S.J. 641 

This report briefly reviews the activities of the 
Documentation Working Party between January 1973 and 
May 1976. The main task was to select 10 reference 
libraries in the world which would be prepared to hold 
complete sets of papers from all ITC's and supply copies 
to bona fide research workers. This has been done and 
the co-operating libraries have been supplied with 
complete sets of past ITC proceedings. The names and 
addresses of these libraries are given in Appendix B of 
the report; also included (Appendix A) is the financial 
statement covering the whole six years of the Working 
Party's operations. 

Report of the Working Party on Teletraffic Training. 
EUcun, A. 642 

This report reviews the activities of the Training 
Working Party since the last ITC and also gives a brief 
survey of traffic engineering courses and seminars in 
which ITC delegates participated as lecturers. The report 
notes the demand for teletraffic training in the 
developing countries and suggests how to meet it. 
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Equivalent High Usage Circuits and Their Application in 
the Analysis and Design of Local Networks Employing 
Alternate Routing 
J. S. HARRINGTON 
Telecom Australia, Perth, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

The cost of routing traffic between origin and destination exchanges 
employing alternate routing can be expressed in terms of the direct route 
alone by adding to it a number of circuits to equal the cost of routing the 
traffic, overflowing from the direct route, over the alternate routes of the 
network. EQUIVALENT HIGH USAGE CIRCUITS, the sum of the 
actual and additional direct route circuits, are shown to be functions of 
offered traffic, marginal occupancy (sometimes referred to as cost factor) 
and efficiency of the traffic switching machine. Tables of equivalent high 
usage circuits, for a range of marginal occupancy values and covering both 
full and limited availability trunking with various link losses, are presented. 
Examples are given in the use of the tables for optimisation of availability, 
comparisons of switching equipment and local network analysis. Curve 
fitting equations, relating actual and equivalent high usage circuits to 
pure chance offered traffic with marginal occupancy as parameter, are 
given for full availability trunking. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The alternate routing of telephone traffic in local networks is a practice 
widely employed by telephone administrations in providing cornrnuruca 
tion between telephone exchanges in the most economic manner. As the 
name implies more than one traffic route is generally provided between 
origin and destination exchanges. Calls are offered first to the most 
economic route and when it is congested they overflow onto an alternate 
route; further alternate routes selected in pre-determined sequence may 
be provided. 

Alternate routing design is concerned with determining the number of 
circuits on each traffic route to achieve a minimum cost solution in 
switching each origin/destination traffic parcel. To this end alternate 
routing optimising equations, that allow the network to be designed in an 
orderly manner, have been established. 

These equations specify a traffic property of the direct route that enable 
the number of circuits on the route to be determined. As the number of 
direct route circuits will result in the minimum cost solution of switching 
the origin/destination traffic parcel, it can be reasoned that the routing 
cost should be known at this point rather than at the completion of 
dimensioning the network when alternate route costs are apportioned to 
the direct routes. By combining the direct and alternate route circuits to 
form an equivalent .number of direct route circuits (EQUIVALENT HIGH 
USAGE Cl RCUITS) the routing costs can be expressed as a single cost. 

There are considerable advantages in having the routing cost as a single 
component because, when comparing the economic advantages of one 
type of switching equipment against another or of different network 
designs (Tandem exchanges - number and location), it is the total cost 
of switching each traffic parcel that is important. Without exception it 
will be found in these cost comparisons that the cost variation in the 
alternate route cost component is significantly larger than the cost 
variation in the direct route cost component. 

The parameters used in the calculation work of this paper were chosen to 
suit the link trunked Ericsson ARF 1 GV Equipment, both two and three 
stage. The results can be applied however to other link trunked switching 
equipment and to full availability switching machines. 

2. ALTERNATE ROUTING OPTIMISING EQUATIONS 

In the derivation of alternate routing optimising equations the method 
presented by Dr C.W. Pratt (REF. 1) is followed closely. 

Consider the alternate routing pattern of Fig. 1. The diagram shows only 
that segment (of a whole network) which takes part in the routing of 
traffic from an origin I to a destination J. Route 1 is the direct route and 
as it is the most economic route the IJ traffic parcel is offered first to it. 
Route 2 is the first alternate route and has offered to it the overflow 

traffic from route 1. Routes 3, 4 and 5 are final routes and are dimen 
sioned for low congestion. 

J 

FIG. I ALTERNATE ROUTING PATTERN 

Assume A is the pure chance IJ traffic parcel offered to N7 circuits on 
route 1 and overflowing traffic a7, which, along with other overflow 
traffics from direct routes from origin I to other destination exchanges 
parented on tandem exchange Y, is offered to route 2. Not all of this 
traffic is carried by route 2 and a2 is that comp,onent of a1 which over 
flows and is offered to route 3. As routes 3, 4 and 5 are dimensioned to 
provide good grades of service traffic a2 can be assumed to be carried by 
routes 3 and 4 and traffic a1 by route 5. Circuit quantities N2, N3, N4 
and N5 on routes 2 to 5 respectively are required to carry the IJ overflow 
traffic component. The circuit quantities N7, N2 N5 are consid- 
Eared to be continuous variables and may therefore be non integer. The 
cost of routing the IJ traffic parcel is given by, 

............. (1) 

where C is the total cost and C 1, C2.. . C5 are the costs per circuit 
on routes 1, 2 5 respectively. 

Assuming a minimum cost solution exists any change in N1 or N2, effect· 
ing changes in N3, N4 and N5 (congestion standards to be maintained), 
increases the routing costs. 

Consider that part of Fig. 1 bounding routes 2, 3 and 4 as shown in Fig. 2. 
The overflow traffic a1 is offered to N2 circuits and traffic az overflows 
onto routes 3 and 4. 

FIG. 2 PART OF AL1ERNATE ROUTING PATTERN OF FIG. I 

The cost bf routing the offered traffic a7 from I to Y is given by, 

...... (2) 

The cost is a function of one independent variable N2 since if N2 is 
chosen, N3 and N4 are adjusted to maintain the congestion standards. 

For the cost to be a minimum the rate of change of cost with respect to 
N2, a7 being fixed and N2 being > 0, must be zero. 
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................... (3) 

O= C + C /~) (.!a21 + C4/~N4l 1~1 2 3\d•2 E3 .!N2 a1 'Ja2 E4 ~N2 a1 , .... .......... (4) 

Where E3 and E4 are the grades of service of routes 3 and A respectively. 

The ·following quantities· are now defined for a route of N circuits 
offered traffic A and carrying traffic Ac at a grade of service E 

Marginal Occupancy= H =(~)A =-(!~)A 

where a is the overflow traffic (a= A - Ac) 

The marginal occupancy of a route is the rate of change of the traffic 
carried with· respect to the number of circuits when the offered traffic 
is held constant. 

Cost equation (1) reduces to, 

................... (7) 

The cost C is a function of one independent variable N 1 since if N 1 is 
chosen N2eq and N5 must be adjusted for the change to the overflow 
traffic a1. 

For C to be a minimum and N1 being > 0, 

.......... (8) 

Marginal Capacity= B =[!~) E 

The marginal capacity of a route is the ,rate of change of the offered 
traffic with respect to the number of circuits when the grade of service 
is held constant. 

Equation (4) then becomes, 

0 = C2 + C3_!_(-H2) + C4__!__ (-H2I 
B3 84 

C2 C3 C4 
.·. f½= B3 +84 .. ....... (51 

This is an optimising equation as, in H2, it determines the rate of change. 
of carried traffic with respect to route 2 circuits. The marginal capacity 
8 is dependent more on the grade of service standard and the efficiency of 
the switching machine than the amount of offered traffic (see Section 5) 
and so over a small range of offered traffic 8 can be considered constant. 
This leads to two important results: 

(i) The value of H2 can be estimated fairly precisely. 

(ii) N3 = a2/B3 and N4 = a2/B4 (The accuracy is quite good 
because a2 is small_.) 

Equation (2) thenbecomes, 

COST = C2N2 + C3~ + C4~ 
B3 B4 

· ~3 C4! = C2N2 + a2 +.:::c!.J 
B3 84/ 

= C2N2 + a2 C2 (from equation 5) 
H2 

=C2(N2+"™. . (6) 

The dimensions of a2/H2 = circuits and the term 

(N2 + ~22
) becomes equivalent route 2 circuits= N2eq which is a contin 

uous variable. 

As the term direct route does not distinguish between a route dimen- 
9ioned to a grade of service standard or to a cost factor criterion, routes 
dimensioned to the latter will be termed high usage routes. Routes 1 and 
2 of Fig. 1 and route 2 of Fig. 2 are therefore high usage routes. Neq is 
then titled 'Equivalent High Usage Circuits'. 

Using N2eq in place of Fig. 2 reduces Fig. 1 to, 

J 

FIG. 3 SIMPLIFIED ALTERNATE ROUTING PATTERN OF FIG. I 

A new quantity appears in this expression and will now be defined. 

Equivalent Marginal Capacity= B2eq =/~Na1 j 
\cl 2eq H2 

The equivalent marginal capacity of a high usage route is the rate of 
change of the offered traffic with respect to the equivalent number of 
high usage circuits when the marginal occupancy is held constant. 

Equation (8) then becomes 

0 = C1 + C2-1-I-H1) + C5__!__(-H1) 
B2eq B5 

_.s_=~+~ 
H1 B2eq 85 ... ... (9) 

This also is an optimising equation as it enables H1 to be determined. 
B2eq, the equivalent marginal capacity of route 2, is more dependent on 
the value of H2 and the efficiency of the switching machine than the 
amount of offered traffic (see Section 3) and can therefore be estimated 
fairly accurately. H 1 can be estimated to a good degree of accuracy and, 

N2eq = a1/B2eq and, as before N5 = a1/B5 

Equation (7) then becomes 

= C1 N1 + C1 ~\ (from equation 9) 

.... (10) 

= C1N1eq · ............................ (11) 

Using N1eq Fig. 3 is reduced therefore to a single high usage route of 
N1eq circuits. N1eq is a function of A, H1 and the efficiency of the 
switching machine. 

The resu It of equation ( 11) is a very important one for it enables the cost 
of routing the IJ traffic parcel to be determined from A, H1 and the 
efficiency of the switching machine. 

The optimising equations for the alternate routing pattern of Fig. 1 are 
given by equations (5) and (9). These are, 

and 

Two alternate routing patterns of greater complexity as used in the 
Australian local network are briefly studied in Appendix 1. 

3. CALCULATION OF EQUIVALENT HIGH USAGE CIRCUITS 

The Geometric Group method (Ref. 2) was used to calculate the 
moments of the overflow traffic for both the full availability case and 
a range of limited availabilities with various values of link congestion. 
The availabilities chosen were 80, 60, 40, 30, 20, 10 .and 5; for each 
availability seven loss probability values were chosen to suit the Ericsson 
Group Selector (ARF-GV). 

Inlet loadings of 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 erlang/inlet for the two stage GV 
and link ratings of 50, 60 and 70 for the three stage GV result in 
probabilities of meeting internal blocking in accessing the last free outlet 
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in a group, not employing interconnecting or commoning, of, 

1.0 1.2 1.4 d 1.6 
3'3'3an 3 

Equivalent high usage circuits are then determined using the relationship 
established earlier in section 2: 

respectively for the two stage GV, 
and 

(0.5)5, (0.6)5 and (0.7)5 respectively for the three stage GV 

With the three stage GV, as the probability of internal btocking is a 
function of the average link occupancies, band c, of the second and third 
stages respectively (internal blocking= f (b+ c - be)), it is convenient to 
use a single term 'Link Rating' to describe the blocking probability. (Link 
Rating= 100 (b + c - be)). 

Although of special significance to the ARF-GV the values of loss 
probability and the associated calculations are of general use and can 
be applied to other link trunked switching machines. Switching machines 
employing grading but without link loss are also covered. 

Within each availability range nine circuit values were chosen. These were 
related to the availability, being, 

0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1 .4, 1.8, 2.2, 2:8, 3.4 and 4.0 times respectively the 
value of availability. 

For each combination of availabititv. loss probability and circuit value 
offered traffics necessary to give marginal occupancy values of 0.1 to 
0.8 in steps of 0.1 and grades of service of 1 /200 and 1 /500 were 
determined. The method of calculation, 'bv computer, was to range the 
offered traffic to first encompass the values of marginal occupancy and 
grade of service and then determine the required value of traffic by a 
method of successive approximations. In Table 1, which shows a sample 
of the computer output, MO is the availability and P the Geometric Group 
parameter. 

TABLE 1 DETERMWATION OF A FOR SET VALUES OF H Arrn G.0.S. 

MQ = 20 t) = 20 LINK RATING= 70 

FOR N=19,20 & 21 P=0.1530,0.1681 & 0.2077 REQ'D VALUES 
A a ,N=20 da ,r,=21 oa,r/=19 H H A 

34.00 15.2278 -0.8469 0.8804 0.8637 0.10 12.69 
31.00 12.4353 -0.8157 0.8541 0.8349 0.20 14.40 
28.00 9. 7189 -0. 7714 0.8163 0.7939 0.30 15.87 
25.00 7.1223 -0.7063 0.7600 0.7332 0.40 17.34 
22.00 4. 7223 -0. 6083 0. 6733 0.6408 0.50 18.98 
19.00 2.6513 -0.4629 0.5391 0.5010 0.60 21. 00 
18.60 2.4101 -0.4395 0.5167 0.4781 0.70 23. 77 
16.80 1. 4556 -0.3250 0.4033 0.3642 0.80 28.38 
15.20 0.8126 -0.2182 0.2897 0.2539 - 
13.80 0.4223 -0.1330 0.1908 0.1619 GOS 

12.40 0.1830 -0.0670 0. 1060 0.0865 1/200 10.84 

11. 20 0.0740 -0.0305 0.0533 0.0419 1/500 9.81 

10.20 0.0294 -0. 0133 0. 02,~5 0.0194 
9.20 0,0097 -0.0048 0.0101 0.0074 

The marginal occupancy value - the rate of change of carried traffic 
with respect to route circuits, the offered traffic being constant ~ was 
determined by averaging the change in overflow traffic one circuit either 
side of the nominal value. The curve of Fig. 4 was found to be typical 
and the marginal occupancy calculated by this method is in close agree 
ment with the correct value. 
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FIG 4 MARGINAL OCCUPANY APPROXIMATION 

The relationships between Neq and A the pure chance offered traffic 
for full availability trunking and several values of limited availability 
trunking with various link losses are illustrated in the graphs of Fig.'s 
5 and 6 respectively. 
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The equivalent marginal capacity Beq - the rate of change of offered 
traffic with respect to equivalent high usage circuits, H being constant 

- is given by the inverse of the slope of the curves depicted in Fig.'s 
5 and 6. For the full availability case the change in the value of Beq with 
respect to the change in the offered traffic is not great while for the 
limited availability examples Beq is markedly constant over the range of 
traffics shown and these normally apply in practice. 

From each data set of nine high usage circuit values sufficient data was 
available to prepare tables of the relationship between Neq and A (avail 
ability, link congestion and H as parameters). For convenience the 
tables were constructed showing Neq in two components 

(i) That number required for full availability trunking. 

(ii) The additional number required because of switching 
machine inefficiency. 

Part of the table of equivalent high usage circuits for marginal occupancy 
value 0.5 is reproduced in Table 2. It is seen that, 

(i) Link rating of 50 for the three stage GV is very similar to 
the zero link loss graded case, 

(ii) the additional number of Neq increases as the probability 
of link congestion increases and the availability decreases. 

TABLE 2 EQUIVALENT HIGH USAGE CIRCUITS, Neq (H=0.5) 

TOTAL -----------------ADDITIONAL----------------- 

FOR ZERO '3' STAGE GV '2' STAGE GV 
FULL LINK LINK RATING INLET LOAD JtW 

A AVAIL MQ COIJG 50 60 70 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

8 11. 75 10 0. 01 0.02 0.04 0.12 0.36 0.50 0.68 0.89 
5 0.60 0.64 0.71 0.88 1. 26 1.44 1.64 1.86 

10 14. 26 10 0.05 0.07 0.12 0.24 0.59 0.80 1. 04 1.34 
5 1.12 1.18 1.28 1.50 1. 99 2.22 2.48 2. 76 

14 19.14 10 0. 53 0.59 0.69 0.91 1.46 1. 76 2.11 2.52 
5 2.30 2.40 2.56 2.89 3.60 3.93 4.30 4.70 

18 23.90 20 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.19 0.55 0.78 1.06 1.44 
10 1.16 1.25 1.40 1.72 2.49 2.89 3.37 3.92 
5 3.62 3.76 3.97 4.40 5.33 5. 77 6.24 6.76 

22 28.58 30 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.11 0.37 0.53 0.76 1.07 
20 0.18 0.22 0.29 0.47 0.97 1. 27 1.65 2. 13 
10 1.87 1.99 2.18 2.60 3.59 4 .10 4.69 5.38 
5 5.02 5.19 5.45 5.99 7 .14 7.67 8. 26 8.89 

26 33.20 40 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.28 0.42 0.62 0.88 
30 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.18 0.53 0.76 1.05 1. 45 
20 0.46 0.52 0.62 0.87 1. 52 1. 90 2.38 2.98 
10 2.66 2.81 3.04 3.55 4. 77 5.38 6.10 6. 93 

30 37.78 40 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.12 0.39 0.57 0.81 1.15 
30 0.06 0.09 0.15 0.31 0.76 1.04 1. 41 1.89 
20 0.76 0.84 0.97 1.28 2.09 2.55 3.13 3.85 
10 3. 46 3.64 3.92 4.53 5.97 6.69 7.53 8.49 

40 49.06 60 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.30 0.45 0.66 0.95 
40 0.07 0.10 0.16 0.32 0.79 1. 07 1.46 1. 97 
30 0.52 0.59 0.70 0.96 1. 70 2.13 2.69 3.41 
20 1. 69 1.82 2.03 2.49 3.70 4.38 5.20 6.23 
10 5.21 5.47 5.83 6.64 8.51 9.45 10.53 11.77 

50 60.20 80 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.07 0.26 0.40 0. 58 0.85 
60 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.17 0.50 0. 72 1.02 1.43 
40 0. 39 0.45 0.55 0.79 1. 47 1.88 2.42 3.13 
30 1.08 1.18 1.35 1.73 2.75 3.35 4 .10 5.07 
20 2.74 2.92 3.20 3.84 5.45 6.34 7 .42 8. 75 

80 93.04 80 0.04 0.07 0.13 0.29 0.76 1. 06 1.46 2.02 
60 0.50 0.56 0.68 0.95 1. 72 2.19 2.80 3.62 
40 1. 71 1.85 2.07 2.58 3.95 4. 75 5. 77 7.08 
30 3.15 3.37 3.70 4.44 6. 38 7.47 8 .83 10. 54 

For the purposes of comparing the effects of different marginal oc 
cupancy values Table 3 lists Neq in its two components. The availability 
has been set = 10. 

TABLE 3 EQUIVALENT HIGH USAGE CIRCUITS, Neq (MQ=lO) 

TOTAL -----------------ADDITIONAL---------------- 

FOR ZERO '3' STAGE GV '2' STAGE GV 
FULL LINK LINK RATING INLET LOADING 

A H AVAIL CONG 50 60 70 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

10 0.2 16.79 0.75 0.84 1.00 1.40 2.50 3.16 3.99 5.06 
0.3 15.81 0.42 0.48 0.59 0.86 1.59 2.02 2.54 3.20 
0.4 14.99 0.21 0.24 0.31 0.50 1.00 1. 28 1. 62 2.05 
0.6 13.55 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.14 0.37 0.50 0.65 0.82 
0.7 12. 83 - - 0.02 0.06 0.19 0.25 0.33 0.42 
0.8 12.05 - - - - - - - - 

14 0.2 22.06 1.89 2.06 2.33 2.98 4. 71 5.70 6.94 8.51 
0.3 20.93 1. 27 1.39 1.58 2.02 3.18 3.83 4.63 5.60 
0.4 19.99 0.86 0. 94 1. 07 1. 39 2.20 2.64 3 .16 3.80 
0.6 18.32 0.28 0.32 0.38 0.53 0.89 1.08 1. 30 1. 56 
0.7 17.48 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.21 0.46 0.58 0. 72 0.88 
0.8 16.57 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.18 0.23 0.29 0.35 

18 0.2 27 .16 3.19 3. 44 3. 83 4. 72 7.08 8.41 10.05 12.12 
0.3 25.90 2.30 2.47 2.74 3.37 4.96 5.83 6.89 8.18 
0.4 24.85 1.68 1.80 1.99 2.44 3.56 4 .15 4. 86 5. 71 
0.6 22.98 0.74 0. 80 0. 90 1. 11 1.63 1.89 2.19 2.53 
0.7 22.05 0.38 0.42 0.48 0.61 0.92 1. 07 1. 24 1. 44 
0.8 21.03 0.08 0.10 0.13 0.19 0.37 0.46 0.55 0.65 

22 0.2 32.14 4.65 4.97 5.47 6.62 9.60 11.27 13.32 15.88 
0.3 30.76 3.45 3.67 4.02 4.82 6.85 7.95 9.27 10.87 
0.4 29.62 2.56 2.73 2.99 3.57 5.00 5.75 6.64 7.69 
0.6 27.57 1.29 1.37 1.50 1.79 2.45 2.78 3.16 3.59 
0.7 26. 55 0.75 0.81 0.90 1.07 1. 48 1. 67 1.89 2.14 
0.8 25.43 0.29 0.32 0.37 0.46 0.65 0.74 0.85 0.99 

26 0.2 37.04 6.17 6.56 7.17 8.57 12.18 14.18 16.64 19.69 
0.3 35.56 4.62 4.90 5.34 6.33 8.78 10.11 11.69 13.61 
0.4 34.32 3.53 3.74 4.06 4.78 6.~l 7.42 8.48 9.75 
0.6 32 .12 1. 89 1.99 2.15 2.51 3.32 3. 72 4 .18 4.70 
0.7 31.01 1. 20 1. 26 1. 36 1. 58 2.08 2. 32 2.58 2.87 
0.8 29.80 0.55 0.59 0.65 0.76 1.02 1.12 1. 24 1. 38 

30 0.2 41.87 - - - - - - - - 
0.3 40.29 5.88 6.22 6.74 7.90 10.80 12.34 14.19 16.43 
0.4 38.97 4.54 4.79 5.17 6.02 8.06 9.13 10.38 11.85 
0.6 36.62 2.52 2.65 2.85 3.27 4.23 4.70 5.24 5 .84 
0.7 35.44 1. 67 1. 75 1.87 2.14 2.72 3.00 3.31 3.66 
0.8 34.15 0.84 0. 89 0. 96 1. 09 1. 38 1.52 1. 67 1. 82 

4. EOUIVALEI\IT MARGINAL CAPACITY VALUES 

In the previous Section it was established that the equivalent marginal 
capacity Beq for full availability trunking does not vary widely with 
change of offered traffic and for limited availability switching machines 
is remarkably constant. 

In Table 4 values of equivalent marginal capacity, Beq corresponding to 
the data of Tables 2 and 3 are presented. Although these values are for 
pure chance offered traffic they can also be used for traffic which is 
rougher than pure chance, because there is a compensating effect between 
the rate of change of N and a/H, the two components of Neq, with respect 
to the offered traffic. The several curves for variance/mean ratio of 2.5 
depicted in Fig 6 illustrate this. 

TABLE 4 EQUIVALENT MARGINAL CAPACITY, Beq (A PURE CHANCE) 

ZERO '3' STAGE GV '2' STAGE GV 
LlllK LINK RATING INLET LOADING 

H r1Q COtlG 50 60 70 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

0.5 40 0.88 0.88 0.87 0.87 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.82 
30 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.78 
20 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.78 0.76 0.75 0.73 
10 0.74 0.74 0.73 0.72 0.69 0. 68 0.67 0.65 
5 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.62 0.61 0.60 0.59 

0.2 10 0.62 0.62 0.610.58 0.54 0.51 0.49 0.46 
0.3 10 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.63 0.59 o. 57 0.55 0.53 
0.4 10 0.70 0.70 0.69 0.68 0.64 0.63 0.61 0.59 
0.6 10 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.76 0,74 0.73 0. 72 0. 71 
0.7 10 0.82 0.82 0.81 0.80 0.79 0. 78 0. 78 0. 77 
0.8 10 0.86 0.86 0 .. 86 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.84 0.84 
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5. MARGINAL CAPACITY 

In the optimising equations (5) and (9) established in Section 2 marginal 
capacity values are required for routes 3, 4 and 5 of Fig. 1 where the 
traffic 'carried will be rougher than pure chance. The relationship between 
offered traffic and the number of circuits, for a grade of service of 1 call 
lost in 200, is shown in Fig.'s 7 and 8. 
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In practical designs the marginal capacity value can be estimated more 
accurately if allowance is made for the roughness of the final route 
traffics. 
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B VALUES 
A VAR/MEAN 

1·0 2·5 
4 0·64 0·57 
10 0· 75 0·68 
20 0·83 0-76 
30 0-86 0·79 

Provided consistent estimates of marginal capacity values are made in 
using equivalent high usage circuits for, 

(1 I Optimisation of availability, 

(2) Comparisons of switching equipment, 

(3) Local network analysis, 

the results obtained will be quite accurate, I.e. marginal occupancy 
values are likely to be affected to the same extent. 

In Table 5, for pure chance offered traffic, the rnar qmalcaoacitv for a 
range of availabilities and link congestion are presented. The marginal 
capacity for rough traffic can be estimated using the approximation, 

Bx= B7 -005(x-11 

where, 

Bx is the marginal capacity at variance to mean ratio of x and 
B1 is the marginal capacity at variance to mean ratio of one. 

TABLE 5 MARGINAL CAPACITY, B (A PURE CHANCE) 
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FIG 7 N: OFFERED TRAFFIC ( FULL AVAILABILITY) 
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FIG. 8 N: OFFERED TRAFFIC (LIMITED AVAILABILITY) 

The curves for both the pure chance traffic and the rough traffic of 
variance/mean ratio of 2.5 are similar in character to those of Fig.'s 5 
and 6, i.e. for the full availability case the change in the value of 
B with respect to the change in the offered traffic is not great while for 
the limited availability examples B is markedly constant over the range of 
traffics shown. The marginal capacity value is affected by the variance/ 
mean ratio of the offered traffic. 

GOS = 1/200 

ZERO '3' STAGE GV '2' STAGE GV 
Lir,K LINK RATING INLET LOADING 

tlQ CONG 50 60 70 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

80 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.89 0.88 0.87 0.85 
60 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.86 0.85 0.83 0.81 
40 0.85 0.85 0.84 0.83 0.80 0.78 0.75 0. 72 
30 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.78 0. 74 0. 71 0.67 0.63 
20 0. 72 0. 72 0. 71 0.68 0.61 .0.57 0.52 0.44 

6. EQUIVALENT HIGH USAGE CIRCUITS - DESIGN 
APPLICATIONS 

In the four examples to fol low the starting point in each case is to first 
determine the marginal occupancy of each high usage route. To achieve 
this it is necessary to estimate marginal capacity values for routes 3, 4 and 
5 of Fig. 1, calculate the marginal occupancy of all alternate high usage 
routes such as route 2 of Fig. 1 and assign an availability parcel to these 
routes in order to determine the equivalent marginal capacity values. For 
full availability switching equipment marginal capacity values are deter 
mined by estimating the route traffics. 

6.1 OPTIMISATION OF AVAILABILITY ALLOCATION 

As demonstrated in tables 2 and 3 limited availability switching equip 
ment imposes switching losses in the form of additional or penalty 
equivalent high usage circuits. For a particular offered traffic value 
penalty circuits are functions of marginal occupancy, availability and link 
losses Optimisation of availability aims at achieving the minimum total 
cost penalty. 

The starting point in the design is to make use of the relationship of 
equation ( 11) and determine the cost penalty of each origin/destination 
traffic parcel assuming all the traffic overflows onto the alternate routes, 
i.e. the direct routes do not exist. 

Cost penalties are then determined assuming that each direct route has 
been allotted the smallest availability parcel, which for Ericsson ARF 
1 GV equipment is ~ 5. From the two sets of cost penalties the cost 
penalty reduction per unit of availability is determined for each route 
and a priority queue set up. 

When all origin/destination traffic parcels have been processed in this way 
the smallest availability parcel is assigned to the top value in the queue. 
The cost penalty reduction in assigning the next availability parcel to 
this route is then determined and fitted into the queue. 

Availability is allocated in this manner to the top value in the queue until 
it is exhausted. Tewards the end of the availability allocation routes at 

· the top o·f the queue will be passed over if the availability remaining is 
insufficient to meet the increment required 
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The following limited example demonstrates the technique · 

Consider the availability allocation to five high usage routes from an 
origin exchange I. The switching equipment is Ericsson ARF '2' stage 
GV with an inlet loading of 0.6E. ihe offered traffics, cost per circuit 
and marginal occupancy values are as set out in Table 6. The Table 
shows the penalty equivalent high usage circuits at each value of avail 
ability and the cost penalty reduction per unit of availability. The avail 
ability is allocated according to the priority numbers established. 

TABLE 6 AVAILABILITY ALLOCATION 

ROUTE I TO J K L n N 

COST PER CIRCUIT($) 200 500 350 490 400 
11ARG!ilAL OCCUPAIKY 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.5 
OFFERED TRAFFIC (ERL) 14 10 14 14 22 
lleq AVAILABILITY ,MQ=O 70 20 28 20 44 
Neq FULL AVAILABILITY 22.06 14.26 19. 14 17.48 28.53 
PEI/AL TY lleq MQ= 5 14.68 2.22 3.93 1. 25 7.67 

" " MQ=lO 5.70 0.80 1. 76 0.58 4.10 
" " 11Q=20 1.12 0.46 1. 27 
" " t1Q=30 0.46 0.53 

COST PEilAL TY REDUCT - 
!01,/Ull IT MQ 

MQ = 0 TO 5 1330* 352 345 124 624 
i•lll = 5 TO 10 359 142 152 66 286 
11Q = 10 TO 20 92 46 113 
MW = 20 TO 30 13 30 

PRIORITY ORDER FOR 1 4 5 9 2 
MQ ALLOCATIOI/ 3 8 7 12 6 

11 13 10 
15 14 

* 1330= (70- (2206+ 14.68)) X 200-;-5 

It will be seen that route IJ although it is the cheapest route warrants an 
availability allocation first, while route IM is not allocated its first parcel 
of availability until the other four routes have each had their availabilities 
increased to 10. The reason for this is that route IM, because of its higher 
marginal occupancy value, is working at a higher efficiency than the other 
routes and link congestion has only a minimal effect on the total loss. 

6,2 COMPARISON OF SWITCHING EQUIPMENT 

In choosing switching equipment it may be necessary to appraise the 
switching efficiency of the equipment under consideration. Cost 
penalties in relation to the full availability switching equipment is a 
convenient method of doing this. 

For each type of switching equipment under consideration the avail 
ability exercise of the previous ·section is performed and the total cost 
penalty determined after all the availability has been allocated. 

Such comparisons are necessary when determining if it is economically 
justified to either instal Ericsson ARF '3' stage GV equipment instead 
of the '2' stage GV or to convert the latter to '3' stage working 

As the '3' stage costs more per inlet this equipment will be econom 
ically justified if the cost difference between the '2' and the '3' stage GV 
equipment is less than the cost penalty reduction. 

6.3 NETWORK ANALYSIS 

6.3.1 Tandem Exchanges - Location and Number 

In an alternate routed network the number and location of tandem 
exchanges has a bearing on the cost of switching the network traffic since 
the more economic the alternate routes of the network are With respect 
to the high usage routes, the less will be the cost of switching. The alter 
nate routing optimising equations express this in another way :- the 
more economic the alternate route is with respect to the high usage route 
the larger will be the value of marginal occupancy of the high usage route. 

As the cost of the high usage route is independent of the number and 
location of tandem exchanges the marginal occupancy of the route can 
only be influenced by the cost and traffic properties of the alternate 
routes. 

Assuming the costs of switching equipment are independent of location 
the alternate route costs can only be influenced by the external plant cost 
components. By locating the 'Y' tandem exchange in the physical path 

between the origin and destination exchanges and using the same trans 
mission path and cost per unit length as the high usage route the external 
plant costs of both routes can be made equal. This situation is seldom 
possible because, 

(i) the alternate route transmission standard has to meet the worst 
case encountered and so the external plant cost components of 
the alternate route is greater than the external plant cost 
component of the high usage route, and 

(ii) the tandem exchange cannot be located to suit all origin 
exchanges. 

Clearly the greater the number of 'Y' tandems the less the effects of ( i) 
and (ii) above. 

Increasing the number of 'Y' tandems on the other hand tends to increase 
switching costs because, 

(i) it increases the number of origin/'Y' tandem routes thereby 
decreasing the efficiency of these routes, so reducing the value 
of Beq, 

(ii) for limited availability switching equipment the availability 
required for additional 'Y' tandem routes decreases the avail 
ability for high usage routes thereby increasing switching costs. 

(iii) the number of 'X' to 'Y' tandem routes will be increased and 
each route will suffer a drop in the value of B. 

There are similar advantages and disadvantages in varying the number and 
location of 'X' tandems. 

By parenting destination exchanges on two 'Y' tandems, sited so 
as to ensure that the majority of origin exchcnges have the minimum 
cost first alternate route path (routes 2 and 5 of FIG. 1), a network 
cost saving may be achieved. The level of cost reduction resulting 
from the increase in the marginal occupancy value of route 1 of 
FIG. 1 can be determined from FIG. 9 where for three values of 
pure chance offered traffic the number of equivalent high usage 
circuits relative to the number at marginal occupancy value 0.5 are 
shown against a range of marginal occupancy values. Both scales are 
logarithmic and as shown in the graph the grid lines represent 10% 
increments in the marginal occupancy and 2% increments in 
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the relative number of equivalent high usage circuits. The absolute 
number of equivalent high usage circuits at H = 0.5 for the three traffic 
values of 5, 10 and 20 ERL. are 7.84, 14.26 and 26.25 respectively. 

At H = 0.5 a 10% increase in the value of H would result in a cost 
saving of, 

3. 5% for an offered traffic of 5 ER l 

2.5% 

20% 

10 ERL 

20 ERL 

determined .. from the cost of the high usage route between origin and 
destination and a single quantity of equivalent high usage circuits. 
Equivalent high usage circuits are shown to be functions of the offered 
traffic, the cost of the high usage route relative to the cost of the 
alternate routes and the traffic parameters of the switching equipment. 

Several examples outlining the uses of the concept have .been given and 
curve fitting equations, relating both actual and equivalent high usage 
circuits to pure chance offered traffic, are given for full availability 
switching. 

The overall network cost saving would be less than these percentages 
because only about half the origin exchanges would obtain the marginal 
occupancy improvement and because each ter_minal exchange is parented 
on two 'Y' tandems the B value of each final route from the 'Y' tandem 
to its terminals would be less than what it would be for the one tandem 
case. 

These factors all support what has been determined from numerous 
tandem studies conducted in Australia and elsewhere - that there is 
no clearly defined minimum cost solution and that the network costs vary 
very little as the number and location of tandem exchanges is changed 
(within limits of course) 

6,3,2 Incoming Switching Stages - Design Problems 

As exchanges grow in size the limitations of limited availability switching 
equipment in incoming ( I/C) group selector stages becomes evident and 
the exchange designer is faced with the task of developing the most 
economic trunking arrangement within the restrictions imposed by the 
switching equipment and the present method of trunking. Ecuvalen t 
high usage circuits can be of considerable assistance in examining the 
possible alternatives. 

As shown in Table 7 there are cost penalties incurred if an origin/dest 
ination traffic parcel has to be split and this would be necessary if more 
than one I/C group selector stage is required to handle the incoming 
traffic. 

For example a 10 ER L single route split into two 5 ER l traffic parcels 
would incur the cost penalties of 2.71, 1.42 and 0.35 equivalent high 
usage circuits for marginal occupancy values of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.8 respect 
ively. This represents percentage increases of 16.1%, 10.0% and 2.9% 
respectively in the routing costs. 

TABLE 7 Neq - FULL AVAILABILITY TRUNKING 

PURE l1ARGHIAL OCCUPANCY 
CHA1lCE 

TRAFFIC 0,1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0,7 0.8 

5 10.82 9.75 9.01 8,40 7,84 7.32 6. 77 6.20 
6 12.37 11. 22 10.42 9.76 9,17 8.60 8,02 7,39 
8 15,35 14.06 13.16 12,42 11. 75 11.10 10.45 9.74 

10 18,20 16,79 15,81 14,99 14.26 13.55 12.83 12.05 
12 20.98 19.45 18.39 17.51 16. 72 15.95 15.17 14.32 
14 23.69 22. 06 20.93 19.99 19. 14 18.32 17.48 16.57 
16 26.35 24.63 23.43 22.43 21. 53 20.66 19. 77 18.81 
18 28.97 27.16 25.90 24.85 23.90 22. 98 22.05 21. 03 
20 31.56 29.66 28.34 27. 24 26.25 25.29 24.30 23.23 
24 36.65 34.68 33.17 31. 98 30.90 29.85 28. 78 27.62 
28 41.65 39.46 37.93 36.65 35.49 34.37 33.23 31. 98 
32 46.58 44.26 42.64 41. 28 40.65 33(. 86 37.64 36.31 
36 51.46 49.01 47.30 45.87 44.57 43.31 42.03 40.62 
40 S6.29 53. 72 51.92 50.43 49.06 47.74 46.39 44.91 

At originating exchanges, when traffic routes are split, additional analysis 
is required and this could be a restriction of the originating group selector 
stage. If the originating equipment has limited availability additional cost 
penalties would be incurred above those for full availability trunking 
because an availability allocation will be required for the additional routes 
and this will reduce the efficiency of other routes. Split routes would also 
require greater network management. 

Trunking solutions which obviate or limit the splitting of traffic routes 
will almost certainly be more economic than those based upon splitting 
traffic routes. 

CONCLUSION 

The paper introduces the concept of equivalent high usage circuits and 
shows that the cost of routing an origin/destination traffic parcel can be 
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APPEI\IDIX 

OTHER AL TERI\IATE ROUTING PATTERNS AND THEIR 
OPTIMISING EQUATIONS 

The optimising equations for two alternate routing patterns in use in the 
Australian local network are given without mathematical proof. The 
simplified sketches alongside the equations will help in understanding the 
steps involved in deriving the optimising equations. 

CASE 1 : EXTENSION OF ALTERNATE ROUTING PATTERN OF 
FIG. 1. 

The routing pattern is an extension of the alternate routing pattern of 
Fig. 1 of Section 2. The 'X' tandem is allowed high usage routes to 
selected terminal exchanges as shown in Fig. 10. 

FIG. 10 EXTENSION OF ROUTING PATT'.ERN OF FIG. I 

The optimising equations for the high usage routes XJ, IY and IJ and 
the routes involved in establishing this equation are as shown: 

~ I j 

-~L~+.£§. 
H1 B2eq 85 
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H2 is dependent on individual values of the H5 and B6eq parameters and 
an average value must be used. The average is weighted according to the 
size of the offered traffic parcel. Where an individual H2 value is greater 
than 1.0 (due to me effect of (1/H5 - 1/B6eql the overflow traffic 
parcel bypasses route 2 and is offered to route 3. 

CASE 2: SERVICE PROTECTION SWITCHING STAGE 

Small origin/destination traffic parcels may not warrant the establishment 
of high usage routes from the origin exchange. To give these traffic 
parcels an overall improved grade of service than would result if they were 
offered directly to the alternate routes of the network a switching stage 
S is established. The traffic parcel is first offered to the IS route and over 
flows onto IY. S has high usage routes to terminal exchanges and 'Y' 
tandems and a final route to an 'X' tandem. Fig. 11 shows the alternate 
routing pattern. The service protection stage serves a number of origin 
exchanges and is usually located in the same building as an 'X' tandem. 

FIG. 11 SERVICE PROTECTION SWITCHING STAGE 

The optimising equations for the high usage routes SY, SJ, IY and IS and 
the routes involved in establishing these equations are as shown: 

APPENDIX 2 

CURVE FITTING EQUATIONS - FULL AVAILABILITY SWITCHING 

1. Equivalent High Usage Circuits - Neq 

The relationship between Neq and A the pure chance offered traffic for 
marginal occupancy values of 0.1 to 0.8 was found to be, 

Neq = P + OAX + A 
where, P, Q and X are functions of the marginal occupancy H. 

P = -1.259609 + 0.851101 H-0202437 - 0564258H 

Q = 1.42843 - 7.54343 ZS - 1 984073 (H - 0 55) 
where. 

z = ( IH-0.551 )4.155342 
S = +1 for H~0.55 and -1 for H(0.55 

X = 0.495195 + 0.007328 H0.49 - 0.002438 H 

Between the limits of H = 0 1 and 0.8, 

P ranges from 0.040460 to -0.820586 
0 " " 2.594510 to 0.908659 
X " " 0.49732210 0.499814 

The equivalent marginal capacity can be determined from, 

1/Beq = XOAX-l + 1.0 

·=- 0.5 OA-o.5 + 1.0 

2. Actual high Usage Circuits - N 

The relationship between N and A the pure chance offered traffic 
for marginal occupancy values of 0.1 to 0.8 was found to be, 

N = R + TAo.5 + A 
where R and Tare functions of the marginal occupancy H. 

R = 0.527355 -- 2.233955 HO 5 - 0.06694 H 

T = 0.923485 - 12.59178 ZS - 3.396178 (H 0.3915) 
where, 

z = ( IH-0.3915I )3.543912 
S = +1 for H~0.3915 and-1 for H (0.3915 

Between the limits of H = 0.1 and 0.8 

R ranges from -·O 185778 to -1.524307 
T " " 2.072990 to -0.991309 

3. Actual Circuits for Grade of Service Criteria 

For grades of service 1 in 200 and 1 in 500 the relationship between 
N and A is as follows> 

N7/200 

N1/500 

0.745148 + 2.971970 A0.428036 + 0.985860 A 

0.990524 + 3.260262 A0.441454 + 0.990887 A 

As for case 1 a weighted value of H 1 must be obtained. If H 1 is ~ 1.0 
(due to the effect of the negative term in the optimising equation) the 
traffic parcel IJ bypasses route 1 and is offered to route 2. 
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Discussion 
L.T.M. BERRY, Australia: Have .the a!.>l.>wnp-Uon6 06 .the 
model been sub] ec..ted to va.Uda.tion? FOJt example U) 
.the equation N3 n o.z a1.,1.,umu 0.2 -Ll 1.>maU. I.t ha!.> been 

- E3 
6ound that 60Jt c.eM:a,,i_n OV pCUM et m.<.iumum c.M.t M~on 
11.uU-lti, in mane .t'1.a66ic. bung c.aJUued on 311.d c.hoic.e 
11.ou;tu .than 2nd. i. e. o.z ma.y be 11.ea1.>onab,fy 1Mge. 
I«) An 11-Mwnption illpuc.-Lt in the model -Ll .that i6 .the 
c.01.>.t 06 11.ou.ung .t'1.a66ic. 6011. any one OV pain c.a.n be 
decJtea6ed the 1.>o~on -Ll no.t optimal. l t: has been 1.,hown 
by HaJUu.J., that a. "U1.,e11. optimal" Mlu.uon -Ll 1.>igni(iic.a.n.t,fy 
mane expeMive 6011. a. Mwopoli.tan ne:twoltk .than a. "Sy1.>.tem 
optimal" 1.>o~on. 

J.S. HARRINGTON, Australia : The a1.>1.>ump-Uon6 06 th« model 
have been .tu.ted in .the Pelt.th, Aw.,~, me.tltopoli.tan 
ne:twoltk whene th« cosrs a.g11.eed 6ailtly c.101.>ely wilh .tho1.>e 
obtained 611.om .the p11.ope11. dimeMioning of, .the ne:twoltk. The 
di66e1tenc.e in c.01.>.tl.> c.ou.ld be a..t:tJubu.:ted co .the c.on6.tant 
nwnbeJt o0 wc;;,U,i, on .the IX, XY and Y J 11.ou:tu (1., ee (iig-1,. 
7 & 8 whe;r_e 60'1. VAR/MEAN > 1 .the 11.elatioMhip be:tween 
066e1ted .tJta6iic. A and N 06 wc.u.U:/2 -Ll, 

N = CoM.t + 6 (A) ) 

I mM.t point ou:t .that my me..thod ii.> no.t a. dimeMioning 
method bu:t /ta.then a. .tool to aid dimeMioning and .to u.ndeJt- 
1.>.tand .the 60.c..toM .that a.66ec..t ne:two11.k. duign. Thil.> mea.n6 
.that .the c.M.t di66e1tenc.e obtained above -Ll uk.ely t» be 
6ai'1.4f c.oM.tan.t 6011. a. numbeJt 06 ne:twOJtk. c.on6iguJ1.a.Uon6. 
The a.pp1toX-<J11ation N3 ~ 0.2/B3 holdl.> mane 6011. umiled 
a.vaifubiu.ty 1.,wilc.hing .than 60'1. .the 6u.ll a.vailabiu.ty cas e 
bu:t .the value 06 B3 1.,0 obtained (1.>ee 6ig1.>. 7 & 8) -Ll 
6~ c.oM.tant ove11. the. Mnge 06 0.2 and a.6.teJt aU il -Ll 
B 3 tha: -Ll 11.eq t.Wted. 

I would 0.911.ee tha»: 6011. tne 6u.ll a.vailabiu.ty 1.,wilc.hing 
mac.kine .the (iiM.t aUeJtnate Jtou:te, IY, c.ou.ld weU be by 
pa1.>1.> ed in many cas cs bec.aMe, 
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(i) .the .tM66ic. ove1t6lowing 611.om .the H.U. 11.ou:te, 
IJ 06 (iig. 1 w,LU be lu1.>, and 

(u) .the e66;_uenc.y 06 .the 6ina1. 11.ou..tu, IX, XY and 
y J 9 Jteq.,teJt, 

.than .the c.oMupnnding valu.el.> 60'1. .the lilliled a.vailabuily 
1.,wilc.hing mac.kine. 

W. LORCHER, Germany : In Cha.p.teJt 2 06 qoun: pa.pelt you. ma.k.e 
a.n a1.>1.>umption, denoted a1., 11.e-1,u.l.t No. 2 (u) N3=0.2/B3 and 
N4=a.2/B4, whe11.e il -Ll 1.>.tated .that .the gJtou.p 1.>ize-1, 06 Mna1. 
11.ou:te1.> Me given by .the quotient 06 066e1ted .tlta6Mc. and 
.the mMginal. c.a.pa.c.-Lty. 

I-1, .thil.> Ml.>ump.tion only a.ppued 60'1. the op.tim.<.za.tion 06 
high w.,a.ge .tltu.nk. g1tou.p1.> Oil. acso 6011. dimeMioning 06 .the 
Mna1. .tltu.nfc 911.ou.p ill elf,. 

J.S. HARRINGTON, Australia : The Ml.>ump.tion -Ll no.t UJ.>ed .to 
dimen6ion f,inal. 11.ou:tu bu;t to obtain tne. val.u.e 06 .the 
mMginal. oc.c.u.pa.nc.y of, .the high Mage ju.nc..tion 11.ou.:tu. 

w. LORCHER, Germany : In Cha.p.teJt 5 you. give a.n a.pp11.oxi 
mation 6o![)7Ju.la. f,011. .the mMginal c.a.pa.c.-Lty of, .tJtu.nfc g1tou.p1.> 
with 066e1ted oveJtf,low .t1ta6Mc.. Tw mMginal. c.a.pa.c.-Lty· 
dependl.> on ih« mMginal c.a.pa.c.J._,ty 06 a. .tltu.nk. g11.ou.p wilh 
066e1ted PCT1 and .the valtia.nc.e .to mean 11.a.tio of, .the 066e1ted 
ove1t6low .tM66ic.. Can you. give a.n imp1te1.>-0ion on .the 
accunaiu; O 6 .th-Ll 6 0![)7Ju.la. 
J.S. HARRINGTON, Australia : The 6o![)7Ju.la. ha1., only been 
c.hec.k.ed in a 6 w c.a.1., u and M I c.anno.t gu.Ma.n.tee ill 
a.c.c.Wtac.y. HoweveJt, a1., .the value 06 B3, B4 and Bs have 
only a m.<.nOJt e66ec..t on .the va1.u.e 06 mMgina1. oc.c.u.panc.y 06 
.the H. U. 11.ou..te I do no.t c.oMideJt a. 1.>ugh.t e'1.'1.o'1. in th« 
utima.tion 06 B t» be a ~on t» .the method whic.h -Ll 
a ne:two11.fc analy1.>.Ll and dimeMioning .tool and no.ta 
dimen1.>ioning p11.oc.u1.>. 
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Dimensioning of Alternative Routing Networks Offered 
Smooth Traffic 
J. RUBAS 
Telecom Australia, Melbourne, Australia 

ABSTRACT Co/q •••••••• (1) 

This paper reviews the methods of dimensioning networks 
employing alternative routing and discusses the use of 

,Binomial -distribution model when the offered traffic is 
smoother than pure chance. Instead of the Poisson-based 
"equivalent random" method the more accurate direct 
computation of overflow traffic moments is proposed, A 
comparison is made between this and two other methods for 
accuracy and convenience of computation. Sample 
dimensioning graphs for full and 1 imi ted availability 
trunk groups are appended. · 

Here Cd and C0 are costs per circuit of the direct and the 
alternative route. H is the marginal occupancy of the 
direct route, defined by 

•••••••• (2) 

1. INTRODIJCTION 
where Ai is the traffic offered and Y 1 the traffic carried 
by N1 direct route circuits. q is the marginal capacity 
of the alternative (overflow) route, defined by 

During the last twenty years the technique of alternative 
routing has become firmly established in most large 
communication networks. A number of different methods 
have. been developed to dimension these networks. Virtually 
all of these methods are based on the assumption of 
Poisson-distributed traffic being offered ·to first choice 
routes. 

q (
ilA2) 
aN2 

B 
•••••••• (3) 

Alternative routing can be profitably used also in 
situations where traffic is generated by a limited number 
of sources and is, therefore, smoother than pure chance. 
These situations arise in private automatic branch 
exchanges, small rural automatic exchanges, and subscriber 
switching stages of public exchanges. Classical, Poisson 
based methods are unsuitable for dimensioning such 
systems, as they tend to overestimate circuit requirements. 
It has been shown that the Binomial distribution model 
gives a b~tter r epresent.at Ion of the traffic offered 'in 
the above cases, particularly when all traffic sources 
have similar calling intensities. The manipulation of 
this model, however, presented considerable mathematical 
difficulties and so far its application has been largely 
confined to the dimensioning of constant grade of service 
routes without overflow, using tables or· graphs based on 
the Engset Loss Formula (e.g. Ref. 1). ' · · 

In order to use this model for dimensioning ·alternative 
routing systems offered traffic from a limited number of 
sources a method is required to compute or estimate at 
least the first two cumulants of the overflow traffic. 
The first viable method, based on charts produced from 
simulation results, was published in a little-known paper 
by Wormald in 1968 (Ref. 2). In 1973 Bretschneider 
published an iterative numerical method {Ref. 3), which 
permitted extension of Wilkinson's equivalent random 
technique to smoother than pure chance traffics. In the 
same year Schehrer (Ref. 4) and Henderson (Ref. 5) 
independently obtained an exact analytical solution to the 
problem of computing the first two cumulants of traffic 
overflowing a full availability group of trunks offered 
Binomially-distributed traffic. Finally, the following 
year Harris and Rubas (Ref. 6) described an accurate 
general method for calculating the overflow moments in 
full and limited availability trunk groups. This opened 
the way to accurate dimensioning of all types of trunking 
schemes offered smoother than Poisson-distributed traffic. 

2. REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE ROlITING 

The objective of alternative routing is to carry traffic 
at minimum cost for a given grade of service. In the 
simplest case of one direct and one alternative route tllC 
optimising equation has the following form: 

where A2 is the traffic offered to the overflow route of 
N2 circuits, which is to be dimensioned for a congestion 
probability 8, 

If several alternative routes are possible, it is 
necessary to set up an optimising equation for each pair 
of alternatives. In such cases the accuracy of optimis 
ation calculation is improved by employing another 
derivative, g, which is the marginal increase in overflow, 
a, per unit increase in the traffic offered, A, while the 
number of circuits, N, in the route under consideration is 
kept constant. Expressed mathematically, 

g •••••••• (4) 

The first step in the dimensioning process is to obtain 
the economical marginal occupancies, H, for the first 
choice routes from appropriate optimising equations and 
then compute the number of circuits in each first choice 
route that will give the required marginal occupancy, 
The next step is to compute mean and variance of all 
traffics overflowing from first choice routes and to 
determine the economic marginal occupancies of the second 
choice routes. Mean and variance of traffics offered to 
second choice routes are obtained by adding the respective 
moments of all traffic parcels offered to particular second 
choice routes, which are then dimensioned to give the 
previously computed marginal occupancies. 

The above process is repeated until all choices for high 
usage routing have been exhausted and we are left with 
only one choice - the final route. This route is normally 
dimensioned for a specified loss probability, which is 
chosen to ensure that a satisfactory overall grade of 
service is provided. 

The dimensioning work can be done manually, with the aid 
of graphs or tables, or by means of suitable computer 
programs. Although manual calculations have been largely 
replaced by computers, there still is a place for 
graphical aids in spot checks of individual routes and 
siaple networks. In cases where the dimensioning 
algorithm involves very complex mathematical models, 
graphical methods may even be more efficient than 
nuaerical ones. 
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3, APPLICATION OF BINOMIAL )!ODEL 

The natural application of the Binomial model is in 
situations where· the traffic is generated by a limited 
number of sources, each having the same calling intensity. 
If there is no congestion, the prohabili ty of finding x 
out of S sources busy is 

P(x) = (JJ . aX • (1 _ a)S-x 

where a = A/S is the average traffic offered per source. 

The mean of the above distribution, A, is, therefore, 

A= s.a •••••••• (6) 

and its variance, V, is 

V = A(l - a) 

•.•••••• (5) 

•..••••• (7) 

Replacing a by A/Sand solving for S gives the convenient 
relationship between A, S, and V :- 

••.•.••• (8) 

To use this model for the dimensioning of high usage and 
final choice routes we must be able to compute mean and 
variance of overflow traffics and also the marginal 
occupancy, marginal capacity, and, possibly, marginal 
overflow for any number of circuits offered Binomially 
distrihuted traffic. As an approximation, the Binomial 
model can also be used to represent other types of smooth 
traffic (A> V), e. g. truncated Poisson (Erlang). It must 
be realised, however, that with the Binomial model the 
magnitudes of overflow moments depend on whether the 
overflow traffic is lost, or carried on another rocte. 
For example, traffic lost from a fully available group of 
N trunks offered A erlangs by S independent traffic 
sources will be given by A.B(A, N, S), where B(A, N, S) 
is the Engset Loss probability; if the overflow traffic 
is carried on another route, however, its magnitude will 
be less than A.B(A, N, S). 

It has been shown (Refs. 4, S) that for full availability 
trunk groups offered Binomial traffic the cumulants of the 
overflow can be computed using Wallstrom's method (Ref. 9) 
for state-dependent call intensity functions. The 
Binomial call intensity function has the form 

A(x)=a.(S-x) •••••.•. (9) 

where a is the traffic offered per free source. The 
Binomial distribution admits only S+l states, hence 
Wallstrom's infinite sums have to be replaced by finite 
ones. 

Where access to direct and alternative routes is limited 
by switch outlet availability or link congestion, other 
methods have to be used to compute mean and variance of 
the overflow traffic. Since there is a finite number of 
states, the problem can be tackled by setting up a system 
of linear equilibrium state equations, which ~an be solved 
for state prohabili ties P(n, m) by matrix methods 
(Ref. 6). Having computed state probabilities, the 
required moments of overflow traffic are obtained from 
standard statistical formulae:- 

The restricted access to route can be defined by the 
distribution of conditional blocking probabilities, which 
are determined from the configuration and average traffic 
loading of the switching stage from wh i.ch the route is 
trunked. 

For manual dimensioning, graphs of mean and variance of 
overflow have been constructed on the assumption that 
access to direct routes can be defined by a Geometric 
distribution of blocking probabilities, which can be 
defined by a single parameter, p. This "geometric group" 
mode l has been found very useful in dimensioning routes 
accessed through link-trunked switching stages. By 
definition, p is the probability of the next call being 
blocked when there is only one free circuit in the traffic 
route under consideration. Then the:zProbability of 
blocking with two free circuits is p , with three free 
circuits it is p3, and so on. The geometric group model 
was first proposed by Smith in 1961 (Ref. 10) and is 
still in use. 

To dimension the final choice route we must know at least 
the first two cumulants (mean and variance) of the traffic 
offered to it and the specified grade of service. The 
cumulants are computed by adding the means and the 
variances of all traffics overflowing to the route in 
question. If the mean, A, of the aggregate traffic is 
greater than its variance, V, the Binomial distribution 
can be used to approximate it. After computing the 
equivalent number of sources from equation (8), the 
required number of trunks can be estimated from an 
appropriate traffic capacity table or graph based on the 
Engset Loss formula (Refs. 1, 11, 12) if full availability 
access to the final route is provided. No traffic 
capacity graphs or tables have been published for 
dimensioning limited availability trunk groups offered 
Binomially distributed traffic. If the restricted access 
can be defined by a conditional blocking probability 
distribution (e.g. the Geometric distribution), the 
required number of trunks, N can be computed iteratively 
from the following equation for call congestion: 

B 
N f E (S-x).b(x).P(x) 

x=O 

where A is the mean offered traffic in erlangs, b(x) is 
the blocking probability in state x, Sis the equivalent 
number of sources, P(x) is the probability that x circuits 
are occupied and a is the traffic per free source, 
given by 

a=A/(S - A.(l - B)) 

•••••••• ( 12) 

•••••••• (13) 

The state probabilities can be computed recursively from 
the following equations 

P (x+l ) 

N 
E P (x) 

x=O 

"· (S-x). (l•b(x)) • P(x) .•••• (14) 
x+l 

•••••••• (15) 

mean 
N S-n 
E E m. P(n,m) 

n=O m=O 

Time congestion for the limited availability route is 
given by the sum 

.•.•.•.. (10) 

variance 
N S-n 
E " m2 • P(n,m) - (mean)2 

n=O m=O 

E •••••••• (16) 
••••• (11) 

N 
E b(x) .P(x) 

x=O 
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Equation (16) can be shown to be equivalent to 

Is) N N-1 
\N a . IT . ( 1 - b ( i)) 

1=0 
E=----------- 

N (s) x-1 
+ l: { N/ax. IT (1-b(i))} 
x=I ·· i=O 

•••.•••• (17) 

Since A and V of the traffic offered to the route are 
known, S can be coraput ed from equation (8). 

The blocking coefficients b (x) depend on the configuration 
and loading of the switching stage giving access to the 
route. As stated before, the access system blocking can be 
represented by a geometric series or another suitable 
mathematical model. 

In the above equation+ sign between Sand N applied to 
Negative and - sign to Positive Binomial. Parameters a 
and Sare as defined previously for the two distributions. 
Note that S, the equivalent number of sources does not 
have to be an integer, which facilitates the fitting of 
Binomial models to other traffic distributions; it will 
be appreciated that for non-Binomial distributions 
equations (8) and (20) will not, generally, give integral 
values for S. 

The above recurrence and associated equations (13) and 
(22) have been programmed for the HP65 pocket calculator 
and provide a convenient means of computing congestion 
for either distribution. 

4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS 

If the mean of the aggregate overflow traffic is less than 
its variance, the traffic can be represented by the 

.Negative Binomial distribution, or the dimensioning can 
be completed using Wilkinson Is "equ i valent random" 
technique. The latter method is very well known and 
requires no elaboration; the use of Negative Binomial 
model will be briefly reviewed here. 

The probability density function of the Negative Binomial 
distribution is defined by 

P(x) 

0 ~ a ~ 

The parameters a and Scan be determined from the mean 
(A) and variance (V) of the offered traffic distribution: 

a 

s 

(S+~-1). ax.(l-a)S 

S ~ 0 

1 - A/V 

A 2/ (V-A) 

•••••••• (18) 

••••••••• (19) 

••••••••• (20) 

Call congestion for a fully available group of N trunks 
offered Negative Binomial traffic is given by 

N a 

B 

~ (S~i) ai 
i=O 1 

•..•••.. (21) 

Binomial distribution is the best model for traffic 
generated by a limited number of sources with similar 
calling intensities. However, a fair amount of 
calculation effort is required to compute the marginal 
occupancy and the moments of overflow traffic, particul 
arly for limited availability routes. In the latter case 
accurate calculation of overflow moments each time they 
are required is impracticable. For this reason a set of 
accurately plotted graphs have been produced for the mean 
and variance of overflow traffic and the marginal 
occupancy ("improvement factor"). Samples of these graphs 
are given in the Appendix. 

Obviously, it would be an advantage to have simpler 
calculation routines, which could be incorporated in 
computer programs for dimensioning of direct and 
alternative routes. In the following tables two 
approximate methods are compared with the Binomial model 
in the computation of overflow traffic mean and variance 
when small trunk groups are offered.traffic from a limited 
number of sources. The first approximation assumes 
infinite number of traffic sources (Poisson input) while 
the second employs extended equivalent random technique 
described in Ref. 3. Tables la and lb give moments of 
traffic overflowing from a full availability group of 
trunks, while Tables 2a and 2b compare overflows from a 
limited availability group, access to which is defined by 
geometrically distributed conditional blocking probabilit 
ies; the parameter p is numerically equal to the 
probability of blocking when only one free circuit remains 
in the trunk group. 

5 Sources, Full Availability 

where 

a A/ (S + A • (1 - B)) .•••.... (22) 

For a limited availability group, where access is defined 
by blocking coefficients b(x), call congestion can be 
computed from the following sum: 

N 
B = (a/A) l: (S+x) .h(x) .P(x) •..•.••. (23) 

x=O 

The parameter a is again defined by (22) and the state 
probabilities P(x) can be computed from equations (14) 
and (15), with (S-x) in eqn. (14) replaced by (S+x). 
Time congestion can be computed from the same general 
equation (16), which applies to all traffic distributions. 

Where full availability conditions exist, call congestion 
for both Negative and Positive Binomial distributions 
(truncated at N trunks) can be more easily computed from 
the following recurrence, starting with 8(0)=1: 

Traffic No. of Mean and Variance of Overflow 
(erl.) Trunks Binomial Poisson ERM (Ref. 3) 

3.0 1 m 2.166 2.250 2.118 

V 1.101 2.587 1.167 

II 2 m 1.431 1.588 1.324 

V o. 772 2,066 1.015 
-·- 

II 3 m 0.767 1.038 0.692 

V 0.487 1.488 0.679 

" 4 m 0,2S4 0.618 0.278 

V 0.189 o. 945 0.317 

" 5 m 0.000 0.330 0.082 

V 0.000 0.519 0.098 

Table la 

ll(N) a.(S ! N).ll(N-1) 
N + a.(S ! N).B(N-1) 

•.•.•.•. (24) 
Comparison of Overflow Traffic Moments, 

Full Availability Access to Route 
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10 Sources, ·Full Availahili ty 

Traffic No. of Mean and Variance of Overflow 
( erl.) Trunks 

Binomial Poisson ER"1 (Ref. 3) 

Lfl 5 m 0.001 o. 003 0.002 
V 0.001 0.004 0.002 

6.0 6 m 1. 226 1. 590 1.097 
V 0.946 2.746 1.293 

" 7 m 0.665 1.110 0.615 
V o. 575 2.019 0.808 

" 8 m_ 0.'257 0. 731 0.296 
V 0.242 1. 37'2 0. 411 

" g m o; 048 0.451 0.120 
V 0.046 0.855 0.168 

Tahle lh 

Comparison of Overflow Traffic Moments, 
Full Availability Access to Route 

5 Sources, Li.n i t ed Availahility, p = 0.3 

Traffic No. of Mean & Variance of Overflow 
(erl.) Trunks 

Binomial Poisson ERM (Ref. 3) 

3.0 1 m 2.260 2.323 2.118 
V 1.020 2.558 1. 167 

" 2 m 1. 579 L 717 1. 324 
V 0.816 2.060 1. 015 

" 3 m 0.984 1.199 0.692 
V 0.592 1. 542 o. 679 

" 4 m 0. 511 0. 782 o. 278 
V 0.367 1.053 0.317 

Table 2a 

10 Sources, Limited Availability, p 0.4 

Traffic I No. of Mean f, Variance of Overflow 
cer1.) I Trunks ! I 

Poisson ERM (Ref. 3) i ! Binomial 

3.0 i 1 m 2.333 2. 357 2.190 
V 1. 786 2.553 1.866 

" 2 m 1. 729 1. 781 1.469 
V 1. 442 2.069 1.519 

" 3 i m 1.206 1. 284 0.882 
I 

V 1.083 1. 5 77 1.058 
' 

" 4 m 0. 778 0.875 o. 458 
I V o. 741 1.116 0,604 

" I 5 m 0.456 0. 560 0.200 
V 0.452 0. 725 0. 275 

" 6 I : 0.242 0.334 0.073 
0. 243 0.430 0.099 

Table 2b 

Comparison of Overflow Traffic Moments, 
Limited Availability Access to Route 

As can be seen from the above tables, the Poisson model 
consistently overestimates both the mean and the variance 
of overflow traffic. The "equivalent random" method gives 
a fairly good estimate of both overflow moments under full 
availability conditions (except when N approaches S); the 
error, naturally, increases when availability is 
restricted. Both approximate models show significant 
overflows at N=S, when there should be no overflow. 

The calculation time is shortest for the Poisson model and 
longest for the Binomial; the equivalent random method is 
intermediate between the other two, but would, probably, 
be still too slow for large scale computations involving 
larger trunk groups. It appears likely that curve fitting 
of accurately computed overflow mean and variance graphs 
will yield more efficient computation routines, but this 
has not yet been investigated. In the interim,manual 
calculation with the help of graphs (Ref. 14) may prove to 
be more economical, particularly where full availability 
conditions are not provided. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has shown how the llinomial distribution model 
can be used to improve the accuracy of dimensioning 
alternative routing networks offered traffic from a 
limited number of sources. The model is suitable for 
dimensioning both high usage and final choice routes, 
reached with full or restricted availability. The 
improvement in accuracy is obtained through increased 
computing effort. 
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APPENDIX 

This appendix contains samples of graphs prepared for 
manual dimensioning of alternative routing systems 
offered smooth traffic. Figures 1, 2, and 3 apply to 
fully ava.i l ab Ie trunk groups, while Figs. 4, 5 and 6 are 
drawn for trunk groups reached through a grading or a 
link-trunked switching stage. In the latter case the 
blocking coefficients are assumed to be geometrically 
distributed with parameter p, which represents the 
blocking prohability with only one free trunk in the route. 
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Discussion 
J. DE BOER, Netherlands : f.{)1/2:t, peJU,ona.U.,[. I wouJ.d p1te6eJt 
:the :teJUn "Eng<1e:t :t!ta6Mc." in<1:tead 06 "binom{_al :t!ta6Mc." 
bec.au.6e "b,i_notn,{,al" M u.6u.aUy aMoc_,i_a:ted wdh the. ;.1,<,;tu.a 
tion wheJte :the nµmbeJt 06 Mu.Jtc.M M equal :to :the nu.mbeJt 
06 linM. Sec.oncU.y, c.oMideJt :the ;.1du.ation 06 ;two g1tou.p<1 
06 linM 06 ;.1ay n1 and n2 linM !tMpec.uvexy. The agg- 
1tega:te 06 the ;two c_Mft,(_ed tM6Mc.<1 M 066e1ted to a :th,{Jtd 
91tou.p o 6 linM. Then one c.an .{)1Jagine :tha:t :the Mc_;t,i_uou.<1 
nu.mbeJt of Mu.Jtc.M c.6 ,<,'5 1.,maUeJt :than n1 + n2, ,{mplying 
:tha:t no moJte than c.t linu c.an be oc.c.u.pied act a given 
momen:t, in c.onct/tad,i_Won will :the 6ac.t tha: n1 + n2 c.an 
be oc.c.u.pied. VoM ;t~ poMib,{u;ty JteaUy oc.c.u.Jt .oome 
timM. 

J. RUBAS, Australia: In an al:teJtnative Ji.au.ting ne;twoJtk 
mM:t 06 :the c.allJ., OVeJtnlowing nJtOm hlgh U;.\age Ji.Ou.tu Me. 
c_Mft,(_ed on lateJt c.hoic.e JtoutM. M no :tJtu.nc.ation 06 :the 
otl.\eJted :t1ta6f,,{c. furubu.uon oc.c.u.Jt;.\ at ~ 1.,;tage :the 
Bina~ modex ,<,'5 mo1te appJtOp)t,{,ate :than :the EngH:t one; 
:the 1teveJU,e M :tltu.e when we Me d,<,men<1ion,{ng Ji.Ou.tu wdh 
out oveJt6low 6a~M, M l>:tated in my papeJt, 

In aMweJt to qou»: He.and qu.uuon I mu.<1:t ag1tee :that d 
wouJ.d be poMible t» get an eq(J_,(_valen.;t nu.mbelt 06 l>OWtc.M 
c.6, whlc.h M lu1., :than :the c.ombined nu.mbelt 06 :tJtu.nkl> 
n; _+ n2 pol>Mated in qou): hypo:thetic.al example. But 
-th,U would only oc.c.u.Jt i6 one Oil. bo:th 06 :the :two :tJtu.nk 
g1tou.pl> Welte g1tol>l>ly oveltd,<,men<1ioned and C.M/t,{,ed ctJta66ic. 
wdh no lol>J., (e.g. i6 :they Welte o66elted ctJta66ic. by a 
l>maU nu.mbeJt 01) Jteal MMC.M, :the l)u.m 06 whlc.h WM lMJ., 
:than n1 + n2) • 

J. MATTES, Australia : Whelte 6u.ll avmab,{li;ty c.ond,i_;t,i_orv. 
ew:t, c.aU c.onguuon 601t bo:th Negative and Po1.,ilive 
Binom,{al furubu.tioM c.an be c.omputed 61tom 1texation ( 24) 
whlc.h givu B(N) in :teltm6_ ofi B(N-1) and c,. Howevelt, 
ac.c.Oil.Mn'g t» (22), a Ma 6u.nc.tion 06 B. 

Could :the aidhon. make _d c.leM whe:thelt c, in t 24) ,<,'5 
a(Bn) oil. alBn-1). (i. e. M deJta;t,i_on 1teq(J_,(_}ted at eac.h 
Mage. 06 the 1tec.u.Jt;.\ion.) 

J. RUBAS, Australia : In equation (24) a ,<,'5 a 6u.nc.tion 06 
B(N) fio1t e,{;/;helt furubu.uon; 601t :the &nom{_al furubu. 
uon d ,<,'5 deMned by equation ( 13) and {iO!t :the Negative 
&nom{_al furubu.tion by equation (22). Bec.au.<1e ~ ,<,'5 a 
6u.nc.tion 06 c.onge6Uon, deJta;t,i_on ,<,'5 nec.M6altlj to evaluate 
B(N). 

R. SCHERRER, Gennany : M fiM M I <See, :theil.e ew:t 2 
M66elten:t :typM 06 1.,moo:th :t!ta6£,{c.: hM:t, 6moo:th 
:tJta6Mc. whlc.h hM w o)t,{,gin in Poi6l>On oil. Eng1.,e;t :tJta6Mc., 
1!.Mpec.uvexy, and ha6 been 1.,moo:thed du.e t» :the loM in 
one Oil. mOl!.e pi!.ec.ed,i_ng :tltu.nli. g1tou.p1.,, and :the 1., eeond 
de6iMtion, applied in you.Ji. papelt, ac.c.01td,i_ng :to whlc.h aU 
ctJta6Mc.<1 Me c.on<1ide1ted :to be 1.,moo:th a6 1.,oon M thei»: 
vail.,{,anc.e-:to-mean 1tatio ,<,'5 le66 :than one. Tw de6iMtion 
would inc.lu.de :the weU-11.nown pu.Jte c.hanc.e tM66,{c. 06 He.and 
11.,{nd ( PCT2 J whlc.h M Jtandom :titan Mc. 6JtOm a MnUe nu.mbeJt 
06 :tlta66,{c. 6ou.Jtc.M. It Hem6 t» me :that :the6e 2 :type6 06 
1.,0-c.aUed <1moo:th :tJta6Mc. 1.,hou.ld be fuung(J_,(_J.,hed. How do 
you. :thlnk about :tw. 

J. RUBAS, Australia : My de6iMtion 06 1.,moo:th ctJta66ic. ,<,'5 
veJty geneJtal and inc.lu.dM aU :t!ta6Mc. furubu.tioM 601t 
whlc.h :the mean ,<,'5 g1teatelt :than :the vail.,{,anc.e. I ag1tee will 
V1t. Sc.hehi!.ei!. :that 1.,moo:th :tlta6£ic.<1 in ac.c.01tdanc.e wdh my 
de£,{Mtion c.ould be 6Mthe!t 1.,u.bd,i_vided in.:to :tJta6Mc.o 
geneltated by ~ed nu.mbelt 06 Mu.Jtc.M (1te6e1t1ted t» M 
PCT2 :tJta6£ic.) and :the 1.,moo:thed :t!ta66,{c_1., 1tMu.lting 61tom 
:tMnc.ation 06 peakl> by p1tec.ed,i_ng ct/tu.nfi.,{ng, 1tegMdlM1., 06 
:the :type 06 th« O)t,{,ginal furubu.tion. In ~ c.on:tex:t I 
would like t» no:te :that whde :the B{nom,i_al furubu.tion M 
a good model 601t :the ~ed Mu.Jtc.e :tJta6Mc., it ,<,'5 lu1., 
ac.c.u.Jta:te in 1tep1tMen:tLng o:theil. 11.,{nd!., 06 1.,moo:the1t .than pu.Jte 
c.hanc.e :t!ta66,{c.. 

D.J. SONGHURST, U.K. : When :the binotn,{,al furubu.;t,i_on 
mode,l M u.<1ed 601t :tJta6Mc. geneJtated by a ~ed nu.mbelt 06 
Mu.Jtc.M, and :the 6.{)1/2:t ;two ovelt6low momenu Me u.6ed, how 
ciccuJta..te.ly ccin 6-lna.L Jr.ou.-tu, be dhnen.o.loned. 

J. RUBAS, Australia : I 6 aU :tJta6£ic. .oou.Jtc.M have :the .Mme 
c.alung in.:ten<1dy and o)t,{,gina.:te c.allJ., qu.Ue independently 
06 ea.c.h o:thelt, :the /,.{)1/2:t ;two momenu 06 :the &notrial 
furubu.tion Me qu.Ue M66,{c_,i_en.,t 601t ac.c.u.Jta:te fuen- 
1.,ioMng 06 bo:th Mnal c.hoic.e and hlgh u.<1age il.Outu, M 
long M the. vaJt,(.anc.e :to mean Jtatio 06 :the ctJta66ic. o66elted 
to :thMe 1tau.:te1., M lM-6 :than one. When :the ove1tf,low 
:t!ta6Mc. degeneltatM to :the poin.:t when vail.,{,anc.e exceeds 
tne mean, one mu.<1:t edheil. Me ano:theJt furubu.uon mode,l 
I e.g. Negative Binotn,{,al), Oil. 6aU bac.k on :the eq(J_,(_valenct 
Jtandom :tec.hn,{qu.e, whlc.h may in:t!todu.c.e Mme eil.JtoM. 
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ABSTRACT 

The paper presents an evaluation of the mathematical 
expressions for overflow traffic when the number of 
circuits assumes real quantities. Efficient computational 
methods are given for evaluation of overflow traffic to 
an arbitrary accuracy. 

The resulting methods are applied to Wilkinson's 
equivalent random theory (ERT-W) for both rough and smooth 
traffics. A new ERT(ERT-N) is derived and applied which 
avoids the iterative complications of ERT-W. An 
equivalent binomial theory for rough and smooth traffics 
is defined and results compared with the ERT's and exact 
results. An equivalent random queue theory is defined for 
several queue disciplines and a brief comparison made with 
exact results. A directly computed Wormald chart and a 
table of values for E(-1,A) and ~(O,A) are included where 
~ (O,A) = (aln r(N+l,A)/oN)N=-1-lnA. 

INTRODUCTION 

In a plane formed with N as abscissa and A as ordinate, 
rough traffic problems of an Erlang overflow type occur 
in the first quadrant and smooth traffic problems in the 
second. This paper is primarily devoted to evaluation of 
the traffic quantities of interest in the second quadrant. 
However since analytic continuation exists between the 
first and second quadrants the general results will be 
applicable in both quadrants. 

The prime quantities of interest are the cumulants of 
overflow traffic when a pure chance traffic is applied to 
a group of N circuits all fully available. Wilkinson's 
equivalent random theory involves the use of the mean and 
variance only to determine an equivalent group of N 
circuits and equivalent pure chance traffic A to convert 
a problem with non-random traffic input to one of simple 
full availability. 

When the traffic is smooth new methods of computing the 
mean overflow traffic are required, for this condition 
results in a negative equivalent choice. The iterative 
complications of the Wilkinson method are still present 
however so the author has derived a new equivalent 
random theory involving three cumulants, which enables 
solutions to be obtained without iteration. 

Traffic arising from a limited number of sources exhibits 
smooth characteristics and theoretical models for a 
number of practical situations have been evolved in both 
congestion and queueing theory, These models, on the one 
hand, enable an equivalent binomial theory to be devised 
to approximate infinite source models and, on the other, 
as checks on the application of infinite source models to 
limited source problems. To this end an equivalent random 
theory for queues has been studied briefly. 

THE ERLANG LOSS FORMULA IN CONTINUOUS FORM 

Equation (1) is the usual form of Erlang's Loss formula 
for full availability systems where B(N,A) is the 
probability of loss, N, a positive integer, the number of 
circuits. 

..•.•.. '. .• (1) 

Traffics 

The denominator of (1) may be classed as an incomplete 
exponential function, ri_ (N,A), of the first kind since its 
terms correspond to those of the exponential series. 
Clearly, when N is large enough, f1(N,A)+ exp(A) and leads 
to the Poisson approximation to B(N,A). 

When N is continuous, the factorial of N(N!) is usually 
represented by the gamma function r(N+l)=Y (N+l,A) + 
r(N+l,A), where Y(N+l,A) and r(N+l,A) are incomplete 
gamma functions of the first and second kinds, defined by 
the integrals (2) and (3), respectively, 

y(N+l,A) 
A N 

= Jo exp (-t) .t .dt .......... (2) 

f(N+l,A) 
oo N 

..•.•.•.•• (3) = SA exp (-t) .t .dt 

Integration of (3), by parts, leads to the result f(N+l,A) 
= f

1 
(N,A). r(N+l). exp (-A) which, on insertion into (1) 

gives (4), the continuous form of the Erlang loss formula. 

B(N,A) 

The traffic, m(N,A), overflowing from a full-availability 
group is obtained from (5) with variance v(N,A) from (6). 

AN+l exp (-A) 
f(N+l, A) 

m(N,A) 

v(N,A) 

and the Wormald 

AN. exp(-A) 
r(N+l ,A) 

••.•.••••• ( 4) 

.•..•••..• (5) 

[ A ] •.•••••• (6) m(N ,A). 1-m(N ,A) + N+l-A+m(N ,A) . 

The exponential integral E (Z), defined by the integral 
(7), is related to r(N+l,A~. For, by setting Z = A and 
Zt = W, (7) reduces to An-i.r(l-n,A) which, on sub 
stitution in (5), provides the interesting result (8). 

m(-n ,A) 

00 

= J exp (-Zt) .dt 

1 t 

.........• (7) 

•...•..... (8) 

The function E (A) (not to be confused with E(N,A)) has 
been extensivejy tabulated so that results are readily 
derivable for B(N,A) with negaUve argument N. Similar 
functions are available (Ref. 5), which enable B(N,A) 
(and m(N,A)) to be obtained in the third and fourth 
quadrants of the A/N plane although they are not known 
to have any practical traffic significance. 

Various regions of the second quadrant of the A/N plane 
are of interest because of their relationship to well 
known functions. ·For example setting n=l in (7) one 
ob~ains the exponential integral E

1
(A) which is variously 

represented by f(O,A) or -Ei(-A). 

Brettschneider (Ref.2) chose a rationaI approximation to 
-Ei(-A) and, in conjunction with the inverse of (9), 
generated values of m(N,A) for negative integral N. 

A.m(N,A) ..••••.••• (9) 
N+l½l(N,A) 

m(N+l,A) 
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•A_ fur,ict/''A•. GP (W), represented by the integral (10), is 

'cif' s'pecLa L interest. ·comparison of (10) with (2) shows 
it to be identical in form to the incomplete gamma 
function of the first kind. Hence (11) follows readily 
from (3), (5) and (10). 

m(l -1 A) p , 

exp 

1 

AP .exp(-A) 

rcl) c1-G (p /A)) p ' p 

When p=2, Gp (W) reduces to the error function erf ( I A), 
in which case (11) reduces to (12) where erfc( I A) is the 
complementary error function (1-erf( IA)), 

1 m(2,A) A ;- 
'IT 

exp(-A) 
erfc(/A) 

wP 1 ( <- -1) 
Jo exp(-v) .v P <iv 

..•.....•. (10) 

••••••.•.• (11) 

••....•.•. (12) 

1 Jagerman (Ref. 12) gives asymptotic forms for B{- 2,A) 

and B(-1,A) mainly derived from Whittaker functions. 
Extensive work has been done by Akimaru and Nishimura 
(Refs. 6 and 7) on the differential coefficients of 
the Erlang function, when N is restricted to a positive 
real variable, However since analytic continuation 
exists between the first and second quadrants of the. 
A/N plane, the basic results, (13) and (14), are also 
valid in the second quadrant. 

of.A and N concerned, If vis less than m the traffic 
is smooth and solution of (8) and (6) will produce an 
exact negative value of N, When an offering stream 
arrives from several different sources, each in a 
different stage of degeneration (from pure chance traffic) 
the ERT produces a single stream equivalent of the 
arriving streams irrespective of differences in the 
higher moments, 

From Wallstrom (Ref.15) the factorial moments, Fq, of 
traffic overflowing a full availability group are defined 
in (18), in terms of Kosten polynomials R(N,r). Since 
individual polynomials sum to zero when N is negative 
and are undefined when N is not integral it is necessary 
to define a new function Z(N,a,b) as a ratio (19), 

Fq(N) k Aq R(N,O) 
R(N,q) •.•.•.....• (18) 

.M&_ l!L 
Z(N,a,b) = R(N,bY ........•. (19) 

¾A,B(N,A) = B(N,A). [¥-l+B(N,A)] 

1- .'a ..• l)(N.,A) .=.lnA- a 
B(N,A) aN .. 3N 

••.•••.•.. (13) 

ln r (N+l ,A)= - ij, (N+l ,A) 
...•.•...• (14) 

Direct differentiation of (9) results in (15) and, in 
conjunction with (14), one obtains the recursive function 
(16) for ij,(N+l·,A). 

n1 = :1 .[D0(1-B1) - :1] 
0 

•..•. , ...• ; (15) 

••.•..•••• (16) 

where D. =.£_ ,B(N+i,A) and Bi = B(N+i,A). 
l. aN 

Inverse formulae for (15) and (16) are readily derivable, 

The sma ILe s t. positive value of N, for which a 
differential coefficient may be. required is zero, wh,ich 
requires. ij,(l,A) in (14), Since ij,(l,A) is, convanf ent Ly 
exp(A) .E1 (A) one obtains the result (17) for D , from 
(8) and (14). · 0 

[
__l_,B(N,A)] , = l_ , , .••.• , •• , (17) 
aN N=O m(-1,A) 

In applying the inverse of (15) or (16) through zero, 
with integral values of .N, a singularity occurs. Hence 
for this case 1/(0,A) is needed with generation 
commencing from N= -1. ij,(O,A) is also needed. for 
eva l.uatfon of 'second differential coefficients (Ref. 7). 

EQUIVALENT RANDOM THEORIES 

The original equivalent random theory (ERT-W) devised by 
Wilkinson (Ref.3), treats N as a positive real variable 
in which the mean overflow traffic is given by (5) with 
variance (6). When values of m and v are specified 
which re:;iult from a simple full availability group, with 
a single pure chance traffic offered, simultaneous 
solution of (5) and (6) precisely determine the values 

Equations (20) to (22) are among a number of recurrence 
relationships satisfied by R(N,r)(Ref. 15), which are 
used to derive (23) for Z(N,a,b). 

R(N,r) = R(N~l,r) + R(N,r-1) •......... (20) 
N,R(N,r)=(A+N-l+r).R(N-l,r)-A.R(N-2,r) •.•... (21) 
N,R(N,r)=A,R(N-l,r)+r.R(N-1,r+l) •..... , •.• (22) 

~--1-~ = l [ N+q-A + A ] 
Z(N,O,q+l) q Z(N,O,q) Z(N,0,q-1) ....•.• (23) 

Clearly, from (19), Z(N,0,0) = 1 and since F1(N)=rn(N,A), 
Z(N,O,l) = B(N,A). Hence, if F1 (N) is available for any 
values of A and N, Z(N,O,q) is available for all q, from 
(23), Z(N,O,q) may be eliminated from (23) to produce 
(24) in terms of F so that, given A, N and m(N,A) all 
factorial moments 8£ the overflow traffic may be 
generated, irrespective of the character of N. 

•.•....... (24) 

A closed solution, for A and N may be obtained from (24), 
when F1, F2, and F3 are known •. Setting r; = (N-A) and 

q=2,3 in (24), r; is given by (25), from which A and N 

follow directly. 2 F3(2F1 + F2)- 2F2 (F1-tl) 
~ = -"---=--c2~--~~ 

2F2 - F1F3 

whence, 
F 

A = / (r; + 1) + F 2 1 

and N =r; + A 

...•. , , . , . (25) 

•.....••.•. (26) 

....•..... (27) 

Limiting properties of (25) are of interest particularly 
if F

1 
and F

2 
are assumed constant, The full extent of 

the variation of F produces regions in which both 
positive and negative values of A and N occur. For the 
purposes of t~e proposed ERT(ERT-N) and ERT-W, F3 lies 
between the values given by (28) and (29) in which 
region A remains positive. 

2F~ (l+Fl) 
r; = 0 when F

3 
= __ 

r; = +oo when 

2Fl + F2 

~ F = - - e 3 F1 

..•••.••.. (28) 

•... , ..... (29) 

In principle any arrival process, for which Fr, F2 and 
F1 are specified, may be approximated by a single Erlang 
scream. ERT-N gives an exact result when the arrival 
process consists of the overflow traffic from a single 
full-availability group offered pure chance traffic. 
Where the overflow traffic is derived from a number of 
such eoucc ea , for which the originating parameters are 
known, ERT-N is an approximation to the true result, is 
directly calculable and, ip most cases, is more accurate 
or safer than ERT-W. Most practical traffic calculations 
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commence at some point~ with an assumed pure chance 
traffic, therefore the iterative intricacies of ERT-W 
can be avoided by progressively deriving the first three 
cumulants of the traffic overflowed (or carried) by 
successive groups of circuits. If the first three 
cumulants are m(mean), v(variance) and w, the factorial 
moments are given by (30) to (32). 

Fl = m . .. ' ... '. '(30) 

F2 = v-rn+m 2 .......•.. (31) 

F3 = w + 3mv + m 
3 

- 3F
2 

- m ........•. (32) 

When deriving the factorial moments of several streams 
the values m, v and w, to be used in (30) to (32) 
represent the sum of the separate cumulants in the 
arriving streams. In cases where only m and v are known, 
for an arriving stream, recourse may be had to ERT-W 
for an approximation tow. 

The resultant overflow traffic from circuits following 
an equivalent group may be obtained from the recurrence 
(9). Alternatively it can be shown, from (22), that the 
moments overflowing successive circuit groups are given 
by (33). 

Hence, setting Q 
1 

= l,computation· bf (36) may be 
arranged in the q+ sequence (37) . 

.l:!±9..._ +A: 
= ~+1 

q 
Q' + l; 
q 

etc., which leads to m(-N,A) = Q
0 

It is found that the best result for m(-N,A), using 10- 
digit, floating-point computation, may be obtained with 
q approximated by K/1 (abs N+A). For the region A~0.5, 
K = 115 and for N ~-10, K = 259. Precise accuracy in q 
is not necessary for a precise result in m provided that 
the value of q, given by the chosen approximation, is 
large enough. 

. .......•. (37) 

In the remaining region of the second quadrant the value 
of q becomes too large for practical purp~ses so that 
other methods must be used. For the region n<l equation 
(11) is su I t ab Le , with G computed from .t he expansion 
(38) and r(l) obtained Pfrom a Sterling p'rocess, (39r or p . 
other suitable rational approximation. 

1 
F (N+l) 
q 

1 q 
F /N) + F q+ l (N) 

......•..• (33) 

COMPUTATION OF m(N,A) 

Practical uses for the Erlang formula seldom occur much 
outside of the triangle bounded by N = 0 and N = A, when 
N is positive. The overflow traffic m(N,A) becomes 
vanishingly small for quite modest extensions of Nanda 
problem does not exist when A= O. The condition N = 0 
is often used in computer programmes to allow traffic to 
overflow without change of properties. If N is finite 
and A +O, m(N,A) +O for all positive values of N. Hence, 
in the first quadrant, the +N axis represents the limit 
m(NP) = 0 and the +A axis m(O,A)= A. 

In the second quadrant the line N = -1 is described, in 
(8), by the exponential integral E

1
(A), which may be 

represented by the series expansion (34). 
ro p 

E (A) = - ( y+ lnA) - E ( ~A) · · · · · · · · · · ( 34) 
1 p=l p.p 

where y = Euler's constant= 0,5772156649 ... 

For very small traffics, A, E (A)+A -(y + lnA) and as 
A+O, E

1
(A) rises slowly to intinity; e.g. when A is as 

little as 10-99, E1(A) = 225.076. Hence, from (8), m(-1,A) 

+Oas A+O and, at this point, from (6), v(-1,0) = 0, It 
may be shown generally that m(-N,O) ·= N-1 and v(-N,O) = 0, 
i.e. the negative N axis exhibits a finite mean with zero 
variance at the integral points, For the region 
-l<N<O, Gp(O) = 0 and m(.!. -1,0) = 0 for any real p. 

1 p 1 
Similarly m (p - 1 - f, OJ = f - p' f integral. Elsewhere 

in the second quadrant the variance is always less than 
the mean m, and A is less than v. It may be shown, easily, 
that v+O as A+O,for any n(= -N). By introduction of the 
marginal occupancy (Ref. 8) "N=rn(N,A) - m(N+l,A), (6) can 

be re-expressed in the alternative form (35) and since from 
above, m(-N,0) = N-1, it follows that v(-N,O) = O. 

v(N,A) = m(N,A) 
2 

[ ~ - 1] (35) 

The continued fraction (CF) representation of E (A) 
(Ii = '-N) is a useful form for direct computatioff of 
m(-N,A) over most regions in the second quadrant of the 
A/N plane. The general form of the CF to be used is 
given in (36) and a computational process in (37). 

b 
m(-N A)= a+ -

0
- , o a
1
+ ~~ a2+· a3+· -·-·-. · · · .....• (36) 

where, with q an arbitrary integer, 

where. 

lnr(r) 

0 (r) 

r 

p/A. l: 
j=O 

(-A)j 

j!(jp+l) 
...•...... (38) 

r(r2 
s-1 

JL.!+i) 
i=O P 

•.•....... (39) 

'r 

l + s. 
p 

(r-l/2)lnr - r+(l/2)1n(21r)+(il(r), 

<1+ 1. ci+ lei- _1_c139+ 571)))) 
z 2z 15z 4z 

and z = 12r. 

The parameters would be chosen at about 30 for the 
proposed region of application in the A/N plane. The 
region for A<0.5, n>l would have m(N,A) obtained by 
recurrence using the inverse of (9). However some 
loss of accuracy will occur in recurring across the 
leading diagonal n(= -N, N+ve)/A. Let n take a small 
value a, then m(a,A) will lie close to and above A, 
(A+o) say, If the inverse of (9) is now applied to find 
m(a-1,A) the result is tt.(A+5)/o. Hence the accuracy 
of recurrence is dependent upon the accuracy with which 
o is known. Since o<<A, and (A+o) occupies all digits 
available, accuracy is lost in recurring across the 
diagonal. For exampl~ at A=O.S and with 10-digit 
computation, the error in m is 30 in 10-10 at tt=.01 
rising to 8670 in 10-10 at tt=.0001. 

On the general question of recurrence,Miller (Ref.10) 
states that accuracy is lost in recurring towards the 
leading diagonal in the second quadrant and gained in 
recurring away, Rapp (Ref.9) proved the latter part of 
this rule, by algebraic means, for increasing recurrence 
in the first quadrant. The first quadrant has also been 
examined by Levy-Soussan in terms of a CF solution <Ref .• 
14). The CF process (37) is also valid in the first 
quadrant of the A/N plane and is a terminating CF at 
q=N for positive integral values of N. For real N(+Ve) 
q varies significantly along the diagonal A/N but may be 
approximated by·q=5(25 - /((A+5)/(N+S))) in the range 
A~N~l.When A<N,m(N,A) would be obtained from within the 
region bounded by A>N and recurrence used to the point in 
question. Direct computation is indicated for the region 
N<A<l using an increasing series for the incomplete gamma 
function of the first kind (e.g. (40)) together with a 
Sterling approximation for r(N) in (5). 

AN [ \: Y (N,A) = N 1 + r=l (-A)r.N] 
r ! (N+r-1) 

•.•.....•. (40) 

Direct evaluat,on of m(N,A), N real, enables differential 
coefficients to be readily obtained. aB(N,A)/aA is 
available directly from (13), whereas aB(N,A)/aN requires 
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a value for ~(N+l,A), which is computationally difficult 
(Refs. (6) and (7)). Using a 6-point Lagrange formula 
one may derive approximation (41) which exhibits an error 
of the order of het:,.6/30. 

where C 
0 

. 1 
'* 60h 

5 
r cr.m((l-i).h-s,A) (41) 

r=O 

TABLE 1 

-120, 

+3. 

A B (-1,A) PSI(O,A) 

.05 7.70882132 1.49819312 

.10 4.96365970 1. 2135166 7 

.15 3. 91819963 1.05587744 

.20 3.34817973 . 94881104 

.25 2.98310345 .86883012 

.30 2. 72657362 .80564029 

.35 2.53507355 .75382743 

.40 2. 38588774 . 71020120 

.45 2. 26592114 . 67272827 

.50 2.16705706 .64003589 

.55 2.08397797 . 61115538 

.60 2.01304428 .58537879 

.65 1.95167489 .56217381 

.70 1.89798478· .54113058 

.75 1. 85056287 .52192718 
,80 1.80833030 .50430642 
.85 1. 77044 712 . 48805977 
.90 1. 73624885 .47301597 
,95 1. 7052024 7 .45903275 

1.00 1. 67687503 .44599071 

1,50 1. 48724316 . 35072295 
2.00 1.38378190 • 29171139 
2.50 1. 31784498 .25086193 
3.00 1.27185812 ,22063233 
3,50 1. 23782650 .19723059 
4.00 1. 21155934 .17851278 
4.50 1.19063615 .16316409 
5.00 1.17355619 .15032835 

6.00 1.14 730768 .13003073 
7.00 1,12804727 , 11466 703 
8,00 1.11329178 .10260971 
9.00 1.1016156 7 . 09288275 
10 .oo 1.09214022 .08486310 
12.00 1.07768655 . 07240290 
14.00 1.06717293 .06315913 
16.00 1. 05917656 .05602238 
18.00 1. 05288760 .05034278 
20.00 1.04781065 .04571370 

The first order approximation (42) may suffice for many 
practical applications and, with h=l, is the form used by 
Rapp (Ref.9) for iterative evaluation of ERT-W. 

ai m(N,A) ~ ½h [m(N+h,A) - m(N-h,A)] ..••....•. (42) 

NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

In 1968 Wormald published (Ref.4) the results of a 
simulation exercise in which congestion resulting from 
offered smooth traffics were obtained. The results are 
principally concerned with the second quadrant of the 
A/N plane and represent a continuation of the well known 
Wilkinson chart (Ref.3). The Worrnald chart combines 
both the first and second quadrants, of the A/N plane, in 
one quadrant in such a way that the leading diagonal' 
represents pure chance traffic. A directly computed 
version of this chart is given in Fig.l which was derived 
from the processes described in this paper. To read the 
chart one notes that the radials represent pure chance 
traffics and circuits count negatively from the diagonal 
upwards,positively downwards. Comparison with the 
originally simulated version shows remarkably close agree 
ment over the whole range. Ample verification is thus 
provided of the theoretical processes which describe the 
degeneration, from pure chance, of one infinite source 
traffic stream overflowed from a real quantity of circuits, 
all fully available. · 

Practical application of ERT-W (and ERT-N when F3 is not 
known) requires the simultaneous solution of (5) and 
(6) to deter~ine equivalent values of A and N given the 
offered resultant traffic m and v. The author uses (45) 
(a modified form of the Rapp approximation (Ref. 9)) to 
obtain a _first approximation A* to A; N* is then obtained 
from (46) which is an inversion of (6). The problem is 
thus essentially of one variable, in A, 

where Q 1 - 1/(m + v/m) 

N* i A*/Q - m - 1 

•...•.•... (45) 

•...•.•... (46) 

Various methods are in use for refining the value of A*, 
for example, the Newton-Raphson iteration described by 
Ott and De Los Rios (Ref.13) and the Reguli Falsii method 
described by Rapp (Ref,9). The author uses the former for 
computer evaluation and the latter for manual computation. 
Equations (45) and (46) are applicable over both quadrants 
and provide better accuracy in the second quadrant than 
the Rapp equation and acceptable accuracy elsewhere. 
Some examples follow:- 

N A A*Rapp A*Equation (45) 

-.3 ,05 -.0082 .0615 
-.3 .so .4358 .5224 
-.3 2.50 2. 4 728 2.5054 
-.3 4.95 4.9361 4.9510 

-5.0 5,00 4,9325 5.0016 

Equation (16) may be used for negative recu~sive evaluation 
of the differential coefficient except when passing 
through N=O at the integral point, An increasing series 
(43), has been used to compute Table 1 giving values of 
lj,(O,A) up to A=20 which n e ce ss Lt a t e s the use of 29-digit 
arithmetic to obtain 9-digit accuracy. To compute'the 
values of E1(A) to the required accuracy a sequence due to 
Miller and Hurst (Ref.11) was used. 

,r,(o A)= _l __ [_h( +1 A)2 + rr2 + l: (-A/ ] •.. (43) 
~ ' E1(A) 2 y n 12 k =l k:k 

For values of A>20 (approx) the asymptotic form (44) ·may 
be used in which, with ternls continued to pg [A], the 
error in lj,(~,A) approximates p!/Ap+3. 

p+l -1 a (S -2) : 
lj,(0,A)-A,m(-1,A), r (A) m(-s A) .......•.. (44) 

s=2 ' 

Traffic originating from a limited number of sources S, 
each offering I a I erlang/source (average), will have a 
mean value of m • S. a erlang and a variance of v=Sa(l-a). 
In the limit, as S-+«>, the traffic changes from smooth 
(v<m) to pure chance (v=m). Hence it may be expected 
tha_t models based on a limited number of sources would 
have a congestion response which is different to that 
predicted by either ERT-W or ERT-N, Hence application 
of an ERT to a limited source situation, will produce 
a different congestion to a limited source model and the 
difference may be expected to diminish as S'becomes large. 
The Engset model, for call probability of loss, is given 
in (47) which may be economically computed by the 
sequence (48). 

(
S-1) 

E(N,b) = N/ bN , .•••••••• ( 4 7) 

where b m a/(1-a(l-E(N,b))). 

E(N, b) •••••••.•• (48) 
where 

T ~ 1, R • 1 to N, E Q O initially and 
0 

T • T (N-R+l) 
R R-1 (S-N~l+R) 
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Sequence (48) is used iteratively, by adjusting b, until 
the change in E"is as small as desired. The same sequence 
may also be used to compute time congestion by replacing 
(S-1) by (S), which, when further multiplied by (S-N)/N, 
produces traffic congestion. It will be noted that the 
first iteration of (48) produces the equivalent O'Dell 
result. 

Mina (Ref.1) proposed an equivalent binomial theory (EBT) 
based on the binomial formulae for both smooth and rough 
traffics. Since the mean and variance of a traffic stream 
are defined in terms of Sand 'a', the EBT involves finding 
ficticious values from them and v supplied. The binomial 
models are continuous through S =~so that (48) may be 
used for both rough and smooth traffics where, for the 
former case, both Sand 'a' are negative, This fact was 
noted by Wallstrom (Ref. 15, p344) in passing and its 
significance did not apparently occur to Mina. 

A simple·trunking system, comprising 8 primary groups of 
2 circuits, each offered 2 erlang of pure chance traffic, 
directs traffic to a secondary group of X circuits. The 
probability of loss experienced by the secondary group, 
as predicted by various models, is listed in TABLE 2 when 
the primary carried traffic is offered to X and in TABLE 
3 when. the primary overflow traffic is offered to X. 

TABLE 21 CARRIED TRAFFIC 

MODEL X =2 5 9 15 EQUATIONS 
ERT-N ,8090 • 5377 ; , 2335 ,0186 (26), (27) 
A*/N* .8089 ,5371 ,2322 ,0180 (45), (46) 
EBT ,8118 ,5431 ,2290 ,0023 (48) 
SIMULATION ,8161 ,5345 ,2236 ,0014 

TABLE 3., OVERFLOW TRAFFIC 

MODEL x =2 5 9 15 EQUATIONS 
ERT-N •. 7459 ,4159 ,1243 .0050 (26), (27) 
A*/N* .7458 .4152 ,1233 ,0048 (45), (46) 
EBT .7365 ,3959 .1115 .0056 (48) 
SIMULATION .7407 .4005 .1165 .0039 

Kibble (Ref.20) provides exact and ERT-W solutions for a 
large number of gradings. In every case ERT-N is higher 
than ERT-W and where ERT-W is below the exact solution 
ERT-N is, in some cases, closer to the exact solution and 
in othe113 slightly higher. The elementary two-group grading 
with three outlets has been solved exactly and some sample 
comparisons with ERT-N are given below, with a balanced 
offered traffic of A erlang, 

A 
.1 
.5 

1 

E(exact) 
.00130 
.03153 
.10494 

E(ERT-N) 
,00130 
.03178 
.10606 

0 
0 

N 
("') 

0 
~ 
CX) 

N 

0 
0 
q- 
N 

0 
0 

2 0 

4'. N 

uJ 
2 

0 
0 
(D ~ 

0 
0 

N 

w 
~ ,iH 

I I JJ 

- 

fmtlJfl 
-9 

0 
0 

00.00 4.00 8 .00 1 2. 00 16. 00 20.00 24.00 28 .oo 
VARIANCE. 
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2 
3 
5 

.26705 

.39600 

.56199 

.26923 

.39810 

.56328 

Schehrer (Ref. 16) has provided an exact solution for 
consecutive Engset groups an example for whJch has s~40, 
b=0,5 offering to a primary group of 10 circuits 
fol.lowed by a secondary group of 10 circuits. The ERT 
solution (with N negative) gives 4.4294 erlang overflowed 
to the secondary group (4.6249 exact) and 0.1273 lost 
(.1201 exact). The EBT gives 4,6674 and .120 respectively 
when the offered traffic 'a' is assumed constant for the 
intermediate group calculation. 

One program tape for an HP65 calculator can accommodate 
equations (37), (6) and (9) plus its inverse and a typical 
listing ts given in Table 4. With this program one may 
evaluate, to nearly 10 dig2t accuracy, m(N,A) and v(N,A) 
over the practical range of interest in A and real N. 
All other equa t Ions given in this paper have been directly 
applied to the HP65 calculator with the exception of 
(43) which requires double precision arithmetic. It is 
noted that Brettschneider (Ref.21) suggests integer N 
program forms for the HP65 for (1), (6), (9), (47) and 
(49). TABLE 4 
HP65 Routine For Equa~37), (6) and (9) 

For m(N,A,q): AtNtq key A. Any time after an m(N,A) has 
been obtained:- m(N+R,A): R ST08 key D; m(N-R,A): R ST08 
key C; v(N,A): key B.Stores used are: lA, 2N, 4m, 6v and 8. 

f RCL8 g B l 1 GTO .;. 
PROG + DSZ RCLl + + C RCLl 
LBL t GTO t RCL4 t RTN X 
A RCL2 1 RCL4 X RCL4 LBL ST04 
ST08 - RCL2 1 ST06 X D g 
g+ RCL4 CHS + RTN RCLl RCL4 DSZ 
ST02 .;. RCL4 RCL2 LBL t t GTO 
g+ RCLl .;. + C RCL4 t D 
STOl + RCLl RCLl RCL2 - RCL2 RTN 
1 T + - t T 1 gNOP 
ST04 1 ST04 1 ST04 + gNOP 

ILBL + RTN RCL4 - g ST02 - 
1 ST04 LBL - ST02 DSZ + - 

EQUIVALENT RANDOM QUEUES 

Erlang's second formula, for delay working, is usually 
expressed in the form (49) where N (an integer) and A 
have the usual meaning. The quantity B2(N,A) is the 
probability of a delay occurring and m2(N,A)=A,B2(N,A), 
the delayed traffic. 

}I.~ 
Nf' N-A 

B2(N,A)= N-1 AP AN.~ 
l: --, + -N, N-A P• • p=O 

N.m(N,A) 
m2(N,A) = N-A+m(N,A) 

.. , ......• (49) 

One may develop an equivalent random theory for queues 
(ERTQ) by converting (49) to its equivalent form (50) 
with real N, which is achieved by replacing the sum term 
in (49) by its equivalent from (l), 

....... , .. (50) 

In the form (SO) m may be evaluated for Na continuous 
real variable so t~at a non-random source may be approx 
imated by an equivalent pure chance traffic and an 
equivalent choice. The delay performance for X(say) 
circuits which succeed the equivalent choice is then 
obtained simply from B

2
(X,A) = m

2
(X+N,A)/m(N,A). 

The limited source equivalent of (49) may be expressed 
in the form (51) (Ref. 18) which can be computed by the 
sequences (52) and (53). 

s-s 
(x S+q) ~ bX+q where T = l: T ,T = 

q•O q q X !xq ' 

x-1 
and R = l: R , R = (s)bq. 

p=O P p p 

R = 1 R = R , S-p+l b . .•••• , • , • (52) 0 , p p-1 p . 

T = R(p-X) T - T s-x-g+l b o - ' q - q-1· X • ., ..••. , .• (53) 

The quantity b assumes different values to those applying 
to the Engset model because the State of free sources is 
different. If m(S,a) is the mean of the offered traffic 
which is known, bis obtained, by iteration, from (54). 

m(S,A) 

Table 2 contains a few-selections of traffics with 
different variance to mean ratios in which the 
probability of delay, B (X,A) from (49), is compared 
with exact results, B2(¾,s,a) from (51), It remains to 
be determined whether smooth traffic offered to a 
queue is better represented by ERTQ or (51) when the 
traffic originates ·from an original pure chance traffic. 

~ 
V/M s X B2(X,A) B2(X,S,a) 

(49) (51) 

.52 5 3 .30392 .35373 
4 .08565 .05450 

.95 20 4 ,01558 .01393 
5 ,00264 .00207 

.9 20 4 .13667 .15263 
5 .04232 .03815 
8 .00054 .00028 

.8 20 5 .42349 .44815 
8 .03094 .02487 

10 .00322 .00162 

• 7 30 10 .46135 .53624 
12 .14918 .15286 
15 .01723 .01228 
18 ,00113 .00036 

The voluntary departure queue model is a modified form of 
the Erlang queue which requires no restrictions on the 
value of A, The probability of delay B3(N,A), which 
includes (49) as a special case, can be expressed in the 
form (55) (Ref. 19) with Na real variable. 

where Q 

S.a 
N-1 

E 
p=o 

p.R + N.T p • · · · • ·, •.. (54) 

(l+Q) .m(N ,A) 
A+Q,m(N,A) 

K q 

..••...... (55) 

q h JI (N+r ,d), 
r=l 

h = mean holding time 

d =meantime of departure, if not served. 

Equation (55) is in the form in which ERTQ may be applied, 
for non-random offered traffics, but space does not 
permit further elaboration. 

- ___!_ 
T+R 

•••. , , .... (51) 
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Discussion 
P. KUHN, Germany : In .the ERT-N me.thod p!!.eoen.ted 
Ml. yoWL pa.peA, .the gl!.ou.p -0ize and .the o66eAed t!!.a66ic. 06 
.the equivalent pJumaJUJ gl!.ou.p.Me ca1.c.ulated 61!.om 3 given 
momen.t.6. T~ c.oMeopond!, .to a ses: 06 3 equ.atio~ 6M 
2 u.nlmow~, whlc.h obviou.1,.ty in· many ~ es will no.t have an 
exaet Mfu:uon. Could .the au.thol!. pleaH. ma.ke a c.ommen.t on 
.the ac.c.Wtac.y 06 .the 6fu.t 3 momen.t.6 06 .the ovel!.6low 
;;:JiafiMc. genel!.ated by .the equivalent gl!.ou.p M c.ompMed w~ 
.the moment.I 06 .the adu.a.l oveA6low tl!.a6 6ic.. 

D. NIGHTINGALE, Australia : WheAe .the 6adol!.1al momen.t.6 
F1 , Fz and F3 Me .the momen.t.6 oveA6.f_owe.d 61!.om a -0ingle. 
E!!.lang gl!.Ou.p 06 e1l!.eu1u, o66e!!.e.d pu.l!.e ehanc.e. tl!.a6Mc., 
equ.atia tt6 ( 2 5) .to . (2 7) pl!.ew e.ty de.teAmine. .the v alu.eo o 6 
A and N. Su.buqu.e.nt degenel!.at1on 06 ~ t!!.a6Mc. will 
.then be. de.teAmined e.xadltj by .the Mc.uJrJtenc.e ( 9) and 
c.ond.Ui.on ( 5) will be. -0a;,t.,u.Med. WheAe .the. o66Med 
t!!.a66ic. 1-0 othe»: .than puJte. ehanc.e. in ol!.1gin ERT-N 1gnol!.eo 
c.ond.Uion (5) 111 -0eled-Ul.g an appl!.Oumate E!!.lang -0yl!.te.m 
Whel!.eM ERT-W 1gnol!.eo c.ond.Uion (32). Exte~ive. .teoting 
aglW'l-6.t e.xaa -00lu.tiol1lJ and -01mu.late.d -0yl>.te.mlJ l!.evew 
.that ERT-N 1-0 ge.nel!.al.ty be.t.te.l!., oil. l>a6eA, .than ERT-W, 1-0 
-01mple.1!. .to u.1ie., and, w1.thou..t 1.tel!.at1ve. c.omplic.a.tlon, 
ccveas the. en..tute l!.ea.l l!.ange 06 N. Fu.l!..theA c.ompal!.ative. 
example& 111 .the .table be.low iUu.litl!.ate th« accunaaq 06 
ERT-N, whel!.e A 1-0 .the ba.lanc.e.d o66eAed t!!.afiMc. .to e.aeh 
gl!.ou.p 06 a 2-gl!.ou.p gl!.ad1ng. EI C 1-0 .the g. o .-0., I bung 
.the. nu.mbel!. 06 M1.cli.vidu.w and C .the nu.mbel!. 06 c.ommo~. 

A E31 E32 E33 

EXACT ERT-N EXACT ERT-N EXACT ERT-N 

1 .0174 .0175 .0040 .0040 .0008 .0008 
2 .1155 .1168 .0563 .0576 .0244 .0250 
3 • 2457 .2475 .1640 . 1631 • 1021 .1044 
4 .3594 .3610 . 2770 .2797 .2053 . 2083 
5 .4492 .4504 • 3734 . 3755 • 3031 .3058 

G. KAMPE, Germany : The diagl!.am on page 5 06 yoWL papel!., 
l!.epl!.uen.t.i.ng a -00-c.a.Lted Wol!.ma.f.d Chal!..t, c.on.ta..l~ val!.iou.1, 
c.Ul!.vu bu..t 110.t .the c.oMeoponcli.ng pMame.teM. Could you 
pleMe give an explanation .to .thue c.u.l!.VU and the1l!. 
pall.am e.teM . 

D, NIGHTINGALE, Australia : The Wo!!.mald c.hal!..t 06 Fig. 1 
hM a cli.agonal une Mpl!.eoen.t.i.ng pMe. c.ha.nc.e .tl!.a.6Mc. .the 
magnau.de 06 whieh 1-0 given by .the equal oniusuu.e», The 
Mcli.w emanating 61!.om .the ol!.igin l!.epl!.uent puJte eha.nc.e 
.t!!.a6 6ic. unu wdh va.lu.eo de.telilll.{,ned by .the pain.a a.t 
whlc.h .they c.l!.M-0 the. cli.agona.l. The .tl!.at'l.6 ell.Ve oil. nea.JrJ!.y 
hol!.1zonta.t, linu l!.e.pl!.eo e.nt u.111.t c.1l!.c.u1.t inc.l!.e.merz,a, 06 
va.lu.e zel!.o a: .the cli.agonal. Pl!.oc.eecli.ng 61!.0m ~ cli.agon 
a.t one c.oun.u nega.ti.ve.1'.y in an upoand d-uteclion and 
po<11tive.£y dowwMd!,. 1n w ol!.1ginal pl!.eo en.tation d 
WM Wo!!.ma.ld' l> inten.t.i.on .to ono aeed. c.oM ec.u.uve.ty 61!.0m any 
point on .the c.hal!..t, !!.acli.a.Uy downwMd!,, along .the 
appl!.opl!.1ate .t!!.a661c. line, by the. l!.equ.11!.ed nu.mbeA 06 
c.1l!.c.i.u.:a to be .tl!.aveM ed by .the 06 6e!!.ed .tl!.a66ic.. Foll. 
example .the point m; 19. 5, v ; 7 O. 7 c.o.{,nudeo with .the 
inteMec.tion A;/0, N;-/0 point. TMve.Ming Q1ve e1l!.c.i.u.:a 
downwMd!, on .the A;/0 line givu m;/4.7 andv;/0.5. 
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Modular Engineering of Junction Groups in Metropolitan 
Telephone Networks 
J.P. FARR 
Telecom Australia, Perth, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

If a telephone network is designed so that each junction 
route is dimen~ioned to the nearest circuit, then when 
the network is re-dimensioned some time later to cater 
for changes in point-to-point traffics the new design 
would probably show that most of the routes should be 
changed by at least one circuit. On the other hand, if 
the network is designed so that each route is dimensioned 
to the nearest preferred modular size (eg 5, 10, 15, 20, 
etc), then when the network is re-dimensioned some time 
later for changed traffics it is likely that only a small 
proportion of routes would need to be changed. This 
paper gives a comparison of circuit requirements and 
costs for a real metropolitan network configured with 
different choices of module size. The paper also includes 
comparative statistics for different choices of module 
size on the number of routes which would require a change 
in size at the time the network goes through successive 
stages of re-dimensioning to cater for the change in 
traffic with time. A strong case is made for the adoption 
of modular engineering as a design principle foe metro 
pal itan networks employing alternative routing. 

1. INTRODUCTIOH 

The planning engineer entrusted with the task of 
dimensioning the junction groups which interconnect a 
network of telephone exchanges seeks to achieve a design 
which will minimise the total cost of the switching 
equipment, transmission facilities and external plant 
whilst also satisfying the Administration's technical 
criteria for congestion loss, transmission loss, etc. 
Since present-day metropolitan telephone networks are 
large, and utilise fairly complicated alternative routing 
patterns, netwo~k design is a complex and lengthy pro 
cess. Nevertheless, an optimum design for a complete 
network can be obtained by following a systematic pro 
cedure, and the process lends itself to computer-assisted 
solution (Ref.1). 

However, since the number, location and calling habits of 
telephone users ·change with time in response to demo 
graphic and social factors, the traffic wanting to flow 
from one exchange to another is not static. It follows 
that if the network is to contlnue to meet prescribed 
standards of congestion loss the quantity of junctions on 
the interconnecting routes must change. New routes will 
sometimes be required, existing routes may increase or 
decrease in size, and some routes should disappear when 
they are no longer economically justified. Thus the 
planning engineer's problem is not merely to arrive at a 
design which is a minimum cost solution at one point in 
time, but to achieve a framework in which network costs 
will be minimised over a period of time. 

In a network with alternative routing, an increase in 
,point-to-point offered traffic between two terminal 
exchanges can be catered for in a number of wars, ranging 
from carrying all of the traffic increment on the direct 
high usage route linking the two terminals (assuming that 
there is such a route), through sharing the increase 
among the route alternatives, to carrying all of the 
increment on the final choice route. A re-design based 
on the higher offered traffic would probably indicate 
some increase in traffic to be carried on the direct, 
alternative and final choice routes with consequential 
increases in circuits on all affected routes. More 
careful analysis could show that the most economical 
solution after taking once-only installation and admin- 

istrative costs into account is to carry al I the 
increased traffic on (say) the direct high-usage route, 
resulting in a change to this route only. Thus, it is 
not sufficient to produce a network design which, although 
it will carry the traffic, takes little notice of the 
existing network of interconnecting routes. 

This paper describes a procedure called 'modular engineer 
ing' for designing the interconnecting junction routes 
for a metropolitan telephone network. It will be shown 
that the modular engineering process can result in a 
network which costs very I ittle more at the chosen 
starting date than would a design using traditional 
methods, and which costs less to update in response to 
changes in traffic than does a traditional design. 

DEFINITION: 
Modular Engineering of trunk and junction groups requires 
that the quantity of circuits initially provided on a new 
route should be a preferred size and that additions to 
existing routes should only be made in multiples of a 
preferred size. 

The principles of modular engineering were first des 
cribed by Levine and Wernander in a 1967 paper which 
investigated the possible application of the method to 
some inter-city trunk networks in the USA (Ref.2). The 
American Telephone and Telegraph Co. has since adopted the 
method for dimensioning inter-city trunk routes (Ref. 5). 

2. OPTIONS AVAILABLE WITH MODULAR ENGINEERING 

If modular engineering is to be adopted as a network 
design principle, policy decisions must be made with 
regard to the fol lowing factors•, 

2.1 CHOICE OF MINIMUM PERMITTED ROUTE SIZE 

For various practical reasons it is usual to set a lower 
limit (eg 4 circuits) below which a high usage route wil I 
not be established. If the traffic does not warrant this 
minimum number of circuits the traffic is first offered 
to the alternative route. When routes are dimensioned in 
increments of one circuit the minimum size of high usage 
route to be permitted can be set at any desired value. 
Modular engineering introduces a comp I ication because the 
minimum size permitted under the module rule may be 
smaller or larger than the desired minimum route size. 
Examples of incompatibility are:- 

(i) a module size of 6 and preferred minimum route size 
of 4. 

(ii) a module size of 4 and preferred minimum route size 
of 6. 

Such conflicts can be resolved by making the minimum 
route size equal to the module size, or by using the 
exact circuit quantity for cases in which the circuit 
quantity lies in the range between the preferred minimum 
route size and the next higher modular quantity. 

2.2 CHOICE OF MODULE SIZES 

Levine and Wernander concluded that for an inter-city 
trunk network a module which is a multiple or sub-multiple 
of the group channel size is most appropriate - eg 
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modules of 6., 12 or 24 circuits (Ref. 2). 3. CALCULATING OVERFLOW TRAFFIC FROM MODULAR GROUPS 

In metropolitan networks carrier and PCM systems are 
generally not yet used extensively and a decision on 
module size is more appropriately influenced by con 
siderations which relate to the s~itching and terminal 
equipment rather than to the transmission equipment. The 
other major consideration to take into account is the 
relative economics of each possible module size from both 
present and future view points; as the costs wi 11 be 
influenced by network structure and traffic levels, a 
special investigation is warranted for each network. 

Later in this paper the relative economics of modules of 
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and .10 circuits are compared for one 
Australian metropolitan telephone network. 

There is also a case for using~two or more module sizes, 
thus permitting a module· to be chosen which· is a function 
of the size of the route. For examp I e, modu I es of two 
could be used on routes up to 10 circuits, modules of 
four on routes greater than 10 circuits, and modules of 
six on routes greater than 50 circuits. Such a policy 
would tend to make the elapsed time between changes to 
routes more uniform than would be the case with a fixed 
module size. 

2.3 CHOICE OF BREAKPOINT 

Having chosen the module size or sizes to be used there 
is freedom to choose the breakpoint in each range at 
which the transition will be made from the lower pre 
ferred route size to the upper preferred route size. A 
strong determinant is that a high usage route should not 
be increased in size until it is fairly certain that the 
route would sti 11 warrant the larger size even if the 
actual traffic offered to the route fal Is margina·l ly 
short of the forecast traffic. Hence the breakpoint 
should tend towards the upper end of the module range. 
Furthermore, Levine and Wernander have shown. that the 
optimum value of the breakpoint is about 50-70 percent of 
the module size and is not critical in this region (Ref 
2). 

The circuit quantity to be provided on a high usage route 
under the modular system will generally differ from the 
exact quantity calculated from the design data and the 
overflow to the alternative choice route has to be based 
on the rounded quantity rather than the exact quantity. 
Fortunately, the standard dimensioning formulae, graphs 
or traffic tables can still be used to calculate the 
moments (mean and variance) of the overflow traffic. 

[If the t1arginal Occupancy (also called H-factor) 
method of computing the ideal quantity of circuits on 
high usage routes is being used, and the mean overflow 
( cl.) from the ideal circuit quantity (X circuits) 

has already been calculated, then a close approximation 
to the mean overflow ( ri ) from the rounded quantity . y 
of circuits (Y) is given by - 

r/. = t/. - H(Y-X), provided IY-XI is small y X 

H is the design marginal occupancy of the route - ie the 
incremental traffic to be carried on the last circuit 
when the offered traffic is held constant (O<H <1.0). 
Since the actual marginal occupancy will vary as the 
number of circuits varies (see Section 8), this expression 
is exactly true only if IY-XJ ( 1, but is near enough for 
most purposes if JY-X[ ( 3. Hence, if the module size 
is (5 and the breakpoint is < 60 percent of the module 
size, this approximation will cover the cases to be 
encountered.] 

4. BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT THE MODEL NETWORK 

As an example, if the module size is 5, the minimum route 
size is 3, and the breakpoint is set at 60 percent of 
the module size, the following table would apply: 

Calculated Circuit l\odu l ar Engineered 
Quantity (X) Value 

0 < X < 3 0 

3 < X < 8 5 
0 <X ( 13 10 

13<X<18 15 

etc. etc. 

Some findings relating to modular engineering will now be 
given for a particular metropolitan telephone network - 
Perth, Australia. Al I input data used in the studies is 
quite realistic for this network. 

Perth has a population of about 800,000 people and there 
are about 300,000 telephone stations. The telephone 
network comprises about 60 terminal exchanges, 10 local 
tandem exchanges and one trunk exchange. Over 80 percent 
of traffic originates from crossbar exchanges with altern 
ative routing capabilities; the remaining exchanges 
switch their traffic via routes with a fixed grade of 
service. There are at present about 900 high usage 
routes and 200 final choice routes in the network .. 

2.4 POLICY ON FINAL CHOICE ROUTES 

The method used by Telecom Australia for dimensioning the 
circuit requirements from crossbar exchanges with internal 
1 ink congestion is based on the 'geometric group' model 
(Ref 3,4). Final choice junction routes are dimensioned 
for a grade-of-service of .005. In the studies which 
follow it is assumed that tne overal 1 Variance-to-Mean 
ratio of aggregated traffics on alternative and final 
routes is 2.0 - this figure being based on measurements 
of the Variance-to-Mean ratio on existing overflow routes 
in the Perth network. 

There are two ways of treating final choice routes - 
either provide the exact circuit quantity as calculated, 
or provide the next LARGER preferred size. There is no 
reason why the exact quantity should not be provi~ed, but 
choosing the next larger preferred size has the advantage 
of 

giving an in-built factor of safety against under 
estimation of traffics, 

requ1r1ng less frequent changes to the size of the 
fina.l routes, and 

preserving the principle of modular engineering 

On the other hand, the grade of service wi 11 be better 
than intended and the number of final route circuits will 
increase. For any one route the maximum overprovision 
would equal the module size, but on average the increase 
will be about 50 percent 6f the module size. Thu~ for 
the net~ork as a whole the circuit penalty through rounding 
final routes is approximately- 

(0.5) (module size) (number of final choice routes) 

Typical alternative routing patterns permitted in the 
model network are shown in Fig. 1. Note that al 1 routes 
carry traffic in one direction only and the differences 
in routing from origins 11, 12 and 13 to destinations Jl, 
J2 and J3 are intentional. 

The results discussed below were obtained by dimensioning 
and costing the n~twork using a computer-based processing 
system which is regularly used for designing this partic 
ular network. The system is described in Ref. 1. 

It should be noted that the study results relate only to 
traffic which is originated or terminated by subscribers 
in the Perth metropolitan and outer metropolitan area; 
transit traffic is not included. 

5. EFFECTS OF VARYING THE MODULE SIZE 

In order to study the effect of varying the module size 
on network structure and cost the model network was 
dimensioned and cos t ed a number of times using different 
modules of practical interest (viz 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 and 
10). For comparison, a reference network was engineered 
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OTHER 
X-TANDEMS 

LEGEND 

EXCHANGE TYPES: 

I - ORIGIN TERMINAL EXCHANGE 
J - DESTINATION TERMINAL EXCHANGE 

X - X-TANDEM ( FOR ORIGINATING TRAFFIC) 

Y - Y-TANDEM (FOR TERMINATING TRAFF"IC) 

Fig. l Alternative routing patterns in the model network 

by dimensioning each route to the nearest single circuit 
using standard procedures, as outlined for example in 
Ref 4. 

The same matrix of terminal to terminal offered traffics 
was used each time, the traffics being a short-term, 
network busy hour forecast, based on recent measurements 
for this network. For this study, final choice routes 
were dimensioned to the next higher circuit (rather than 
to the next higher module) so that the grade-of-service 
on final routes would be constant irrespective of module 
size. The minimum size of high usage route permitted was 
4 circuits, but as route sizes were required to be a 
multiple of the module the actual minimum route size 
varied from 4 to 10 circuits. After considering the 
aspects discussed in Section 2.3 of this paper the 
breakpoint used for transition from the lower preferred 
size to the upper preferred size was set at 60 percent of 
the module size. 

Having computed the circuit requirements for all routes 
the results were used as input to another computer 
program which computed the costs (as annual charges) for 
the internal and external plant needed to meet each of 
the designs. 

The results of this study are summarised in Table 1. 

Three important findings about modular engineering of the 
network under consideration can be drawn from this 
table: 

(i) any of the modules in the range 2 to 6 requires only 
slightly more circuits, and results in only slightly 
higher costs, than the reference network. 

(ii) for modules in the range 2 to 6 the choice of 
module size does not affect to any significant degree the 
number of routes, the number of circuits, or the cost. 

(iii) for modules greater than 6 the modular method 
becomes progressively less economical. This is mainly 

ROUTE TYPES: 

DIRECT HIGH USAGE 
ALTERNATIVE HIGH USAGE 
FINAL CHOICE ROUTE 

TABLE 1 EFFECT OF VARYING THE MODULE SIZE 

(Note - final choice routes are NOT modular engineered) 

MODULE 111111 MUM ROUTES CIRCUITS COST COST 
SIZE ROUTE REQUIRED REQUIRED ($M) DIFFERENCE 

SIZE (%) ,., 

1 4 1091 23448 1. 817 0 

2 4 1091 23487 1. 819 +0. 11 

3 6 1062 23545 1. 822 +0.27 

4 4 1092 23563 1. 823 +0.33 

5 5 1092 23591 1. 824 +0.38 

6 6 1062 23642 1. 827 +0.55 

8 8 969 24128 1. 854 +2.00 

10 10 883 24791 1.896 +4.35 

;\ Compared with the reference network 
(Note - total network traffic= 11796E) 

because the reduced number of first choice routes causes 
a higher proportion of traffic to be switched via alter 
native routes. 

Thus, from (i) there is no initial, drawback to modular 
engineering, and from (ii), the choice of module size in 
the range 2 to 6 can be made on the basis of considera 
tions other than first-up costs. For example, on routes 
which use carrier systems, one would favour a module size 
which is a multiple or sub-multiple of the group channel 
size. On routes using physical circuits, if al 1 other 
things are equal, one might favour modules which tend to 
minimise the per-unit manhours required to increase the 
size of the route to the next higher preferred size. 
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A module size of 5 has been used in the Perth junction 
network for some time. 5 was chosen because it is a sub 
multiple of all the route availabilities obtainable from 
an LM Ericsson ARF group selector stage. Table 1 
iadicates that this choice is only slightly sub-optimum 
for a static network. The remaining studies described in 
this paper use module 5 for the purposes of illustration. 

The next objective of the study was to qua] ify the find 
ings of Table 1 by comparing a modular engineered network; 
with the reference network at different levels of traffic\ 

To simulate an actual situation in which traffic grows 
with time, four additional traffic matrices were pro 
duced. In these, each element was derived by increasing 
the equivalent element in the initial matrix by a fixed 
percentage. The percentages used were 5, 10, 20 and 30 
percent. Thus, if for example, the network is growing as 
a whole at an average rate of 5 percent per annum, then 
the four matrices represent the equivalent of about 1, 2, 
4 and 6 years growth. Naturally, these matrices would 
only be approximations to the real situation as there 
wil 1 certainly be variations in exchange growth rates, 
and the community of interest between exchanges is known 
to change with time. 

The model network was dimensioned for each traffic 
matrix firstly with circuit increments of 1 circuit (the 
reference network) and then with modules of 5 circuits. 
Factors other than traffic changes which could influence· 
the results (eg route availabilities and marginal 
occupancies) were kept constant. Final routes were 
dimensioned to the nearest circuit for constant grade of 
service. The annual charges for the internal and external 
plant needed to meet each design were then computed. The 
results of this study are shown in Table 2. 

4 and 5 respectively, are shown in Table 3(a). 

TABLE 3(a) CHANGES TO ROUTES WITH INCREASING NETWORK 
TRAFFIC 

(Note - final choice routes are NOT modular engineered) 

TRAFFIC (%) ROUTES ROUTES 
REQUIRED>', CHANGE D>'d, 

CASE AT AT % MODULE MODULE 
DIFFER- 

START FINISH CHANGE 1 5 1 5 ENCE 

A 100 105 s.o 1108 1110 663 330 333 

B 105 110 4.8 1128 1129 685 317 368 

C 110 120 9. 1 1172 1171 980 429 551 

D 120 130 8.3 1208 1207 981 426 555 

At Finish 
** Includes increases, decreases and new routes. 

The prime advantage of modular engineering is the 
stabilising influence it has on tile size of individual 
routes, and this effect is clearly shown in the Table. 
Over the duration of each study period module 5 permits 
most routes to stay fixed in size, whereas module 1 
necessitates that most routes change in size. For 
example, in Case A (5 percent traffic growth), 60 percent 
of routes must change in size with module 1, but only 30 
percent with module 5, and in Case C (9.1 percent traffic 
growth), 84 percent of routes must change in size with 

TABLE 2 COMPARISON OF THE SAME NETWORK WITH MODULES 1 AND 5 

(Note - final choice routes are HOT modular engineered) 

NETWORK 
ROUTES REQUIRED CIRCUITS REQUIRED COST ( $M) 

TRAFFIC 

MODULE 
DIFFER- 

MODULE 
DIFFER- 

MODULE 
DIFFER- 

( E) (%) 1 5 ENCE 1 5 ENCE(%) 1 5 ENCE(%) 

11796 100 1091 1092 1 23448 23591 +0.61 1. 817 I .824 +0.38 

24348 24494 
,;.; 

12387 105 1108 1110 2 +0.60 1. 887 I .895 +0.43 

12978 110 1128 1129 1 25301 25440 +0.55 1 .960 1.968 +0.41 

14159 120 1172 1171 -1 27109 27249 +0.52 2. 100 2. I 09 +0.43 

15340 130 1203 1207 -1 28995 29142 +O. 31 2.246 2.256 +0.44 

The table shows a consistent pattern with the number of 
circuits and costs for module 5 always at a slight dis 
advantage compared with the reference network. On 
average, module 5 requires 0.55 percent more circuits and 
costs 0.42 percent more than the reference network. 

6. EFFECT OF CHANGING TRAFFICS Otl ROUTE SIZES 

The next aspect to consider was the effect of traffic 
growth on the size of each individual route and to do 
this the number of circuits on each route was compared 
for different pairs of traffic matrices. In this way it 
was possible using the traffic matrices mentioned earlier 
to simulate (for a network in which traffic is growing at 
about 5 percent per annum) the growth in route sizes from 
year Oto year 1, from year I to year 2, from year 2 to 
year 4, and from year 4 to year 6 ( ie cases A, B, C and 
D respectively in Table 3(a)). After comparing circuit 
quantities at the sta~t and finish of each period, each 
route was categofised as being 

unchanged in size, 
decreased in size, 
increased in size, or 
a new route 

The latter three categories were then lumped together a~ 
a single category "changed in size". The results of tht s 
analysis for modules 1 and 5, and minimum route sizes of 

module 1, but only 37 percent w l t h module 5. 

In the studies presented in Table 3(a) the modular 
method was not used for final routes in order to ensure 
that the grade of service on these routes was kept at the 
specified design level so as not to introduce another 
variable into the comparison. In practice, the final 
routes would probably be modular engineered, but the 
route size would always be taken upwards to the next 
higher module. This slightly improves the grade of 
service of the final routes but increases the cost of the 
network. It also stabilises the size of each final route 
for a longer period than occurs if these routes are 
dimensioned to the nearest circuit. Another study was 
therefore conducted as in Table 3(a) but with the final 
choice routes modular engineered. 

The increase in the number of circuits as.a result of 
rounding the size of final routes upwards to the nearest 
5 circuits comes to about 400, and as there are 200 final 
routes in the netv1ork, this aver~ges 2 circuits for each 
final route. The increase in the number of final route 
circuits is equivalent to 1 .7 percent of the total number 
of circuits in the whole network at the base traffic 
level (11 796E), decreasing to 1.4 percent at the 130 
percent traffic level (15 340E). Costs may or may not be 
higher, depending on the balance between the extra cost 
of the junctions and the savings attributable to not 
having to change the size of final routes so often. 
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A summary is presented in Table 3(b) for modules 1 and 5 
showing the stabi 1 ity of the network when traffic is 
increasing, 

TABLE 3(b) CHANGES TO ROUTES WITH INCREASING NETWORK 
TRAFFIC 

(Note - final choice routes ARE modular engineered) 

ROUTES CHANGED 
CUMULATIVE TOTAL 
OF ROUTE CHANGES 

CASE''' MODULE DIFFER- MODULE DIFFER- 

1 5 ENCE 1 5 ENCE 

A 663 265 398 663 265 398 

B 685 238 447 1348 503 845 

C 980 370 610 2328 873 1455 

D 981 377 604 3309 1250 2059 

See Table 3(a) for explanation 

Now, in Case A (5 percent traffic growth), only 24 per 
cent of routes change with module 5, and in Case C (9.1 
percent growth), on 1 y 32 percent of routes change with 
module 5, compared with 60 percent and 84 percent, 
respectively, for module 1. This is the major finding to 
come out of the study. 

It might be thought that the sudden changes in overflow 
traffic which occur when first choice routes change in 
size could result in frequent changes to the size of the 
alternative routes. However, examination of the data 
used for Table 3(b) indicates that the alternative 
routes out of an exchange have about the same propensity 
to change as the first choice routes from that exchange. 

7. BENEFITS FROM MODULAR ENGINEERING 

It would be possible to estimate from the last column in 
Table 3(b) the savings which accrue through modular 
engineering from being able to leave routes unaltered in 
size for longer periods. The cost of establishing new 
routes and of altering the size of existing routes 
includes a once-only fixed component (independent of the 
magnitude of the change in the number of circuits). If, 
for example, the overall fixed cost for all participating 
Engineering Sections of establishing or changing a route 
was equivalent to 1 man-day (a conservative figure for 
the Perth junction network), then the savings would be 
398, 447, 610 and 604 man-days for Cases A, B, C and D 
respectively, and the cumulative savings would be 398, 
845, 1455 and 2059 man-days after 1, 2, 4 and 6 years 
respectively. (If a smaller module is used (eg 2 or 3) 
the advantage gained through stab i Ii ty in route sizes 
would be less than with a larger module (eg 4 or 5) 
s i nee, on average, the routes w i 11 have to change in size 
more often). 

When an alteration is made to the size of a working route 
it is usually necessary for some of the existing circuits 
to be made temporarily unavailable, thus reducing the 
traffic carrying capacity of the route. Also, there is a 
possibility that faults will be induced in the cour s e of 
effecting the change. It fol lows, that by reducing the 
frequency of changes through the use of modular engineer 
ing, these and other disruptive effects can be reduced. 

An advantage to the Drafting and lnstal lation Sec t i on s in 
having a modular engineered network is that, since only 
certain sizes of circuit groups are permitted, a smaller 
number of standard interconnection patterns can be used 
for the grading of circuits. In addition, in the absence 
of any other over-riding factor, the choice of module 
size (or sizes) may be suited to the convenience of the 
lnstal lation Section technicians. Also, under growing 
traffic, although the total number of circuits to be 
increased is not fewer under modular engineering, the 
number of routes to be changed is dee i ded I y I ess and this 
factor makes the task of managing the changes considerably 
easier for Sections such as Planning, Drafting and 
lnstal lation. 

Although this paper has concentrated discussion on a 
network engineered with a fixed module, an appropriate 
combination of modules (eg. 2,3,4 and 5), selected as 
out I ined in Section 2.2, could possibly yield greater 
benefits than if only one module size is used. This 
concept wi 11 be the subject of a later study. 

The modular engineering philosophy, with minimum route 
size of 5 circuits and module size of 5 circuits, hal 
been in use in the Perth metropolitan t e l ephone network 
for a few years. No special problems have arisen and the 
system is considered by Planning, lnstal lation, Drafting 
and Operations Sections to be more satisfactory than the 
method previously used in which circuit incre- 
ments and decrements of 1 circuit were permitted. 

8. EFFECT OF MODULAR ENGINEERING ON H-FACTORS 

If the number of circuits specified by a modular engineer 
ing design for a high usage route is different from the 
exact theoretical quantity then this means departing from 
the correct marginal occupancy (H-factor) and is, in 
fact, equivalent to designing with a different H-factor. 
(This happens to some extent even with the traditional 
increment of 1 since for a given H-factor the exact 
circuit quantity wil I generally be non integer, and the 
quantity must be rounded (eg to the nearest integer 
value), thus slightly altering the H-factor.) 

Table 4 i 1 lustrates the effect of rounding on H-factors 
for some typical route designs from an LM Ericsson ARF-10 
two-stage crossbar group selector stage. For the purposes 
of this illustration the module size used is 5 and the 
breakpoint is 60 percent of the module range. The traffics 
have been de! iberately chosen to give ideal circuit 
quantities at the extreme ends of each module range - eg 
for a rounded quantity of 10, the lower admissible require 
ment is 8.0 circuits, and the upper limit is 12.9 circuits. 
The table thus depicts the 'worst' cases. 

The absolute difference between the actual and correct 
value of H is at its greatest (about+ .20) for the 
combination of low avai Jabil ity and low traffic, and 
decreases as the traffic and availabi I ity increase. The 
difference is less than + .10 for offered traffics in 
excess of about 25 E. 

Naturally, the discrepancy between the specified and 
actual H-factors is more pronounced the larger the 
module size. If it is desired to minimise the discrepancy, 
a range of module sizes could be used, as suggested in 
Section 2.2, using a module size which is roughly pro 
portional to the size of the route. 

However, it has already been noted in Section 5 that 
using modules in the range 2 to 6 has a neg! igible 
effect on either the number of circuits or costs of the 
total network. Hence, the fact that the H-factors being 
used are different from the ideal values is apparently of 
1 ittle significance to the final outcome. To further 
test this hypothesis the reference network was dimen 
sioned with H-factors which differed from the ideal by up 
to+ 0.20. This was done for five traffic matrices with 
total network traffic ranging from 11 796E to 15 340E. 
On average, the cost of the resulting junction network 
was only 2.0 percent more than the cost of the equiva 
lent reference network dimensioned with the ideal set of 
H-factors. This is in I ine with other studies which have 
shown that alternative rou t ed networks are not very cost 
sensitive in the vicinity of the optimum design. As a 
corollary, it would seem that there is I ittle point in 
the first place in trying to compute H-factors to great 
accuracy, especially if modular engineering is employed. 

9. CONCLUSIONS 

Levine and Wernander showed that in a once-off design (ie 
based on static traffic), ;:i marginal case exists to 
support the use of modular engineering in alternative 
routed inter-city trunk networks. The present paper has 
shown that for a metropolitan network employing alterna 
tive routing the first-up costs are only slightly higher 
with circuit modules of 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6 than with the 
traditional increment'of 1 circuit. A second important 
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TABLE 4 VARIATION TOH-FACTORS 

AVAIL- TRAFFIC IDEAL IDEAL MODULAR ENGINEERED DIFFERENCE 
ABILITY OFFERED H-FACTOR CIRCUIT TO H-FACTOR 

(E) QUANTITY CIRCUIT H-FACTOR 
QUANTITY 

5 6.2 .60 3,0 5 .40 -.20 

5 7.7 .30 7,9 5 .so .20 

10 12. 5 .68 8.0 10 .56 - . 12 

10 12.6 . 41 12.9 10 ,56 . 15 

10 19.0 .30 22.9 20 . 40 . 10 

10 19.2 . 30 23.0 25 ,• 24 -.06 

20 25.0 .40 28.0 30 . 31 -,09 

20 25. 1 .22 32.9 30 . 31 ,09 

20 48.o . 30 57.9 55 ,37 .07 

20 48. 1 ,30 58.o Go .26 -.04 

finding is that when one considers the dynamic situation - 
ie a network in which inter-exchange traffic is growing 
from year-to-year, a very convincing case exists for the 
use of modular engineering by virtue of the significant 
savings in administrative and installation costs which 
accrue on account of the fact that routes stay fixed in 
size over a longer period than with the traditional 
increment of l. A third finding is that although the 
modular concept results in the use of non-ideal marginal 
occupancies on high usage routes, this is of I ittle 
consequence. 

G. THIERER, Germany : In tlu..6 pa,peJt, an -lnteJtv.,ting 
me,thod 601t modu..lalt e.ng-lne.Vt-lng 06 metltopo.li;ta.n nctwoJtlu. 
i.l, p!tMe.nte.d. Can ;tlu..l, me,thod ci.u o be. appue.d e.c.onomlc.a.Uy 
to long di.1,;tanc.e. VVV ne.twoJtlu.. 

P. FARR, Australia : It i.,/, tltue. tha.t my own stiuices have. 
dealt !.,pe.u{i,lc.aUy w.Uh the. appuc.ation ofi the. modulM 
e.ng-lnewng method to metltopo.li;ta.n nctwOJtlv... Yet Se.c.uon.6 
1, 2, 3, 7 and 8 06 my papeJt Me. qu-lte. ge.ne!tal and Me. 
Jtele.vant to long d,lJ.,;tanc.e. ne.:twOJtlu.. 

Some. palttic.ulM 6ac.toM may be. moJte. Jtele.vant to long 
d,lJ.,tanc.e. ne:/wOJt/v.. .than .to metltopo.li;ta.n nctwoJtlu.. FM 
example, 

{-i.} aUeJtna..tive. Jto~ng may not be. av~ble.. Full 
be.ne.6-lM Me not av~ble. -ln tlu..6 cas e . 

{«} Bothway Jtoutv., Me Mmetimv., used -ln ~ng 
di.1,tanc.e. nctwOJtlu.. Thi.,/, does not p!te6 e.n.t mOJte. 
06 a p1toblem wUh modula1t e.ng-lne.wng than 
undeJt c.onve.nt-lonal fue.M-lon-lng. 

1-l«} CcvuueJt and PCM 1.,y1.,.tem1., Me. ex.teM-lvely used 
-i.n long di.1,ta.nc.e nctwOJtlu.. I 6 modulM e.ng-lneeJt-lng 
i.l, M ed and .the. module s.cze. Ls made equal .to the. 
gJtoup c.hannel 1.,-i,ze. (e.g. 12), the. ~ation 06 
the. .t!taMmi.,/,1.,-lon 6auuty i.l, -lmpJtove.d 1.,,lnc.e. each 
bM-lc. dv.,-lgn module. would have. no unMe.d c.hannw. 

1-lv} S-lnc.e. a long di.1,ta.nc.e. tltunk g1toup may pM.6 
.th!tough many -lnte.Jtme.d-late. po-lnu the. c.01.,;/:J., 06 
maUng a c.hange. -ln gJtoup 1.,-lze. may be. much hlgheJt 
than -ln a metltopo.li;ta.n ne:two1tk, thM 6avo~ng 
the. modulM mithod. A.l!,o, lv.,1., multiple.ung 
e.q~pme.nt may be. needed at -lnteJtme.d-late. po-lnu. 

Cle.M.ly, a J.,pe.ual analy.1,i.1, i.l, ne.c.e6.6My 6M a ne:twOJtk -ln 
onden. to make. c.oMe.c.t cho.cae» -ln Jte.gMd to the. option.6 
me.nt-lone.d -ln Se.man 2 06 my papVt (-l.e.. mln-lmum Jtoute. 
J.,,lze., module. 1.,-lze., b1te.akpo-lnt and pouc.y on 6,lnal Jtoutv.,). 
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Discussion 
Le.v-lne. and WVtnandVt (Re6, 2) -lnvv.,tigate.d the. po.1,.1,,lble. 
appuc.a.tion 06 .the. modulM me,thod t» long futanc.e. net 
WoJt/v.. -ln USA, and thw 1.,.tudy method and Mnd-lng.1, will 
be. 06 v<W.Le to pVt!.,on.6 -lnte.1tv.,ted -ln long futanc.e. ne.t 
wo!tlu., The. AT&T Co. hM Jtec.e.ntly adopte.d the. modulM 
method 6M fue.M-lon-lng long futanc.e. Jtoutv.,. Up to a 
Jte.q~e.me.nt 06 18* t!tunlv.., g1toup1., Me. .6-lze.d e.xac..t.e.y. 
Be.yond ;tlu..l, only modulv., 06 12 Me. M ed. 

*Autho.1r,.11., note. : M1t. Ei.l,e.nbVtg has .6-i.nc.e. -ln6Mme.d me. 
that tlu..6 will ukely b_e. c.hang e.d .to 12, 

M. EISENBERG, U.S.A. : The. 1.,ame. admlni.1,tJta.u.ve. 1.,av-lng.1, 
fuc.M.6e.d -ln yoUJt papVt could be. ac.hle.ve.d by allow-lng 
the. -ln-ltial dv.,-lgn to c.oM,i.l,t 06 t!tunk gJtoup.6 06 any 
1.,-lze., but to make. c.hangv., only -l6 the. magn-ltude. e.xc.ee.cl!., 
Mme mln-lmum value. Full modulM e.ng-lne.Vt-lng can be. 
jMtifi,led only by Mv-lng.1, Jte6ulung 6Jtom gJtanulM-i.ty -ln 
1.,w.Uc.h-lng and te.Jtmlna.t-lon e.q~pme.nt. Have. you ob;ta,i,ne.d 
any e.v-lde.nc.e jMti6y-lng 6ull modulM e.ng-lne.Vt-lng 4atheJt 
than 1.,-lmply -lmpo.6-lng a mln-lmum th!tv., hold 6 oJt maUng 
c.hangv.,. 

P. FARR, Australia : Thene. would be. many 1.,~v., 
be:twe.e.n mociulaJr, e.ng-i.ne.Vt-lng M I have. dv.,c.Jt,{,be.d U and a 
method -ln wh-lc.h a Jtoute. i.l, only allowe.d .to c.hange -ln 1.,-lze. 
whe.n U WM/tan;/:!., an -lnc.Jte.Me. by a g-lve.n amount. But I 
have not done. any 1.,.tud-lv., on ;tlu..l, latte.It me,thod. 

Ve.pe.nd-i.ng on lac.al c.on-1,-lde.JtatioM thVte. may be. good 
Jte.MoM to p1te6Vt t/tue. modulM e.ng-lne.Vt-lng .to the aUVt 
na..u.ve. wh-lc.h you have. 1.,uggv.,te.d. FM e.xample, 066 an 
ARF c.Jto.6.6 bM gJtouµ 1., ele.c.toJt 1.,;tag e. U i.l, c.onven-le.nt to 
1.,-lze. UJtc.u-lt gJtoup.1, -ln modulv., 06 5 be.c.aM e. ·.thi.1, Ls a 
1.,ub-multiple 06 all .the po&.1,-lble Jtoute. ava-llab-lu.t-lu 
I vi.z; 5, 10, 20 and 40) , Aga-ln whe.Jte carou.e« 1.,y.1,.te.rrv, 
Me. ~e.d a module whlc.h i.l, a multiple. OJt 1.,ub-multiple. 
06 the. bM-lc. 6au.u..ty unU could be 1.,tJtongly p4e.6e.Me.d 
M I said ea4UVt -ln 1te.ply .to .the. quution on long futanc.e 
t/tun/u,. I Jte.pe.a.t .that an analy.1,i.l, be. made. 06 6ac..toM 
whlc.h Me. ltele.vant to e.ac.h ne:twOJtk. 
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A Mathematical Model for the Long Term Planning of a 
Telephone Network 
S.BRUYN 
University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia 

ABSTRACT from direct links and are called overflow links. The di- 

This paper presents a mathematical model 'for the long-term 
planning of a telephone junction network. The use of 
this model .t.o minimize the cost of a network whilst main 
taining grade of service requirements at each time period 
results in a large non-linear prog,amming problem. A 
dynamic programming algorithm to solve this problem is 
presented and applied to a practical problem. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper presents a mathematical model for the planning 
of a telephone junction network over a number of time per 
iods. The model is based on a model for a single period 
developed by Berry [1,2]. The network has alternative 
routing and full availability conditions. The model 
results in a large mathematical programme with a non 
linear, non-differentiable objective function. In the 
case of the Adelaide telephone network for five time per 
iods the programme involves over 11,000 variables and over 
22,000 constraints. 

In order to overcome the difficulty of size, the problem 
was formulated as a dynamic programming problem and an 
algorithm which reduces {he problem to a series of smaller 
subproblems was developed. This algorithm is based on 
the Progressive Optimality Algorithm developed by Howson 
and Sancho [4], which iteratively applies a general two 
stage solution to successive overlapping stages of the 
problem. During the calculation of any two-stage solu 
tion, the variables for the other stages are not required 
and hence need not be stored in £Ore storage. Thus the 
size of the problem which can be handled on a given com 
puter is limited by the size of the two-stage problem, not 
by the size of the overall problem. 

The two-stag-e problem which arises in the dynamic pro 
gramming algorithm, although much smaller than the main 
problem, is still a large problem, with over 3,000 vari 
ables for the Adelaide network. Berry [1,3] obtained a 
solution to a similar problem using a modified form of 
Rosen's gradient projection method. In the long term 
planning problem however, while the constraints have the 
same form as in Berry's problem, the objective function 
is not differentiable everywhere and hence the gradient 
may not exist at a given point.- A subgradient exists 
at all points and this is used if the gradient does not 
exist. 

The algorithm has been tested using the Adelaide telephone 
network and the results of these tests are discussed in 
section 4. 

2. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

2.1 BACKGROUND 

An alternative routing telephone network can be represent 
ed by a directed graph with the nodes representing ex 
changes and the links representing the junctions between 
them. A pair of exchanges, one originating traffic and 
the other terminating traffic is called an origin 
destination pair or, _more concisely, an 0-D pair. There 
are two types of links which should be distinguished. 
Those links which carry traffic directly between 0-D 
pairs are called direct links. Links connecting 0-D 
pairs via tandem exchanges carry traffic which overflows 

rect links are labelled, in some order, by the integers 
1,2, ... ,k, ... ,N and the overflow links by 1,2, ... ,i, .. ,N. 
The 0-D pairs are labelled to correspond with the direct 
links between them. In some cases the traffic offered 
to an 0-D pair is.too small to justify provision of a di 
rect link and when this occurs the direct link is still 
allowed to exist but is considered to have zero junctions. 

Between each 0-D pair there is a number of permissible 
routes or chains connecting them. These chains are 
denoted by R~ ,R~, ... ,Rf ( k) where R~ is the direct link, 
k, and j(k) is the total number of permissible chains 
between 0-D pair k. The traffic carried on chain Rj., 
between 0-D pair k is called a chain flow and is denoted 
by Jt. The total traffic offered to 0-D pair k, meas 
ured in erlangs, is denoted by t'. This traffic is 
first offered to the direct link R~ wh i.c h carries h~ . 
The remainder is offered to ~ which carries ~ and so 
forth. The fraction of the total traffic offered to 0-D 
pair k which overflows from the last chain is called the 
traffic congestion and is denoted by B' . 

Given a chain flow pattern for the whole network, the num 
ber of junctions on each link can be calculated using the 
following dimensioning formula developed by Berry [1,2] 
using an equivalent random approach. 

n = f Al (M-f) M 1 
+ l (M-f-1) (M-f )+v - (M-1 )M+V j 

where M is 
V is 

f is 
V is 

A is 

(1) 

the mean of the traffic offered to the link 
the variance of the traffic offered to the 
link 
the traffic carried on the link 
the variance of the traffic overflowing from 
the link 
the equivalent random traffic which produces 
overflow traffic with mean M and variance V. 

The total junction cost for the n~twork is given by 
N N 

C = I c, ~ + I c, ~ (2) 
k = 1 i = 1 

where ~k is the cost per junction on direct link k. c, is the cost per junction on overflow link i. 

The following constraints are placed on the chain flows 
by conservation considerations. 

j ( k) 

I h;k = bk for all k ( 3) 
j = 1 

where b' = t' (1-B' ) 

i,' " 0 for all j ,k. 

(4) 

( 5) 

As the numbers of junctions, Dk ,Il.i, can be expressed as 
non-linear functions of the chain flows, the problem, min 
lllllze C subject to the constraints given by (3), (4) and 
(5), is a non-linear programming problem with linear con 
straints. 

A solution to this large non-linear programme was obtained 
by Berry [1,3] using a modified form of Rosen's gradient 
projection method which used the special properties of the 
constraint equations to obtain an explicit form for the 
gradient projection. 
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2.2 THE LONG-TERM PLANNING PROBLEM 

Consider a series of time periods, denoted by 
0,1,2, ... ,p, ... ,T with an existing telephone network at 
period p=O. The notation described above will be used 
with the addition of an extra subscript, p, denoting the 
time period, where necessary e.g. h;'P is the flow carr 
ied on the jth choice route between 0-D pair k at time 
period p. 

The cost of changing the number of junctions on a link 
from time period p=O to the time period p=l is simply 
the increase in number of junctions multiplied by the cost 
per junction at p=l. It is assumed that a decrease in 
the number of junctions results in zero cost. The in 
cremental cost of changing the whole network from its 
state at p=O to its state at p=l is given by 

N N 
C1= l c,,[max(~o,nkll-~ol+ l C;1[max(;;,o,;;,1l-;;,0J (6) 

k=l i = 1 

Similarly, from p=l to p=2 the increment cost is 
N 

C2= l c,2 [max(ilko ,ilki ,ilk2 )-max(n,o ,nkl)] 
k= I 

+ 
N 

l C; 2 [maxj n, O ,n; I ,n; 2 )-max(n, O ,n; I)] 
i = 1 

In general, 
N N 

Cp= l Ckp [max(nkq )-max(ilkq )]+ l ~i p [max(n; q )-max(n; q )] . 
k = 1 q ,;;;p q < p i = 1 q ,;;;p q <P 

(8) 

The total incremental cost over all time periods is then 
T 

C = l CP . 
p= ! 

(9) 

If at each time period, the network must satisfy grade of 
service requirements then the long term planning problem 
becomes the following mathematical programme. 

T 

Minimize C = l c, 
P"' 1 

j ( k) k k 
subject to l h; p = bp for all k,p 

j = 1 

h;\ " 0 for all j ,k,p 

2.3 DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING FORMULATION 

Consider a sequential decision process with input state at 
stage p given by vector 

XP =(xl D '. • • ,~ P, • .. ,¾P ,XN+ 1 P '•. • ,xN+i P '• • .X N+~p) 

where 

The decision variables are given by the vector 

where Xi,+1 is the output state. 

The return function for stage p is 

i.e. gp(Xp,Xp+1l 

N N 

l c," [ll'lhl'(ilkq l-ll'~t(n.q l+ l c1 "[ll'~f(ii1 q l-ll'~(ii, q ll 
k= 1 I= I 

(7) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

If the decision process is considered to have additive 

returns and the Xp lie in a bounded domain implicitly 
given by equations (11) and (12), then the solution of 
the dynamic program 

T 

Minimize L gP (x, ,~+ 1 l 
p= 1 

is identical to the solution of the programme given by 
equations (10), (11) and (12). 

3. SOLUTION OF THE MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMME 

3.1 A DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING ALGORITHM 

The algorithm to be described iteratively solves the 
following two-stage problem. 

N 

Minimize GP = L Ck p [max nkq-max ilkq] 
k = 1 q ,;;;p q <P 

while holding 
stant for all 

N 

+ L c1 P + 1 [ max ;;, q - max ~ q ] 
i = I q ,.;;p + I q <p + l 

Dtco ,1'1:i o, · · ,-,l1t<.p- 1 ,n;_ p• 1 ,t'1kp+I ,ni p+I 
k and i 

i. e. minimize with respect to ilk p and Di p , 
j ( k) 

k 
subject to I h; p = b~ for all k 

j = 1 

k 
h; p " 0 for all j ,k 

(13) 

(14) 

con- 

(15) 

(16) 

The algorithm is started by assigning ,an initial chain 
flow pattern to each time period and proceeds as illustra 
ted in Fig .1. 

This algorithm is based largely on the Progressive Optim 
ality Algorithm described by Howson and Sancho [4]. 
There is, however one major difference between the 
algorithms and that is in the two-stage problem which is 
solved in each iteration. The Progressive Optimality 
Algorithm requires that the initial and terminal states 
of the two-stage nroblem, i.e. ~8; 'Dkq, wg lliq and 

q~~111kg, q!~i I\ q, remain fiXed. Forcing /~gf1 l1Jcq 

and to remain constant would add non-linear 

constraints to the problem and hence make it much more 
difficult to solve. The numbers of junctions at period 
p+ 1, i.e. n, P + 1 and ~ P + 1 , can be kept constant with- 

out affecting the constraints because the chain flows at 
one period are independent of those at another period. 
This difference from the Progressive Optimality Algorithm 
means that Howson and Sancho's proof of convergence of 
the algorithm is not valid in this case even if the stage 
return function gP is differentiable. A proof of con 
vergence has not yet been developed however computational 
evidence, which is described in the next section, supp 
orts the validity of the algorithm. 

The algorithm requires the terminal state to be fixed and 
to achieve this an artificial terminal state is added. 
This extra stage has all link costs set to zero so as to 
have no effect on the total cost and to ensure that 
max ilk q and max. n, q do not vary. ilk T+ 1 and n; T+ 1 

q,;;;T+t q,i;;T+I 

are set at very large values. 

3.2 A SOLUTION OF THE TWO-STAGE PROBLEM 

The mathematical programme given by equations (14), (15) 
and (16) has constraints of a form identical to those of 
the mathematical programme given by equations (2), (3) 
and (6). This suggests the use of a similar method to 
that described by Berry [1,3]. However, the gradient 
projection method requires the objective function to have 
continuous first derivatives and equation (14) is not 
differentiable with respect to the chain flow variables 
at period p, when ilkp is equal to 
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START 

:~ n,q or n.p+ 1, similarly for Ilj P. Considering 

just ~ne link, the following possibilities arise, 

1. :~ Ilkq < :~ !1kq < q~~l !1kq 

Initialization 
I=O 1. 

2. max nkq 
q <P 

3. 

I=I+l 

p=O 

11=0 

2. 

p=p+l 
Store 11,,, 1- 1 

Minimize GP 

4. r~~ nkq == :~; Ilk q = q~~l Ilkq 

Case 1. The two-stage cost associated with the link is 

G,p = (c,p-ckp+ 1 )n,P + Ckp+1Ilkp+l - Ck p :~;; Ilkq 

3. and the general partial derivative is 

4. 

Case 2. The two-stage cost associated with the link is 

max I a , \ly,1-ly, I- 1 I) 5. 

1. Set initial values of the chain flows. 
I is a control count of the nwnber of iterations. 

2. Start a new iteration at stage 0. 
Delta is a control variable. 

If ~P < max n,q, then the general partial derivative 
qa 

is 

6. 

If nkp = :~ nkq, 
does not exist. 

30.__Q__ = O 
:lhf p 

then the general partial derivative 

7. Case 3. The two-stage cost associated with the link is 

If nkp > Dicp+l, then the general partial de r l ve.c i ve 1s 

3. Store 11,,, n- 1 (chain flow pattern for the network at 
period p after the n-lth iteration) until calcul 
ation of delta below. 

4. Solve the two-stage problem. 

5. Calculate delta. 

6. Advance another stage until final stage is reached. 

7. If delta is less than the accuracy limit or if the 
maximwn nwnber of iterations have been completed 
then STOP. 

Fig. 1. Dynamic Programming Algorithm 

If n. P = n. p+ 1 then the general partial derivative does 
not exist. 

Case 4. The two-stage cost associated with the link is 

If 
tive is 

A vector 
a point 

then the general partial deriva- 

:lGkp = O 
~ J p 

If n. P = r'.2'f n, q then the general partial derivative 

does not exist. 

v is a subgradient of a convex function 
z- if 

f at 

for all ~ 

If f is differentiable and finite at z then v is 
unique and is the gradient, Vf(z), of -f. at z: More 
detailed information about the theory of subgradients can 
be found in Rockafellar [5]. 

The optimization of the two-stage problem is carried out 
using the gradient projection method which is modified 
by using a subgradient when the gradient does not exist. 
The subgradients, of the various componeRts of the ob 
jective function, which are used are the partial deriv 
atives, where they exist and el~ewhere the following, 

Case 2. If nkp =r~:Ilt<q, then the subgradient is 

Yk ~ ~-~ 0 ,; et ,; 1 = Ckp ·ahQ •a - Ckp+l 3h' 
j p j p 
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Case 3. If nkp = nkp+1, then the subgradient is 

Yk = Ck p ~ - Ckp+ 1 ~- C( 0 ,; ci ,; 1 
ah2 ah2 

J p J p 

Case 4. If nkp = w~ nkq then the subgradient is 

Yk 
- ank...JL • 0 ,; ci .s'. I -ckpahQ a 

j p 

The partial derivatives, ~ ah2 
J p 

some slight modifications, as in Berry [1]. 

4. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 

are calculated, with 

The mathematical program was applied to the Adelaide tel 
ephone network. Traffic dispersions and junction costs 
were supplied by the Australian Telecommunications Comm 
ission in Adelaide for 5 time periods, viz. 1975, 1980, 
1985, 1990, 1995. The junction costs for 1975 were based 
on capital costs and those for 1980, 1985, 1990, 1995 were 
calculated by discounting the 1975 costs by factors of 
0.650, 0.275, 0.075, 0.013, respectively. The network 
consists of 32 exchanges which both originate and termin 
ate traffic, 5 exchanges which terminate traffic only, 
and 4 tandem exchanges. There are 1141 0-D pairs with 
each pair having 2 overflow routes and, unless the offered 
traffic is below an arbitrary cut-off figure (1.85 er 
langs in 1980), a direct route is also provided. 

In order to obtain a fixed initial state for the algorithm, 
the network was optimized for 1975 using the method de 
scribed by Berry [1,3]. The algorithm was tested with 
3 different starting points. The first starting point 
was obtained by optimizing the network for each time per 
iod as was done for 1975. The second starting point was 
obtained by assigning the chain flows so that for each 
0-D pair, at each time period, the proportion of flow on 
each route was the same as in 1975. The third point was 
obtained by assigning traffic for each 0-D pair in the 
ratio to offered traffic of .6, .2, .18 to the first, 
second and third choice routes respectively, or, if no 
direct link is provided, in the ratio .6 and .38. In all 
cases the congestion for every 0-D pair was set at 0.02. 
The main algorithm was limited to 5 complete iterations 
and the algorithm for finding the solution of the two 
stage problem was limited to 100 iterations. The main 
algorithm was terminated if, after any complete iteration, 
the maximum change in any chain flow variable was less 
than 0.5 erlangs. The two-stage algorithm was terminated 
if the two-stage cost decreased by less than one dollar 
in successive iterations. 

Initial Point Initial Cost Final Cost c.p.time (sec) 

1 $1,336,662 $1,326,658 13,610 
2 $1,340,740 $1,325,052 8,085 
3 $1,986,960 $1,409,105 12,276 

Table 1. 

Table 1 shows the decrease in cost for each starting point 
after 5 iterations and the central processor time taken on 
a CDC 6400 computer. The time taken for the first start 
ing point includes the time taken to set up the starting 
point. The number of junctions on each link was rounded 
up to the nearest integer and a count was taken of the 
number of links which had a decrease in the number of 
junctions between successive time periods. This gives 
the number of links which have unused junctions at any 
time period. These numbers were obtained for each 
starting point and their respective final points obtained 
after 5 iterations of the algorithm, and are given in 
Table 2. 

No .of links with decrease in junctions 
Initial Point 

Initial Point Final Point 

1 31 5 
2 13 10 
3 229 82 

Table 2. 

Table 3 gives the total cost of the network at each time 
period for the first and second starting points at both 
the initial and final points of the algorithm. 

First Starting Point Second Starting Point 
Year 

Initial Final Initial Final 

1980 2,894,588 2,887,102 2,895,958 2,885,172 
1985 1,591,185 1,586,457 1,594,815 1,585,242 
1990 532,693 531,299 535,449 531,288 
1995 108,960 108,667 109, 7907 108,937 

Table 3. 

These results show that as well as decreasing the cost of 
the long-term problem, the algorithm also decreases the 
total cost at each time period. This suggests that, for 
the Adelaide network at least, a near optimal solution to 
the long-term problem will result in chain flow patterns 
which give near optimal solutions to the single period 
problems. 

The traffic dispersion forecasts used in these tests have 
the property that the offered traffic increases with the 
time period for almost every 0-D pair. In order to test 
the algorithm with data which did not have this structure, 
traffic dispersion figures were obtained by using a set of 
random numbers, uniformly distributed between O and 40. 
The algorithm still gave a reduction in cost at every it 
eration and after 5 iterations the cost had been reduced 
from $5,107,530 to $4,486,487. This shows that the 
algorithm is not dependent on link junction numbers in 
creasing with time and can deal with problems having a 
large number Of links Where r~; Dkq = w~ Dkq • 

5. CONCLUSION 

A mathematical model for the long-term planning of a tel 
ephone junction network and an algorithm for obtaining the 
minimum cost for the network have been developed. The 
algorithm solves the problems of having a large non-linear 
mathematical programme and a non-differentiable objective 
function. Tests on a practical network have shown that 
the algorithm does reduce the cost of the network but that 
it needs a large amount of computer processing time. 
Further work needs to be done in an attempt to accelerate 
the convergence of the algorithm and hence reduce the 
processing time. 
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Discussion 
D, MANFIELD, Australia : 1n qou». pa.pVt th« vaJU.o.61'.e.6 of, 
.the. obje.dlve. 6u.ndlon Me. the. nu.mbeM 06 Unlv., a.nd .the. 
eono.tluunu oJte. e.xp1tu1.,e.d in teltm6 06 the cha.in 6low1.,. 
Cou..td M1t. B1tu.yn give w., Mme. cdea. 06 how the. eos : 6u.ndlon 
Wa.J., obtained in te.1tm1., 06 the. nu.mbe,JtJ., 06 Unlv., 61tom the. 
eha.-in 6low1., ge.nVta.te.d by the. a..tgolt.lthm a.nd whethVt thue. 
nu.mbe,JtJ., We.Jte. ge.nVta.te.d a.t ea.eh ite.Jta.tion. 

S.J. BRUYN, Australia : Ju.ndlon nu.mbw ea.n be ea.leu..ta.ted 
61tom the Mow on the Unk, w.,ing BVtltlJ '1., d.lmen1.,.lon.lng 
601tmu.la.. The obje.dlve 6u.nc.tion .{.I., eon1.,idVted M a. non 
UneoJt 6u.nc.tion 06 the cha.in 6loWJ., a.nd .{.I., ea..teu..ta.ted 
d.llteeily 6Jtom the cha.in 6low1., when JteqUA.Jte.d. Se.e 
1te6Vtenee1, 1-3 in the pa.pVt. 

N.W. MACFADYEN, U.K. : Cou..td you. give a.n .lnd.lea.t.lon 06 the 
1.,en1.,,U,i,vity 06 the a..tgoltUhm to eMoM in the -V1.a6Me da.ta. 
a.nd the d.{.l.,eou.nt 6a.eto,u, employed. 

S.J. BRUYN, Australia : The a..tgoltUhm a.ppe_a.!U, to 1tedu.ee 
the total ne:twoJtk cos : 1tegaJ1.d.te1,1., 06 the d.{.l.,eou.nt 6a.eto,u, 
u.J.,ed, it even 1tedu.ee1, the eost: i6 ju.nc.tion eo1.,,t1., .lncJte.Me 
with -tune. 

Senoilivity to eha.ngu in 066e1ted -V1.a6Me hM bee.n tuted 
by u.ni601tmly incJte.Ming a.U tJta.66.le by a. given pVteenta.ge. 
The pe.Jteenta.ge we in tota..t netwoJtk eo1.,t .{.I., 1.,ma.UeJt tha.n 
the we in the. tJta.66.le, e.g. 5% we in tJta.66.le 1te1,u.l,tl., 
in a.pp1tax.lma.te.ty 3% we in eo1.,t, a.rid 25% we. in tJta.6 6.lc. 
1te.1>u.l,tl., in a.pp1tax.lma.te.ty 79% we in cos t: 
D.J. SUTTON, Australia : The ju.ndlon eo1.,,tJ., Medin qou»: 
eompu.ta.Uona..t 1te.1>u.l,tl., decJteM e veJty 1ta.p.ld.ty with time. 
Ca.n you. exp.ea.in why you. chose. thue. d.{.l.,eou.nt 6a.eto,u,. 

S,J, BRUYN, Australia : T~ WM a.n eMOlt in the da.ta. u.J.,e.d 
in the e.a.Jtly exp e.Jt.lmenu with the a.lg oltUhm. The d.{.!., eou.nt 
6.lgu.Jte shourd. ha.ve been 9% p,>A a.nnu.m which wou..td give. 
d.{.l.,eou.nt 6a.eto,u, 06 .650, .422, .275, .178. 16 tnese. 
c.ha.rige,1, oJte. ma.de. M well M come .lm1tpovemenu to eompu:ta. 
tiona..t Mpew 06 the a..tgoltUhm Ta.b.tu 1, 2, 3 in the pa.pVt 
become: 

I n.ltia..t Point Initial Coss: F .lna..t Co1.,t CP Time {1.,ee) 

1 7,927,972 1,918,308 7,297 
2 1,945,784 1,938,01_7 1,964 

I n.ltia..t P o.lnt 
No. 06 unlv., with VecJteMein Ju.nc.tion1., 

I nitia..t Point F.lna..t Point 

1 52 33 
2 13 6 

TABLE 2 

F.l,u,t StoJtting Point Second Sta.Jtt.lng Point 
YEAR 

Initial Final Initial Final 

1980 2,879,973 2,880,015 2,890,270 2,890,225 
1985 2,431,711 2,431,760 2,453,745 2,453,582 
7990 1,927,420 7,927,577 7,957,895 1,950,581 
7995 1,436,770 1,436,763 1,458,990 7,450,995 

TABLE 3 
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Cost Effectiveness of Traffic Measurements 
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Telecom Australia, Sydney, Australia 

ABSTRACT 2. RESUME OF SOME BASIC TOOLS 

This paper is concerned with the optimisation of the 
method, where the data collected from a previous 
measurement plays an important part in the measurement 
dimensioning cycle. 

As any traffic measurement is only an estimate of the 
offered traffic, further usage of the data will result 
in errors, directly caused by the sampling process. If 
the sampling variance is known, this imprecision can be 
allowed for in the dimensioning process. This adjustment 
represents an additional cost penalty attributed to the 
practicality of traffic measurements. 

In t~is paper, it is assumed that the cost of the traffic 
study is linearly· related to the duration of the measure~ 
ment. The cost penalty is shown to be approximately 
inversely proportional to the time spent in conducting 
the experiment. If we consider the measurement phase as 
part of an investment, clearly, by choosing the traffic 
measuring parameters, the return on investment can be 
maximised. 

The above concept is applied to the occupancy measurement 
of a first choice high usage route in a simple triangular 
alternative routing pattern. The traditional network cost 
minimisation technique and full availability working are 
assumed. 

Results obtained indicate that, from some route parameters, 
one can estimate the optimum ~ime duration for & traffic 
study, such that the measurement costs equal the cost 
penalty. In general, optimum occurs where: 

Consider the simplest triangular alternate routing pattern 

The assumptions, definitions and notations used in Pratt's 
paper will be retained in this discussion (Ref.l) .Some 
of the related definitions used here are as follows:- 

Consider a route of N circuits, offered traffic A and 
carried traffic Y = (A-a), where a is the traffic lost or 
overflowing. 

The route congestion is G = a/A 

(i) 

FIG.l: A SIMPLE ALTEFNATE ROUTING PATTERN 

. oY 
Marginal occupancy, H =(0N)A 

aa 
-H =CaN) A 

(1) 

(2) 

d(measurement cost) 
dt 

1. INTRODUCTION 

-d(cost penalty) 
dt (ii) Marginal capacity, (3) 

For the link i, 

Any traffic measurement is an estimate of the average 
traffic flow. In principle, for a given technique, it is 
possible to estimate the sampling variance and other 
statistical parameters related to the measurement. 
Calculations based on the measurement will therefore be 
imprecise. In practice, this error is allowed for by an 
adjustment to the dimensioning process. This adjustment 
is a cost penalty arising from the practicality of traffic 
measurements. Generally for a given technique, doubling 
the duration of measurement halves the sampling variance 
and roughly doubles the measurement costs. In return, 
the reduced error decreases the cost penalty by allowing 
more accurate prediction of circuit requirements. 

If the policy of a measurement-upgrading technique is 
adopted, then the measurement must be considered as part 
of the capital investment which can be optimised, such 
that no more effort should be spent in data acquisition 
than necessary. 

For simplicity, this concept is applied to the measurement 
of a high usage route in a simple triangular alternative . 
routing pattern. The traditiona+ network cost minimisation 
and full availability with direct access are assumed. 

Results obtained thus far indicate that given some route 
parameters it is possible to estimate the optimum time 
of a traffic study such that the return on.investment for 
a measurement-dimensioning cycle can be maximised. 

N. 
l 

a. 
l 

H 

number of circuits provided for I-J traffic 

Cost per circuit 

Traffic offered 

Traffic o ve r f Low Lng 

For the simple case of Fig.l, the traditional optimisation 
equation is, 

+ 

Further, for a full availability direct access route, a 
simple practical relation between A,N and H can be shown 
to be:- 

A (EN (A) - EN+l (A) ) 

AN /N! 
N i I A /ii 
icO 

, the Erlang Loss Formula. 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 
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Note that His also referred to as the Cost Factor. then T 
2 

- S A (13) 

3. DIMENSIONING COST PENALTY 

Consider a traffic study conducted to determine the traffic 
on the high usage route. If the measurement period is 
sufficiently long then the standard deviation of the error, 
S, on the measured traffic Y, will be negligibly small. 
Subsequent dimensioning using the traditional optimisation 
method will result in a near "perfect" solution, such that 
the cost of this network is at a minimum. 

If the direct route is dimensioned on the estimated mean 
offered traffic A with an appreciable error S, then the 
overflow to the final route will be different from that 
calculated by an amount (see appendix A). 

6U = U{A+S) + U(A-S) - 2U(A) 
2 

(7) 

where U(A) 

and U(A+S)= 

A.EN (A), the overflow traffic for N ccts 

(A+S) .EN (A+S) 

U(A-S)= (A-S).EN (A-S) 

The expected cost of this extra unpredicted traffic is 
(6U)C 

H d 

Cost Penalty 

Penalty Function 

Where r 
T 
M 

Pc 

p 

ratio of scan interval to holding time 
length of observation period 
the unbiassed estimate of Y, the carried 
traffic. 

Cotanh (r/2) 

r Cotanh (r/2) = 
6 

+-r- 
15120 

(8) 

Where Cd is the cost of the direct circuit. 

This cost represents the dimensioning cost penalty in not 
being able to estimate the offered traffic accurately. 

As a matter of convenience we shall introduce two 
definitions:- 

(9) 

(10) 

For a given A and H, the optimum number of direct circuits, 
N can be determined, and hence 6U, provided that S, the 
sample standard deviation is also known. For a given 
measurement technique, Sis directly related to the 
measurement duration, tm. 

Clearly, for a given A and H, the penalty (unction is 
related to tm. 

4. SIMPLIFIED RELATIONSHIP BETWEENS AND t 
m 

For a scanning method for a route of infinite size, Hay- - 
ward (Ref.3) showed that the variance of n as an estimator 
of Y is given by - 

M ll ~ V(n;Y) = - (r cotanh (r/2) - 2) + 2 (T-l+e ) (11) 
T T 

-T 
For practical cases, e ~ O, and Mand Y are nearly 
equal, and further assume that the offered traffic A is 
very close to Y. 

Hence V(n;A) f !!. 2 r6 
(12) (2 - - + - ) T T r 

Now s2 = V (n;A) 

and if r = 1 (eg. 3 min. scan interval, 3 min. 
holding time) 

Normally, 

Then 

S 1 
A"' 10 

i.e. specifying that no more than 10% error in A 

T = 2.33A T 
For simplicity T 

t m 

(14) 

(15) 

Despite the simplifications and the assumptions made in 
Hayward's paper, this simple formula is sufficient for 
practical uses. 

Given the hc Ld Lng time h, the observation period in real 
time is given by 

2Ah 
s2 

(16) 

For our purposes we shall take has 3 minutes and A as the 
average time consistent busy hour traffic. A common 
practice used in determining this traffic is to perform 
the measurement in units of days, and thence select the 
time consistent busy hour from the samples. Clearly, 
unless there is some other means of obtaining prior 
information as regards the busy hour, this approach of 
data co l Lec t Lon means that every 60 minutes of t in fact 
represent a day of observation. m 

5. RELATION BETWEEN THE PENALTY FUNCTION AND MEASUREMENT 
TIME 

For a given traffic, cost factor and standard deviation, 
it is possible to work out the Penalty Function P, and 
the length of the observation time t • 

m 

Numerical analysis reveals that, in general an equation 
of the type 

p 1 
a+Bt 

m 
(17) 

consistently gives a remarkably good fit to the data 
generated from the above system of equations. Table 1 is 
a list of the coefficients o, B for some typical Hand 
A values. 

Traffic, A 0 B Cost Factor Optimum 
in Erlangs H Circuit 

2 0.0763 7.50 0.2 4 
-0. 3132 22.73 0.4 2 
-1.8 81.00 0.6 1 

20 0.0279 3.05 0.2 27 
0.0238 5. 72 0.4 23 

-0.0249 11.52 0.6 20 

100 0 .0106 1.489 0.2 116 
0.0149 2.622 0 .. 4 108 

-0.0008 5.319 0.6 100 
-0.0714 15.101 0.8 89 

200 0.0068 1.0526 0.2 222 
0.0110 1.8664 0.4 212 
0.0036 3.6410 0.6 201 

Table 1: VALUES OF o, B FOR TYPICAL VALUES OF TRAFFIC 
AND COST FACTOR 

o may be ignored, and a simple relation between the 
Penalty Function and measurement time (in days) results. 

P=-1- 
Bt m (18) 
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It follows that the Dimensioning Cost Penalty is: 

cd 
p 

C 

Hence, the optimum duration of an occupancy traffic study 
is: 

Bt 
m 

(19) t opt 
m 

1 
JBM 

(24) 

6. MEASUREMENT COSTS where M 
Cm 
Cd 

(25) 

For a given t equation (19) provides a convenient means 
of estimatingmthe dimensioning cost penalty due to 
insufficient information regarding the true traffic. In 
principle, it is also possible to estimate the cost of 
acquiring this information. 

In general, measurement cost is a complicated function. 
For most modern mechanised measurement systems,the 
following costs should be taken into account. 

Development of measurement equipment 
Capital investment in the measurement equipment 
Development and maintenance of processing software 
Measurement set up and check out 
Supervision of measurement 
Analysis of reports 

As an approximation, assume that a linear relationship 
exists between the cost of measurement, Mc, and the time 
spent, tm. 

M 
C 

where C m 

C t 
m m 

cost of measurement/group/day. 

7. OPTIMUM MEASUREMENT DURATION t opt m-- 

The total cost D, is a sum of the Dimensioning Cost 
Penalty P , and the Measurement Costs M : (see Fig.2) 

c C C 

D = (-d)+c t (21) 
Bt m m m 

Now (~) = - (2-_)+C 
dt Bt 2 m m m 

At (~) = 0 
dt 

m 
cd 

(Bt) = C t 
m m 

m 

rr 
3,, 

(20) 

(22) 

(23) 

In principle, M can be estimated providing the cost of a 
direct circuit C , and the cost of measurement/group/day, 
C is known. Fo~ a fair comparison, C and C must be at 
tWe same scale. If Cd represents the mannuald charges, 
C must also be annual charges. 
m 

8. ESTIMATING THE B CONSTANT 

The optimum duration of a traffic study t opt is completely 
defined by Band M. With M estimated, thf next task is to 
find the B constant. 

Now B = f(H,A,N) 

Numerical analysis and a graphical plot of B versus H 
(Fig.3) reveals that in general, for a particular N, 
(uniquely determined by A and a range of H) Bis a linear 
function of H for ranges of H. 

B = µH 

The simplicity of equation 26 is useful for practical uses. 
Ifµ is also known, then the problem of estimating tm opt 
becomes easy. 

80 Pr-1 Tr-----, 

(26) 

so 

Fig.·~: TYPICAL PLOT OF B VERSUS H FOR CONSTANT TRAFFIC A 

MEASUREMENT DURATION n Oe.ys 

From Fig.3, one is led to suspect thatµ, the gradient is 
some function of N (and indirectly, related to A and H). 

Unfortunately, further numerical analysis ofµ variation 
on A or H did not reveal any simple relation, 

Fig.4 is a graphical representation ofµ versus N for 
different values of traffic. Clearly, as will be shown by 
an example, this graph can be used to estimate the optimum 
measurement time period, provided other parameters are 
available. 

Fig. 2: PENAL TY, MEASUREMENT AND TOTAL COST FUNCTIONS 
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10 12 14 16 18 20 22 
N cct 

Fig.4: PLOT OFµ v N 

9. ESTIMATING THE OPTIMUM MEASUREMENT TIME: 

28 

AN EXAMPLE 

Suppose we wish to determine the optimum observation time 
for a direct circuit, given the following information. 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
( d) 

Cost of direct circuit (per annum) Cd 
Cost of measurement/group/day (per annum)Cm - 
Estimated traffic expected on route A 
Cost factor to be used in dimensioning H 

$1500 
$ 5 
lOErlang 
0.6 

For A= 10 Erlang and at H = 0.6, the optimum direct route 
size given by equation (5) or from standard graphs (Refs.4, 
6) is N = 9. (see Table 2) 

From Fig.4, for N = 9 and A= 10, µ = 35. 

The B constant as given by B =µHis B 35 X O. 6 = 21. 

The measurement cost/circuit cost ratio M = (Cm/Cd)=0.0033. 

Hence the optimum study duration, tm opt =,1~ 
= 4 days 

Clearly, for a 5-day business cycle type of route, a 
minimum of 5 days will be spent on the actual measurement. 

for practical usage, M should be estimated more precisely. 

11. CONCLUSIONS 

This study has shown that from some route parameters and 
an initial estimate of the traffic, it is possible to 
estimate the optimum time for a traffic measurement. 

Although the study has been confined to the case of a full 
availability first choice route in a simple alternative 
plan, this principle can be extended to other high usage 
routes of more complex overflow patterns. Tests (not 
listed in this paper) indicate that the concept can indeed 
be applied to first choice routes with link access and 
limited availability. 

The application of the method requires some prior knowledge 
of the traffic, so that the optimum number of direct 
circuits, and the parameter B can be found, and the optimum 
study period t opt ·estimated. 

m 

Inspection of the key equation 

associated graphs show that in 
sensitive to M than A. Hence, 
estimate is not precise (making 
in t opt is relatively small. 

m 

1 
tmopt = JMi and the 

practice, t opt is more 
even if theminitial traffic 
an error in B) the error 

Effort should be spent in getting a more precise estimate 
of the measurement-circuit cost ratio, M. As in all 
engineering economics, the estimation of costs represent 
a real problem. In reality, Mis a comparison between 
capital costs and labour costs. The effectiveness of the 
measurement-provisioning policy depends on how accurately 
one can estimate the ratio of manhour to equipment cost. 
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10. SENSITIVITY OF MAND B TO ERROR 

The key equation in estimating the optimum measurement time 
is 

t opt 
m 

1 
,/MB 

For a fixed M value, it is interesting to find the variation 
oft opt with respect to Band M (Table 2) 

m 

Traffic,A Optimum t opt = 1 (Days) 
(Erlang) CCt.N B=µH m lMi µ 

(H=0.6) M=0.0033 M•0.0104 M=0.033 

4 3 62 37.2 2.85 1.60 0.90 
6 5 46 27.6 3.31 1.86 1.05 
8 7 38 22.8 3.65 2.05 1.15 

10 9 33 19.8 3.91 2.20 1.24 
12 11 30 18.0 4.10 2.31 1.30 
14 13 27 16.2 4.32 2.43 1.37 
16 15 25 15.0 4.49 2.53 1.42 
18 17 23 13.8 4.69 2 .64 1.48 
20 20 16 9.6 5.62 3.16 1. 7-8 

TABLE 2: VARIATION OF t opt w.r.t. B,M. 
m 

The restriction placed on using this method is that an 
initial guess of the traffic must be available (possibly 
from past measurements). Table 2 shows the error made in 
estimating t opt is marginal. On the other hand, errors 
in estimatinl M will have a marked effect on tmopt. Clearly 
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APPENDIX A:- ESTIMATING THE UNPREDICTED OVERFLOW :liU 

If an element of A Erlang is estimated (measured) with a 
sampling error (standard deviation) of S Erlang, then the 
probability density function of the estimate is given by 

p(x) 

normalised by letting 
x-A B = (-S-), we have 

p(x) = ~(B), (A-2) 

Where~ is the probability density function for a normal 
distribution, with mean= 0 and variance= 1. 

Assume this traffic, A is offered to a route, and it is 
desired to estimate some quantity such as carried 
traffic, lost traffic, variance of lost traffic etc. 

The estimate of this quantity is a function of the 
estimated traffic g(x), with an expected value of 

E(g) _j p(x) . g(x) dx 

Let G(B) = g(x), 

and assume G(B) can be expanded as a series 

G(B) 

Then E(g) 

a + a B + a B
2 

+ o 1 2 

_l~(B).(a
0
+a1B+a2B

2
+ •..•. )dB 

(See Ref. 5 page No.147) 

Now G(l) 

E(g) 
G(l) + G(-1) 

2 

g(A+S) + g(A-S) 
2 

E(d) 

If g(A) 

E(d) 

REFERENCES: 

g(A+S) + g(A-S) - 2g(A) 
2 

(A-1) 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

(A-5) 

(A-7) 

(A-8) 

If the 4th and higher powers are negligible, then 

(A-9) 

This estimate differs from the value which would apply if 
the traffic was known precisely to be A. The expected 
difference is:- 

(A-10) 

A En(A), the overflow traffic, then 

liU , the unpredicted overflow. 
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Discussion 
L. LEE, Canada: The example in M4. CMn1.6 papeJ! .ohoWh 
:tha;t oplimwn -0:tu.dy duJt.a.tion M 4 dau«, Th~e M an 
example in M4. &vz.nu' pap~ Ming 20 daq«, Now, afl'leJ! 
:thw exc.ellent papeM have been p4U ented, I wondeJ! i6 
AA. CMn would Uke to c.hange w m.(.nd to Me an example 
to .chow 20 day.o M :the optimwn .o:tu.dy dWta.lion, and 
M4. Ba.Mel, would Uke to c.hange w m.(.nd to u.H a 4 da.y.o 
example in.6 :tead. 

Y.M. CHIN, u.K. : The optimwn .oolu.tion w:ted in my papeJ! 
M 6M a p~c.ulM in.6:tanc.e. Mo4eoveJ! the c.onc.ep:t M 
appUc.able to the ~men.6ioMng/meMWtement 06 a Mgh Mage 
Mute in a ~ngulM al:teMa.tive ne:twMk. BMnU' 
dMc.w.,.oion M on a ~66eJ!en:t appUc.a.lion and not necee.s 
Mily bev.1ed on an al:te;,na.tive 4ou.ting .oy.o:tem. The value 
06 20 day.6 WM c.hoMn 6M a ~66eJ!en:t 4eMon. 

R. LAUFENBURGER, u.s.A. : CoYl.6idwng :the co.6:t Uem.6 
iden,t.(,Med on page 3, :the poMib~ ew:t.6 06 the .o:tu.dy 
c.0.6:t bung a de~eMing 6u.nc.tion will 4e.6pec.:t to dunacco«, 
Have you. c.on.6id~ed the e66ec.:t 06 such. Ukely poMib~y 
(UneM o4 exponen;f;.(.a.l) on yoWt c.onc.lMioM. 

Y. M. CHIN, u. K. : AU:hou.gh we have not c.oMideJ!ed o:theJ! 
type.o 06 «os t: 6u.nc.lion.6, U M e~ely 6 eMible. FM 
iM:tanc.e, we c.ould have w.,ed an equation 06 type 

Mc. = Cmtm + I, 
wheJ!e I c.ould be :the iMUal set: u.p c.0.6:t.6. In :tw cas e , 
V, the total c.0.6:t M : 

V = (B~ ) + Cmtm + 

At(-£) 0, we ~ve at: 

~ opt = 1 
7BiJ 

L. LEE, Canada : To e.otima;te :the optimwn meMWtement time, 
one need.6 a g4aph 06 Hg. 4 .ohown in yoWt papeJ!. Can you. 
adv.cse. me M to wha;t 6o4mu.la WM used to c.oMtMc.:t :the 
g4aph. 

Y.M. CHIN, U.K. : The c.oli6:t.4u.c.tion 06 Fig. 4 may be 
.ownmMMed by .tne. 6ollowing loMc.a.l .otep.6: 

Ii) Ao.owne a value 06 hoWng time h. 

I«) Choo.oe a value 06 :t.4a.6Mc. A 6M gMph c.oM:t.4u.c.lion. 

(U.(.) FM :the pMclic.al Mnge 06 Co-0:t Fac.:tM H I O to 1), 
Mnd the. c.oMupon~ng optimwn Mgh Mage 4ou.:te N. 

kv) FM s=o to A/10 (to p4MeJ!ve :the ineq~ 
S/A~i/10) 6ind :the coMe.opon~ng penalty P=liu./H 
and tm , :the meMWtemen:t -0:tu.dy pwod. 

Iv) Repeat 3 to 4 to ob;f;a.(.n a data -0 et 6 M P and :t ~ 
and Mnd the B coM:tant in :the equ.a.lion P= 1 /B.tm. 

(vi) Repeat :3 to 5 to ob;f;a.(.n a B and H data .oe:t. A plot 
06 B veMM H W.(.ll 4eveal a heJ!.(.e.6 06 -0~gh;t 
Unv, (He Mg, 3 604 example). The gM~ent, µ1_ 
06 :thue Unu can then be p.loUed 6M µ veMu.6 N. 
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Applications of Processing State Transition Diagrams to 
Traffic Engineering 
P.GERRAND 
Telecom Australia", Melbourne, Australia 

ABSTRACT 2. LEVELS AND PARTITIONS IN SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION 

The likely adoption by the VIth Plenary Assembly in 
October 1976 of the grap~ical Specification and Descrip 
tion Language (SDL) prepared by the CCITT's Study Group 
XI offers potential advantages to teletraffic engineers. 
This paper introduces the SDL,'and suggests.a general 
scheme for the systematic application of the SDL to 
system documentation, whereby the documentation required 
for capacity studies can be ·generated as a natural part 
of the system design process. The usefulness of process 
ing state transi_tion diagrams in general, of which the 
SDL is a spe9ial but important case, to both simulation 
and analysis of traffic capacity is discussed. 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

Telephone switching systems have always been complicated 
things! and their increasing versatility with stored 
program control (SPC) has not made their behaviour any 
the easier to understand. One can highlight three stages in 
the life of an SPC telephone exchange in which deep under 
standing of its working is required. During the stages of 
acceptance testing weaknesses in t~e manufacturer's 
design or documentation, and weaknesses in the adminis 
tration's specification, are usually discovered and cor 
rected. During any major extension of the exchange to 
incorporate new facilities or attain a larger capacity, 
the system docwnentation may be found to be incomplete 
or inaccurate. Thirdly, whether carried out during the 
initial phase of system development or at any later period 
in the life of the exchange, a traffic Gapacity study us 
ing a simulation model or other means will only be ac 
curate if the traffic engineers have absorbed a deep and 
detailed understanding of the system design. In all three 
stages, the accuracy, completeness and intelligibility of 
the system documentation are obviously of critical impor 
tance. 

In February 1976, the CCITT's Study Group XI finalized a 
draft Recommendation on the use of a graphical Specifica 
tion and Description Language (SDL) for application to 
the documentation of SPC switching systems. By the time 
this International Teletraffic Congress commences, it will 
be known whether the Plenary Assembly of the CCITT has 
approved this Recommendation or not. All the auguries 
point to its approval, in which case a new international 
standard will have been created, and one can expect that 
an increasing number of SPC switching systems will be 
documented using this SOL. Section 3 of this paper will 
provide an introduction to the SDL, and Sections 4 to 6 
will indicate its potential usefulness to traffic engi 
neers in the simulation, analysis and general understand 
ing of switching systems - both SPC and non-SPC. 

But first it will be necessary to devote a short section, 
Section 2, to- a simple classification scheme for levels 
of system documentation, which will make it easier to 
explain the various applications of the SDL, and in part 
icular to make clear what is meant by 11specification" and 
"description". 

This paper was .written, and is based upon work perform 
ed, while Mr. Gerrand was on leave from Telecom Austra 
lia, working as a consultant to the Laboratories ITT 
de Standard Electrica, S.A. in Madrid, from November 
1974 to October 1976. 

In the context of the purchase of telephone switching 
systems, a clear distinction exists between a specifica 
tion and a description of the behavi6ur of a system. A 
functional specification shows the requirements _of a sys 
tem in terms of its behaviour in response to several given 
sequences of inputs. A functional description shows the 
actual behaviour of a realized system in response to all 
possible sequences of inputs, giving considerable detail 
concerning the internal structure of the system. 

Thus a specification normally precedes design, and views 
the behaviour of the system 11from the outside11

, whereas 
a description normally follows design, and describes the 
behaviour of the system "from the .i n s i.de ?. 

However, in the context of the development of the system, 
the design process may be ob~erved to pass through several 
phases, in which the same document may serve both as a 
description (of the design decisions made up to this phas~ 
and as a specification (for further, more detailed design). 

Amongst th_e many levels of documentation which character 
ise different phases of switching systems design, three 
levels appear to be fundamental, irrespective of whether 
the documentation language is of narrative or diagrammatic 
form. 

A Level 1 document is a specification of the system re 
quirements without prejudice to the choice of switching 
structure, control structure or technology. Level 1 is 
generally dependent only upon the interworking require 
ments between this and other parts of the network. Hence 
the CC ITT R2 and No. 5 signalling specifications are _ex 
amples of Level 1 documents, largely in narrative form. 

A Level 2 document also specifies system requirements, 
but it is system-dependent to the extent that it intro 
duces the design decisions concerning the structure of the 
switchblock (e.g. junctors, switching units and signall 
ing units) and the peripheral units (e.g. markers, scanners 
and drivers) that will drive the switchblock. Level 2 does 
not introduce any design decisions concerning the internal 
structure of the Central Control. Hence Level 2 serves as 
a description of the system behaviour from the point of 
view of its switching structure, and as a specification of 
the behaviour of the Central Control. 

Level 3 introduces the design decisions concerning the 
internal structure of the Central Control (e.g. the inter 
nal queueing structure, and the allocation of central 
memory blocks to call processes, etc.), as well as all 
design deci"sions described in Level 2. Thus Level 3 
serves as a high-level description of the behaviour of 
processes in the system; "high-level" by contrast with 
the flowcharts and lists of coding that serve as the im 
plementation levels in design. 

Within any of these Levels, it is convenient to partition 
the system documentation into several Functional Blocks 
(using the terminology of the CCITT SOL). Examples of the 
typical Functional Blocks one might expect to find in 
each of the three Levels are shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. 
Each Functional Block has only a pa.rtial view of what is 
occurring in the whole system, and each ·Functional Block 
must maintain its own consistent point of view: e.g. per 
call, per-equipment or per-subsystem. Through the inter 
action of the Functional Blocks, the behaviour of the 
total exchange is specified or described. 
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DATA FOR I 
OFF-LINE • 
METERING 

I 
DATA FOR I 
OFF-LINE 
METERING. 

NOTES di) At the exchange boundary. data formats 
for the signals must be specified. but not 
at the internal boundaries-to avoid 
prejudicing the design. 
Iii) mu represents the set of signals required 
from Functional Block i to Functional Block j. 

Fig.1 Example of the partitioning of a Level 1 
switching system specification into 
Functional Blocks 

Further we note that a full description of the system in 
Level 3 will normally include Functional Blocks that are 
never specified in Level 2, but are left to the choice of 
the designers of the Central Control, e.g. the internal 
queueing structure of the system. Similarly, the system 
designers will normally specify certain Functional Blocks 
in Level 2 that were never specified by t~e customer in 
Level 1, e.g. the system recovery and initialization tasks. 

The structure of Levels and Functional Blocks which has 
been introduced in this Section is independent of the 
language chosen for specification and description; it 
serves as a framework in which the techniques of a graph 
ical language such as the CCITT SOL can be flexibly employ 
ed. 

3. INTRODUCTION TO THE SPECIFICATION AND DESCRIPTION 
LANGUAGE 

3.1 THE CONCEPT OF A PROCESS 

The central concept in the CCITT SDL is that of a process. 
This word is not formally defined; its meaning is entirely 
compatible with its use in ordinary English, and also with 
its use in the theory of stochastic processes. Some rele 
vant examples of processes are: any kind of telephone call 
process; a signal-recognition process; a system recovery 
process. In short, the names of the different Functional 
Blocks shown in Figs. 1, 2 _and 3 indicate the nature of 
the processe? belonging to these Blocks. A Functional 
Block may contain one or more processes, but to avoid 
confusion We insist that any given process may only belong 
to one Functional Block, in any given Level. 

It is typical of a process that it passes through several 
states. Often it may be considered as a life-and-death 
process, in which its birth occurs when it leaves some 
"Ld Le " or "initial" state, and its death occurs when it 
return .. s to that original state or goes to some permanent 
terminal state; such a process may have any number of 
lives .. Foi exainple, a call-process may be created by 
assigning a word of memory to an incoming line, initialis 
ed with a memory state meaning "line equipped, in service, 
and idle". Each time the memory stat.e changes from 11 idle" 
to "seizure", a new call is said to be born and only when 
it returns to the idle state is that call considered to 
have died. 

3.2 BASIC DEFINITIONS IN THE CCITT SOL (Ref. 1) 

Signals: a signal is a flow of data conveying information 
to or from a process. A signal may be either in hardware 
or in software fomt. If the information flow is from a 
process described by a Block to a process described by 
another Block it is an external signal. If the flow is 
between processes described by the same Block it is an 
internal signal. 

SIGNAL 2 ,,,. l CALL- 
RECOGNITION ml HANOLI NG 
TASKS TASKS 

m20. I~,, >i'···-- ., 
o::· 
i:3 f pu1u1•n'-V f 
z. ~, 

EXTERNAL 
NETWORK 
SIGNALS m 

Fig.2 Example of the partitioning of a Level 2 
switching system specification into 
Functional Blocks (Compare with Fig.1) 
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Fig. 3 Example of the partitioning of a Level 3 switching 
system description into Functional Blocks 

Inputs: an input is an incoming signal which is recogniz 
ed by a process. In accordance with the definition of 
signals, an input can be internal or external. 

States: a state is a condition in which the action of a 
process is suspended awaiting an input. 

Transitions: a transition is a sequence of actions which 
occurs when a process changes from one state to another 
state in response to an input. (Hence at any given instant, 
a process can only be either in one of its states or else 
in a transition) .. Note that "transition" has been given a 
processing-oriented meaning that does not exist in the 
simple state-transition diagrams well-known to teletraf 
fic engineers in application to birth-and-death equations. 
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Outputs: an output is an action within a transition which 
generates a signal which i_h turn acts as an input else 
where. In accordance with the definition of signals, an 
output can be either internal or external; but note that 
the output is the processing action which generates the 
signal, and not the signal itself. 

Decisions: a decision is an action within a transition 
which asks a question to which the answer can be obtained 
at that instant and chooses·one of several paths to con 
tinue the transition. 

Tasks: a task is any action within a transition which is 
neither a decision nor an output. 

~jQ! l;lymbols 
Flow Lines and Connectors 

State Symbol D Flow Line 

Input Symbols Connector 0 
External L] Convergence ---! 

L] 
Divergence n Internal 

Task Symbol CJ Annotations 

Output Symbols Comment ---------{ 
External C) Signal line ----------- 

Internal ID Format of State Symbol when it 
includes Pictorial Elements 

Decision Symbol ,0. State ~StateTitle 
Number 

State Picture 

Fig.4 Recommended Symbols in the CCITT SOL 

3.3 SYMBOLS OF THE CCITT SDL 

The basic and recommended symbols of the CCITT SOL are 
shown in Fig. 4. These graphical symbols are combined to 
create a diagram that will describe the behaviour of a 
process. Such a diagram may be called a processing state 
transition diagram (PSTD): a PSTD is a graph which 
describes the (required or observed) behaviour of a 
process in terms of its set of possible states, the pro 
cessing transitions between these states, and the inputs 
which cause these transitions. The CCITT SOL is but one 
of several graphical languages that have been proposed 
for PSTDs, but it has the merit of being the only langu 
age to have achieved international standardization. Part 
icular cases of a PSTD, when applied to a call, an equip 
ment, a queue or to overhead (inter-queue) logic, will be 
referred to as a CSTD, ESTD, QSTD and OSTD respectively, 
irrespective of the particular graphical language used to 
represent the processing transitions*. 

To be a legitimate PSTD using the CCITT SDL, a necessary 
condition is that each transition must satisfy the con 
nectivity diagram shown in Fig. 5, starting and ending 
at a state symbol, passing only once through an input 
symbol. This condition eli~inates illegal combinations 
such as a dangling transition that never terminates in a 
state, or t r ais i tions without inputs, etc. 

The CCITT SDL does not restrict the contents of itq major 
symbols; it specifically includes the option of including 
state pictures within a state symbol as a means of iden 
tifying the exact state of a process and also of simpli 
fying the definition of a sequence of processing actions 
within a transition. An example of a Level 1 specifica- 

* The Japanese use the tenn STD in .a sense sufficiently 
,eneral to include all PSTDs. 

~planation 
The SOL symbol types are shown in circles. 
The triangles indicate possible divergence and 
convergence of flowlines,including the special 
case of a single continuing flowline. The 
direction of the arrows shows the permitted 
sequences of symbols 

Fig. 5 Connectivity Diagram for 
Symbols in the SOL 

A-Party handset 
off-hook 

TALKING 

~ ::~O 
KEY TO SYMBOLS FOR PICTORIAL ELEMENTS 

System port 

Path allocated but not connected 

Fig.6a Typical use of state pictures in the specification 
of call-handling processing. ( Level 1) 

Fig. 6b Specification ( Level 1) equivalent to Fig. Ba, 
using the SOL without state pictures. 
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tion of a call-processing transition is shown in Fig. 6. 
The processing required in going from state 4 (ringing) 
to state 5 (Talking) is the same in Fig. 6a, using state 
pictures, as :l..h Fig. Gb, not using state pictures. As 
shown in this example, ~he total processing involved when 
passing from one state to the following state is that 
required to effect the changes in the state pictures, 
together with the processing indicated in any decisions, 
outputs or tasks appearing in the transition between the 
states. 

The CCITT has not yet recommended the use of particular 
symbols for the pictorial elements appearing within state 
pictures: this 'Ls the subject of further study by the 
CCITT's Study Group XI in 1977-80. This paper uses the 
si'ffi:bols for pictorial elements that have been preferred 
in trial use within the Australian administration (Refs. 
2-4), for alternative symbols, see Refs. 5-7. 

4. SYSTEMATIC APPLICATION OF THE SDL TO SYSTEM DOCUMEN 
TATION 
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(Final Version) 

DESIGNERS OF 
SWITCHBLOCK & 
PERIPHERALS 

ENVIRONMENT 
SIMULATION 
GROUP 
System Testing 

TRAFFIC 
ENGINEERS 

Capacity Studies 
for Extensions 

Capacity Studies 

The greater usefulness of the SDL to teletraffic engineer 
ing is this: that the documentation required for simula 
tion studies and system analysis can be generated as a 
natural part of the system design process, with equal 
value to system designers and traffic engineers. 

Fig. 7 proposes a scheme for the systematic application 
of the SOL to system documentation. It asswnes a situa~ 
tion in which the customer has no direct involvement with 
the design of _the switching system, and wishes to provide 
a system independent specification*. Functional syst8m 
specification begins with a set of Level 1 PSTDs, nego 
tiated between customer and supplier. It is expected that 
all the CCITT international signalling specifications 
will appear in SOL form in the next few years, and that 
national signalling specificat6ns will be similarly 
expressed. To show the power of expression of the SDL, a 
Level 1 specification for R2-R2 .transit signalling will 
be provided as a handout (Appendix 1) to this paper. For 
examples of the use of XSTDs in the Level 1 specification 
of sophisticated· local call facilities, see Gale (Ref.4). 

Within the manufacturer's organization, a system specifi 
cation group can prepare a set of Level 2 PSTDs in which 
the hardware structure appropriate to a chosen generic 
design is incorporated. This set of documents needs to be 
negotiated between the sys't em specifiers and designers 
before reaching final status as the Level 1 specification 
for t~e designers responsible for the Central Control. 

The Level 2 CSTD specificationscan be produced by a 
process of syst.ematic modification of the Level 1 CSTDs, 
requiring relatively little effort. The modification 
consists of four steps (see Fig. 8 parts (a) and (b)): 

(a) Modify the Level 1 state pictures to reflect the 
choices of switching structure and signalling equip 
ment modules; 

(b) In the Level 1 transitions, insert the appropriate 
orders for the markers, drivers and other equipment 
peripheral to the Central Control**; 

(c) Relate the signalling states in the Level 1 CSTDs to 
hardware testpoint conditions in the chosen equipment; 
then augment the CSTD to include transitions due to 
those extra testpoint conditions (usually fault con 
ditions) not considered in Level 1; 

When the customer is directly involved in the design 
of the switching System, as occurred in the develop 
ment of the Japanese D10 system, it can be more con 
venient to begin functional specification with an. 
agreed switching structure (trunking diagram), and 
hence commence with Level 2 PSTDs. Several examples 
of such Level 2 specifications are given in Refs. 5-7. 

** This step is not strictlrnecessary if the changes· in 
the state pictures alone are sufficient to determine 
unambiguously the identities of the peripheral equip 
ment needed to effect these changes as well as the 
appropriate orders. 

Fi g. 7 Flow of Level 1, 2 and 3 documents using PSTD s 
( Processing State Transition Diagrams) 

(d) Augment the CSTD to include those equipment-testing 
routines (such as path continuity tests) that the 
system designers decide to include as an intrinsic 
part of a call process. 

Once completed, the Level 2 PSTDs serve not only as a 
specification for the design of the Central Control, but 
also as a specification for the environmental simulation 
team, whose job is to test the functioning of the Central 
Control by simulating its exchange environment. This is 
made possible because the Level 2 PSTDs include not only 
the external exchange signals (as in Level 1), but also 
the output orders to the equipment modules peripheral to 
the Central Control (see Fig. Sb). In addition, the Level 
2 CSTDs can be annotated by traffic engineers to show 
both call-mix data (the probability that the call will 
follow any particular transition from a given state} and 
call-pattern data (the average arrival time of each input 
signal, plus any additional parameters used to model its 
arrival time distribution),as valuable input data for the 
environmental simulation. 

The Level 2 PSTDs do not suffice as a system descrjption 
for capacity studies, since they do not describe the queue 
ing logic that services calls within the system, nor the 
states in which a call is queued for further processing 
work, nor the fates of calls when they recognize inputs 
such as time-outs during queueing states. 

This information is found in Level 3 PSTDs, which describes 
the complete behaviour of processes in the realized system, 
including all fault conditions except those unpredictable 
processor faults which would invalidate the description 
itself. Ideally, from thepoint of view of traffic engineers, 
Level 3 PSTDs can be produced by the designers of the 
Central Control themselves as a natural part of the design 
process, preceding the design of program flowcharts and 
coding. Once customers start demanding a full system 
description using the CCITT SDL, it is likely that the 
designer~ will be given the responsibility for the pro 
duction of.the Level 3 diagrams. If the designers are 
committed to a design process using other documentation 
techniques, the Level 3 PSTDs can be produced retrospec 
tively as a higher~level description of the logic which 
the designers have already implemented. This may seem a 
for~idable task, but it can be simplified enormously if 
the starting point is the Level 2 documentation. 

To convert Level 2 PSTDs to Level 3 PSTDs, the following 
steps can be performed systematically (see Figs. Sb & Be): 

(a) Extend the Level 2 state picture~ to include those 
software cells and timers that are allocated to the 

process during these states. (If a software cell is 
allocated permanently to a process, e.g. a "line 
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(c) LEVEL 3 DESCRIPTION Of THE PROCESSING WORK SPECIFIED IN (a) AND (b) 

FIG. 8 COMPARISON OF LEVEL 1. 2 AND 3 DOCUMENTATION OF THE SAME PROCESSING WORK 
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equipment category word" for a call, there is no 
point in adding this infonnation to the state pie 
tures). 

(b) Draw and define extra states corresponding to all 
suspended processing states that may occur in between 
the Level 2 states. Their state pictures should indi 
cate that further processing action has been schedul 
ed. 

(c) For each state in the PSTD, identify the effects of 
all possible inputs (particularly line signals, 
registrer signals, time-outs and further processing 
actions), showing the processing transitions and the 
new states reached in every case. The processing 
transitions should include all decisions that affect 
the fate of a call, e.g., that decide the extent to 
which it will be delayed, or whether it will succeed 
or fail. 

In practice, it is useful to annotate the flowlines in 
the Level 3 PSTDs so as to identify the software programs 
which are utilized in each transition. In this way, pro 
cessing actions summarized concisely in the Level 3 
PSTDs can be checked againsttheir more detailed descrip 
tions in the lower level system documentation. (These 
annotations are not shown in Fig. Sc). 

5. APPLICATION TO SYSTEM SIMULATION 

Perhaps the most general and basic difficulty encountered 
in the simulation of a switching system occurs when the 
implementation documentation is not suitable as a func 
tional description for simulation modelling. The traffic 
engineer is confronted with the flowcharts for perhaps 
100 k words of program code; he has to separate the 
relevant from the irrelevant, putting aside those pro 
grams and routines which will not affect system capacity; 
he has to re-orient the system description from one con 
cerned with the efficient execution of modularized switch 
ing functions, to one primarily concerned with the fre 
quencies of delay and loss of calls through the system. 
If he does not adequately re-orient the system descrip 
tion, he will become overly preoccupied with mea~urements 
that are meaningful to the system designers, but which 
have only secondary relevance or even no relevance what 
soever, to the calculation of system capacity. 

Then, when the traffic engineer has designed and coded a 
compact simulation model of perhaps 5 k statements, it is 
likely that his own system description - of the simulation 
model - will be heavily oriented to the particular com 
puter simulation language used, and hence not readily 
comprehended by the system designers, who will have dif 
ficulty in checking the simplifying assumptions introduc 
ed into the simulation model, if they are indeed brave 
enough to attempt to check them. 

This may seem a gloomy scenario, but I believe it is more 
typical than untypical of the state of the art of switch 
ing system simulation in the world today: in which the 
traffic engineer has great difficulty in penetrating the 
documentation of the reel system, and in which the system 
designers have equal difficulty in penetrating the docu 
mentation of the traffic simulation model. This difficulty 
in communication does not prevent reasonably accurate 
estimates being obtained for system capacity, but is does 
lead to the following typical costs and overheads: 

(a) changes in the system design usually necessitate 
changes in the coding of the simulation model, rather 
than simply changes in the input data to that model; 

(b) effectively a new simulation model is designed for 
each significantly different network application of a 

switching system. 

The thought occurs that, if it is reasonable to assume 
that the behaviour of any contemporary SPC switching system 
can be described using a set of PSTDs, then a machine 
which can read a set of PSTDs and then simulate the be 
haviour of that set of PSTDs will be a truly generic simu 
lation model, capable of simulating any contemporary SPC 
switching system. This machine would riot; only be free from 

the costs and overheads mentioned in the previous para 
graph; it would also have the advantage,that the PSTDs can 
serve as common documentation for the real system and the 

simulation model itself. 

The appropriate documentation would consist of Level 3 
PSTDs in which estimates of processing times are given for 
each significant transition. The significant transitions 
are those whose probabilitites of execution, from the point 
of view of traffic engineering, are not negligible, and 
whose execution affects the traffic capacity of the ex 
change. Exclusion of non-significant transitions from 
consideration is motivated as much by the desire to mini 
mize the work of the system designers in estimating pro 
cessing times as to reduce the qua~tity of input data to 
the simulation model. 

Since the CCITT SDL is currently applicable to sequential 
ly functioninq processes only, it would be necessary to first 

partition the system into its minimum number of sequential 
machines: thus each central processor, each peripheral 
device, and even the autonomous system clock may need to 
be identified separately. Having made this first "horizon 
tal" partition of the system, a second "vertical" part 
ition of the system would be advantageous (see Fig. 9), 
dividing each sequential machine into three Functional 
Blocks, whose Level 3 PSTDs are called: 

(i) the OSTD (Overhead STD), which describes the inter 
queue logic, including for example the scanning 
logic in a central processor; 

(ii) the QSTD (Queue STD), which describes the intra 
queue (queue-handling) logic for each queue in this 
sequential machine; 

(iii) The CSTD (Call STD), which describes the call 
processes as handled by this sequential machine. 

The partition of the total queueing structure into an 
OSTD and QSTD is particularly convenient for the central 
processor, in which a ihul,ti-queue structure typically 
occurs. (In the case 0£ the peripheral devices and the 
system clock, no OSTD is necessary if each of these de 
vices acts as a single-queue or zero-queue subsystem: 
see Fig. 9). It is believed typical of SPC system design 
that individual changes in the system design will tend to 
create changes in only one of the OSTD, QSTD or CSTD but 
rarely two of these at a time. For example, a change· in 
the overload control strategy is likely to necessitate a 
change in the OSTD for the central processors alone; and 
the addition of a new call-handling facility is likely to 
change the CSTDs alone. 

An example of the interaction between parts of the OSTD, 
QSTD and CSTD for a central processor is shown in Fig. 10. 

In order to prepare the diagrams as input data to the 
simulation, it is of course necessary to obtain estimates 
of the processing times in all significant transitions in 
the Level 3 PSTDs. In practice, most of these estimates 
will be constant times; a small minority will ·require 
modelling with a particular random distribution of proces 
sing times. 

Since the purpose of this Section is to be suggestive 
rather than prescriptive, it is not intended to go into 
details of the preparation of the Level 3 PSTDs as input 
data. Suffice to say that each significant transition in 
a Level 3 PSTD can be assigned an input data "oe Ll. 1', 
consisting of a well-defined list of parameters, such as: 
transition time; output signals to be sent to other 
processes; the identities of queues or devices whose oc 
cupancy counters must be incremented or decremented dur 
ing this transition; the next state of the process; and 
the identity of the PSTD to which control is returned. In 
cases where any of these parameters are not predetermined, 
special characters can be used to identify library sub 
routines which will generate the req~ired data. 

During the author's work as a consultant engineer in Ma 
drid in 1975-76, he has contributed to the design of a 
generic simulation model with a more modest range of ap 
plication, being content to simulate the behaviour of a 
particular SPC transit exchange in a wide range of net 
work applicatio~s. The scheme of partitions shown in Fig.9 
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Processor 
No.1 

EJ•··· 
lnsro, j, ••• 
I CSTOs j , ••• 

Processor Marker 
No.p No.I 

8 H 

I OSTDs I ~ 
lcsrns ! a 

Marker System 
No.m Clock 

(-) .... 1-1 

josro I (Periodic .... reappearance) 

~ .... (Tim in, 
action 

Fig.9 PSTDs for the Simulation Model: Partition of the 
exchange 'horizontally" into sequential machines 
and "vertically" into Functional Blocks 

KEY, (1g} = System clock running 

fCL = System clock has expired 

S1 ;: Signal transferring control 

from OSTO to O,STO 

q1 = Signal returning control 

from O,STD to OSTD 

Test 
Next 
Oueue 

IDENTIFY CALL processing action). 
s1,q1, See key to OSTD 
n = No.of calls in a, 
L = Capocity of 01 
a1 = Signal transferring 

control from o,sro 
to CSTO. 

f1 = Signal returning control 
from CSTD to 01STO. 

CSTD-Showing only two of several possible transitions initiated by signal a, 

KEY• a1• f1, see key to QSTO 
(';\=schedule further 
\:Y action via queue 02 

Note: By convention, <EJ is 
taken for granted and is 
not normally shown in 
the CSTO 

Fig.10 Interactions between OSTD, QSTD and CSTD 
in a Central Control processor 

was used, and the starting point for the development of 
the Level 3 PSTDs was the set of Level 2 CSTDs produced 
by the system specification group. The traffic engineering 
team found it possible to develop a complete set of rele 
vant CSTDs, QSTDs and OSTD many months in advance of the 
coding of the real system, by consultation with the system 
designers. Preliminary estimates of processing times have 
been inserted in the input data to the simulation model, 
in advance of the accurate estimates obtainable·when the 
system is fully implemented. In this way, the traffic 
engineering team is able to produce results which will 
influence the detailed design decisisons, before the 
system has been implemented as a 11fait accornpli11

• 

6. APPLICATION TO ANALYSIS 

Since the previous International Teletraffic Congress in 
1973, several papers have been published, notably Refs. 9 
and 10, on the difficult problem of analysing the traffic 
capacity of an entire local telephone system or telephone 
network, and its performance during overload conditions. 
Since these global analyses must take into account customer 
behaviour, traffic dispersion and all significant forms of 
congestion in the network, the algebraic forms of their 
solutions are inevitably very complicated. 

It is the author's belief that such global analyses can 
be significantly aided if a Level 3 CSTD is used as the 
basic model to define the range of dynamic behaviour of 
the call processes in the given system. The Level 3 CSTD 
has the following relevant properties: 

(a) it shows every possible fate of the call (excluding 
those extreme processor fault conditions which would 
violate the logic of the CSTD) and hence includes the 
effects of all relevant call-failu~e mechanisms; 

(b) its state pictures enable one to relate the analytical 
model to the allocation of equipment, supervisory 
timers and queues to calls in the real system, and 
hence to manipulate the analytical solution according 
to changes in the system design; 

(c) its properties as a directed graph (or signal-flow 
graph) can be exploited to produce a formula for the 
probability of call-failure, taking into account all 
siJnificant mechanisms of call-failure. 

These ideas have been explored in an earlier paper by the 
author (Ref. 3); a brief outline will be given here to 
show their general thrust. 

Fig.11 Signal-flow graph showing all call set-up paths 
in a given Level 3 CSTD(Ref.3, Fig.1) 

A call's progress can be viewed as a random path through 
a CSTD, starting at the idle state and passing from state 
to state via the permitted transitions. As an example, 
Fig. 11 is a subgraph of a Level 3 CSTD (Ref. 3, Fig. 1), 
reduced to nodes and flowlines, showing the permitted paths 
from the idle state {node 0) to the conversation state 
(node 5). Any CSTD using the CCITT SDL can be reduced to 
such a simple signal-flow graph by replacing the state 
symbols and decision symbols with numbered nodes, absorb 
ing the othe~ major SDL symbols (inputs, outputs and tasks) 
into the flowlines that connect them, and discarding all 
flowline and nodes that are not part of call set-up 
sequences. 

A probability function Pm,n can be assqciated with each 
flowline in a CSTD1s signal-flow graph: 

Definition 1: Pm n= probability that a call currently in 
node m will make' its n:xt transition to node n. 

Using the convenient algebra of signal-flow graphs, the 
total probability of reaching node 5 from node O in 
Fig. 11 can be written down by inspection: 
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P0,12p12,13p13,2P2,14p14,15p15,16p16,4p4,5 

(1-~13,1p1,13) (1-P14,8p8,14) 
(1) 

put forward with the hope of benefiting both the customer 
and the supplier; it is the suggestion of the author as 
an individual, and has yet to be considered within Tel 
corn Australia. 

The system's probability of loss for this type of call 
might typically be defined as (1-P5,5) under the assump 
tions that the calling subscriber is "in service" (P12,13= 
1) and actually attempts a call (P0,12=1). The problem 
remains of relating the individual transition probabili 
ties Prn,n to the basic parameters of the telephone net 
work. 

In the cases of signdl flow from a decision node, the tran 
sition probabilities can generally be evaluated either 
from traffic dispersal statistics (for such decisions as 
DIGIT ANALYSIS) or by applying classic traffic theory to 
link congestion in the exchange (for such decisions as 
DIGIT RECEIVER AVAILABLE?). 

In the case of s i.qne L flow fro:m a state node, the .transi 
tions are triggered by inputs, whi"ch are time-dependent 
events; the probability of a call taking a particular tran 
sition corresponding to event #'1 is of course the probabi, 
lity that event #1 occurs before any of the events #2, #3, 
... #N. 

Definition 2: P{#1<(#2,#3, ... #N)}= the probability that 
event #1 occurs before any of the events #2, #3 .. and #N. 

Definition 3: qi(t)= the probability that event #i occurs 
in the time interval (O,t). 

Theorem 1: 

For N statistically independent events #1, #2, ... #N, 

oc N 
P{#1< (#2,#3, ... ,#N) }= J q TT (1'-q, )dt (2) 

0 
1 

i=2 
1 

where the time origin is chosen so that q1 (O)=O for all i. 

Ref. 3 proves this simple theorem and gives tables of 
results for (a) pairs of compe t i.nq events, and (b) trios 
of competing events, when several arrival distributions, 
typical for telphony events, are substituted for the qi (t). 

NOTE: As a consequence of Theorem 1, an additional result, 
useful for calculating device occupancy, cna be given in 
terms of the already defined probability functions. For a 
given state w'i.t.h N statisticaily independent input events, 
the time t spent in that state can be given a cumulative 
distribution function F(t)=P{1<t}, evaluated as 

N 
F(t)• E q, (t).P{#i<(all#k:kfi)} 

i=1 
1 

Since each state picture indicates the devices occupied 
during that call $tate, equation (3) can be used to calcu 
late the distribution function for device occupancy times, 
if it is valid to assume that the time the call spends in 
transitions is negligible compared to the time it spends 
in states. 

7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This paper has introduced a general classification of three 
levels of system documentation in order to aid discussion 
of the applications of the CCITT SDL to traffic engineer 
ing. (It should be noted that the CCITT's draft Recommenda 
tion, Ref. 1 does not itself include any cl~ssification 
scheme for levels of system documentation, although it 
assumes that the SDL will be applied to more than one 
level within a hierarchical scheme of system documentation). 

Perhaps the key suggestion in this paper is the systematic 
application of the CCITT SDL to the specification, design/ 
and description of processes in SPC switching systeffis, 
using the scheme iJlustrated by Fig. 7. This soheme enables 

the documentation required by traffic engineers for capa 
city studies to be generated as an integral part of the 
design process. The same documentation, in its final 
version, also serves the customer as a high-level des 
cription of the behaviour of the system. This proposal is 
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LEVEL 1 SPECIFICATION OF R2-R2 TRANSIT SIGNALLING (ANALOGUE VERSION) ITCB/Paper 313/APPENDIX I 

(This specification comprises Appendix I to the paper "Anp L'l c a t t ons of Processing State Transition DiagrBms 
to Traffic Engineering'by P.H. Gerrand). 

1. INTRO DUCT ION 

This Appendix demonstrates the application of the CCITT SDL (Specification and Description Language) to 

the specification of the call-handling tasks required in R2-R2 transit signalling (with the analogue 

version of line signalling). The graphical specification of the call-handling tasks, shown in Section 

4 below, has been extracted from the CCITT narrative Recommendations Q.350-Q.356 and Q.361-Q.368 of the 

Green Book, Vol. VI, 1972. The effect of pilot failures in the transmission equipment on call-handling 

has been omitted from this graphical specification, for convenience in preparing this example, but 

otherwise all sequences of line and register signals that impinge upon call-handling are believed to 

have been taken into account. 

That part of the telephone exchange concerned with R2-R2 transit signalling is considered to be 

partitioned functionally into three Functional Blocks, as follows, without prejudice to methods of 

implementing the system. 

m02 
2 

m21 
1 

ml3 
3 

External Recogn{tion & R2-R2 Timers super- 
Network Signals Transmission of - Call-handling vising external 

R2 signals m31 signals 
I 20 L 

L---Exchange Roundary----- 

2. INPUT AND OUTPUT SIGNALS RELEVANT TO FUNCTION AL BLOCK 

2.1 The input signals recognized by the call-handling processes are as follows 

where jI incoming junction (line) signal TONE ON; j0 
outgoing junction (line) signal TONE ON; 

(b) 

jI = incoming junction (line) signal TONE OFF; j0= outgoing junction (line)signal TONE OFF; 

d = (forward) multifrequency code (register signal) DIGIT RECOGNIZED. 

d = (forward) multi frequency code (register signal) NO DIGIT RECOGNIZED ("NO TONE"). 

b = backward multifreouency code (register signal) DIGIT RECOGNIZED. 

b = backward multifrequency code (register signal) NO DIGIT RECOGNIZED ("NO TONE"), 

i = 1 to 11) 

where t. 
1 

expiry of the corresponding supervisory timer Ti. 

2.2 The output signals from the call-handling processes are defined pictorially, as explained in the 

following Section 3. 

3. KEY TO PICTORIAL ELEMENTS IN THE STATE PICTURES 

interface with incoming junction (ICJ), with b ackw ar d line signal TONE ON. 

interface with ICJ, with backward line signal TONE OFF. 

interface with outgoing junction (OGJ), with forward line signal TONE ON. 

interface with OGJ, with forward line signal TONE OFF. 

multifrequency code (MFC) sender, transmitting register signal A6. 

(Other abbreviations for MFC signals include:NT= No Tone; INFO TONE= information tone, 

such as busy tone). 
NOTE Tables 2, 3, 4 and 5 of CCITT Ree. Q. 361 should be consulted for the explanation of 

the meaning of each register signal. 

MFC re.ce.iver. (For signal conditions d, d, b and b, see section 2.1 above) 

path connected, whereas 

supervisory timer Ti is running. 

= path reserved but not connected. 
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4 SPECIFICATION OF THE R2-R2 TRANSIT CALL-HANDLING PROCESS 

1
NOTE 6: THE BACKWARD 
SIGNAL Z0A4,Al5,B1-B5 
OR B8-B15. IF STATE 3 
IS REACHED VIA A TIME-OUT 
THEN THE Al.,A15 OR Bl. 

--- SIGNAL 15 SENT IN PULSED FORM 
At.= CONGESTION IN NATIONAL 

NETWORK 
A15= CONGEST!ON IN 

INTERNATIONAL NETWORK 

1 ICLEAR-BACK SENT 

{

NOTE 1: THE JJ SIGNAL 
____ WILL NOT BE RECOGNIZED 

WITHIN 100 ms OF 
ENTERING STATE l. 

NOTE 2: Ax CAN BE 1 
ANY ONE OF THE 
FOLLOW!NG S!GNALS: - 
A 1, A2,A5,A7-A 14 SEND 

z=At.0RA15 

NOTE 5:THE MFC} 
SIGNAL A• SENT 
BACKWARD 15 
NORMALLY THE - 
SAME AS THE b 
SIGNAL RECEIVED 

YES 

450ms}------ 

{

NOTE 1: 
IN STATE 2, 

_
1
_ _ RECOGNITION OF Jr 

e.g NEW SEIZURE,1S 
DEFERRED UNTIL 
STATE 0 

iNOTE 3: A3 = "ADDRESS COMPLETE 
CHANGE OVER TO RECEPTION OF B SIGNALS" 

NOTE 4: IF THE A3 SIGNAL IS RECEIVED 
IN PULSED FORM, IT SHOULD BE RETRANSMITTED 
IN PULSED FORM IN STATE 13 

{
SAME BACKWARD 

--- SIGNAL AS IN STATE 7 
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B15 

{

NOTE s:THE Jo 
SIGNAL MUST BE 

- IGNORED WITHIN 
75 ms OF 
ENTERING STATE 19 
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23 I START SENDING A3 PULSE 

l1~cJ -------~GJ Jo 

FC C •~• C I \:,g,I NT 1
NOTE 9 : SEE NOTE 3, p 2 

NOTE 10: THE ASTERISKS IMPLY 
- THAT THE STATES OF THE MFC 

RECEIVERS ARE IGNORED DURING 
STATES 23, 24 ANO 25 

--~OOms 

CLEAR FORWARD SEQUE>U}I_ 

-~ ----{"'LL PUTS 

p2 

CLEAR BACK SEQUENCE }1 
·~ 

p.2 

CLEAR-OOWN FOLLOWING} 1 
TIME-OUT IN INCOMING --- TI 
MFG SEQUENCE 

-----a· 

24 I MIDDLE OF A3 PULSE 

CLEAR-DOWN FCllDWING }y 
TIME-OUT IN OUTGOING -- TO 
MFC SEQUENCE 

---.8' 

GENERA.L "uNSUCCESSFU( SEQUENCE 1--1UIS 
tN WH!CH THE REASON FOR THE LACK 
OF SUCCESS IS EXPLAINED VIA A BACKWARD 
MFC SIGNAL,eg. A4, A15.B2-B5. B8-816 ~ 

NOTE11~THE LINE CONDITION} 
Jo OR Jo IS IGNORED --- 
DURING THIS STATE 

!MD• 

OGJ SEIZED FOR NEW CALL } 
AS A CONSEQUENCE OF THE 
PATH SEARCH PROCEDURE FOR ----)SE!ZURE 
THE NEW CALL, SHOWN BET'NEEN 
STATES 4 ANO 6 (p.2) 
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Discussion 
M, WIZGALL, Germany : You have pointed ou;t in yoWL papeJt 
;tha,t: :the SVL j_)., a good toct. t» d<¼cJube and doc.wnent 
1.,wdc.hing 1.,yJ.,;/;eftl-6. RegaJtding :the 1.,,imulauon 06 a 
1.,wdc.hlng 1.,y1.,;tem, you mentioned ;that d would be good ;to 
d<¼cJube bath :the !teal 1.,y1.,;tcrnJ., and ;the model by meaM 06 
SVL. Tw would all.Jo make d eM<ly pMI.Jible ro c.ompaJte 
1tealdy and model and ;to enhanc.e ;the 1.,peed ;to c.oM;/;ltuct 
and ;to pltOve 1.,,imulauon modw. M you have wltdten a 
1.,imulauon p1tOg1tamme Ming SVL, c.ould you c.ompMe uou». 
method wdh the. othe». one/2 1tega1tding time t» c.on1.,;tltuct 
and t» debug a 1.,,imulwon p1tOg1tamme. Whic.h 1.,,imulauon 
language Ma well wdh SVL. 

P. GERRAND, Australia : Thank you 601t yoWL qu<¼tion. The 
time :taken ;to c.oM;/;ltuct and debug a 1.,imulauon p1tog1tamme 
dependl.J upon :the abiliu<¼ 06 the. d<¼igneJtJ., and p1tog1tam 
meJtJ.,, and ;the qualdy 06 ;the c.ompu;teJt 1.,imulilion language 
Med, M well M tn« intelugibd<ly and avadabd<ly 06 
;the sus tem d<¼cJuption. Falt ;thj_).,. 1teMJn, d M paMible 
601t an ad hoe. 1.,imulwon ;to be c.on1.,;tltucted and debugged M 
e6£iuently M a mo1te 1.,y1.,;temilic. method, pnovi.ded ;tha,t: 
;the 1.,y1.,;tem d<¼cJU,ption M bo;th intelligible and c.omplete. 

Falt iM:tanc.e, I have co: enved ;tha,i: the. time 1tec1u,i,Jted to 
c.oM;tltuct and debug c.onveilional 1.,,imulauon modw may 
1tange between 4 man-monthl.J and 4 man-yea1t1.,, 601t 1.,im,Lla!t 
1.,wdc.hing 1.,y1.,;tem1.,, depending upon :the d<¼igneJtJ.,, and 
p1tog1tammeJtJ.,' ab~e/2 and expeuenc.e. 

The impolttant advantage 06 Ming ;the SVL M ;the 1.,y1.,;tem 
de/2 cJuptio11 601t ;the 1.,imulilion 1.,;tudy, j_)., ;tha,t: ;tw 1.,y1.,;tem 
d<¼cJuption c.a11 bec.ome available ;to :the ;tlta66ic. engineeJtJ., 
at a muc.h eaJtl,i,eJt 1.,;tage in th« 1.,y1.,;tem d<¼ign, and henc.e 
;the ;tlta66ic engineeJtJ., c.an make a mo1te valuable c.ontlLibuuon 
;to th« 1.,y1.,;tem d<¼ign, by c.ompaJt,i,ng :the e66ect 06 cli66eJtent 
1.,06:twaJte d<¼ign c.hoic.e/2. My expeuence in Madlt~d WM 
;that, 1.,:taJtu11g wdh Level Z CSTV1.,, and 6oUowing 
dM cM1.JioM will ;the M6:twMe d<¼igneJtJ., c.onceJtning :thw 
intenuonl.J, we weJte able to c.omplete ;the Level 3 diag1tam6 
needed 60ft a 1.,,Lmulwon model in Z man-monthl.J; and ;t/ij_J., 
oc.c.Ultlted many monthl.J in adva11c.e 06 :the c.oding Ob ;the !teal 
1.,yMem. 

In aMWeJt to yoWL I.Jee.and qu<¼tion, th« Me 06 th« SVL in a 
Level 3 1., y1.,;tem d<¼ cJuption does not p!tej udic.e ;the choic.e 
06 1.,imulilion language used, My own expeuenc.e WM wdh 
SIMSCRIPT, bu;t SIMULA OIL 1.,eve1tal o:theJt even-by-event 
1.,,Lmulilion language/2 would have been equally 1.,uaable. 
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A Mathematical Model of Telephone Traffic Dispersion in 
some Australian Metropolitan Networks 
A. W. DUNSTAN 
Telecom Australia, Brisbane, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

Analysis of measurements of point to point traffics in 
telephone networks in some Australian State capitals 
leads to a form of gravity model in which the explanatory 
variables are radial distance and telephone service 
density. The modeL is extended to estimate "own e xchanqe " 
traffic and to include an "adjacency factor". A way is 
suggested of forecasting point to point traffic flows 
incorporating the inflUence of exchange parameters as well 
as measurements of initial point to point traffic flows. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Metropolitan telephone networks in Australian State 
Capitals contain many exchanges linked by a-complex 
junction network in which a considerable number of 
direct and alternate routes can be provided. 

To dimension such a network for economical use of plant, 
reliable estimates of point to point traffic flows are 
needed. A programme of traffic dispersion measurements 
has been under way for some- years to provide these 
estimates. The measurement programme makes the implicit 
assrnrq;,tion that traffic dispersion is a reasonably stable 
characteristic of the originating exchange. Forecasts of 
future point to point traffic are made starting from that 
assumption. 

In the analysis of economic and social interaction between 
groups of people, mathematical models known as gravity 
models have often been used to explain the volume of trade 
or travel etc. The family of models explains the intensity 
of interaction as being directly proportional to the size 
of the origin group and to the size of the destination 
group and inversely proportional to some power of the 
distance between the two groups. The name gravity model 
is applied because of the resemblance to the 
mathematical form of the law of physical gravitation. 

A pilot study(l) gave reason to think that a gravity 
model is appropriate to explain the dispersion of 
telephone traffic from an origin exchange to various 
destination exchanges. However a model using only sizes 
and distance as the explanatory ve r i.ab l.e s may significantly 
underestimate traffic in some cases and overestimate in 
others. Demographic factors also appeared to have an 
important influence on traffic dispersion. 

This paper develops a general model for estimating point 
to point traffics directly from the exchange parameters. 

2. NETWORK TRAFFIC FORECASTING 

Before attenpting to forecast point to point traffic 
flows in a future. network it is necessary to estimate 
for each exchange:- 

The area to he served (and hence the exchange 
location) 

The number of services to be connected 

Average calling and terminating traffic 
rates per service. 

From that information the future originating and 
terminating traffic at each exchange can be estimated. 

Kruithof(2) developed his method of double factors 
which starts with a given set of initial point to 
point traffics 

X .. iJ 

X'., 1.J 

Traffic originating at exchange i 
and terminating at exchange j 

and transforms th'ese into a new set of point to point 
traffics 

where x: . 
1.J 

~ X' ij 

i X' ij 

where 0. 
1. 

T. 
J 

new traffic originating at exchange i 
and terminating at exchange j 

a ·constant associated with exchange i 
as an origin 

a constant associated with exchange 
as a destination. 

The method consists of finding the values of the factors 
Pi and qj which will cause the following constraints to 
be satisfied: 

0, 
1. 

T. 
J 

L T. = y 
J J 

Total traffic originating at 
exchange i 

Total traffic terminating at 
exchange j 

Y = Total traffic originating and 
terminating in the network 

The method appears to work very satisfactorily for short 
run forecasts. However it produces a final solution 
uniquely determined by the initial pattern of traffic 
flows and is in no way able to take account of 
demographic changes. This weakness is most clearly 
app_arent in forecasting traffic flows to and from new 
exchanges. 

Bear and Seyrnour(3) describe a method where, in the 
absence of detailed measurements of point to point 
traffics, these can be. estimated from a gravity 
model. These are used as the starting point for a 
forecast using the method of double factors. 

3. COEFFICIENT OF PREFERENCE 

In order to analyse the dispersion of 'point to point 
traffic from exchanges of different s i.z e, location, 
traffic rate etc., a dimensionless measure is needed for 
the tendency of an originating exchange to direct 
traffic to a particular destination exchange. 

For each origin i and destination j, a coefficient 
of preference can be defined as: 
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K .. 
1J 
~y 

Qi \ 

where K, , 
1J 

•••••••••• (1) 

the coefficient of preference which 
origin exchange i exhibits for 
calling exchange j 

In some early work it was implicitly assumed that 
the coefficients of preference were the same for 
each destination and for all origins, and that 
they remain constant as the network develops. It 
is now widely accepted that the first assumption is 
not generally true and Bear<4l points out that the 
assumption that the coefficients of preference 
remain constant as -a network of exchanges develops, 
can lead to unacceptable predictions. 

This paper investigates how coefficients of 
preference vary throughout me t ropo Li, tan networks 
and explains this variation in terms of exchange 
parameters using a mathematical model of the form: 

•••••••••• (2) 

w 

estimated value of K .. 
1J 

1 if the destination exchange is 
adjacent to the originating 
exchange and is further from the 
centre of the city and has less 
than 2 000 services 
(otherwise W = 0) 

D .. 
1J distance from exchange i to 

exchange j in kilometres 

telephone services per hectare in 
the service area of originating 
exchange i 

The model is not expected to explain every cause of 
variation in coefficients of preference so at the 
end of the analysis the original observed coefficients 
of preference are transformed by the model into 
residual coefficients of preference defined as: 

K 
-2i!.2l. 
Kij(E) 

.••••••••• (3) 

where Kij (R) = residual coefficients of 
preference 

Kij (0) = observed coefficient of 
preference 

4. THE SAMPLE ANALYSED 

In order to reduce the data handling problem to 
manageable proportions a sample of the available 
measurements of traffic dispersion has been selected 
for analysis. The sample was chosen to give a large 
coverage of the Brisbane telephone network by 
selecting recent measurements at twenty six different 
origin exchanges in a representative range of locations 
and sizes. Five earlier readings at four of these 
locations were also included for comparison. 

Seventeen Perth network origins were selected in a 
representative range of sizes and locations. At the 
time of analysis only five Adelaide network readings 
were available and all were included. 

The Appendix contains data on which this study is based. 
For each origin, base data is shown in Table I. An 
illustrative sample for two origin exchanges in the 
Brisbane network is shown in Table II. 

5. DISTANCE EFFECT 

In gravity models it is usual to use the travel route 
distance between the two centres under consideration 
to account for the fall in preference as distance 
increases. Of the 945 point to point traffics which 
were analysed in Brisbane, fifty two were identified 
where the route distance was appreciably greater than 
the point to point distance. In most (but not all) of 
these cases the use of route distance instead of 
point to point distance in a gravity model would 
have given a better agreement between the observed 
coefficient of preference and one estimated from a 
gravity model. 

However it was decided to carry out analysis on the 
basis of point to point distance, because 

(a) in most cases this was little different 
from the route distance; 

(b) data handling is greatly facilitated; 

(c) it is possible to include a correction later 
for the difference in distance (see paragraph 10) 

6. PERCEPTION OF DISTANCE 

Using a single value of distance exponent in a gravity 
model to describe telephone users calling patterns. 
implies that callers all through the network share a 
common scale of perception of the distance of the 
other telephone services they call and that they 
exhibit the same "preference slope" favouring nearby 
telephone services. 

The gravity model for that would be 

K .. 
1J 

where Ao and n are constants, which are the 
same for all originating exchanges and A2 is 
a scale factor of distance. 

The fifty three sets of data were analysed to estimate 
a set of coefficients Ai and ni for each individual 
originating exchange i. These were far from constant. 
Using mean values of A0 and n in a simple gravity 
model like that used by Bear and Seymour<3l would, 
in the Australian networks studied, give rise to 
errors up to 300% in some cases. We must give up 
the assumption of a common "preference slope" and 
consider a family of gravity models of the form 

where.Ai 

Comparing equations (4) and (5) shows that testing 
equation (5) for common scale of perception of 
distance requires testing the hypothesis that 

A. 
1 

A. 
1 

Ai {f--/ 
ij 

•••••••••• (4) 

•••••••••• (5) 

a constant for originating 
exchange i 

a constant for originating 
exchange i 

Regression of the fifty three sets of the observed values 
of Ai on ni yielded the equation 

ni 
0.556(20. 79) 

•••••••••• (6) 

•••••••••• (7) 
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with a correlation coefficient of 0,99, The 
coefficients A0 and A2 for the model are thus 
estimated to be: 

AO = 0.556 

A2 = 20. 79 

The concept of a common scale of perception of distance 
by all telephone users, is thereby strongly supported. 
This perception scale uses a unit distance of about 
twenty one kilometres. The values of Ai and ni are 
shown in Table I in the Appendix. 

7. PREFERENCE SLOPE 

The preference slope (ie the exponent of distance ni} 
varied over the range 0.14 to 2.4. 

This analysis confirmed the pilot study(l} suggestion 
that distance exponent is a function of telephone 
service density. The equation 

"· 1 
l 0.399 

{1.1130.l 
1 

where pi 

•••••••••• (8) 

telephone services per hectare at 
exchange i, 

fitted the data with a correlation coefficient of 
0.76. Model coefficients A3 and A4 of equation 
(2) are estimated to be 

1.113 

0.399 

Values of p. are listed in Table I in the 
Appendix. 

1 

telephone service density, 

8. ADJACENCY EFFECT 

After analysing for the effects of distance and 
telephone service density the effects of adjacency 
were examined. Exchanges were classed as adjacent 
if they have a common boundary but not adjacent if 
the exchange areas meet only at a point or are 
separated by a physical barrier such as a river. 

Of the 1 568 point to point traffics analysed, 180 
involved pairs of exchanges which are adjacent. These 
readings are indicated by the letter 11A11 following the 
observed coefficient of preference Kij(o} in Table II 
in the Appendix; if the destination is also further from 
the centre of the city the letters "AF" are printed and 
if the destination exchange also has less than 2 000 
working services, the letters "AFS" are printed. A 
residual factor was calculated as the ratio of the 
observed coefficient of preference to the coefficient 
estimated from the model in equation (2) using 
coefficients Ao, A2, A3, A4 as estimated above and 
setting Al to unity. There are twenty five observations 
marked "AFS". For these the geometric mean residual 
factor is 2.42. For the other 160 cases of adjacency 
the geometric mean residual factor= 1.17. 

This finding estimates the coefficient of equation (2) 
which accounts for adjacency effect to be: 

w 

(2. 42) w 

where A1 

.......... (11) 

adjacency factor 

1 if AFS occurs, 

otherwise w = 0 

SELF DISTANCE 

Though the adjacency effect only applies to small 
parcels of traffic in Australian cities studied, it 
operates most commonly in rapidly developing areas 
on the outer fringe. 

Telephone callers in Australia are not thought to 
give any weight to whether the number they are calling 
is connected to their own exchange or to a different 
one. 

However due to the nearness of 11 own exchange II subscribers 
the traffic to "own exchange11 is usually quite high. 
Values ranging from 6.5% to 42.5% of originated traffic 
were found in the data. 

Rewriting equation (4) for own exchange traffic allows 
"s e Lf distance" to be estimated as 

The most important inference of the adjacency effect is 
that the strong preference observed for short haul calls 
to such areas should not be expected to persist when the 
new area becomes more closely populated. 

Two examples of successive measurements involving 
adjacency effects occur in the data. The residual factors 
for -these cases are shown below. 

Mt Gravatt - Eight Mile Plains 

Date Observed Factor Factor from Equation (11) 
1 

D .. 
11 

A. 
{-2-) ni 
K .. 
11 

•••••••••• (9) 

where D., 
11 

and K .. 
11 

imputed "s e Lf distance" 

coefficient of preference for 
"own exchange11 traffic 

The estimated values of Dii are shown in Table I in 
the Appendix. 

As was suggested by Bear(4} these imputed self distances 
are related to the telephone service density at the 
originating exchange. The equation 

D .. 
ii 

.....•.... (10) 

fitted the imputed "self distances" with a correlation 
coefficient of 0.69. 

Note: In the pilot study(l}for nine origins Dii 
was explained in terms of exchange area but with 
larger amount of data available this was rejected 
in favour of area/services i.e. the inverse of 

1968 2.6 2. 42 

1974 2.33 1.0 

Sunnybank - Eight Mile Plains 

Date Observed Factor Factor from Equation (11) 

1968 2. 64 2.42 

1970 2. 72 2.42 

1974 1. 79 1.0 

Note: Eight Mile Plains has exceeded 2 000 lines since 
June 1973. A drop in adjacency effect occurred but by 
late 1974 was not as large as predicted by equation 
(11). 

9. TESTING FOR BIASED ESTIMATION 

The functional form of the model in eq~ation (2) is 
not suitable for multiple regression techniques so 
it was tested using the individually derived 
coefficients to calculate residual coefficients of 
preference and the mean value overall of those 
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coefficients. 12. CONCLUSION 

A value of 1.108 was obtained for the mean residual 
coefficient. Coefficient Ao was adjusted to remove 
this bias. Because the adjacency factor, A1, is 
derived from residual coefficients it does not contain 
the bias and so it has to be adjusted in the opposite 
sense when Ao is adjusted. The final model equation 
becomes: 

0.616 (2.18)w 

• 399 

{1.1~3 pi) 

{20. 79) •... (12) 
D., 
1) 

{Note: when i 
{ 1 · 6515 

1 7,Q ~.} ) 
1 

10. RESIDUAL COEFFICIENTS 

••.. (13) 

The model in equations (12) and (13) has been used 
together with equation (3) to calculate for each 
observation a residual coefficient of preference. The 
mean value of Kij(R) is unity and its standard deviation 
is 0.67. 

The model equation contains the influence of distance, 
telephone service density and adjacency. All other 
influences such as the ratio of travel route distance 
to point to point distance .and also the unreproducible 
variability of telephone user behaviour, are contained 
in the residual coefficient of preference. 

This separate identification of the demographic 
variables in the model provides a means of taking 
account of those influences which is not available by 
using a simple gravity model or the Kruithof method of 
double factors. 

11. APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO NETWORK FORECASTING 

To make a forecast of point to point traffic flows in a 
network the procedure is as follows:- 

For each exchange which will exist in the future 
network - 

(1) By existing processes, estimate the area 
it is to serve and its location, the number of 
services to be connected, the average calling 
and terminating traffic rates per service (and 
hence the total originating traffic Oi and 
terminating traffic Tj). 

(2) From the model (equations 12 and 13) calculate 

Kij(E) 

(3) From records, read the residual coefficient 

of preference Kij (R). 

(4) Calculate the point to point traffic Xij as 

X .. 
1) (Kij (R)) (Kij (E)) 

T. 
(_i) 0. 
y 1 

l 

......... (14) 

Note: If no measurement is available, set 

(5) Continue for all destinations for all origins 

(6) As the traffic matrix thus produced will 
generally not be balanced, i.e. the sum of the 
traffic elements will not equal the sum of the 
originating and terminating traffics, use the 
Kruithof method of double factors to satisfy 
those constraints. 

The larger scale analysis reported here generally 
confirms the form of the model indicated in the 
earlier pilot study(l). The following table compares 
the earlier model equation obtained from nine sets of 
observations in one city with that now derived from 
fifty three sets in thr~e cities. 

Coefficient 

Constant 

Unit 
Distance 

Exponent of 
Distance 

Adjacency 
Factor 

Self 
Distance 

Pilot Study 

0.68 

13.3 km 

l .52 
(1.06 p,) 

1 

(
7132 .44 
L--) 
ij 

(= 2.37 for 
( 1 000 lines) 

(Exch Area) 
2 

( 2850 ) 

This Study 

0.616 

20. 79 km 

l . 399 
( 1.113 P,) 

1 

2 .18 for a 
destination 
exchange smaller 
than 2 000 lines 
which is further 
from the city 
centre than the 
originating 
exchange. The 
factor is unity 
for other cases. 

(Exch Area ) "6515 

( 1. 779 (Lines)) 

The differences are attributed to the greater information 
available from the large sample than from the small one. 

Samples from the three cities vary from.the overall 
somewhat but there is not sufficient difference to 
attribute this to anything but the reduced size of 
the sample. 

The method of forecasting described has the advantage that 
a logical system exists for introducing demographic 
factors and new exchanges are easily added. The 
mathematical model uses explicit algorithms based on 
stated parameters, to estiroate future traffic~ The 
Kruithof method of matrix balancing is used only to 
make small adjustments to the estimates. 

The relationships between telephone service density and 
both the exponent of distance and the "self distance" 
and the relationship between destination size and 
adjacency effect observed in this study, were derived 
from a fairly large group of observations made over a 
limited span of time. Whether individual exchanges, as 
they grow in the future, will take on in turn the 
different characteristics observed for larger and 
larger exchanges1 will require observations over an 
extended period of time. In the meantime it seems 
prudent to be prepared for some substantial changes. 

The model structure is expected to have general 
application to telephone networks. However the 
scale factor of perception of distance is likely to 
differ where the unit fee call area has a different 
size and where population is spread more uniformly. 
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APPENDIX 

BRISBANE ORIGINS DATE A. n. r. pi D .. 
l l i ll 

ASHGROVE July 1969 4.23 0.72 0.7 3.93 0.1 
SUNNYBANK July 1964 29.9 1.51 0.84 0.57 0.98 
SUNNYBANK July 1970 10.2 0.98 0. 77 1.55 0.42 
ASPLEY May 1969 8.34 0.89 0.83 0.82 1. 23 
TINGALPA May 1970 23.3 1.4 0.69 0.35 2.15 
ASCOT April 1970 2 .08 0.47 0.49 2.21 1.34 
CHAPEL HILL July 1967 6.48 0.87 0.69 1.45 0.45 
VALLEY Sept 1970 1.27 0.26 0.42 9.18 0.88 
W1GABBA.. April 1971 1.5 0.32 0.56 6.51 0.42 
ALBION Jan 1973 1.63 0.3 0.5 9.97 0.05 
BROOKFIELD Dec 1973 13.1 1.06 0.5 0. 08 3.74 
RJLIMBA Dec 1974 1.9 0.42 0.49 3.85 0.28 
CHAPEL HILL May 1972 8.61 1 0.83 2.22 0.36 
CHERMSLDE Dec 1974 6.22 0.86 0.75 6.46 0.25 
CLEVELAND May 1971 1600 2.42 0.75 0.32 o. 73 
EDISON June 1975 1.07 0.2 0.68 52.9 0.19 
INALA Sept 1969 42.2 1.43 0. 77 0.19 3.39 
INALA Nov 1974 10.7 0.94 0. 76 1.03 0.74 
IPSWICH Feb 1975 163 1. 72 0.93 1.19 0.45 
MT GRAVATT May 1968 9.51 1.01 0.82 1. 27 0.96 
MT GRAVATT Nov 1974 8. 77 1.02 0.89 4.07 0. 37 
NEW FARM Oct 1975 1.8 0.44 0.81 9.55 0.02 
NEWMARKET Nov 1972 2.18 0.41 0.5 5.83 0.23 
NUNDAH Dec 1971 4.09 0.68 0.62 4. 08 0.27 
SANDGATE Feb 1973 25.1 1.28 0.89 1. 75 0.48 
SLACKS CK July 1972 149 1. 73 0. 77 0.18 2.46 
SOUTH Nov 1973 1.24 0.25 0.51 7.25 0.82 
STRATHPINE Sept 1974 38 1. 35 0.92 0.33 1. 95 
SUNNYBANK Dec 1974 15 .6 1.19 0.91 2.16 0.35 
WYNNUM April 1975 48 1.57 0.69 2.43 0.19 
FERNY HILLS Sept 1974 35.9 1.45 0.78 0.27 1.51 

PERTH ORIGINS 
APPLECROSS Dec 1975 4.71 0.74 0.68 5.46 0.03 
BASSENDEAN Dec 1975 10.5 1.01 0.7 1. 37 0.81 
BATEMAN Dec 1975 11.5 1.01 0.79 0.28 1.96 
BULWER Dec 1975 2.35 0.25 0.48 9. 04 0.02 
CANNINGTON Dec 1975 6.02 0.75 0.42 2.63 0.99 
CENTRAL Dec 1975 1.05 0.18 0.52 13 .1 0.28 
CITY BEACH Dec 1975 10.8 1.09 0.65 1.49 0.18 
MAYLANDS Dec 1975 1.28 0.14 0.2 4.28 0.19 

.MIDLAND Dec 1975 34 1. 34 0.85 0.42 2.35 
VICTORIA PK Dec 1975 1.23 0.15 0.19 4 .98 0.26 
Kl\LAMUNDA Dec 1975 183 1.83 0.82 0.46 0.86 
KELMSCOTT Dec 1975 65.1 1.44 0.81 0.55 0.88 
GOSNELL$ Dec 1975 23.2 1.1 0.78 0. 26 2.90 
GREENMOUNT Dec 1975 38 1. 33 0. 74 0.54 0.61 
TUART HILL Dec 1975 5.71 o. 76 0.58 3.46 0.19 
WEMBLEY Dec 1975 3.88 0.71 0.6 3.85 o. 06 
SPEARWOOD Dec 1975 57 .8 1.5 0.76 0.56 1.15 

ADELAIDE ORIGINS 
NORWJOD June 1975 3.94 o. 76 0.84 6.03 0.34 
SEMAPHORE June 1975 8.66 0.93 0.73 8.01 0.05 
ST PETERS June 1975 1.81 0.41 0.53 10.2 0.28 
BLACKWOOD June 1975 4.93 0.72 0.6 2.07 0.12 
W ADELAIDE June 1975 1.24 0.21 0.34 6.19 0.71 

LEGEND: n. 

. . . (5) 1 
l 

Deriving equation K .. ( =A.(-·-) by regression 
iJ O) i D ij 

Ai= constant for origin exchange i 
ni = (neg) exponent of distance for origin exchange i 
ri = correlation coefficient for origin exchange i 
p. = telephone services per hectare f~r origin exchange i 
o:i = imputed self distance for exchange i 

TABLE 1 

IDENTITY AND PARAMETERS OF ORIGIN EXCHANGES 
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Model of Traffic Dispersion 

Discussion 
R, KHADEM, Canada ; YOWL g/U.1.V,i.h,J model u.ndw,ta;te.o .:the 
impa.c.:t 06 :the "c.ommun..Uy 06 intvu,1.,:t" in de.teJUn<.nation 06 
.tM.6fiic.. MiJ queJ.ition 1tela..teJ.i :to :the deg1tee 06 c.on6idenc.e 
one c.a.n ha.ve on a. longefl. :teJtm ne,tl/Jo1tk 601teMJ.i:t, upeua.lllj 
in wc.WM.ta.nc.u wheJte :the "c.ormiunitlf o 6 inte1tu:t" -<.to el6 
ma.If be l>:tea.dillJ evolving oft c.ha.nging in l>:tfl.uc.:tuJte, ( oft maq 
be :the cas e in Aw.tlt.a.Ua.l. You ha.ve hinted a.:t :thill Veil.If 
point :towMdl> :the end 06 IJOUfl. pa.pell.. Could you 6Ult:the1t 
ela.bofl.a.:te, a.nd s tiu:« ave/!. wha.:t pe/!.,<_od you v.,fua.:te qour: 
1teJ.iu1:t6 Me we6ul. 

A.W. DUNSTAN, Australia : I beUeve :tha.:t :the "c.oe6fiiuent 
06 p1te6e1tenc.e" defiined by a. numbeJt 06 wfl.deM inc.luding 
V!U6enbe1tge1t {pa.pell. 34}) a.nd myl>el6, ,{,l) :the bu:t meMU/te 
06 :the. geneJta.l :teJtm "c.ommunity 06 inteJtu:t". I a.g1tee :tha.:t 
"c.oe6fiiuen:t6 06 p1te6e1tenc.e." Me l>:te.a.dily c.ha.nging a.nd 
,th,<_l, ,{,l) a.n UHn:t.la.l pa.Jt.t 06 my model. Thill model l>hould 
be we6ul oveJt pefl.,{,odl, dUfl.,{,ng whic.h :the va.luu 06 :the. 
c.oe.66iue.n.tll A2 ° A4 06 :the model equation do no:t c.ha.nge 
:too g1tea..tly. I hue "c.oM.ta.nU" will c.ha.nge. bu:t a.:t a. muc.h 
l>loweJt Jta.:te. :tha.n :the c.oe6Muen.tl> 06 p1te6e1tence. OveJt a. 
pe/!.,<_od g1tea.:te1t :tha.n 10 y= 6 oft ex.a.mple I would expec.:t 
:the "lie.a.le 06 futa.nc.e" c.oe6fiiuen.t A2 :to inCACMe Mme 
wha.:t due :to inCACMing mob~y 06 people. 

P.A. CABALLERO, Spain: In you/!. model 06 :telephone :tfl.a.66ic. 
fupeMion nadi.al: futa.nc.e, :telephone deMUy a.nd 
a.dj a.c.enc.y Me :the 6a.c.:toM in6luenung :the point :to point 
.tlt.a.6fiic. You a.ll>o Lnrnodus:»: a. 1tuidua.l c.oe.6Mue.nt :to 
ta.ke. in.to a.cc.aunt athe« in6luenc.u, in paJLUculM, :the 
Jta.Uo 06 .tit.a.vu Jtou.te fu:ta.nce :to point :to point futa.nce. 
Ill :thill a. l>ignifiic.a.nt 6a.c.:to1t? I 6 U ,{,l), do you ha.ve. Mme 
da.:ta. qua.n.ti6ying in6fuenc.e. 

A. W. DUNSTAN, Australia : Only a. l>ma.ll 61ta.ilion 06 CM ell 
( 15%1 involved big di66e1tenc.e in Jtou:te fu.ta.nc.e veMW 
Mdia.l futa.nc.e.. The difi6e.1tenc.e. in c.oe.6fiiuen.t 06 
p1te.6e1te.nce. ill notic.ea.ble but ,{,l) l>ubl>ume.d in.to Jtuidua.l 
c.oe66iuenU 06 p1te.6e1te.nc.e. 

E. WALDRON, Australia: You/!. model doeJ.i no:t a.ppeM :to 
a.Uaw 6 Oft :the e 6 6 ec..t o 6 na.:tww.l b Mfl.,{, eM; 
e.g. RiveM, F1te.e.wa.yl>, La.ku, Ra.ilwa.y Unu, etc.. 
I 6e.el l>Ufl.e :tha.:t these would e6,6ec..t :the. "pe1tc.uved 
futa.nce" a.nd henc.e. l>uggv.,:t the. inclwion 06 :thue in 
qou): model ma.y g1tea..tly inc.JteM e m a.c.c.UJta.c.y. 
Plea.lie. c.omment on :thill Mpec.:t 06 na.:tuJta.l bMfl.,{,eM • 

A.W. DUNSTAN, Australia : Me:tfl.opolila.n :telephone. ne,tl/JOJtkl> 
do no:t a.ppe.M :to c.on.ta.in ma.ny a.bl>olu.te na.:tUJta.l bMfl.,{,eM, 
The. e.66ec.:t 06 fl.,{,VeM a.nd o:theM which you w:t a.ppea.M :to 
be. Jtela.tively 1.,ma.U a.nd a.dequa.:tely e.x.pluned in :teJtmll 06 
a. g1tea.:te1t Jtou:te fu.ta.nc.e ea.wed by :the bMfl.,{,eJt. 

All fucw,1, e.d in th« a.nl>Wefl. :to M1t. Ca.ba.lleJto '" quution, 
c.oMe.cuon 60ft :thill e66e.c.:t ,{,l) included in :the. fl.Uidua.l 
c.oe6fiiuenU. 

E. WALDRON, Australia: Sinc.e :the. l>yl>:te.m you pll.opol>e. 
impliu v.,:ta.bwhing a.nd mun.ta.ining a. 6peua.l s e: 06 
pMa.me.teM it a.ppeMl> :to me a.n e.x.peMive. 61J6:tem c.ompMe.d 
:to a.n a.d hoe guu6 06 fupeMion. Suc.h a.n a.d hoe. ufua.:te. 
ill nec.Ul>MY 601t a. ne.w ofl.,{,gin and "nominal" efl.fl.oM c.a.n 
genefl.a.lly be a.c.c.ommoda.:ted in pMcuc.e. by :the. a.Ue1tna.:te. 
noured l>yl>:te.m. 
Plea.l> e c.ommen.t. 

A.W. DUNSTAN, Australia : AU 06 :the pMa.me.teM needed by 
my model Me. a.lll.ea.dy seconded in :the. ewting planning 
pll.Oc.eJ.iJ.i v., in my o6fiice (He. pa.M. 11 { 1 I a.nd I would expec.:t 
thes« to be. a.vula.ble in mol>:t a.dmiwt1ta.tioM. The. 
c.oe6fiiue.nU 06 p1te6e1te.nc.e Me no:t Hpa.Jta.:te. 6Jtom :the. bMe. 
.tlt.a.66-<-c ma..ttr.ix whic.h ,{,l) Wu.a.Uy a.vula.ble. V!U6e.nbe1tge1t 
in pana. 5(61 06 Pa.pell. 341 6hOW6 how :to tfl.a.M60'11n one. into 
the. othe»: By wing Jtuidua.l c.oe6MuenU,. M I l>uggu:t, 
the. only a.ddiliona.l pa.Mme.teM to be 6:tOJted Me :the fiive 
c.oe.6fiiue.nU 06 the. model equation. I do 6ee a. vifl..tua.l 
ne.c.Ul>ity in a.ny c.M e :to Jtdun Jte.c.OJtdl> 06 :the ne,two/!.k 
hill:ta1ty in :the. 601tm 06 ma.ttuc.u 06 .t1ta.6Mc. a.nd :the 
c.oMuponding e.x.c.ha.nge. pa.Mme.teM. An in6ofl.ma.l ufua.:te 
c.ould cefl.ta.,<_nly be. ma.de. 06 :the. fupeMion 60ft a. new 1tegion. 
Tha.:t ufua.:te. would ta.ke into a.c.coun.t, in601tma.lly, :the. 
Jmpofl..ta.n:t 6a.c.:toM c.0Mide1te.d Ukely to a.66ec.:t the. 

fupeMion. My model 60l!ma.lil> es the. pll.OCUl> 06 ma.king the 
ufua.:te.. I ta.ke uou»: fiina.l 1tema.1tk :to be 1tela.:ted :to :the 
inhe.Jte.nil.y il1.Jr.g e. uaJliabilily o fi tJtafi fii_c.. 1 ag11.e.e. ~ .l6 
la.Jtge. a.nd note. :the. JteJ.iu1:t6 1te.p0Jt:te.d in Pa.pell. 262 Fig. 4 
a.nd Pa.Jta.. 23 601t .the U. K. Thill c.ould ma.ke. "Ex.tfl.e.me. Va.we 
Engine.efl.,<_ng" wggeJ.i:ted by Ba.Mu in Pa.pell. 242 06 wideJt 
a.pplic.ation. 

R.B. POTTS, Australia: The model ex.pll.eJ.i6e.d by equatioM 
( 12 I, ( 13 I involvu Va.fl.,{,OW pMa.me.teM ca.lcula.:te.d 61tom 
1c..tua.l .t1t.a.6 Mc.. 

(ii 

(«I 

How ill :the ac.eunaeu :to which :theJ.i e pa.Mme.teM Me 
given (e..g. 1.113, 20.791 jwtifiied. 

Wha.:t ,{,l) the bM,{,l) 60ft :the a.Mumption :tha.:t :theJ.ie 
-0a.me va.luu ca.n be. wed 60ft 60Jte.cMting 6u:tuJte 
.tM.6fiic. 

A.W. DUNSTAN, Australia 
(ii The. implied a.ceuJta.cy ill no:t Jtea.l a.:t bu:t 2 fiiguJteJ.i 

a.1te l>ignifiic.a.n:t. 

l«I 2nd wt pana: 06 conclwion de.a.l6 with thill. 
The1te ,{,l) no bM,{,l) yet bu.t 6:tudy 06 HculM .tfl.e.nd 
will a.MWefl. :thill. Only a. 6hoJt:t hill:toJty ,{,l) 

a.vula.ble a.nd .tfl.e.ndJ.i Me. peMuMive. 1ta.:the1t :tha.n 
defiinitive.. 

D. BEAR, u.K. Ha.ve you c0Mide1ted a. la.w 06 :the. 601tm 
K. . = A e. -nVij 

-<.j 0 
( OIL J.i.i..m.U.MI M a.n a.Ue1tna.tive. :to equation 4? One. 601tm 06 
the. g1ta.vity model, defl.,<_ved 61tom e.n.tfl.opy c.oMidelta.tioM, 
-0uggua a. negative e.x.pone.n.tia.l Jta.:theJt :tha.n a.n inveM e. 
pCMJeJt la.w o 6 fu.ta.nce.. I:t ,{,l) in:teJteJ.iting :tha.:t cefl.ta.,<_n 
Aw.tlt.a.Ua.n ILoa.d tfl.a.6fiic daxa. ha.ve. been a.dduce.d in l>uppofl.:t 
06 :thill model. 
J.A. a.nd S.G. Tomlin "T1ta.66ic 0,{,l)&bution a.nd En.tfl.opy" 
Na.:tuJte., 220, 974-976, 7:th Ve.ce.mbeJt 1968. 

A.W. DUNSTAN, Australia : No. Initially 6ca.:t:teJt dia.gfl.a.m6 
Welte p1toduce.d 601t ma.ny ofl.,{,giM an lag-log g1ta.ph pa.pell.. The 
pa.:t:tell.M a.ppe.Med COMM:tent with the OJtdinMy 601tm 06 
g1ta.vilif model. TheJte ,{,l) a. g1toup 06 ob6eJtvatioM 06 
a.bno1tma.Uy low coe6fiiuenU 06 p1te.6e1tence :to veJty fu:ta.nt 
dutina.tionll in my da.:ta. 601t w/uc.h :the. ne.ga.tive. 1!.Xpone.n.tia.l 
601tm 06 model ma.y give. a.n impJtove.d ex.pla.na.tion. Howe.veil. 
:the1te a.Jte. mo1te 06 :the veJty fu.ta.nt c.oe6fiiue.n.tll which 
1.ppe.M :to be ex.plune.d by the. OJtdinMy g1ta.vi:ty model. The. 
negative. ex.pone.n.tia.l fioJtm would WaMen :the 6it a.:t l>hoJt:t 
fu:ta.ncu wheJte. bta.66ic 6low ill high. I:t ,{,l) pll.OpMed :to 
do l>ome. moJte a.na.lyl>,{,l) :to c.heck i6 :the C.B.V. ma.y be 
ex.ell.ting a. "Shielding" e.66e.c.:t whe.n it liu be,twe.en Ofl.,{,gin 
a.nd dutination {M U 06:ten dou on Veil.If long futa.nce. 
ea.lli). 

L. LEE, Canada : Ca.n you give W Mme. indica.tioM whe.:the1t 
o:the1t mathe.matic.a.l modw 06 :telephone .tlt.a.66ic. fupeMion 
ha.ve be.en c0Mide1te.d. 16 no:t, why no:t. 

A.W. DUNSTAN, Australia: M indic.a.:ted in :the a.MWefl. :to 
M1t. Be.M'll quution, :the. da..ta. a.ppe.M :to be mOJte c.oM,{,l);ten:t 
with a. fu:ta.nce. e66ec.:t 6unmon whic.h wu a. negative 
po Weft o 6 fu ta.nc. e . 
The "p1te6e1tence -0lope" ,{,l) a. 6ub6c.fl.,{,befl.6 be.ha.viouJt 
c.ha.Jta.c.:teJt,{,l)tic. V~on in ,th,{,l) c.ha.Jta.c:teJt,{,l)tic. WM 
ob-6 eJtve.d :ta be. Jtela..te.d :to Hvefl.a.l cha.Jta.c.:teJt,{,l)tic.6 o 6 :the 
wbl>C-fl.,{,befl.6 6uch M "{i) futa.nc.e. fill.am c.entfl.a.l bwineJ.il> 
fumc.:t («I l>Ub6C-fl.,{,beM BHCR (,{_,{_,{_I peJtc.en.ta.ge. 06 
bwine.M 6e1tvicu (vl :telephone. deMity pelt hec.ta.Jte" 
which Me. :the.mJ.ielvu 6:tltongly coMela..te.d. Telephone 
de.Mily Wa.-6 c.ho-0en 601t a.n ex.pla.na.:tOJty va.fl.,{,a.ble. in the model 
M U WM a. de.mag1ta.pluc va.fl.,{,a.ble w/uch WM alway-0 a.va.ila.ble. 
and involved no defiinition pll.oble.mJ.i. In a. pll.~na.Jty 
l>:tudy U a.ppea.Jted :to be molte powe1t6ul :tha.n BHCR. FUIL:the!L 
c.he.cking will be ea.Jtft,{_ed ou:t. 
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Old and New for Overflow Traffic • In 
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ABSTRACT 

The description of telephone traffic by channel occupancies 
leads, in a situation of repeated overflows, to complic 
ated equations for the joint distribution of the numbers 
of occupied channels at the different stages involved. 
We employ a prescription through the times separating co~.1- 
secuti ve calls in the traffic stream, which enables com 
pound systems to be considered piecemeal. Some specific 
formulae are derived generalising known formulae and some 
general questions considered through this approach. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The second and subsequent overflow traffics resulting from 
a first-routed Poisson stream of calls has a non-random 
character, which produces difficulties in the analysis of 
stochastic teletraffic systems involving sequential over 
flows. This problem is compounded by a frequent need to 
treat not merely simple overflows but pooled overflows 
resulting from more than one group of channels. Such 
difficulties are set aside in practice by Wilkinson1s 
"equivalent random" method in which the traffic under con 
sideration at any stage is replaced by a traffic with the 
same mean and variance which is the first overflow result 
ing from the input of a Poisson stream to some group of 
trunks (Ref. 1). However no complete theoretical valid 
ation of the robustness of this technique for compound 
systems appears to exist, although studies of some simple 
cases have been done by Neovius (Ref. 2), Le Gall (Ref. 3) 
and others. An exact analysis of the first overflow 
traffic arising from a Poisson stream is given by Riordan's 
appendix (Ref. 1), and is used as the basis of the equi 
valent random method, but no general extension to subsequ 
ent overflows is known to the authors. This and more com 
plicated questions such as the relative overflows resulting 
from pooled non-random traffic appear with a few except 
ions to be completely unresolved. 

As overflow traffic is non-random, the evolution with timrne 
of the distribution of the number of busy channels at some 
point of a system from an arbitrary instant depends not 
only on the number of calls present but also on the time 
since the advant of the last call; the system has memory. 
The lack of memory property can be recovered for an 
arbitrary instant only at the cost of incorporating fur 
ther information via the joint distribution of the number 
of busy channels at all previous stages, leading to very 
complicated equations. Our point of departure lies in 
specifying the stream not by channel occupancy but 
through the times separating the advents of successive 
calls in the stream. The times separating successive 
calls in an overflow are independently and identically 
distributed if the input has this property, as was proved 
by Palm (Ref. 4) and is clear from our subsequent analysis. 
The description of inter-event times for such a renewal 
stream is particularly simple, requiring but a single 
distribution function. The specification is more complic 
ated if at some stage non-random renewal streams are 
pooled, and for the present we shall not consider that 
possibility. 

Our present object is to provide a theoretical tool use 
ful in the exact analysis of tandem systems with repeated 
overflows. Our approach is based on the determination of 
the overflow inter-event time distribution G(t) corresp 
onding to an input distribution function F(t) (and some 
given number of channels). This enables tandem systems 
with iterated overflows to be tackled piecemeal, relating 

each stage only to the immediately preceding one, once we 
have found expressions for the traffic induced by a given 
Gin a set of N channels. In the following section we 
determine Gin terms of F. The conventional channel 
occupancy measure of traffic is then related to our G, as 
is the actual traffic carried by a finite set of channels. 
With this basic machinery in hand we finally address our 
selves briefly to some general questions involving over 
flow traffic. 

The description of a stream of calls by an inter-event 
time distribution function is standard in queueing theory 
and some of our basic occupancy formulae (for one and two 
stages) and formulae connecting input and output streams 
occur in diverse places in the literature, and are thus 
certainly not new. However, since we are aiming at a 
unified methodology and have, we believe, a very simple 
treatment and formulation, we have seen fit to prove all 
our results ah initio. We wish to demonstrate how the 
repeated use of a single technique suffices for the deriv 
ation of all our basic machinery. Our self-contained 
treatment is also convenient for the us~ of certain sub 
sidiary results. 

Section 2 derives expressions giving the overflow stream 
in terms of the offered traffic. This prGblem was first 
treated by Palm (Ref. 4) and later by Takacs (Ref. 5). 
In Section 3 the inter-event description of traffic is 
related to the usual description in terms of the distrib 
ution of the number of channels in an infinite set which 
would be occupied if that traffic were presented to them. 
This amounts to a study of the G/M/00 queue. In the case 
of Poisson offered traffic this problem has been ex81Ilined 
by Kosten (Refs. 6,7) and subsequently by Riordan (Ref.1). 
Our more general case is considered by Takacs (see Ref.8) 
and by Cohen (Ref. 9). The associated problem of the 
overflow traffic carried by a finite set of trunks is 
analysed in Section 5, This was studied in the case of 
original Poisson offered traffic by Brockmeyer (Ref. 10) 
and in the general case again by Takacs and Cohen. 

Le Gall (Ref. 3) has considered a renewal stream over 
flowing from a finite set of trunks and being presented 
to a second finite set. This corresponds to our work of 
Section 6 restricted to a first overflow. His distrib 
ution of the number of occupied channels at the second 
stage was found, as with simpler cases treated in the 
literature, via the joint distribution of the numbers of 
occupied channels at the two stages. 

We adopt without further comment the standard assumption 
of negative exponential channel holding times and denote 
the mean holding time by µ~' 

2. RELATION BETWEEN F AND G 

Consider an input stream with inter-event time distribut 
ion function F(t) offered to a group of N channels. For 
0 ~ n < N represent by f (t) the distribution function for 
the time separating an e~och when a call joins the group 
of N channels to find n trunks already occupied and the 
instant of the first subsequent overflow. Then 

f (t)= ~+l ft (n+l)(l-e-µy)n+l-je-µjyf.(t-y)dF(y), o~n<N, 
n J=o o j J 

where we interpret f (t) as 6(t-O). If we write f *(s) 
for the Laplace-Stie~tjes transform off (t), thatnis 

n 

Res~ O, 
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then.we can express these equations for n = 0,1, .. ,N-1 as 

f*(s)= £+1 fooe-st(n+l)(l-e-µt)n+l-je-jµtdF(t)f~(s) (1) 
n J=O O J J ' 

for O ~ n < N and Res>, 0. The solution_ to these equat 
ions is the same as that of the corresponding unrestricted 
set (2) for which O ~ n < 00 and there is an imposed supp 
lementary condition fN*(s) = 1. To solve these equations, 
define the formal generating. function 

f*(z) = I' f*(s)zn/n! n=o n 

Then on-taking generating functions in (2) we have form 
ally, after ari interchange of orders of summation 

f*(z)=f f,(s)zj I' !00
e-stzr-l(r+j)(l-e-µt)re-µjtdF(t) 

J=l J r=o o r 

+ f*( s) /
00 

e -St (1-e:-µt) exp( z (1-e -µt) )dF( t) 
0 0 

oo -st -µt ( -µt ) ] ( !
0
e d/dz[f*(ze )exp(z 1-e ) dF t). 

If we set 

k(z) = f*(z)e-z 

with a formal series expansion k(z)=l: k (s)zn/n!, then 
n=o n 

k(z) = /
00

e-st(l+d/dz)k(ze-µt)dF(t), 
0 

so that on expanding and equating like powers of z we 
have 

kn+l 

Thus 

kn ( s) [1-~( s+nu ) ] / ~( s+(n+l )µ). 

(4) 

and finally the f~ may be recovered by inverting ( 3) as 

f*(s) =, £ (n)k.(s). 
n J=O J J 

The undetermined multiplier k (s) is fixed by the supple 
mentary condition. In particBlar, we derive 

and without loss of generality we may take k ( s) = 1 in 
(4) for the purpose of evaluating this expre~sion. We 
observe that for s = O, f*(z) becomes e2 and k(z)=l, so 
that k ( 0) = 6 . The above solution can be verified 
post hi5c by sRBstitution in the original equations (1). 

The point of the above gymnastics is as follows: the sep 
aration of consecutive overflows from the group of channels 
is the time between two consecutive epochs at which an 
arriving call finds all N channels occupied, and so has 
distribution function G(t) given by 

N 
C:(t) =): 

,j~o 
But this is precisely the expression we have given for 
fN_

1
(t), as is reasonable physically, since after the 

arrival of one more call the full set of channels and that 
with N-1 calls become indistinguishable (except for the 
overflowing call). Thus the overflow distribution funct 
ion G(t) has Laplace-Stieltjes transform 

N-1 N 
ljJ(s) = [E (N-l)k (s) ]/[E (N)k (s)], Re s>,O, 

r r r r r=o r=o 
where the k can be evaluated by (4) with k (s) taken as 
unity. Thi§ gives ljJ(s) in terms of ~(s). 0 

busy channels. The analysis is, however, most easily 
effected through the "imbedded chain" technique of queue 
ing theory, whereby we find the steady-state distribution 
{TI.; j>,O} of the number of busy channels as found by an 
ar~iving call. The q-distribution is then found from the 
TI-distribution. Unless G is negative exponential, the 
distributions TI- and q- are in general different. In a 
practical context in which traffic is presented to a 
finite number N of channels, the overflow probability is 
clearly TI rather than q so that the TI-distribution is of 
some inte~est in its ownNright. In the common case of 
random offered traffic the result TIN= qN holds, which has 
tended to obscure the distinction between the two distrib 
utions. 

By considering the possible changes for the channels 
between t,o consecutive arrival instants, or directly by 
an appeal to the fundamental ergodic theorem for Markov 
chains, we have for j ~ 1 

TI.= L TI /00(m+l)e-jµx(l-e-µx)m+l-jdG(x), 
- m=j-1 m o j 

or, in terms of the probability generating function 

TI( z) = E 
j=o 

(6) 

[z[r 1, 

TI(z) = TI + !
00 

w[l+(z-l)e-µx]dG(x)-J
00

w(l-e-µx)dG(x), 
0 0 0 

where w(z) = zTI(z). Use of the normalising condition 
w(l) = 1 allows this expression to be simplified to 

rr(z) = /
00 

w[l+(z-l)e-µx]dG(x). 
0 

Taking n-th derivatives at z = 1 then gives 

TI(n)(l) = nTI(n-l)(l)ljJ(nµ)/[1-ljJ(nµ), 

so that as TI(O)(l) 

n(n)(l)/n! 

(7) 

1, we have 

(8) 

( 5) 

The above result also gives that the distribution of the 
non-busy period of a group of N trunks is identical to 
the inter-overflow distribution of a group of N-1 trunks, 
a result found by Descloux (Ref. 11) for the special 
case of Poisson offered traffic. 

3. CHANN~L OCCUPANCY DESCRIPTION OF G 

Suppose that a renewal stream of calls with inter-event 
tl.me distribution function G(t) is presented to an infin 
ite nwnber of channels in parallel. The usual measure of 
the traffic carried by the strerun is then the steady-state 
distribution {qj; j~O} in continuous time of the number cf 

where h = R_ ljJ(mµ)/[1-ljJ(mµ)], n >, 0, and we interpret 
the emp¥y p~oauct h as unity. In the simple case where 
the stream is Poiss8n with parameter A, we have h =An/n' 
where A= A/µ. TI(z) may be recoye'j'ed explicitly iii 
terms of the binomial moments TI n (1)/n! through ·the 
Taylor expansion 

TI(z) = l: (z-l)n TI(n)(l)/n! 
n=o 

about centre z=l as rr(z) = r (z-l)nh , whence 
n=o n 

_ co n-j n . 
1Tj - ~=j (-1) (j)hn' J>,0. 

The continuous time q-distribution is easily accessible 
through the TI-distribution. Analogously to (6) we have 

q.=l: TI. 
1 

[!
00
tdF(t)J-1J

00
dG(t)Jt(j+m)e-jµx(l-e-µx)mdx 

J m=o J- +m o o o m 

for j>,l. Taking generating functions and simplifying as 
before through the normalising condition we find 

q(z)=[J
00

tdG(t)J-1J
00

dG(t)!tw[l+(z-l)e-µx]dx 
0 0 0 

l+Ar(z-l)~m-l/m, (9) 

where A is the ratio of the arrival rate to the service 
rate. This gives tha!

1
the mean traffic M = q'(l) = A, 

so that M = .-[µljJ'(O)] . Differentiation of (9) gives 
the relation 

(10) 

for the binomial moments of the queue distribution. Also 

(ll) 

relating the moments of the q- and TI-distributions. 
Finally, (9) gives 

Although the expressions for the TI and q are not in 
finite form they lead to rapid conJergentJ and so are 
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convenient for calculation. Thus 

for n large, and ~(nµ) decreases rapidly. For example 
~(nµ) - 1/n if~ represents a negative exponential dis 
tribution, and the h decrease at a rate comparable to 
the terms of an expoRential series. 

A number of other quan~ities of practical interest are 
easily derived in terms of our formalism. Thus the gen 
erating function Q(z) for the steady-state probability 
of j or more channels being occupied is given by 

oo m 
Q( z )=q( z )+[1-q( z))] /(1-z )=l+A[l+rYi=l ( z-1) {hm_/m+hm/ (m+l)}] 

Thus the probabilities {.Q~; j~O} are derived from the q. 
simply by replacing hm_1/ by hm_

1
/m +.hm/(m+l). J 

The explicit forms for the-TI- and q- distributions show 
that knowledge of either prescribes tjl(nµ) for each ·n~l 
(also ~'(O) in the case of q). (B,cause of the monotone 
properties of the derivatives tjl m (s) for real s this 
means that the s hape of the function tjl( s) is fairly 
tightly prescribed, so that for practical purposes there 
is ·only one distribution functiOn G for the times separ 
ating succes s Lve calls that can result in a given observ 
ed traffic. 

4. BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF TRAFFIC 

A number of conclusions concerning traffic can be drawn 
from the results of the last section without use being 
made of any special assumption as to the nature of the 
inter-event time distribution G. Denote by m, v the mean 
and variance ~f the distribution G. Since m = -tjl'(O) and 
M = - [ µtjl' ( 0)] , the mean traf.fic M is inversely proport 
ional to the expected time between calls, that is, Mis 
proportional to the intensity of the stream. We are so 
accustomed to thinking of channel occupancy as the way of 
measuring traffic that this may appear tautological. 
However, a theorem is implicit here: the mean number of 
channels occupied in an G/M/00 queueing system in the 
steady-state is equal to the ratio A of the mean arrival 
rate to the mean service rate. In other words, we have 
the result M = A of the last section. 

Let us now turn our attention to second moments. 2Since 
q"(l) = Mh

1
, the variance V; li"(l)+q' (1)-[q' (1) J · of 

the traffic is given by 

V = M[l-l"+h
1
) = M[l-M+tjl(µ)/(1-tjl(µ))] (12) 

which is a version of the well-known Molina-Nyquist 
relation 

V = M[l-M+A/(N+l+M-A)], 

giving the variance V of overflow traffic arising from a 
Poisson traffic of A erlangs offered to N channels (see 
Riordan's appendix to Ref. 1). In that case ~(s)=A/(A+s) 
and k (µ); n!(A+n+l,1:An(A+l)], n~O, where A= A/µ. Thus 
for tRe overflow 

N-1 N 
ij,(µ)/(1-tjl(µ)) = I (N-l)k (µ))/[, (N-ll)k (µ)] 

r=o r r r=l r- r 

N 
[A l: 

m=o 
Am/m!]/[(N+l) I Am/m! 

m=o 

N N-1 
AI Am/m!] 
r=o 

A/(N+l+M-A) 

by Erlang's loss formula, agreeing with the Molina-Nyquist 
formula. Our formula (12) is more general, holding for 
an arbitrary initial renewal stream of calls or the 
resultant traffic from such a stream at any stage of a 
tandem sequence of over t'Lovs., Similar formulae can be 
derived readily relating to higher moments of such traffic. 
(12) can also be written in the form V;M[l-M+M*), where M* 
is the mean of then-distribution. 

Relation (12) may be given an intuitive interpretation. 
Roughly speaking, for a given value of M (or equivalently 
of m or ij,'(O)), the expression tjl(µ)/(l-ij,(\l))wi12 be large 
when I)," is large, since tjl(O) ; 1. As lj,11(0) = m +v and 

~" is monotone decreasing for a positive argument, this in 
turn corresponds to large v. Thus, roughly speaking, for 
a fixed mean traffic the variance V of the traffic is 
large when the variance v of the inter-event times in the 
stream of arriving calls is large. 

5. CARRIED TRAFFIC IN TERMS OF G 

In the spirit of Section 3, imagine a stream of calls 
characterised by distribution function G offered to N 
channels in parallel and let {TI.; O~j~N}, {q.; O~j~N} 
represent respectively the imbeaded chain ana continuous 
time distributions in the steady-state for the number of 
busy channels induced. Then for O<j~N 

N-1 1 . 1. 
I TI J00(m: )e-Jµx(l-e-µx)m+ -JdG(x) 
m;j~l m o J 

TI. 
J 

+ TIN J00(N)e-jµx(l-e-µx)N-jdG(x). 
o J N . 

In terms of the generating function n(z)=E TI.ZJ these 
relations may be expressed as j=o J 

where as before w(z)=zTI(z) and we have used the normalis 
ing condi t Lon TI(l)=l. Analogously to ('T) we have 

TI(n)(l)/n!=[TI(n-l)(l)/(n-l)!]tjl(nµ)/(1-lj,(nµ)) 

- TIN(n~l)tjl(nµ)/(1-lj,(nµ)), 

whence 

In the case where G is negative exponential with parameter 
A this reduces to 

N 
TIN= (AN/N!)/[E Ar/r!l, 

r=o 
with A= A/µ, which is just the Erlang loss formula used 
in the previous section. An explicit expression for TI(z) 
follows from the Taylor series 

N n (n) 
n(z) = I (z-1) TI (1)/n! 

n=o 
The q-distribution may be found from the relations 

q.=~-l TI [J00tdG(t)]-1J
00
dG(t)Jt(m:1)e-jµx(l-e-µx)m+l-jdx 

J m=j-l m o o o J 

+ TIN [ J00 tdG( t) ]-l J00 dG( t) / (~) e -j \JX( 1-e -µxl-j dx 
0 0 0 J 

which holds for O < j ~ N. This leads to the generating 
function 

q(z)=[J
00

tdG(t)]-1J
00

dG(t)Jtw[l+(z-l)e-µx)dx o o o 

[ 

00 -1 oo t -µx -µx N 
-TIN J tdG(t)) J dG(t)J (z-l)e [l+(z-l)e ] dx 

ON O O 

1 + A E (z-l)n[n(n)(l)/n!)[l-tjl(nµ)]/(nij,(nµ)), 
n=l 

where A= [µJ
00

tdG(t))-l is the mean offered traffic. We 
deduce in par~icular that 

q(n)(l) = A[n(n-l)(l)-nN(N)n_
1
J, n>O. (14) 

The mean carried traffic M = q'(l) is thus given by 

(15) 

as we vou.Ld expect. Equations (7.3) and (15) give a 
general version of the standard Erlang loss ;formula. 

The formulae of this section give rise to various 
"carried traffic" analogues of the ordinary traffic form 
ulae of the last section. (14) and (15) are of course 
analogues to (11) and the relation M = A of Section 3. 
With second moments we have 
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V q"(l)+q' (1)-[q' (1) ]
2 

A[h1-nN(h1+N)]+M-M
2 

M[l-M+h1 -NnN/ (1-VN)]. 

l-t(s+(j-1)µ) 

t(s+jµ) 

and 
We note that 

N N -1 -1 N N -1 
NnN/(1-nN)=N/[l: ( )h ]=N/[Nhl + E ( )h ] f h

1
, 

m=l m m m=2 m m 
with equality only for N=l. Thus V ~ M[l-M], with 
equality only for N=l. It can be seen that NnN/(1-nN) 
decreases monotonically with increasing N. 

6. OVERFLOW TRAFFIC FORMULAE 

We now continue the results of Section 4 with the addit 
ional requirement that the distribution G arise specific 
ally as overflow from a set of N channels of a stream 
characterised by some distribution function F. We begin 
with the basic relation (5), which because of kr(0)=6r(O) 
leads to 

~l N N 
1)!' (O)=I (N-l}k' (0)- E (N)k' (0) = - E (N-l)k' (0). 

r=o r r r r=o r r r'=L r-1 r 
Likewise k (s) = IT [l-t(s+(j-1)µ)]/t(s+jµ) with •(O)=l 

r j=l 
provides 

k~(O) = -[•' (0)/.(µ)] 
r 
IT ll-.((j-1)µ)]/.(jµ), 
j=2 

where again we interpret the empty product as unity. Hence 

k~(O) 

1)!' (0) 

= -k l(µ)·· (0)/t(µ) 
r- N-1 

=[•'(0)/.(µ)] I (N-l)k (µ). 
r r 

r>O, 

(16) 
r=o 

For each r k (µ)/t(µ) is, for fixed ~·(o)(and •(O)=l) 
a monotone decfeasing function oft, Arguing as for 1jJ in 
Section 4, we see that for fixed •'(O), the RHS of (16) is 
small when t"(O) is large, that is, when the distribution 
given by F ha~

1
a large variance. Hence the mean traffic 

M = -[µijJ'(O)] is increased, for a fixed mean traffic in 
the F-stream, by increases in the variance of inter-event 
times in that stream. This is as one might expect. It 
is also apparent that in general the mean overflow traffic 
depends on higher characteristics of the input stream than 
just its mean and variance. This makes it implausible 
that simple relations analogous to those of Olsson (Ref. J3) 
will hold except perhaps for specific forms of input 
stream which can b.e completely characterised by a small 
number of parameters. Signal amongst such possibilities 
is the Poisson stream, described by a single parameter. 
We look at this possibility more closely in Section 7. 

The special properties of the k's allow for a convenient 
representatio~ of higher order overflows in terms of the 
distribution function of the initially offered traffic 
stream and the numbers of channels at each stage. Thus 
suppose an input stream F overflows from N

1 
channels and 

the overflow itself overflows from N
2 

secondary channels 
to give traffic characterised by 1)J(2)(s). Suppose k(2)r 
stands to 1)!(

2
) as does kr to ijJ. Directly from (4) 

kr+l(s+(m-l)µ)=kr(s+mµ)[l-•(s+(m-1)µ)]/t(s+mµ), 

so that 
N N -1 N -1 N -1 
E1 ( 1

1 
)k (s+(j-l)µ)=[i:

1 
( 1 )k (s+jµ)] 

r=l r- r r=o r r 

m 
IT [1-ijJ(s+(.j-1)µ)]/ijJ(s+jµ) 
j=l 

N 
k (s)[E

1 
m 

N 
=[l:l 

r=o 

Therefore 
N2-l 

1)!(2) (s) =[ I 
m=o 
N
2
-l N1 I I 

m=o 

N N N 
k ( s+mu ) ( 1) ] / [ i:1 ( 1) k ( s) ] 
r r r r r=o 

N N 
( 

1
)k + (s)]/[i:

1 
r m r 

y;;;;o 

r=o 

r=o 

Nl 
( ) k ( s)]. 
r r 

N2-l N2 
m )k(2)m(s)]/[I 

m=o 
N -1 N 

( 2 )( l)k (s) 
m 1' m+r 

m=o r=o 

N N 
( 2) ( l)k ( s) 
m r m+r 

a strikingly simple generalisation of (5). We derive 
N -1 N N -1 N 

1)!'(2)(0)= [~'(O)/t(µ)] l:2 l:l (! )(/)km+r(µ), 
m=o r=o 

the second overflow version of (16). This formula is 
convenient for determining the mean traffic 

M = -[µijJ' (2)(0)]-l 

after the second overflow. The corresponding formula for 
the variance Vis 

We obtain the term in 1jJ from 

N -1 N N -1 N 
ij,(2) ( µ) = l:2 l:l ( 2 )( l)k ( ) m+r l-1 

m=o r=o m r 
N Nl N -1 N 

1-1)!(2) ( µ) l:2 I ( 2 )( l)k (µ) 
m=l r=o 

m-1 r m+r 

These various formulae extend to n-th iterated overflow 
in an obvious way. 

7. GENERAL RESULTS 

Although our formulae are designed for specific calcul 
ations, their generality enables us to consider a number 
of broader questions, e spec i.a'l Iy those of an existence 
type, which would be much less accessible with other 
approaches. We consider four such examples in this 
section. 

7.1 NEGATIVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 

[l-•(s+(j-1)µ)]/~(s+jµ). 

Thus 

[1-ijJ(s+(j-l)µ)]/ijJ(s+jµ) 

N1 N
1
-l N -1 N -1 

I ( )kr(s+(j-1)µ) i:1 ( l )k (s+jµ) 
r=l r-1 + r=o r r 

Nl Nl Nl Nl 
I (r )kr(s+(j-1)µ) I (r )kr(s+jµ) 
r=o r=o 

Although its applicability is known to be only approximate 
the negative binomial distribution has often been used to 
describe overflow traffic. The appeal of this distrib 
ution is multiple, residing in its simplicity, the fact 
that it gives V > M, and in that its use can be justified 
by a plausible heuristic involving birth coefficients. 
In view of these strengths, it would be interesting to 
know the nature of a traffic stream (perhaps itself an 
overflow) whose overflow was exactly negative binomial. 
Unfortunately we can see as follows that there is no 
such stream: 

From (10), we have that for any traffic 

[q(n+l)(l)/(n+l)! ]/[q(n)(l)/n!] 

= (hn/hn_
1
)n/(n+l) = [t(nµ)/(1-•(nµ))]n/(n+l)+ Oas n+«>. 
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For the negative binomial distribution, we have 

q(z) = [(1-q)/(1-qz)]m 

for some m, so that 

[q (n+l) (1) /(n+l) ! ] /[q (n\1) /n! ]=[ (m+n) / (n+l) ]q/ (1-q) 

which does not tend to Oas n tends to 00, giving the 
required contradiction. Our argument indicates that the 
reason for this failure is that the negative binomial 
distribution contains too much probability in its tail. 
This suggests that its practical use is fail-safe in that 
it may be expected to over-estimate the probability of 
high channel occupancy. 

7.2 ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOUR 

It might be supposed that although successive overflow 
streams become less intense, repeated overflowing results 
in some stable asymptotic functional form for the 
structure of _the overflow stream, that is, a functional 
form which occurs with both the offered· stream and the 
overflow. Such a stream would be of considerable interest 
in modelling compound teletraffic systems. 

Most simply we can try allowing for the intensity reduct 
ion by positing a simple time dilatation, so that 
G(x) = F(ax) with O<a<l. Thus 

~(s) = 4(s/a). (17) 

Consider the simplest case N 
from a single channel. Then 

Thus 

V } M 

1, that is, of overflow 

4(s/a)/[l-4(s/a)]=4(s+µ)/[l-t(s)], 

and as~ is strictly monotone decreasing for positive 
arguments, we have 

4(s+µ)/[l-4(s+µ)]<4(s/a)/[l-t(s/a))]< t(s)/[1-t(s)] 

for s positive. But the strict monotonicity of x/(1-x) 
and 4 now leads to 

s+J > s/a > s, 

which clearly cannot hold identically for s > O, a 
contradiction. A similar objection occurs if we try to 
allow for a superimposed shift of origin. 

More generally, with an arbitrary N, we have asymptotic 
ally for large positives 

~(s) 'v kN-l (s)/~(s) <v ~(s+Nµ), 

so that by (17) 

4(s/a)/4(s+Nµ) + 1 ass+ +00• 

This can be seen to be incompatible with the possible 
behaviour of G(t) at the origin. 

Essentially equivalent objections arise if we allow 
slowing of the service rate at the second stage to aµ 
but require agreement only of the channel occupancies' 
measure of the traffics given by F and G. Our formulae 
(10) for the q-d1stribution then give t'(O)=at'(O) and 
4(nµ) =t(naµ) for all n~l, leading to the same difficult 
ies. This points to a continuing structural change in 
the form of traffic with successive overflows, as might 
have been foreseen by our earlier observation that the 
variance and higher characteristics of offered traffic 
affect the mean of the overflow. 

While it is well known that the traffic resulting from 
the overflow of an offered Poisson stream has V > M, we 
may note that this property does not hold invariably for 
all forms of input. Arguing intuitively, we expect that 
when the intensity of the input stream is sufficiently 
high overflowing will not appreciably increase the var- 

iance of the offered traffic and the overflow stream will 
appear much like the input stream. Since for a given 
value M, V increases with the variance of the distribution 
G, we would expect that V < M might occur for all input 
streams of sufficiently high intensity and low variance 
for the distribution F. This heuristic can be substant 
iated analytically. 

For traffic of sufficiently high intensity 4(jµ) 'v 1 for 
1, .. , N+l, so that we have (to second order) 

M <v -4(µ)/[µ41(0)[1+(N-l)k
1
(µ)]], 

~(µ)/[1-~(µ)] 'v [l+(N-l)k
1
(µ)]/[k

1
(µ)+(N-l)k2(µ)]. 

In the extreme case of least variance when successive 
arrival instants in the offered stream have constant 
separation d, t(s) = exp(-sd). For heavy traffic 
µd ~ 0 and the expressions above become (to second order) 

M 'v (1-Nµd)/(µd), 

w(µ)/(1-~(µ)) ~ [1-(N+l/2)µd]/(µd), 

so th&t by (12) V'v M/2 to first order. Thus V <Mis 
theoretically possible. 

7.4 A CONJECTURE OF OLSSON 

Although it is not our intention in this paper to treat 
the very difficult problem of pooled traffic, we consider 
one simple situation involving pooled traffic as our 
results show that a putative approximate formula of 
Olsson holds exactly in a simple case. Olsson's result 
(which is given with a typographical error in Ref. 13) 
states that if n streams of traffic characterised by means 
and variances Mi' Vi (i = 1, 2, .. ,n) are jointly offered 
to a set of channels, then the means of the overflow 
traffi2s are in the proportion of the quantities 
Vi+ Mi /Vi. 

Consider the cas e of n Poisson streams, characterised 
parameters A., feeding into a common set of channels. 

'-he lack of iliemory property of a Poisson stream, each 
of the aggregate stream (itself Poisson with parameter 
A= cA.) has the same probability p. = A./A of having 
arisen2from stream 'i. Since the ov§rflo~ does not dis 
tinguish between the origins of the calls, the same proper 
ty will hold for each successive overflow. Hence in par 
ticular the mean overflow intensities and hence the mean 
traffics will be in the proportion of the original input 
intensities A .. This agrees with Olsson's formula, which 
for Poisson sireams reduces to overflow means being 
proportional to 2Ai. 

Less trivially, suppose that after one or more overflows 
the distribution function for the aggregate stream is 
G(x). Then the inter-event times for the overflows from 
stream i will be 

p.G(x)+p.(l-p.)G(2)(x)+p.(l-p.)2G(3)(x)+ .. , 
l l l l l 

where G(m)(x) is the m-th convolution of G(x). The 
corresponding Laplace-Stieltjes transform w.(s) can be 
expressed in terms of the transform w(s) fof the 
aggregate stream as 

w.(sl = p.t(sJI [(1-p.Jt(sllm = p.w(sl/[1-(1-p.Jw(sJJ. 
l l l l l 

m=o 
This is readily seen to give ~ '. ( 0) =p ~

1
t' ( 0) , so that the, 

corresponding mean traffic 1 1 

M. = -[µ~'.(O)]-l = -p./[µ~'(O)], 
i i i 

and the mean traffics are as the A., as we saw above. 
However, our formula for. t.(s) enafiles us to derive 
corresponding results for fiigher moments. Thus for the 
variances we have 

which evaluates to give for the first overflow 

where M 

by 
By 

call 

cMi. This formula has been found by alternat- 
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ive means by Wilson (Ref. 12) and our method extends to a 
number of other cases. Thus if the holding times are 
different for the different input streams (reflecting, 
perhaps, differential cost factors for calls for diff 
erent origins) the mean traffics M. are proportional to 
A./µ. and the V. are given by 1 

l l l 

8. SUMMARY 

By measuring teletraffic streams by the times separating 
consecutive calls rather than by the number of busy 
channels induced in an infinite set by the calls, it is 
possible to analyse stochastic behaviour in compound 
teletraffic networks piecemeal, considering traffic at 
each stage separately without reference to previous 
stages. The basis of the technique is the explicit 
characterisation of an overflow stream in terms of the 
offered stream and the number of channels to which the 
traffic is offered. Actual channel occupancy probabil 
ities are then calculated from the specification of the 
relevant stream of calls using methods of queueing theory. 

Generalisations were derived for the standard expressions 
for the mean and variance of the overflow traffic from a 
set of channels. The results derived hold for arbitrary 
non-random renewal streams of calls and after an arbitrary 
number of sequential overflows. 

The generality and simplicity of the approach were 
illustrated by consideration of four general questions: 
the possibility of exactly negative binomial overflow 
traffic, the asymptotic behaviour of overflow streams, 
the possibility of the mean overflow traffic exceeding 
the variance, and Olsson's conjecture. 
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Discussion 
P. LE GALL, France : Sec.tion 7.4 dew w,Lth the c.ombina 
tion 06 ;;eveJuJ.,f. inMn-U:e oveJ1.6,1'.ow bta.6Mv.,. How .u, ,Lt 
poMib-1'.e that the vcviia.nc.e 06 the ith oveJ1.6,fow bta.6Mc. 
depen~ an the tota.-1'. oveJ1.6low bta.66ic.. 

Why c.a.n you w!c-U:e: "Sinc.e the oveJ1.6low does not du.iting 
u.,u., h b e:tJIJeen the o'1igiw., o 6 the c.a.Lu". 

C.E.M. PEARCE and R.M. POTTER, Australia : Cow.,ideJung the 
6fut pa.Jt:t 06 the quution; oveJ1.6low<1 c.a.n oc.c.Wl. only when 
a.U the tJw.n/u, at the 6fut hta.ge Me occuoi.e.d, a.nd th-u 
event w-LU depend on the total o66eAed bta.66ic.. The vM 
ia.nc.e 06 the ;,th oveAn,l'.ow bta.6Mc. w.u.£ thw., depend on -the 
tota.-1'. 066eJ1.ed bta.6Mc.. Th-u la.:UeJt bta.6Mc. .u, mo<1t con 
veYl,,{,en.:t/'.y b"-Ought ,i,n to the 601W1ula.e tlvwugh the -tota.-1'. 
oveJ1.6low bta.6 Mc., 
Twuu.ng ;to the h ec.ond pa.Jt:t 06 the qwv.,tion, I tlunk oW1. 
Wo!tding WM poo/Wj c.hMen. Wha-t WM meant WM that by 
vi!t:tue 0£ the la.c.k 06 memo!ty' p!topeA-ty 06 Po.lJ.,Mn s oceam«, 
anq know-1'.edg e o 6 vw.nlz oc.c.upa.nc.y te.R.-1'.6 w., nailing aooiu: 
:the oJug,i,n 06 a. given c.a.U in the oveJ1.6low. 
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The Accuracy of Overflow Traffic Models 
A. H. FREEMAN 
Telecom Australia, Sydney, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

This paper compares the equivalent random model for over 
flow traffic with two models based on the interrupted 
poisson process. One of these models is considerably more 
difficult to compute than the E,R, model but its accuracy 
is much greater and it is useful as a reference for 
comparing different models. The other is of comparable 
accuracy to the E.R. model and in some applications is 
more easily computed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The most widely accepted procedures for calculations with 
overflow traffic is Wilkinsons Equivalent Random (ER) 
model, and variations of it (Ref. 1), Nearly 20 years of 
practical experience have firmly established its adequacy 
for practical applications yet there is suprisingly little 
numerical data on its accuracy. This paper reports the 
results of an investigation of an alternative model using 
the I,P.P. process which throws some light on the nature 
of the ER approximation, 

2. PRINCIPLES OF INVESTIGATION 

A typical overflow configuration is shown in figure 1. 
There are "r" distinct sources, each overflowing into a 
common route, and the usual problem is to determine the 
size of the common route to satisfy some service criterion. 

~- 

A(1)- 00---0 

~ 
A(2) - 00- - -0 

~ 
A(r)-- 00- - -0 

PRIMARY ROUTES 

~ 00---0 

OVERFLOW ROUTE 

FIGURE 1 Typical Overflow Route 

In principle, this problem can be solved by state 
equations, but in practice the number of states is 
unmanageably large, for figure 1 the number being 
(C(l)+l)(C(2)+1)- - - (C(r)+l(C{o)+l). 

The E,R. model replaces the r sources with a single source 
of A(e) erlangs offered to C(e) circuits, such that the 
mean and variance of the overflow from this single source 
is identical to that of the r actual sources, giving the 
model of figure 2. This model has only C(e)+c(o)+l states 
and its solution is very simple. 

~ 
A(e)- 00---0 - 

EQUIVALENT RANDOM 
SOURCE 

FIGURE 2 Equivalent Random Model 

Kuczura (Ref.2) describes the Interrupted Poisson Process 
(I.P ,P ,) which gives a remarkably close approximation to 
the overflow from a single route, This is a poisson 
process modulated by a switch which is alternately turned 
on and off, with the on and off periods being independent 
negative exponential variables. It is defined by three 
parameters, .L, w and g where:- 

.R, is the intensity of the poisson process. 
1/w is the mean on time of the switch, 
1/g is the mean off time of the switch. 

This model has two states and the three parameters can 
be used to match the first three moments of a distribution. 
If each of the sources of figure 1 is replaced by an I.P.P. 
approximation one gets the model of figure 3, in which the 
number of states is z(r) .(C(o)+l), considerably less than 
for the actual configuration, but greater than the E.R. 
model of figure 2. It will be shown that the model of 
figure 3 is generally more accurate than the E.R. model, 
and because it takes account of the actual structure of the 
sources it allows some conclusions to be drawn about the 
accuracy of the E.R. model. 

IPP 
MODEL N.01. 

IPP 
MODEL N? 2. 

IPP 
MODEL N° C 

PRIMARY SOURCES 

~ 00---0 
OVERFLOW ROUTE 

~ 00---0 

OVERFLOW ROUTE 

NOTE Each ER model replaces one of the sources in fig.1 

FIGURE 3 I.P.P, Accurate Model 

3. POTENTIAL ACCURACY 

-Re f , (2) gives some comparisons of the probability 
distributions of the overflow from a full availability 
route with those of an I.P.P. model matching the first 
three moments. The differences shown are small and 
suggest that the accuracy of the model may be sufficient 
for the purpose in mind, 

A more direct assessment of the potential accuracy was 
made by comparison with some cases for which exact 
solutions are available, Use was made of results published 
by Kibble (Ref.3), giving exact solution for a number of 
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cases with two routes overflowing into a common route, as 
well as the approximation using the E.R. model, For each 
case a solution using the I.P.P. approximation of Fig.3 
was obtained and compared. Out of 97 cases, the I.P.P. 
model was more accurate in all but 2 cases. The I.P.P. 
model was usually from 5 to 20 times as accurate as the 
E.R. model, and in the cases where the difference was small 
or where E.R. was better, both were very close 
approximations. 

Further evidence on the accuracy of the I.P.P. model arose 
as a consequence of the actual study. 

4. DETAILS OF INVESTIGATION 

For the purposes of this investigation, 9 different 
combinations of high usage routes were cho.sen, each of 
which generated an overflow traffic of lOE with a variance 
of 20. For each of these the E.R. model uses the same 
model but the I.P.P. model is different for each case, and 
any differences in the results include the effect of 
differences in the make-up of the overflow traffic which 
are ignored in the E.R. method, 

The choice of the overflow traffic mean and variance was 
a compromise between the desirability of a small value 
for which computing would be more economical and of using 
values typical of actual routes, Although rather low, 
traffic of this order is found on some high usage routes 
in Australia. The combinations were chosen for convenience 
of calculation with the possibility of detecting a sig 
nificant pattern also kept in mind, Table 1 lists these 
combinations. 

Case No. 
-- 

1 
2 
3 

4 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

Composition 

Single Source M=lO, V=20 (E.R. Model) 
Two Sources each M=S, V=lO 
Two Sources (one M=5, V=5 

(one M=5, V=l5 
Three Sources (one M=5, V=lO 

(two M=2.5, V=S 
Four Sources each M=2. 5, V=S 
Eight Sources each M=l.25, V=2.5 
16 Sources each M=5/8, V=l.25 
32 Sources each M=5/16, V=5/8 
64 Sources each M=5/32, V=5/16 

For each of the components of these combinations the 
following were calculated. 

(1) The offered traffic (A) and the number of circuits 
(C) from which overflow of the specified mean and 
variance would be generated. 

(2) The first seven factorial moments of the overflow 
traffic component. 

(3) The I.P.P, parameters to generate traffic with the 
same first three factorial moments. 

Case FACTORIAL MOMENTS 

No. F3/10
3 

F4/10
4 

F5/10
5 

F6/10
6 

F7/10
7 

1 1. 2 988 1.6214 2 .118 7 2. 8770 4\ 03 76 
2 1. 3042 1.6441 2.1825 3.0287 4.3689 
3 1.3201 1. 7101 2.3652 3.4595 4.9329 
4 1.3064 1.6537 2. 2108 3.0995 4.5361 
5 1. 3085 1. 6633 2. 2392 3.1703 4.6949 
6 1. 3117 1.6774 2.2817 3.2799 4.9563 
7 1. 313 7 1. 686 7 2.3102 3.3548 5 .1385 
8 1. 3150 1. 6926 2.3286 3.4033 5.2582 
9 1.3158 1.6962 2.3400 3.4338 5.3340 

l(IPP) 1.2988 1. 6199 2 .1107 2.8505 3. 9658 (2) 
NEG. 1. 32 1. 716 2.4024 3. 6304 5.7658 (3) BIN 

Note 1. Fl=lO, F2=110 for all cases. 
2. Moments of IPP fitting case 1. 
3. Moments of Negative binomial with Fl=lO, F2=110. 

TABLE II 

The factorial moments of the combinations were then 
calculated from those of the components, and are listed 
in Table II. Also for comparison is given the moments 
of a negative binomial distribution of the same mean and 
variance, Examination of the table suggests the following 
hypotheses. 

(1) For any combination of overflows from full 
availability routes the third and higher moments 
are higher than those of the matching ER model, 

(2) If all the components have the same ratio of 
variance to mean the moments approach those of 
a negative binomial, as the number of components 
increases. 

(3) If the components have different ratios of variance 
to mean, the third and higher moments increase more 
rapidly than if the ratios are equal. Cases have 
been found where they exceed those of the 
corresponding negative binomial. 

Although it has not been possible to prove these hypotheses 
rigorously, a considerable amount of numerical work 
supports them. 

Using the parameters referred to above the grade of service 
for overflow routes of 1 to 24 circuits was calculated 
using the ER model and the various I,P,P. models, These 
results are listed in Table III together with those for 
two models both generating negative binomial traffic, 

CCTS Case No. 

1 lA 2 3 4 5 6 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

Note 

.91667 

. 83527 

.75607 

. 6 79 36 

.60547 

.53473 

.46751 

.40420 

.34516 

.29076 

.24120 

.19700 

.15802 

.12437 

.09591 
. 07240 
.05344 
.03854 
. 02 714 
.01866 
.01252 
.00820 
.00523 
.00327 

1 

. 9166 7 

.83527 

. 7560 7 
• 6 79 35 
.60543 
. 53466 
.46740 
.40403 
.34490 
.29042 
.24084 
.19644 
.15734 
.12359 
.09506 
.07150 
.05254 
.0376 7 
.02633 
.01794 
.01190 
.00769 
.00484 
.00296 

2 

. 91477 

.83165 

.75095 

.67300 

.59814 

.52675 

. 45921 

.39591 

. 33721 
. 28342 
.23479 
.19151 
.15362 
.12105 
.09362 
.07099 
.05274 
.03836 
.02731 
. 01902 
.01296 
.00863 
,00562 
,00358 

3 

. 91191 

.82619 

. 74330 

.66370 

.58791 

.51635 

.44943 
,38745 
.33061 
,27902 
. 232 71 
.19162 
.15563 
.12456 
,09813 
.07603 
.05789 
.04328 
.03174 
.02283 
,01609 
.01111 
.00751 
.00497 

3 

.91411 

.83040 

.67083 

.52401 

.39309 

.28093 

.18969 

.07066 

.01937 

.00385 

3 

.91350 

.82922 

.74749 

.66866 

.59312 

.52127 

. 45350 

.39020 

. 33172 

.27838 

.23037 

.18782 

.15072 

.11896 

.09227 

.07030 
,05257 
.03858 
.02777 
.01961 
,01356 
.00919 
.00609 

. 91280 

.82786 

.74552 

.51803 

.32840 

.18554 

.09145 

.03881 

.01413 

3 
.00444 

3 

Notes 1. 
2. 
3. 

G,O.S. using E.R. model 
G.O.S. using I.P.P. approximation to 1 
G.O.S. using model of fig. 3. 

TABLE III 

5. ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

In the case of a single source the E.R. model (model 1) 
is an exact solution and the I.P.P. (model lA) an 
approximation. Therefore comparison of these will give 
an indication of the accuracy of the latter. For the 
other combinations only the I.P.P. approximation are 
available, but they differ from model lA by considerably 
more than model lA differs from the exact solution of 
model 1. Therefore the differences are a good indication 
of the differences.which would arise in an exact solution, 

In order to illustrate this better figure 4 shows the 
difference between the grades of service of each model 
and model 1. Certain trends are cle~rly visible. 
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(1) For all the cases with more than one source the 
congestion is lower than for a single source for 
moderate numbers of circuits, but is higher for 
large numbers of circuits. Therefore the ER 
model always overestimates congestion for poor 
grades of service and underestimates for good 
grades of service. 

(2) The difference curves do not correlate clearly 
with the higher moments, or with any other 
parameter which would lead to a convenient formula 
of greater accuracy than the ER model. 

(3) Although the magnitude of the differences is small 
enough to be ignored in practical calculations, 
they may be significant in theoretical investig 
ations of for example the difference between 
different trunking configuration. 

6. PRACTICAL CALCULATIONS 

One of the objectives of traffic theory investigations 
is the development of practical dimensioning techniques. 
In this respect, the present paper has demonstrated that 
there is no significant difference in accuracy between the 
ER model and the I.P.P., so that either can be used with 
equal confidence and the choice is merely a matter of 
convenience of calculations. Also, it has been shown that 
there is some error involved in the use of either and that 
simplifying approximations may be permissible. 

In calculations where the overflow route has full 
availability the ER model is fairly easy to use, and lends 
itself to a recursive, circuit by circuit, calculation 
using the formula. 

U(x) = A (c+x)/(U(x-l)+x+c) 

Starting with 

U(c) = M 

••••...••• (1) 

Where:- Mis the mean of the traffic offered to the 
common route. 
A,c are the ER parameters of this traffic 
U(x) is the traffic lost from a common route 
of x circuits. 

The most time consuming process in using the ER model is 
in determining the ER parameters, which cannot be 
obtained explicitly from M & V. The A .• P.O. adopts an 
iterative process, starting with the following approx 
imation by Rapp (Ref.4). 

A= V+3(V/M)(V/M-l) 

c = A/(1-1/(M+V/M)-M-l) 

It·now appears that sufficient accuracy can be obtained 
by using these approximations directly in equations (1). 
This is not the same as using an ER model since equation 
(1) assumes that Mis a particular function of A & c, and 
this relationship does not hold for the approximations. 
Nevertheless, the procedure gives exact values for the 
traffic lost from a single circuit, and quite small 
errors for any number of circuits. 

This is a very simple process for computation, and faster 
than any possible method based on the I.P.P. model. The 
only more economical method would be one based on curve 
fitting, such as that described by Berry (Ref.5). In 
the past such methods have tended to be regarded as less 
accurate than the ER model, but on the evidence here 
presented this may not be so, 

In cases where the overflow route has internal blocking 
the ER model is less satisfactory and a variety of 
procedures is used, most of them based initially on the 
ER model. These are all either considerably slower than 
the full availability ER model, or use approximations 
whose effect is r·ather difficult to evaluate. 

In these situations the I.P.P. model is comparatively 
easy to use, and considerably faster than the current 
A.P.O. method. Appendix I gives the derivation of the 
necessary traffic formulae for a generalised route with 
internal blocking. One practical difficulty is that the 
I.P.P. model has three parameters, and the usual 
representation of overflow traffic provides only the mean 
and variance, so that it is necessary to devise a role 
for setting the third parameter. Details of one possible 
process are given in appendix 2. 

7. EFFECTS OF HIGHER MOMENTS 

Attempts were made to develop models which made use of the 
higher moments to increase the accuracy. Although these 
were inconclusive they led to some Ln t e r'es t Lng results. 

One obvious line of investigation was to fit the I.P.P. 
model to the first three moments of an overflow 
distribution, Paradoxically this invariably gave less 
accurate approximation than an I.P.P. fitting the moments 
of the ER model. One such curve is shown in figure 4, 
(curve "C") and it can be seen that it diverges in the 
wrong direction. Note also that the traffic carried by 
the first circuit is unchanged. This, in fact is a 
particular case of a relationship which was found to 
apply to the moments of the traffic offered and lost 
from full availability routes offered Poisson, or 
interrupted Poisson traffic. This relationship is 

_1 __ = __ 1 __ +--1 
F(x,c) F(x,c-1) F(x+l,c-1) 

where F(x,c) is the xth factorial moment of the traffic 
overflowing from c circuits. 

Setting x=l, c=l gives F(l,l) = l/(l/F(l,O)+l/F(2,O)) 
showing that, for these types of traffic, the overflow 
from one circuit is dependent only on the first two 
moments of the offered traffic. Clearly, it if applies 
to poisson and interrupted poisson traffic it also 
applies to the overflow of these types of traffic from a 
full availability route. 

(The relationship can be demonstrated for poisson traffic 
by algebraic manipulation of the results of Riordan (Ref.6) 
and for interrupted poisson the factorial moments can be 
derived by a similar process.) 

It is manifest that for the combined overflows of cases 2 
to 6 the same relationship does not apply, and that there 
fore both the I.P.P. and the ER model differ from actual 
overflow traffic in a fundamental manner. Therefore, any 
more accurate model must be of ·a different type. A 
characteristic of the ER and the I.P.P. models is that 
they switch between states for which the birth co-efficients 
are zero, and a state for which the birth co-efficient is 
a constant value. In contrast to this, the combination of 
several overflows can offer traffic to the combined route 
at various intensities, depending on the sources which at 
that instant have all circuits busy and are therefore, 
offering traffic. Any more elaborate model will probably 
need to include this feature. Such models were 
investigated by Palm (Ref.7) and others, but led to 
extremely difficult calculations. 
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Cases B & C in Table 3 illustrate the range of models 
which can generate traffic of the same moments. They are 
the two negative binomial models designated 3.4,1 and 
4.4,l in Wallstroms paper (Ref. 8). The second model, in 
which the arrival rate is a function of the calls carried 
on the route to which it is offered is usually regarded as 
an artificial approximation. However, it is identical 
to an I.P.P. model in which£+~, and therefore is no 
less artificial than the negative binomial itself. 

8. CONCLUSIONS. 

This investigation has - 

(1) given a clearer indication of the nature of the 
errors in the use of the ER model. 

(2) shown that an I,P.P. model fitting the first 
three moments of the ER model is equally accurate 
and more easily used in some cases. 

(3) shown that greater accuracy, at far greater cost, 
is possible by using I.P.P. models to replace each 
of the components of the overflow traffic. 
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APPENDIX 1 

INTERRUPTED POIS~ON TRAFFIC CALCULATIONS 

The interrupted poisson model has two states as shown in 
figure 5. In state 1, it is a source of poisson traffic 
of intensity 1, while in state Ono traffic is generated. 
The transition probabilities from state Oto State 1 is 
w/rdt, and from state 1 to state O is g/rdt where r is 
the average holding time. 

The traffic problem is to compute the lost traffic and 
grade' of service when such traffic is offered to a route, 
Assume a generalised route of c circuits with b1ockin~ 
factors W(n) where W(n) is the probability that no outlet 
is accessible when n circuits are occupied. W(c) of 
course is 1. 

When interrupted po is son traffic is "offered to this route, 
there are 2C+2 states and the transition probabilities 
are shown, normalised in the ,state diagram in figure 6. 

----- ;___;; --i.';)} o'.._:-.-'/,'.:_) 
(_j ,,, ' / ~ 

,,1r, ,,1r 
::.) 1 c,~ 

FIGURE 6 

I" W·· ~, '''"' ') -\~o ,.-nC-, >o 
C-, rl C r 

wl 9 w1lg 
p_Q C 0 

For a route of 3 circuits the coefficients of the state 
equation are:- 

Poo POl PlO pll p20 p21 P 30 p31 

w -g -1 =0 

-w gH.(1-Wo) 0 -1 =O 

w+l -g -2 =0 

-i(l-Wo) -w g+l+ 0 -2 =O 
R-(1-Wl) 

w+2 -g -3 =O 

-i(l-Wl) -w g+2+ 0 -3 =O 
R,(1-W2) 

w+3 -g ~o 
-R,(1-W2) -w g+3 =0 

Any seven of these together with the normalising equation 
form a set from which the state probabilities can be 
obtained. The best procedure is to delete the eighth 
equation and simplify the set by replacing the second, 
fourth and sixth by the sum of the first two, the first 
four and the first six respectively, This gives the 
following equations. 

Pao POl plO pll p20 p21 

w -g -1 

t(l-WO) -1 -1 

w+l -g -2 

t (1-Wl) -2 -2 

w+2 -g 

t(l-W2) 

1 1 1 1 1 1 

-3 

-3 

w+3 

1 

P 31 

=0 

=0 

=O 

=0 

=0 

-3 =O 

-g =0 

1 =l 

From the first seven equations it is possible to express 
all the state probabilities as multiples of P31, or in 
the general case of c circuits, as multiples of 
Pc,l i.e.:- 

The multiples are given by:- 

1 

g/ (w+c) 

Let S 

then P 
n,m 

A 
n,m 

A /S 
n,m 

and the lost traffic is given by :- 

and the grade of service by :~ 

B = U/Offered Traffic 

(WoPo,l + WlPl,1 + 

The above expressions are easily programmed on a computer, 
and the processing time is two or three times as long as 
for po is son traffic offet·ed to a similar route. 

For full availability the W are all equal to zero except 
for W =l and the one sub-r1iutine can be used for both 

C 

cases. It is also possible in the full availability case 
to develop an explicit formula which is useful for further 
investigations but less economical to compute. 

A difficulty with the I.P.P. model is that it has three 
parameters and therefore requires three conditions to be 
specified, Two of these are that the model should match 
the first two moments of the actual distribution but 
matching the third moment also is undesriable since this 
makes the model less accurate than the ER .model. 

Ref(2) gives a method which makes the first three moments 
match those of the corresponding ER lmodel, but this is a 
rather complicated procedure. It also gives another method 
in which£ is specified by an empirical formula and the 
remaining parameters used to match the first two moments. 
A rather batter formula than that given in ref(Z) is:- 

£ = V+2(V/M)(V/M-l) 
from which 

v=g+w= (V/M-1)/(£-M+l-V/MJ 
w= vM/ t 
g=v-w 

FIGURE 5 

APPENDIX 2 

NOTES ON NUMERICAL METHODS 

+ 

I.P.P. MODEL 

This appendix lists formulae and procedures which were 
used in the development of this paper. None are original, 
except for some algebraic manipulations to make them more 
convenient to implement on a computer. 

p 
n,m 

A *P n,m c,l 

MOMENTS OF OVERFLOW TRAFFIC 

Second and higher moments are most conveniently calculated 
as factorial moments, and converted to other forms if 
desired. The formulae given by Rio~dan & Kosten can be 
shown to be equivalent to the following recursion. 

1 
F(x+l) 

l (--1 
x AF(x-1) 

1 N + x ) 
- F(x) + AF(x) 

for the overflow traffic arising fromA erlangs offered to 
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N trunks and Fx is the xth factorial moment. 

Note that for x = 1. 

1 
AF 

0 

or F2 
AFl 

which is in the form given by Riordan. 

FACTORIAL MOMENTS OF A COMBINED DISTRIBUTION 

The factorial moments of the sum of two distributions can 
be calculated by converting to cumulants, adding, and 
converting back. However the arithmetic is extremely 
messy except for the first two or three moments. 

The factorial moments can be used directly in the 
following equation. 

Fn,a+b Fn,a+n(Fn-1,a),(Fl,b) + n(n-l)(Fn-2,a)(F2,b)+ - -2-- 
+ Fn,b 

where Fn, a+ bis the nth factorial moment of the sum 
of two distributions 'a' & 'b' 

Fna 

Fnb 

is the nth factorial moment of 
distribution 'a' 

is the nth factorial moment of 
distribution 'b'. 

Discussion 
A. KUCZURA, U.S.A. : In yoWt FigWte 3, I.P.P. Ac.c.Wta-te 
Model, .U: .6 ee.m6 to me tha,t you c.ou.-f.d ob:tiun by thl<I method 
the bloc.k.ing .6een by the individua)'. .6bieiJJrJJ.,. Have you 
done M? I 6 you have, what 1tuu.-f.u, will 1tupec.t to 
ac.c.Wtac.y, c.an you quote. 

A.H. FREEMAN, Australia: Thl<I u., c.oMed, and indeed .U: 
M nec.U.6CVtlf to caf.c.u.,f_a,t:e the -fo-U tM6Mc. 06 the 
individual <1bt.eams1 and add them to obtain total lo.6.6U. 
Thue have been c.ompMed vu.rh. 28 06 the exact 1tuu.,UI, 
06 Kibble {Re6. 3). FM the 56 individual .6bieam<1 the 
Jtatio.6 {G.O.S. I.P.P./GOSEXACT) had a mean va,rue 06 .995 
and .6tandMd deviation . 012. 

E. JENSEN, Spain : It M known tha,t a.6.6~ng a ba-tc.h 
poM.6on aMival onocess w.U:h geometltic.aUy di<lt!tibu.ted 
batc.h .6izu to an in6,[n-U:e 6uU availabil-U:lf gJtoup, the 
1tuu..U.lng .6tationa1ty Sta,te di<lrubuuon ,(_n the g1toup will 
be negative binomia)'., pltovided that holding umu Me neg. 
exp . di-6 tltib u.t.e,d. 

Now, c.ons1idelting th«: the neg. binomial di<lrubuuon M a 
;two-moment 6.U: to the e.xac.t .6tationMy S,;tate di<ltltibution 
in an in6in-U:e ove1t6low g1toup, i6 the t!ta66ic. 066e1ted to 
the µJtimMy gJtoup M poM.6on, one might be led t» the 
po.6.6ibit.u:y 06 .6ub.6t-U:uting the µhys1ic.a)'. ove.Jt6low Mltival 
pltoc.U.6 by a batc.h-µoiMon µJtoc.u.6 w.U:h a .6ui:table batc.h 
s.i.z« di<lbiibution. My quution then M whetheJt you have 
made any app1toac.h in thl<I diltec.tion. 

A.H. FREEMAN, Australia : No attemµu have been made to 
Me the above model. An in-U:ial examination <1ugguu 
;that .U: wou.-f.d involve Jta-theJt c.omµlex. c.alc.ulating 
pita c.edWtu . 

K. WILSON, Australia : In yoWt µape.11. you've c.onoideJted 
mainly c.Me.-6 wheJte mean.6 and valtianc.u Me the <1ame 601t 
eacn .6bt.eam. 

I've noticed in my wo1tk thiu: theJte Me <1igni6,[c.an;t 
di66e1tenc.u be;/Ween thl<I c.Me and the c.aoe whe1te the 
means1 Me di66e1tent and in 6ac.t the 6Wtthe1t the mean.6 
deµMt 6Jtam the equal c.a.6 e the g1tea,te1t the di66e1tenc.e 
in behavioWt. Have you done 6UJtthe1t wo1tk on non equal 
c.M u and wha,t Welte qoun: 6,[nding.6 . 

A.H. FREEMAN, Australia : In FigWte 4, C.a.6U 2, 4, 5 and 
6 Me mix.tWtu 06 ;t:Jta66,[c. 06 the .6ame mean to vMianc.e 
Jtatio and .6 u.gg es : thiu: ;the main 6ac.tOJt in thu e c.a.6 u M 
the numbeJt 06 .6oWtc.u, whethe1t o« not they Me equa)'.. 
CM e 3 M the only one w.U:h a mixtUJte 06 MUJtc.U 06 
di66e1tent vMianc.e t» mean Jtatio and, M you point out, 
the oehosicoun. i-6 mMll.edly di66e.11.ent. 
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Correlation Induced 
Common Link 

• Ill Traffic Overflowing from a 

K. G. WILSON 
South Australia Institute of Technology, Adelaide, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

Certain links in alternative routing networks are offered 
independent streams of traffic from two or more sources. 
Previously, the behaviour of this traffic has been 
predicted using simulation or the equivalent random 
method, An analytic model for this case has been 
developed and can be used as a tool in investigating 
traffic behaviour in alternative routing networks in 
general, 

This paper considers the moments of the traffic over 
flowing from the shared link and in particular the 
covariance. The covariance is often assumed to be zero, 
e,g. in simulation or else bypassed as in the equivalent 
random method which considers the offered traffic as if 
it were only one stream. 

An iterative solution to the problem is given and an 
analytic solution to a special case, in which the 
offered traffic is random, is derived, 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In early practical models of telephone networks the 
traffic was described by its mean alone, More recently 
both mean and variance have been considered. A commonly 
made assumption has been that streams offered to "a common 
link are independent, and hence the variance of the 
offered traffic is simply the sum of the variances of the 
separate streams. However, whenever the offered streams 
are overflows from routes sharing a common link the 
assumption is no longer valid. 

In order to investigate the correlation between such 
streams the following simple network was considered 
(fig,l). 

The network has one origin exchange "O", two destination 
exchanges 11D111 and 11D2" and two tandem exchanges X1, Y 1• 

The routes the traffic may take are described below, 

0-D pair 1st 2nd 3rd 

1 (0 & Dl) 1 3,5 4,5 
2 (0 & D2) 2 3,6 4,6 

Table 1, Alternative Routes 

Two independent streams of traffic originated at "O"; one 
consisting of calls intended for Dl, the other for D2, 
These streams have Poisson distributions with means a1 and 
a2 respectively, 

The 1st choice (direct) routes have d1, d2 junctions 
respectively and link 3, the common link on the second 
choice routes has c junctions. 

It is assumed that links 5 and 6 have enough junctions to 
carry all traffic offered to them and hence any congestion 
will occur on links 3 and 4, It is assumed that there are 
enough junctions between the tandem exchanges x1 and Y1 to carry any calls offered to that link. 

The traffic overflowing from 3, in particular the means, 
variances and covariance of this traffi.c, is of interest 
and from these moments the traffic actually carried on 
link 3 can also be obtained, 

2 

4 

6 

Figure 1, The Network 

linl: 1 + 

a2 

+ link 2 

M,c + link 3 

Figure 2, System Configuration 

Where Q - x = number of busy servers 
~ y = total number of servers. 

2, MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The development of this model is an adaption of the 
approach used by Neal [l], 

The network can be considered as a system of servers, each 
junction in a link being one server, Since the traffic 
overflowing from 3 is important, the last "blocks" of 
servers are infinite and there is no loss from the system. 

Calls arrive at the direct link servers independently with 
Poisson distributions, means a1, a2 respectively. The 
mean of the total number of arrivals is a= a1 + a2. 
Service times throughout the system have independent 
negative exponential distributions with unit mean. 
Service times correspond to the holding time of a call, 

It is assumed that the system has r e ache d equilibrium, 
Then the state probability density function is 

and f~O outside the range Q$ni$di' 0$m$c, .i;.~o. 
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The state equations for f have the following form, 

For Osnisdi-1, 0.Smsc, li~O 

(a+n1+n2+m+l1+l2)f(n1,n2,m,l1,l2) 

a1f(n1-l,n2,m,l1,l2) 
+ a2f(n1,n2-l,m,l1,l2) 
+ (n1+l)f(n1+l,n2,m,l1,l2) 
+ (n2+l)f(n1,n2+l,m,l1,t2) 
+ (m+l)f(n1 ,n2 ,m+l,l1,l2)'~ 
+ (l1+l)f(n1,n2,m,l1+l,l2) 
+ (l2+l)f(n1,n2,m,l1,l2+l) (2) 

*this term is zero when m=c 

Ca+n.i.+n2+m+l:i+l2)B(, ,.) = a1B(ni-l,.) + a2B(,n,-1,) 
+ (n1+l)B(n1+l,.) + a2B(,.m-l) 

(m+l)B(, ,m+l) (15) 

For Osn2sd2-l, n1=d1, m=c 

(a+n:i+n2+m+l1+l2)B(, ,.) = a1B(ni-l,.) + a2B(,n,-l,) 
+ a1B(, ,m-1) + (n2+l)B(,n2+1,) 
+ a1B(,.,) + a1Bl

1
_1,(.,,) (16) 

For Osn:isd1-l, n2=d2, m=c 

(a+n1+n2+m+l1+l2)B(,,,) = a1B(n1-l,,) + a2B(,n2-l,) 
+ (n1+l)B(n1+l,,) + a2B(,,m-1) 
+ a2B(,,,) + a2B,l

2
_1(,,,) (17) 

There are 6 other equations corresponding to the boundary 
con di t Lons , 

This infinite set of equations can be simplified by 
introducing a two d i.merrs Lon a L binomial moment generating 
function B, 

are the binomial moments. 

Define 

(3) 

(4) 

! ! t1> <k2 k =l k =l l
1 

l2)f(n1,n2,m,k1,k2) 
1 1 2 2 (5) 

d1 d2 C 

B(l l) = l: l: l: Bl l (n1,n2,m) (6) 
i, 2 n1=0 n2=0 m=o i, z 

E[(L1)(L2)] (7) l1 l, 

In particular B(l,O) = E(L1) (8) 

B(O,l) = E(L2) (9) 

B(l,l) = E(L1,L2) (10) 

B(2,0) = ½E(Lj-L1) (11) 

B(O,Z) = ½E(L~-L2) (12) 

Hence means, variances and covariances of 11, 12 can be 
calculated from these moments. 

A system of equations in the binomial moments can be 
derive1 from the state equations by multiplying by 
(l+x1) 1(1+x2)l2, summing over l1,l2 and equating like 
powers of x1 and x2, 

The following abbreviations are used 

B(,.,) = Bli,l/n1,n2,m) 

B(x,,) = Bl1,l2(x,nz,m) 

B( ,y,) = Bl1 ,l,Cn1 ,y,m) 
B (,.,) = B O (n1,nz,m) 
X, X,,L.z 

For O~n.sd.-1, Osm~c 
l l 

etc. 

etc. 

a1B(n1-l, ,) + a2B(,n2-l,) 

+ (n1+l)B(n1+1,,)+(n2+l)B(,n2+l,) 

+ (m+l)B(, ,m+l) (13) 

a1B (n1-l,, )+a2B ( ,n,-1,) 

+ a1B(,.m-l)+(n2+l)B(,n2+l,) 

+ (m+l)B(, ,m+l) (14) 

For Osmsc-1, ni=di 

(a+n1+n2+m+l1+l2)B(,,,) 

For ni=di, rn=c 

(a+n1+n2+m+l1+l2)B(,, ,) 

Let Bl l (n1,n2,m) 
LW, i, 2 
l 

a1B(n1-l,,) + a2B(,n2-l,) 
+ a B(, ,m-1) 
+ (m+l)B(, ,m+l) (18) 

a1B(n1-l.,) + a2B(,n2-l,) 
+ a B(.,m-1) + a B(.,,) 
+ a1Bl _1,(,,,) + a2B,l _1(,,,) 1 2 (19) 

0 outside range Osnisdi, Osmsc 

Summing (13) - (19) over the respective ranges gives 
d2 

(l1+l2)B(.o O ) = a1 l: B0 _1 l (d2,n2,c) + 
-<..J. ,,l.2 n2=0 --e1 , 2 

d1 
+ a2 l: Bl l l (n1 ,d2 ,c) (20) 

n1=0 1, 2- 

Using (20) all the moments in (8) - (12) can be calculated 
if Bl

1
,l

2 
(n1,n2,m) is known for all (n1,n2,m) and for 

(l1,l2) = (O,O), (0,1) and (l,O). 

Eq~ations (13) - (19) can be written as a single matrix 
eq_uation 

M]2 = g th (21) 
where Bl1,l2 

(n1,n2,m) will be the r element of£ for 

r = (n1+l) + n2 (d1+l) + m Cd j+L) (d2+l). 

Mis square, size (d1+l)(d2+l)(c+l). 

(21) can be rewritten 

or 
(I-A)£ 

b = A£ + £• 

(22) 

(23) 

Equation (23) can be solved using Gauss-Siedel iteration 
with successive over relaxation. 

The matrix A is highly structured and in fact has at most 
7 non zero elements per row, in 7 diagonal bands, A 
program was written to solve this equation and hence 
calculate the overflow moments. 

Note that when l1=l2=0 the matrix Mis singular, ((20) 
reduces to O=O), Since B0 0(n1,n2,m) = P(N1=n1,N2=n2, 
M=m), the last row of Mis' replaced by a row of 'ones' 
and the last element of g by a 'one', to give the matrix 
M full rank. - 

3. A SPECIAL CASE - NO DIRECT JUNCTIONS 

When there are no direct junctions ni=di=O and (13) - (19) 
reduce to - 

For Osmsc-1, li~O 

(a+m+l1+l2)Bl1,£2 (m) a Bl l (m-1) + (m+l)Bl l (m+l) 
l. 2 1' 2 (24) 

a Bl
1 
,l

2 
(c-1) 

+ a1Bl1-l,l2 (c)" + a2Bl1 ,l,-l (c) (25) 

(26) 

(24), (25) -+ 
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(a(l-t)+l)S=(l-t)dS 
dt 

(2 7) 

2
at 

S(t) = K ----l 
(l-t) 

Following Riordan [2], define 
at 

00 m e l: olm)t = ~ 
m=O (1-t) 

(26), (28) and (29) + 

Bl1 ,l2 (m) = K o lm) 

and K = S(O) = Bl
1
,l

2 
(0) 

Hence (25) can be written 

(c+l)B, l (O)ol(c) = a Bl l (O)ol(c-1) 
-c i , 2 1 t 2 

+ 0£_l(c)(a1Bl1-l,l2(0)+a2Bl1,l2-l(O)) 

but (c+l)ol(c) - aol(c-1) = ful+l 

from Riordan [2], (p.510), and hence 
1 er l-1 (c) 

B, , (0) = 7(a1Bl -l , (O)+a2Bl l -l (0)) ( ) 
-l-1,,t.2 1 ,,{,...2 .1, 2 Q'fz+} C 

(28) 

(29) 

cov 

a2 
m2(l-m2 + c-a+m +l) 

t 

8(1,l) - 8(1,0)
8
(0,l) 

a2 
= m1(-m2 + c-a+m +l) 

t 

since m_1a2 = m2a1 the following expressions are equivalent 

a2 ) 
cov = m1(-m2 + c-a+m +l 

t 

a1 ) (55) (30) = m2(-m1 + c-a+m +l 
t 

(31) 
a2 ) 

½m1 (-m2 + c+a+m +l 
t 

+ 1 
C 

.;;a8o,o(O)cr,(m) s0,0(0)o1(c) 

c.f. Riordan [2] 

+ s
0
,0co) = l/01(c) 

since s
0
,_1(m) = B_1,0(m) = 0 

and era ((c)) = E (a) (the Erlang loss formula) 
0'1 C C 

CJ1 (c) = 1 = l. (say) 
o2(c) c+a+aEc(a)+l D 

(53) 

(54) 

(56) 

(32) 

(33) 

(37) 

+ ½m2(-m1 + r-s!,:, ~,) 
t 

(56) being a symmetric expression for the covariance. 

This analysis confirms the assumption that when 2 random 
streams are offered to a single link, the overflow mean 
is proportional to the offered mean. Further, it gives 
exact formulas for variance and covariance. 

(34) 
The formulas generalise to the case of r independent 
random streams offered to a single link, as follows, 

(35) 

(36) (57) 

(58) 

(59) 

(38) 

(39) 

Finally, the structure of the formulas form. and v. are 
very similar to those for the total mean and

1
varian!e 

(corresponds to the case where a single random stream, 
mean a, is offered to a single link). 

(34), (30) and (31) give 

era (c) ( ) s1,0(m) = a1B0,0(0) 02(c) • 01 m 

o0 (c) CJ1 tc) 
hence s1,0(c) = a1 o7CcJ 02 c) 

a1Ec(a) 
= --D-- 
a2E (a) -c --D-- and B0,1(c) = 

Now (8) - (12) can be evaluated using (20) 

B(l,O) = a1B0,0(c) = a1Ec(a) 

B(O,l) = a2B0,0(c) = a2Ec(a) 

B(l l) = ½(a1B0 1(c) + a2B (c)) ' . , 1,0 
= a1a2Ec (a) 

D E (a) 
2B(2,0) = a1B1,0(c) = a!¾- 

2B(0,2) = a2B0 l(c) = a~Ec(a) 
' D 

and hence the overflow moments are 

a1Ec(a) 
a2Ec(a) 
aEc(a) 

2B(2,0) 

(total mean) 
2 

+ 8(1,0) - 8(1,0) 

(40) 
m (1-m + a ) 

t t c-a+m +l t 

(60) 

(61) 

(41) 4. RESULTS 

(42) 

(43) 

The model has 5 parameters, viz. a1, a2, d1, d2 and c 
and an investigation of the effects of varying all of 
these, requires a large amount of data. This data will 
then be used to find an approximate formula for the 
overflow moments. The special case gives exact limits 
with which the approximations must conform. 

(44) 

(45) 

From the data collected at this stage, the following 
trends have been noted, with consideration given to vt, 
the variance of the combined overflow streams, and R, 
the relative error in assuming independence. 

v -(v1+v2) viz. R = _t _ 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

vt 

=~ 
vt 

(Risa measure of the proportion of the total variance 
contributed by the covariance.) 

(49) 
(50) 
(51) 

(52) 

If the number of junctions on the conunon link is increased, 
and all else is fixed, then vt decreases but R increases. 

If the variance of one stream offered to the common link 
increases, its mean and all other parameters being fixed, 
then vt increases and R remains fairly constant, 

If both the mean and variance of one stream increase, their 
ratio and other parameters being constant, then vt increases 
but R decreases. 
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These cases seem to confirm the intuitive suspicion that 
the correlation in the overflow is related to the amount 
that the two streams are mixed, that is, the greater the 
ratio of carried traffic to offered traffic on the common 
link the greater the contribution made by the covariance 
to the total variance. In general, once the carried to 
offered ratio was greater than 1/3, R was more than 10%, 
being as much as 28% in some cases. 

Attempts to solve the more general case analytically have 
so far been unsuccessful. However, it may be noted that 
Neal [l] did not obtain an analytic solution to his model, 
although he reduced the size of his problem by analytic 
methods. The solution of the reduced problem was still 
obtained numerically. 

5, CONCLUSION 

The model presented here is a tool to be used in under 
standing the behaviour of traffic streams sharing a 
common link in an alternative routing network. It can 
be used to generate a large amount of data, to enable 
empirical formulas for the overflow moments to be 
calculated and indeed may yet be solved analytically, as 
it has been for the special case. 

Results obtained from numerical solution of the problem 
indicate that correlation is significant and hence the 
covariance must be taken into consideration in this type 
of network. 
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Discussion 
J.P. FARR, Australia : In See,l.i.on 1 you 6~a.te ~ha.t ~andem 
exc.hang v., X I and YI Me w., u.o.J.,ly ;.,,Ltua,ted .i,n ;the ,i ame 
bu.Ud.<.ng and ,Lt M MJ.iumed tiuu: :theJLe Me an ".i,116.{ru:te" 
numbeJr. 06 junc.tioM be;tween ;them. TheM M no !teMon why 
XI and YI have to be .<.n the. 1.iame bu.Ud.<.ng and I am awOAe 
06 ne.-twoJt'1.6 .<.n whlc.h ;tw M ;the c.M e. The numbeJr. 06 
junc.tioM buween XI and YI may be d.<.meM.<.oned 60ft a 
6.<.xed gJtade 06 J.ieJr.v.{c.e ;thw., Jteduung ;the amoun:t 06 ;tJta66.<.c. 
carou.ed, To wha,t ex:ten:t does ;tw JteqU.{,f[e youJt Jtv.,u.W 
;to be mod.<.Med. 

K.G. WILSON, Australia 
(.i,) The mode.l may be c.oM.<.deJr.ed M a unfi. 1.,y1.,;te,m .<.11 

whlc.h ;tJta66.{c. M c_aJlf[.{,ed 011 a unlz .<.6 me/le M a 
6Jtee junc.tion .{,f[f[V.,pec.tive 06 w ab.i,Wy to be 
c_aJlf[.{,ed on 1.iuc.c.eecl.<.11g unfi.. 

(U) FuJt:theJt r flea.Uy C.OYlJ.i.<.deJr. ;tf[a6Mc. o66e.Jted to tw 
3Jtd c.ho.<.c.e JtoU-te and no;t :the ;tf[a66.<.c. c.aJlf[.{,ed on d. 

A. KUCZURA, u.s.A. : In J.io.lv-lng qou». J.ipeua.l cas e , -ln 
whleh :the o66e.Jted ;tJta66-lc. M Jtandom, you obJ.ieJtved ;tha,t ;the 
ove.Jt6.low mean M p!topoiliona.l ;to ;the o66e.Jted mean. I 
wondeJt -lfi you had exam-l11ed ;tw Jte.latioMhlp 60ft qoun: 
gene.Jta.l cas e . 

K.G. WILSON, Australia : No;t d.<.!tec.;t.ly. I am a,t p!tv.,en;t 
a;t;te,mpting t» ob;ta.{n an app!touma:te 6oJtmu..la 60ft me 
p!topoilion ofi ;tJta66.<.e eaJlf[.{,ed 6Jtom eaeh 1.,;/;Jteam. Tw w.i.U 
a.U.ow :the oveJtfi.low meaM to be ea.leu..fa,ted. 

R. SCHERRER, Germany : In qou»: pap.e!t ,l;t M 1.,;ta,ted ;tha,t ;the 
c.ovllia11c.e mw.,,t be ;ta/zen -ln:to eoM.<.deJtation" .<.11 a c.eJt:ta-ln 
;type 06 ne.-twoJt/i.. Now ;the quv.,tion: Vov., any method 
ew;t whlc.h ;ta/i.v., the. c.ovllianee -ln:to aeeoun:t Oft wha,t sec: 
06 method would :the aU-thOJt 1.iuggv.,;t 60ft :tw pMpMe. 

K.G. WILSON, Australia : Loolz-lng a,t :the p!top.e.Jt;/;.{v., 06 
1.iepOAMe 1.,;/;Jteam6 ofifieJted ;to a eommon unlz J.ieem6 one moJte 
1.,;tep -ln :the undeJtJ.i;tand.<.ng 06 ;te.le;tJta66-le. When ;tw 
appJtaaeh M w., ed, eovllia11ee M one 06 ;the momenu 06 
.{J1;/;eJte6;/; :the o:theJtJ.i bung :the mean and vllia11ee 06 ;the 
1.iepOAa:te oveJL6.low 1.,;/;Jteam6 and :the mean ;tJta6fi-le fiJtom eaeh 
1.,;/;Jteam wh.<.c.h h., ac.:t.ua.U.y eanrd.ed, I lznow 06 no modw 
whlc.h w., e eovllianee, p!tobab.ly bec.aw., e ;theJte M 110 :i-lmp.le 
method o Ii c.a.lc.u.liling d at: p!tv., en:t. 

V!t. HaJlftM, Aw.,;t. Te.lee.am M .loolz-lng at: a mode.l .ln whlc.h 
he w., v., :the vllianev., 06 th« 1., epOAa:te ove.Jt6.low 1.,;/;Jteam6 . 

V!t. O.l61.io11 ob:ta-lned an app!tomation 6oJt :the Jtilio 06 :the 
meaM ofi :the ove.Jtfi.low ;tJta66.{e. PJtafi. Wa.lu;tJtom M wo 
.loo/z-lng a,t ;tw p!tab.lem. V!t. BeMy, Aw.,;t. wMheo to lznow 
Jtilio 06 c_aJlf[.{,ed ;tJtafi6.<.e ;to he.lp undeJtJ.i:tand eha.{11 6.low1., 
on a N e.-two!t'1.. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper s tud i e s prediction of the performance of com 
puter controlled store and forward message switching 
systems, and hence the traffic levels and CPU utilisa 
tions which the systems can handle. The study is carried 
by both analytical and simulation methods, and the 
analytical results are found to be less accurate. The 
simulation is also used to study the dependence of res 
ponse time on throughput. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A computer controlled store and forward message switching 
system receives messages from its input terminals and 
stores them until they can be transmitted to the output 
terminals. Messages are received character by character 
and until a special character signifying the end of a 
message is received the transmission of the message to 
its destination terminal is delayed. The transmission 
is further delayed if the recipient terminal is unable 
to receive the message for any reason such as being busy 
in receiving another message. 

The delay between the receipt of the end of message char 
a~ter and th~ transmisRion nf the first c11aracter of thP 
message to the destination terminal is termed Cross- 
Office Delay (COD). One of the prime objectives of system 
design and dimensioning is that the COD's of 90 or 95% of 
all messages fall within some specified upper limit. 
This requirement imposes restrictions on the traffic (i.e. 
messages per second handling capacity of the 
system. 

The capacity of a computer controlled system may be simply 
described as the maximum percentage utilisation of the 
central processing unit (CPU) at which the performance of 
the system is acceptable. The performance is character 
ised by parameters such as COD's, number of polls (i.e. 
invitations to input message) per terminal per second, 
main store buffers utilisation, etc. 

In order to plan ahead and forecast traffic growth 
capabilities it is necessary to estimate the capacity of 
the system. 

Several techniques have been developed to estimate the 
capacity of a computer controlled system. These can be 
broadly categorised into three classes, namely analytical, 
simulation and measurement methods. In the last, the CPU 
utilisation~ COD's and other parameters are measured on 
the actual system at various traffic levels. The traffic 
is either actually generated from the suitable number of 
terminals or simulated through some software means. A 
working system (i.e. fully implemented) is premature for 
these techniques which cannot be used during the 
system design phase. 

On the other hand, analytical methods based largely on 
queuing theory can be used during the design of the sys 
tem. However, because of assumptions needed to produce 
models amenable to analysis, the accuracy of the results 
falls short of that of the measurement methods. In a real 
system both methods are used depending upon various stages 
in the· system implementation. 

Commonly used analytical methods to predict performance 
of computer controlled stored and forward message switch 
ing systems such as Australian Post Office's Common User 

Data Network (CUDN) are discussed. Data relevant to this 
study were observed and provided by Telecom Australia; 
these are presented in Table 1 and Table 2. Accuracy of 
the results is compared with those of simulation. 

The model used in both the analytical and simulation 
methods represents the essentials of a computer con 
trolled store and forward system as described below. 

2. MODEL OF SWITCHING SYSTEMS 

To study the behaviour of .a switching centre (node), and 
hence of the network, the node may be modelled as a black 
box which has several incoming lines over which messages 
are received. These messages are either being served or 
waiting to be served. After completing the servicing of 
these messages, the node sends them on the outgoing lines. 

The model to describe the way in which switching systems 
resolve conflicting requests for attention of the CPU is 
shown in Figure~- 

This model consists of a single resource (CPU) and a 
system of queues which holds those messages awaiting 
service. In addition, there exists a scheduling algor 
ithm, which is R SPt of <ler.i.si.on rules d e t e rm Ln Ln g which 
message will next be serviced. Thus a newly entering 
request is placed in the system of queues, and, when the 
scheduling algorithm permits, is given a turn in the pro 
cessing facility. 

The scheduling algorithm is presented in Figure 2. 

The service facility (CPU) contains N physical programs. 
Depending on the type of a message, several programs may 
be required to process it. After the execution of one pro 
gram is completed, the message is passed to the next pro 
gram and so on until the message is fully processed and 
ready to be sent out. 

We allocate to the programs required for the servicing of 
high priority messages appropriate priority numbers, so 
that the priority need be associated only with the pro 
gram numbers. The switching centre may now be represen 
ted by Table 3. 

Irr Table 3, programs process a message in the order of 
program numbers. The priority of execution of a program 
is always in the order of the program numbers. A physical 
program is defined as the one which is required to perform 
a specific function e.g. one program is responsible for 
message routings. If the same physical program is re 
quired to serve different messages of several priorities 
it is assigned corresponding program numbers. Hence 
several program numbers may correspond to one physical 
program and the service facility (CPU) consists of num 
bered programs (Pj, P2, .... , Pm) where the subscripts 
indicate the priority of these numbered programs, the 
smaller the subscript the higher the priority of the 
numbered program, 

Since the CPU can execute only one program at a time 
these programs compete amongst each other to take control 
of the CPU. The model now may be co~sidered as a single 
server (CPU), which has several input queues which in 
turn generate requests for the server. The messages con 
tinue to be fed back to the CPU until their processing is 
completed, i.e. the execution of an end program in a 
series is completed. A message is then to be sent out. 
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If a message requiring processing from a higher priority 
program arrives during the execution of a program then 
the lower priority program currently being executed by 
the CPU is suspend~d and the CPU is allocated to the 
higher priority program to Commence its processing. On 
the completion of this processing the CPU is returned to 
~he suspended program whose processing is resumed from 
the point it was suspended. This method of operation is 
known as Pre-emptiveResurne Priority discipline. 

3. ASSUMPTIONS 

In order to make the model as close as possible to the 
real world while permitting queuing theory to be used to 
analyse the traffic capacity, the following assumptions 
are made : 

(1) The service discipline is assumed to be pre-emptive 
resume priority in which a program of higher priority 
has immediate p r e c.e de nc e ·over one of lower priority, 
including the interruption of the program in service. The 
interrupted program regains the,service where it left off 
only after no higher priority programs remain in the 
system. 

(2) The term "service distribution" will be used to 
denote the distribution of time occupied by a program in 
servicing a message. In order to permit a compromise 
between the tWo convenient extreme service distributions, 
exponential arid constant distribution, we assume the pro 
cessing time· of each program follows an Erlang-m dis 
tribution [l]. 

Measured values of-average processing times were provided 
by Telecom Australia [2], and are shown in Table 1. 

(3) The terminals and adjacent switching centre generate 
incoming messages such that the time intervals between 
the two consecutive messages of the same priority are ex 
ponentially distributed with parameters Ak' k - 1,2 ... 10. 

With the numbers of .terminals in practical situations, 
the assumption that the overall message generation is a 
poisson process for each message class is often justified. 

3.4 Figure 3 shows the system to be investigated 
analytically. The incoming messages which demand a ser 
vice are classified into n paLallel queues according to 
their priorities Ai.All queues are assumed to be unlimited 
i.e. every incoming message will be stored and processed. 
This assumption is almost always fulfilled, especially in 
the systems with dynamic c o r e allocation. All messages 
are served according to pre-emptive priority discipline 
and first in first out is assumed within each priority 
class. 

3.5 The time to handle an interrupt is neglected. This 
assumption is reasonable because large system computers 
have multiple register sets and hardware for interrupt 
handling. 

4. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

Based on the above assumptions, the queuing time (time 
spent in the system waiting and being processed) is ob 
tained for programs of the jth priority class from [3]: 

T 
i 

where: 

ll. 
J 

(1) 

(2) 

At = arrival rate for programs of the ith class; bl i, 
h2j are the mean and second moment of service time in 
tl1e _j-tl1 pri,1rity class. The moments of tl1e Erlang dis 
tribution are given in genera} [2] as: 

bnj (Erlang - m service) (n+m-1) ! (~) n_ 
(m-1) ! m ' 

Tjs is the average service time of the j-th priority 
class, 

The cross office delay (COD) of a message of class A is 
the total time taken to process all the associated pro 
grams, i.e.: 

(3) 

Where TAjisqueuing time of j-th priority program which 
belongs to the above mentioned set, as found from (1). 

With the Erlang - 10 (m - 10) service time distribution 
whose average processing times are in Table 1 and the 
message arrival rates as in Table 2, analytical results 
obtained from (3) are as shown in Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 and 
10. 

5, VALIDATION CHECKS 

To be valid a model should satisfy the following require 
ments: 

(1) Events should occur in the correct sequence. The 
simulation program provides checking of this sequence, 
e.g. for each message a print out is available of the 
time at which each event (i.e. each service commencement) 
occurs. 

(2) The statistics corresponding to the queues of 
traffic and servicing collected during the simulation 
must reflect the known input statistics i.e. the average 
inter-arrival times of messages must match with the 
inter-arrival time generated during a simulation. The 
same condition must apply for service times etc. 

(3) The simulation results should match the known 
measurable results such as CPU utilisation, and cross 
office delay time. 

6. RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

A misinterpretation of collected data and consequently a 
misunderstanding of the system could arise through: 

6.1 INITIAL CONDITIONS 

To eliminate the transient effect of initial conditions, 
one selects a deletion time and deletes data obtained 
prior to this time. A suitable deletion time is found 
by making several pilot runs and collecting data at 
relatively short intervals. Then one plots these sample 
records against time to determine a reasonable deletion 
time[4]. 

6.2 STATISTICAL FLUCTUATIONS 

In all simulations containing random phenomena the 
question arises of how long to run an experiment so that 
representative averages are obtained. The answer depends 
on how statistically accurate we wish our results to be. 
The technique by G. S. Fishman [5] was used to determine 
the condition to end a simulation run. 

Fishman's technique uses a recursive estimator of the 
variance of· the required value, and takes into account 
correlations between observations. In use, the variance 
estimate is updated at intervals of M observations of the 
simulation, and the· simulation is terminated when the 
variance, or confidence interval,is reduced to a pre 
determined satisfactory level. The confidence intervals 
are b a s ed on the assumption that the observations follow 
a normal distribution. The. 95% confidence limits shown 
in Figures 5 through 9 were estimated using Fishman' s 
method. 

The simulation and analytical results of cross office 
delay (COD) of several messages of ~eve~al classes are 
shown in Figures 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. These figures show 
clearly that under low traffic condition~, the COD's ob 
tained by the two a.et hods are nearly the same. However, 
when the traffic input increases the results differ 
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significantly. 

Sufficient explanations are quite easy to find. In the 
mathematical analysis, we made the assumption that input 
messages which require several programs arrive at the 
same rate for each of the programs. This assumption fails 
when there is a heavy input traffic, since a CPU may be 
busy serving those programs with higher priority. This in 
turn creates a longer queuing time and hence arrival rates 
of all the consecutive lower priority programs are no 
longer independent. In Figure 5 the resultant difference 
between the two methods is not marked until the input 
ratio equals 2.0 because message A is a highest priority 
message. For lower priority messages as in Figures 9 and 
10 the simulation COD is larger than the analytical COD 
even at low input traffic, and this is consistent with 
the explanation given above. 

The queuing times of messages for each individual program 
were also obtained. It was found that if the pre-empted 
program execution time is eight to ten times greater than 
the time to execute the pre-empting message, the effect 
on the delay time is minimal. 

However, if the situation is reversed i.e. pre-empting is 
ten times greater than pre-empted, the total delay time 
is increased nearly 100 percent at 60 percent CPU utiliza 
tion. 

Figure 10 shows the variation of COD of link A messages 
with CPU utilization (several of these curves were also 
obtained for different messages). At 70 percent of CPU 
utilization the COD increases drastically. At 80 percent 
CPU utilization, the COD becomes large and very large 
queues were found to be building up for lower priority 
messages. Thus the switching centre is overloading at a 
traffic volume which corresponds to i.2 times the 
1972 level. 

For a given traffic level, one can obtain the cumulative 
probability distribution function for a message from the 
simulation. Hence one can determine whether the objec 
tive of system design and dimensioning iE met or not i.e. 
90 or 95 percent of messages must have COD's within some 
specified limit. Figure 11 shows the cumulative distri 
bution function of link I/P message A. 

7. RESPONSE TIME 

We can define the response time as the elapsed time from 
the last character of message transmitted from a terminal 
until the last character of response message appears in 
the same terminal. 

For example, let us study the response time of the highest 
priority message A with the configuration of terminals, 
switching centre and customer computer unit (CCU) as 
shown as in Figure 12. 

We use the previously obtained results for the cross 
office delay of message A and various numbers of terminals 
per multiplexer (MUX), the delay times of CCU, the message 
length etc. to obtain the response time of top priority 
message A under various conditions. 

The system simulated provided service via polling, and 
the procedures were as follows: 

Under normal operating conditions, several terminals may 
be prepared to transmit messages at the same time. Only 
one can do so, and the others must wait for their turn. 

The "POLLING" program is executed at N times the polling 
rate, where N is the number of multiplexors per line. 
The multiplexors are polled in sequence i.e. 1, 2, ... , 
N. If there is a message being transmitted from CPU to 
any one of the multiplexors and it is time 
to poll MUX K, then that poll is lost. If MUX 2 is in 
putting message and the CPU sends a poll to MUX 1, the 
reply from MUX 1 must wait. 

The sequence of operation is described as follows: 

(ii) MID( 1 looks if there is a message ready at 
any of the terminals connected to it. 

(iii) If there is no message ready for input to the 
CPU, then MUX 1 sends a traffic response to 
the CPU. Otherwise the.MUX sends the message 
to the CPU. 

(b) To send a message to the terminal, the CPU sends a 
select signal to the MID( defining the terminal. If 
the terminal is busy (e.g. it is sending a message 
to the CPU), the CPU waits for a predetermined 
interval before sending vs the 'Select 11 signal 
again. 

When the MUX replies to a select signal, the CPU 
sends a message to the terminal. 

The values used in the simulations were: 

message input rate: 65 messages/terminal/hour 
polling rate: 12 polls/sec/MUX 
average message length: 80 characters (distributed 

as Erlang-10) 
CCU delay times: 400, 600 and 1000 ms 
number of terminals per MUX: 5, 10, 15 and 20. 

Figure 13 shows the response time vs throughput for 
a system with three multiplexors. It was found 
that the delay .time in customer computer unit (CCU) 
contributes significantly to the overall response 
time. In Figure 13, the three different curves 
correspond to assumed CCU delay times of 1000 ms, 
600 ms, and 400 ms. For the case of 1000 ms delay 
time, there is a big queue building up at the CCU 
and the system fails when there are 15 terminals per 
MUX. 

Figure 14 shows the response time vs message length 
for the case of 600 ms CCU delay. For 10 and 15 
terminals per MUX 15, the r'esponse time is increased 
mainly due to the propagation delay. But for 20 
terminals, the response time is increased signifi 
cantly due to the longer waiting time at the CCU. 

8. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a queuing model was established for the 
store and forward message switching systems. The model 
was analysed by an analytical and a simulation method 
under the following assumptions:- 

(a) Poisson arrivals. 

(b) Pre-emptive - resume priority service discipline. 

(c) An Erlang - 10 service distribution. 

Under the low input traffic rate, . the analytical results 
are approximately equal to the simulation results, and 
hence the analytical method is quite useful in the sense 
that it gives a first sight knowledge of the system per 
formance. However the results of the COD's obtained by 
the analytical method depart from those obtained by si~u 
lation at the high input traffic rates. 

The simulation results are able to determine the CPU 
utilisation at which the system is over loaded, and hence 
the input traffic level which the system can handle. 

The COD results obtained by the simulation are also used 
to study the response time against the throughput for the 
hypothetical model. This study is used to determine the 
characteristics of the system, and hence the number of 
terminals per multiplexor permissible for a desired res 
ponse time. 
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TABLE 1. 
Program. numbers and their processing times, 

Program Processing Program Processing 
Number Time in n1s Number Time in ms 

1 0.88 22 0.587 
2 4. 179 23 1. 748 
3 " 24 0.587 
4 " 25 5.816 
5 " 26 1.800 
6 " 27 2.282 
7 " 28 1.900 
8 " 29 " 
9 " 30 " 

10 " 31 " 
11 " 32 0. 85 
12 10.565 33 5.649 
13 4. 12 9 34 28.272 
14 11.011 35 142.254 
15 28.288 36 17.763 
16 12.215 37 33. 113 
17 54.660 38 3.252 
18 0.331 39 1. 216 
19 2.351 40 12. 730 
20 0.331 41 62. 188 
21 22.495 42 10.362 

TABLE 2. ----- 
1972 input traffic rate for input messages. 

Input Message 
1972 Input Traffic Rate 

(Mean Arrival Rate) 
Messages/Second 

LINK I/P A 
LINK I/PB, C, D 
LINK 0/P A 
LO SPEED 1/P 
LINK 0/P B, C, D 
LO SPEED 0/P 
LOCAL 1/P A 
LOCAL 1/P D, C 
LOCAL 0/P A 
LOCAL 0/P D, C 

----- --------------~---L 

TABLE 3, 

5.99 
0.75 
5.99 
0.195 
0.729 
0.338 
0.650 
0.142 
0.650 
0. 142 

~witching Centre Model. 
The programs with priority 1, 26, 32 which are not listed 
__ . __ Ln ___ t_he __ t_~_!:>_l_e_~r_e_~s_ed f~r interrupts and polliQ_gs. 
Type of l M _ . l nput Message Required Program Numbers 
-· e_s_sa_g_e ,. -··-- ---· ···- - - -- ---- ------ -------------------- 

LINK l/P A 2, 18, 22 VJ 
2 LINK l/P B,C,D 3' 12, 19, 23, 37 w 
3 LINK 0/P A 4, 20, 24 ~ 

VJ 
4 LO SPEED [/P 5' 14, 27, 33, 34, 35, 41 VJ 

5 LINK 0/P B,C,ll 6, 15, 21, 25 ~ 
6 LO SPEED 0/P 7' 17, 36, 40, 42 0 z 
7 LOCAL I /P A ff, 28 H 

0 
8 LOCAL T/1' D, C 9' 13, 30, 39 0 

H 
9 LOCAL 0/P A 10, 29 ::, 

0 
10 LOCAL 0/P D, C 11, 16, 31 

FEEDBACK ARRIVALS 

MESSAGES 
SYSTEM OF QUEUES SWITCHING CENTRE I DEPARTURES 

(CPU) 

Fig. 1. Server facility model 

incoming messages 

Preemption: assign CPU to 
higher priority message; put 
current message in queues 

completion 
of service 
of a program 

More 
rogram re 

uifed 

NO 

YES 

Assign CPU to service 

continue to process, 
store incoming messages 

in systems queues 

ES 

assign CPU to serve the message 
with highest priority; if it wa 
preemptive, CPU serves with re 
maining service time 

fig. 2. Scheduling algorithm of switching centre. 

--- --·--·------------ 

UNL!MrTED 
WAITING 

ROOM 
"1 

1111111 

'2 

1111111 

__ '
3
--·-----1111111 

rig. 3. Single server with various Erlangian time. 
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RUN SI/1.JLATION 
COMPUTE 

SAMPLE MEAN 
ESTIMATE VARIANCE' 
OF SAMPLE MEAN 

ESTIMATE SAMPLE 
~-----<SIZE TO SEET 

CONSTRAINT 

Fig. 4. Algorithm to estimate the sample size. 
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2.0 2..? 

Fig. 5. C.O.D. of link A message vs input message 
rate ratio (where 1 equals the 1972 
traffic rate). 
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Fig. 6. C.O.D. of local priority message A vs 
input message rate ratio (where 1 equals 
the 1972 input traffic rate). 
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Fig. 7 C.O.D. of link B, C, D~message VS input 
message rate ratio (where 1 equals the 
1972 input traffic rate). 
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400 
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---. 200 
! 
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50 
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25 
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C, 

20 

• SJMULAT!ON 
)( ANALYSIS 

- 95% BOONOS 

0 ~---,----,----..,.-----..,.------,------,- 
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INPUT MESSAGE RATE RATIO 
2.0 2.2 

15 L....---,-----,,-------;y~---;:,;:--- 
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% CPU UTILIZATION 
so 

Fig. 10. C.O.D. of link A message vs CPU utilisation. 

Fig. 8. C.O.D. of local message C, D vs input 
message rate ratio (where 1 equals the 
1972 input traffic rate). 
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Fig. 11. Cumulative distribution for LINK input 
message A. 
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CCI.I SWITCHING 
CENTRE 

1.8 

MUX I "''' 
INM/OiJTPUT 
LINK MESSAGES 

1.6 
MUX 3 

TERMINALS 1.4 

Fig. 12. Configuration of switching centre and 
customer computer unit (CCU). 

3.6 

3.2 

2.8 

DUPLEX LINE 

2.4 

2.0 

0.8 

15 

0.4 

1000 ms 
CCU Delay 

0 

'600 ms 
CCU Delay 

1.2 

1.0 

0.8 

0.6 

0.4 

0.2 

~~~/ 

,/ ~~- 

40 60 BO 100 
AVE. MESSAGE LENGTH (CHARACTERS) 
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Fig. 14. Response time vs. average message length. 

Discussion 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
MESSAGES/LlNE/SEC 

Fig. 13. Response time vs. throur,hput. 

J. RUBAS, Australia: It it, not ci'.eM o.1tom the 6igwuu, 13 
and 14 whetheJt the .1,maU. cur.ctu .{.ncucate .1te.6u£.t6 
ob,ta,.{,ned by ana..f.y.1,it, 0/t ./,.{.mu,la,tion a,./, no cono.{.dence 
u~ Me .1,hown. Could the au.:thoM exp.t.Mn, pleMe? 

L.D. TIIUAN, Australia : The F.{.guJte.6 13, 14 Me obxained 
61tom .1,~u.lauon M dcscussed .{.n Section 7. The conMdence 
~li-6 Welte al.60 obtained but Me not .1,hown. The 
conMdence ~w Me compMable to the s czes 06 the 
cur.ci'.e-6 .1, u.Mou.ncung the p.tofted pa.{.n;/;J., . 

J. RUBAS, Australia : In view 06 the g.1teat .6~pli6.{.cauon 
06 the .1teal .1,y.1,tem .{.n both the analytical and the 
.6imu.1auon model-6 U.6ed - and .{.n the a,b.1,ence 06 live 
Ua66ic meMWLemen;/;,6 - on what g1tou.nd.6 do the au.:thoM 
ctMm that· the .1,imu.lauon .1te.6!.LU6 Me moJte acc.Wtate than 
the ana..f.y tical one-6? Could the au.:thoM efuudate the 
JteMon-6 no.It the cuooeJtence-6 at hlghelt .{.npu.:t me.6.6age 
Jtau0-6? 

L.D. TRUAN, Australia : We beueve that the ./i.{.mpu 
Mcauon-6 1./.-6 ed .{.n deMMng the .1,~u.lauon model Me not 
.6.{.9MMcant wUh Jte.6pect to the Jte.6u£.t6 p1tuented. The 
mMn .!,~puMcauon-6 appeM to be: 

(.{.) Some pJtOgJtam-6 U.6ed .{.n the !teal .1,y.1,tem have been 
exctu.ded. The.6e Me .{.n oa.ct conceJtned will lowe!t 
plt.{.o/tUy me.6Mge.6 than th0.6e C:on.6.{.de1ted, and thu.-6 
would be p1teempted by me.6.6age.6 06 the cta.M e.6 
.{.nctu.ded. Tha.t Ls , they do not p!te.6 ent a toad .{.n 
competition wUh th0.6e me.6.6a.ge.6 .{.Ylctu.ded .{.rt the 
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1.,,imu.£.a.tion whou pVtnoJtma.nc.e .{)., theJtenOlte not 
a00ec.;ted. 

(-u) The load 06 hoUbek.ee)')-{-ng to pu.t away ;ta1,k,J., wh.i.c.h 
Me p11.eempted and 1te1.>u.me them M neg.ligible 
c.ompMed w,<,;th the mMn tas k.l.> . 

(ili) Que.uel.> Me O!) unUmded length. 
To 6ac.-LWate the appuc.a.tion 06 exMting que.uung theotuj, 
the model had to be 1.,,impuMed. We a1.>1.>u.med that me1.>1.>age1.> 
at: a paJttic.ulM piuotr.,i;t,y level a1tiuved independenily at the 
1.>ame Jtate 601t eac.h 06 the p1to91tam1.> involved. TW Ml.>u.mp;t 
ion M c.lea!tly not c.oJVr.ec.;t in the 1.>ho!t;/: teJUn bec.aMe 
p!teemption by h.i.gh p!Uo!tdy me1.>1.>age1.> may c.aUb e the 1te 
M1Uval 06 low piuo!tdy me1.>1.>age1.> ta be bunched, L.«. these. 
me1.>1.>age1.> Me no longeA independent. Tw e66ed would be 
c.u.mula.tive and 06 inc.JteMing 1., evVtdy at h.i.gh uliuza.tion 
Levell.>. 

BIOGRAPHY 

OuJt 1.,,<,mula.tion1.> c.ould only be c.ompMed wdh tc.eal CUVN 
mea1.>uJtemen.t6 undetc. a u,m,<,;ted nu.mbeA 06 c.oncLi.tion1.> bec.aMe 
(,<,) the mea1.>uJted data avMlable wa1, only 601t VL,<,gh:t ru1e 
c.on~VL6 bec.aUbe 06 the need to avocd ,i.,ntetc.6etc.enc.e wdh 
live ;/:tc.a6Mc., (-u) d M not p!tac.tic.al to apply expeJu 
mentaUy a 1.>u66iuen;t 1iaiige 06 ;/:tc.a6Mc. (,i.,-u) the. nu.mbetc. 06 
tetc.mina.u .u., not undetc. c.on;/:tc.ol and (iv) the CUVN 1.,y1.,;tem1., 
appuc.a.tion1.> ptc.og1tam1.> have been c.hanged 1.,inc.e. the data 601t 
wh.i.c.h the 1.,,<,mula.tioni., wetc.e can/u.ed ou.t WM gathetc.ed and 
thUb d .u., not p!tac.tic.al to gatheJt mofle data 11,elevant to 
the 1.,,imula.tioVL6. 06 c.oi1/t6e the exetc.we c.ould be 1tepeated. 
Whetc.e d wa1, µ01.>1.>ible to c.ompMe meMuJted and 1.,,<,mulated 
1te1.>u.U6 thetc.e WM good agtc.eement. 
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CONCENT - An Aid to 
Telephone Networks 
G. O'H. MARLOW 
Telecom Australia, Adelaide, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

the 

A method to measure telephone traffic levels in remote 
exchanges from a central location has been developed and 
the technique has been applied to a medium sized metro 
politan network exceeding 200 000 subscribers. Six con 
tinuous seven day (24 hour) traffic studies have been 
carried out on this network over a 17 month period to 
establish the value of, and to observe any trends in, 
macro network traffic parameters. This paper discusses 
the reasons for these st.ud i e s and outlines the results 
obtained to this stage. An interesting outcome has been 
the relative stability of the weekly load factor, which 
has important application for estimation of call earnings. 

1, INTRODUCTION 

Development of a telephone traffic measurement system 
known as the CENTOC (an acronym for CENtralised Traffic 
occupancy) system has enabled the simultaneous m-;asurement 
of traffic levels in groups of circuits physically dis 
persed throughout a network (Ref.1). This method is based 
on the extension of measurement leads from selected cir 
cuit groups in remote exchanges, via cable pairs, to 
measuring and recording equipment at a central location. 
CENTOC has been used for four ·ears in South Australia to 
measure and observe, on a fortnightly basis, the level of 
subscriber originating traffic generated in the Adelaide 
metropolitan network during tte network busy hour, Other 
groups measured on this regular basis include 'back-bone' 
(final choice) routes within the metropolitan network and 
the more important trunk routes, 

The lack of detailed and reliable information on several 
aspects of macro network behaviour, aspects which included 
daily and weekly traffic profiles and load factors for 
various types of traffic, and the realisation that these 
factors would not only vary over time but should be 
managed, led to CONCENT (derived from CONtinuous CENToc). 
By extending and modifying the facilities and equipment 
used for regular CENTOC measurements, a continuous seven 
day (24 hour) study of selected_ traffic groups in the 
Adelaide network became feasible. 

The initial CONCENT study, in June 1974, had two immediate 
and general objectives, viz : 

To establish the value of important macro network 
traffic parameters and their inter-relationships; 

To provide an information base for recording any 
movements, either induced by external means or long 
term trends, in subscriber behaviour. 

Because accurate information on macro network behaviour 
will become increasingly important for guiding the 
efficient operational management of the telecommunications 
network, five subsequent continuous seven day studies have 
been carried out at irregular intervals in the 17 months 
to December 1975, Although this period has not been of 
sufficient duration to establish any changing trends in 
subscriber behaviour, this paper will outline the results 
obtained to this stage, 

All CONCENT measurements have been carried out in the 
Adelaide Telephone District (ATD), which is a seven-digit 
closed numbering area encompassing Adelaide, the capital 
city of the State of South Australia, and environs. Within 
the ATD, 240 000 exchange lines and 350 000 telephone 
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stations (instruments) are connected to 64 local 
subscriber exchanges ranging in capacity from 100 to 
15 000 lines. This area contains a population of 
approximately 900 000 (73% of that for South Australia) 
with average telephone densities of 27 exchange lines 
per 100 population and 0,6 exchange lines per residence, 
About 94% of ATD services have access to the Subscriter 
Trunk Dialling (STD) network and early in 1976 an 
estimated 75% of trunk calls originating within this area 
were dialled by subscribers, 

This paper will discuss the principal objectives of the 
initial and of a continuing series of CONCENT measure 
ments and the possible benefits flowing from these 
studies. The practical methoaology is briefly explained 
and the results obtained to this stage are analysed ir_ 
some detail. Lr, particular, t.Le relative stability o f 
the weekly load factor is shown to have an important 
application for estimation of call earnings. Future 
development, utilising minicomputer control of the 
measurement system to provide regular or instantaneous 
reports, is outlined. 

2. CONCENT OBJECTIVES 

In order to achieve the general objectives outlined 
previously, it is necessary to firstly establish typical 
network traffic properties and secondly to be able to 
assess the extent of any future variation from initial 
observed values. Thus the detailed otjectives of the 
CONCENT studies are to establish:- 

Daily and weekly traffic profiles; 

Time-dependent variation of idle capacity in the 
network; 

Daily and weekly load factors; 

Proportion of network t.raffic carried within 
specified time periods; 

A method to monitor network call earnings, 

These five objectives are discussed in more detail. 

2,1 DAILY AND WEEKLY TRAFFIC PROFILES 

Very little information has been available in Australia 
regarding typical traffic levels apart from the 
traditional morning, afternoon and evening week day 
traffic study periods for each individual exchange of 
some two to three hours duration. At the micro level, 
information regarding traffic levels at off-peak periods 
has proved useful for specifying the optimum periods for 
the withdrawal of important sections ·of the transmission 
or switching network from service for maintenance 
reasons without undue risk of localised congestion 
developing in the network, Changes to traffic dispersion 
patterns beyond normal traffic measurement periods ma,r 
leatd to congestion on backbone routes and regular 
continuous observation, enabling early reaction to 
changing patterns, tends to obviate this problem, At the 
macro level there are several relationships such as the 
relative variations of subscriber originating traffic 
compared with trunk traffic, which arc of interest to 
network planners. 
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2.2 TIME-DEPENDENT VARIATION OF NETWORK IDLE CAPACITY 

The existing trunk tariff system in Australia has seven 
distance dependent tariff rates which may each be ch,rged 
at day or night time scales, the latter being appli ,ble 
between 1800-0800 hours local time. Within the next few 
years new tariff systems could be introduced with 
significantly increased scope for greater flexibility 
in charging for trunk calls. For the successful 
implementation of these measures, it will be important to 
estimate accurately the amount of trunk tariff stimul 
ation to apply to the trunk network at any particular 
time. In this, there are two relevant variables, the 
price elasticity of demand for trunk calls for various 
cat·egories of subscriber and the increased volume of 
traffic that it is planned to generate. (Note that the 
stimulation could be negative, as in the case of peak 
load pricing). Methods are available to estimate the 
former using market research techniques and pilot studies 
etc., but CONCENT type measurements are necessary to 
assess and monitor the latter. 

2.3 DAILY AND WEEKLY LOAD FACTORS 

In this paper two load factors are defined as follows 

Daily Load Factor : the ratio of the averaged 
daily t.r af'f i.c volume over 24 hours (Monday to 
Friday) to the time consistent busy hour (TCBH) 
traffic for the same (five day) period. 

Weekly Load Factor : the ratio of the weekly 
(seven day) traffic volume to the Monday to Friday 
TCBH traffic. 

Information of this type is essential for planning studies 
that require estimation of annual calls or traffic when 
the only information available are infrequent measure 
ments of TCBH traffic levels. 

Load factors have considerable importance in another area; 
examination of the possibility of relating predicted 
growth rates or projections of busy hour traffic to that 
of annual calls. Circuit dimensioning and provisioning 
are based on maintaining specified grades of service 
during the time consistent busy hour for traffic levels 
averaged over the four consecutive busiest weeks of 
the year. However, targets for performance and growth 
are often expressed in terms of annual calls. Calls 
within a given time period are related to traffic by the 
average call hold time but an additional factor is 
involved in converting busy hour traffic to annual calls, 
viz. the load factor. 

An objective of telecommunications management should be 
to increase the load factor, within the bounds of social 
acceptance, by carrying additional daily and weekly 
traffic volumes at the same level of busy hour traffic 
to obtain more efficient network utilisation. 

2.4 PROPORTION OF TRAFFIC WITHIN SPECIFIED TIME PERIODS 

While load factors enable the variation of busy hour 
traffic compared with total daily or weekly traffic 
volume to be observed, changes may occur in the daily time 
distribution pattern of a given volume of traffic through 
seasonal, cyclical or trend effects. By noting the 
percentage of daily traffic volume generated during a 
network's busiest three consecutive hours in the morning, 
afternoon and evening periods. respectively, the more 
important changes to traffic patterns can be detected. 
Because tariffs on trunk routes in Australia are time as 
well as distance dependent, it is necessary for revenue 
estimation to establish the proportion of trunk traffic 
carried at night and day tariffs respectively. Thus 
the proportion of 24 hour traffic carried during the day 
rate period of 0800-1800 is required. Because erlanghour 
meters have oten been used in provincial trunk switching 
centres to record the traffic volume between 0900-1100 
Monday to Friday, information is also required relating 
the TCBH traffic level to the average level for the 
time-switched period. 

2.5 ESTIMATION OF NETWORK CALL EARNINGS 

An important parameter for all business enterprises is 
accurate estimation of the current level of earnings. 
Because Telecom Australia must fund at least 50% of 
capital expenditure from internal sources, variations 
in call earnings compared with forecast levels could 
have significant repercussions on either general tariff 
levels or the proposed size of the capital investment 
programme for the ensuing year. Regular CONCENT 
measurements would enable fairly accurate estimates to 
be made of earnings trends from local and trunk calls 
and this information could be available to management 
within a few days of measurement. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

As stated earlier, the CONCENT Series of traffic 
measurements utilizes the CENTOC measuring and recording 
system. The details of this system are described in 
Ref. 1 and the general principles employed in traffic 
occupancy measurements in Australia are discussed in Ref. 
2. 

3.1 CONCENT 

Because CONCENT measurements are continuous over 168 hours, 
the measuring equipment should operate automatically for 
the full study period to avoid high labour costs. This 
objective has been achieved by using Incremental Magnetic 
Tape Recorders (IMTRs) to output all measurement data on 
to magnetic tape. Four IMTRs are used which are each 
time switched sequentially to record for one six hourly 
period in every 24 hours. By this means all traffic 
information for the same six hourly period each day is 
contained on one reel of magnetic tape. Each tape is 
processed individually by computer to obtain half-hourly 
average readings for all traffic groups. Two hard copy 
outputs are available, 'CONCENT A' and 'CONCENT B' 
respectively. CONCENT A contains relatively raw data, 
listing the average traffic on each route at 4d half 
hourly intervals commencing at midnight which is further 
sub-divided into three periods :- 

Average traffic Monday to Friday; 

Saturday traffic; 

Sunday traffic. 

CONCENT Bis a summary of results from elementary 
processing of the data from CONCENT A. For each traffic 
group it records :- 

Monday to Friday time consistent busy hour traffic 
and time of occurrence; 

Saturday and Sunday busy hour traffics and times; 

Average daily (24 hour) traffic volume, Monday 
to Friday (erlang-hours); 

Total weekly traffic vclume over 7 days (erlang 
hours); 

Daily load factor Monday to Friday; 

Weekly load factor; 

Weekday afternoon and evening, Saturday and Sunday 
peak hour traffic levels as a percentage of average 
weekday mo~ning busy hour traffic; 

Day rate traffic volume (0800-1800) as a percentage 
of average traffic volume over ~4 hours (Monday to 
Friday); 

Busy hour traffic as a percentage of the average 
traffic level over the 0900-1100 period (Monday to 
Friday). 

4. RESULTS 

At the timeaf writing this paper six mea~urements, each of 
one week duration, had been undertaken in the CONCENT 
series. The first measurement was made in July 1974 
with subsequent studies in May, July, August, September 
and December 1975. 
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In addition to the relatively slowly moving social, 
economic, cultural etc., changes which influence subs 
criber behaviour, there are several external factors 
,hich may have immediate impact. Chief among these, of 
course, is a change in the level of charges. Within the 
17 month period under review, adjustments to telephone 
call charges were made on two separate occasions. These 
were :- 

October 1 1974 

Local or unit call fee increased by 26% (to six 
cents); 

Most day trunk tariff rates increased, most night 
rates decreased; 

Fee for a trunk call booked with an operator which 
could have l)een dialled by the subscriber increased 
from 20 to JO cents. 

September 1 1975 

Local call fee increased by 50% (to nine cents); 

Day trunk tariff rates (0800-1800) increased by 
50% for the four lowest tariffs (up to 325 Km) 
decreasing to zero change for cal1s over 645 Km; 

Night trunk tariff rates increased by 50% for the 
lowest tariff ( less than 50 Kr.1) with little other 
change; 

Fee for a trunk call booked with an operator which 
could have been dialled by the subscriber increased 
from JO cents to 40 cents. 

An additional factor that may be significant in its effect 
on telephone traffic has been the ado tion of daylight 
saving in South Australia and some other States (but not 
all) by advancing local time by one hour between the end 
of October and the end of the following February each 
year. 

This Section will analyse the results in two parts. 
Firstly, the results from a typical study will be con 
sidered and for this purpose, the July 1975 study will 
be reviewed. S9condly, the results from six studies 
extending over 17 months will be analysed in an attempt 
to detect any trends or changes occurring over time due 
either to policy and tariff changes, daylight saving or 
possible changes in customer calling patter~s. 

4.1 JULY 1975 STUDY 

4,1.1 Traffic Profile and Busy Hour 

In the CONCENT studies, the originating traffic from 34 
subscriber exchanges were monitored, these exchanges all 
:ieing within the ATD and exceeding 1000 connected lines 
in size. In July 1975, 28 or 82% had a Monday to Friday 
time consistent busy hour commencing either at 0900 (18 
exchanges) or 0930 (10 exchanges). Only three exchanges, 
two of which serve the Central Business District (CBD) 
in the city, exhibited an afternoon busy hour, but the 
traffic level in each case did not exceed the correspond 
ing morning peak by more than 1%. The combined ATD had 
a traffic TCBH which commenced at 0930 at a level of 8440 
erlangs, This represents a calling rate of 0.039 erlang 
per exchange line. Afternoon an<l evening peaks were 
respectively 8"1% and 52% of morning levels. Table 1 shows 
the variation of peak hour traffic levels for afternoon 
and evening periods as percentages of morning peak levels 
for the four tandem switching areas into which the ATD is 
sub-divided. The Waymouth tandem area includes all four 
exchanges serving the CBD, as well as several exchanges 
in predominantly residential areas. Because of the 
markedly different calling patterns of these two groups, 
the tandem area has been further split into two sub 
components. 

Exchange No. Xges TCBH (ffii % of Morning Peak 
Grau~ Sampled 

Aft Eve 

ATD 34 0930 8440 89 52 
Waymouth 
Tandem Area 9 0930 2880 94 38 

City Xges 4 1100 1540 100 12 
Metro Xges 5 0900 1420 86 65 

Edwards town 
Tandem Area 8 0900 2340 84 64 

Nth Adelaide 
Tandem Area 11 0930 2540 90 54 

Outer Metro 
Tandem Area 6 0900 700 91 62 

TABLE 1. ATD Originating Traffic Details 

The ATD busy hour for Saturday occurred at 1030 hours, 
an hour later than on weekdays, and at a traffic level 
of 45% of the weekday morning peak. This pattern was 
evident for each tandem area, although for the four city 
exchanges, in isolation, the traffic peak was only 15% of 
their average weekday levels. For Sunday, the busy hour 
for the ATD, and for each tandem area individually, 
occurred at 1100 hours when traffic was 38% of the 
weekday maximum. After excluding the four exchanges in 
the CBD, each tandem area recorded busy hour traffic 
between 4070-48% of weekday levels, 

Figs. 1 to 4 illustrate several aspects of the variation 
of originating traffic over a one day or one week 
continuous period. In Fig. 1, the variation of ATD 
traffic over t'.,e full week of measurement is plotted. 
A similar pattern is evident from Monday to Friday with 
prominent morning, afternoon and evening peak periods 
followed by much lower levels and a less definite pattern 
at the weekend,. Fig. 2 contrasts the characteristic 
traffic patterns exhibited by exchanges serving the CBD 
with those having a much stronger component of residen 
tial subscribers. The Waymouth tandem switching area 
of nine exchanges has again been divided, for illustrat 
ive purposes, into groupings of exchanges serving 
predominantly business (City) and residential (Metro) 
areas. The former grouping shows only two distinguish 
able daily busy periods with negligible traffic at 
evening or weekend periods, while tl:..e latter grouping 
has a markedly different profile featuring a strong 
evening peak -te r i od , In six exchanges, throughout the 
ATD, all strongly residential, the evening busy period 
traffic measured 'Within 10% of afternoon maximum levels. 
For ATD originating traffic, Fig. J illustrates the 
relative levels, over a 24 hour period, of average 
Monday to Friday, Saturday and Sunday traffics respect 
ively, Fig. 4, a normalised presentation of the data 
plotted in the previous figure, highlights the busy 
hour time shift on Saturday and Sunday and facilitates 
comparison of relative traffic levels throughout each 
period compared with the peak level. 

All ATD backbone routes between tandem exchanges carried 
maximum traffic loads during the morning period and 
most routes had a TCHB commencing at 0930, the 
originating traffic busy hour. Most final choice routes 
between a local terminal exchange and its parent tandem 
exchange exhibited similar traffic profiles. However, 
ten terminal exchanges, all having a preponderance of 
residential services, had an evening busy period on 
their backbone route, with measured traffic reaching 
60% above the level carried during the originating 
traffic busy hour, This apparent anomally is a reflect 
ion of a changed traffic dispersion during evening 
periods. 

Trunk traffic originating from and terminating within 
the ATD exhibits a rather different prnfile compared with 
that for total originating traffic from subscriber 
exchanges. The afternoon and, in particular, the 
evening traffic peaks are relatively higher compared with 
the morning busy hour level and Saturday and Sunday busy 
periods occur during the evening. However, the 
principal point of interest is the contrast within the 
daily traffic profile depending whether the trunk call 
is dialled by the subscriber (STD) or is operator 
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connected. Fig. 5 shows this variation over one week by 
splitting this traffic into its two components Ly method 
of connection. It is clear that STD peak traffic occurs 
during business hours while operator connected traffic has 
an evening peak period, In Fig. 6 the variation in STD 
traffic penetration, the percentage of STD to total trunk 
traffic, is plotted Oh a 24 hour time scale. I~ is clear 
from these graphs that outside of normal business hours, 
STD penetration falls considerably thus indicating the 
area on which management could conceutrate to increase 
the overall level of penetration. For this and. the next 
Fig., the penetration has not been plotted between mid 
night and 0700 because tr.e very small level of trunk 
traffic during this period makes the result meaninzless. 

Fig. 7 provides a relative comparison of trunk traffic 
penetration for traffic originating from and terminating 
within the ATD. During business hours between Monday and 
Friday, originating penetration is higher but the 
relationship is more variable at other times. The level 
of trunk t.raffic originating from the ATD expressed as a 
percentage of total subscriber originating traffic is 
shown in Fig. 8. The average level is about five percent 
during periods of reasonable traffic activity with peak 
levels close to eight percent. 

4.1.2 Load Factors 

Originating traffic load factors (see definition, Section 
2) for the ATD and for each of its four tandem areas are 
given in Table 2. The Waymouth tandem area has again 
been split in two to demonstrate the significant diff 
erences between the City exchanges, serving the city, 
commercial and retail centre, and the other groupings. 

Exchange Grouping ~ L. F. 
Weekly 
L. F. 

% Day 
Rate 

TCBH Tfc as%- 
09Cio=T100 

ATD 9,4 55,4 78.3 102. 7 
Nth Adelaide 
Tandem Area 9. 7 57 .9 76.8 102.5 

Edwards town 
Tandem Area 9,3 56,5 74.4 104. 1 

Outer Metro 
Tandem Area 9.4 55.5 77 ,9 103. 1 

Waymouth Tandem 
Area 9, 1 51.9 83.0 102.6 
City Exchanges 8.4 44.4 91. 4 106. 7 
Metro Exchanges 9.5 57.3 74.9 103.4 

TABLE 2. Originating Traffic Load Factors 

Excluding the group of city exchanges, there is consider 
able uniformity between these groupings for each of the 
four parameters listed in Table 2. The range of para 
meter values for the 34 individual exchanges, split into 
two groups, city exchanges (4) and metro exchanges (30), 
are given by Table 3. 

City Exchanges Metro Exchanges 

Dai 1 y Load Factor 7-5, 8.6 8. 3, 11. 0 
Weekly Load Factor 38,2, 45.9 47 .0, 68.9 
% of Traffic 
0800-1800 88. 7, 94.9 68.3, 87.5 

TCBH traffic as% of 
0900-1100 average 106.2, 110.0 102.0, 108.9 

TABLE 3. Range of Parameter Values 

Fig. 9 shows the frequency distribution of weekly load 
factor for these 34 exchanges. 

On final choice routes between tandem exchanges, the 
weekly load factor was generally in the range 20-40 while 
the percentage of daily traffic in the 0800-1800 interval 
ranged, in the main, between 75 and 80. That is, a 
percentage of traffic similar to that for subscriber 
originated traffic was carried during the traditional 
'day' period although this type of traffic had a 
significantly different weekly (and daily) load factor, 

On backbone routes between terminal exchanges and parent 
tandems, the range of values was, of course, far greater. 
The backbone route for one exchange, 'which is strongly 
residential Ln character and which has a significantly 
different traffic dispersion in the evening, recorded 
a weekly load factor approaching 120 with most of the 
traffic volume bei~g carried after 1800 hours. 

Overall, total trunk traffic generated in the ATD had 
quite similar load factors to those for total originating 
traffic but once again there were significant differences 
between the subscriber dialled and manual assistance 
components. The factors for both ATD originating and 
tern1inating traffic are given in Table 4. 

~ Week I y % Day 
L.F. L. F. Rate 

Originating Trunk Tr-affic 10.0 56.3 74.9 
STD 9.2 50.6 80. 5 
Manual Assistance 10.2 61. 5 61. 0 

Terminating Trunk Traffic 10.0 57.5 73. 4 
STD 9.6 54. 1 76.9 
Manual Assistance 11. 0 66.~ 65.2 

TABLE 4. Trunk Traffic Load Factors 

Compared with ATD originating traffic, the weekly load 
factor for trunk traffic (originating) is within 2%, and 
the ratio of traffic generated within the 1day1 is 
within 5%. 

4.2 THE SIX STlIDIES - A COMPARISON 

In this Section, the results from the six studies spanning 
the 17 month period July 1974 to December 1975 will be 
compared. · 

4.2 .1 Traffic Profiles 

For ATD originating traffic, the Monday to Friday time 
consistent busy hour varied between 0900 (4 studies) 
and 0930 (2). For all except one study (August 1975), 
the Saturday busy hour lagged the weekday period by an 
half-hour or an hour. Similarly, the Sunday busy hour 
generally lagged the Saturday busy period by an hour. 
For three of the four tandem area groupings, the 
collective weekday busy hour was consistent for e~ch of 
the six studies. Afternnon, evening, Saturday and 
Sunday traffic maxima for the ATD all maintained a 
relatively steady ratio to the morning peak level with 
the exception of the December 1975 study where the 
afternoon relative level was significantly lower than for 
the five earlier studies. This seemed to reflect a high 
Christmas peak in morning tra~fic rather than any 
decrease in afternoon traffic levels. A similar pattern 
was observed for each tandem area including the four 
city exchanges. Busy hour traffic details for the ATD 
including relative Le've Ls during other periods are given 
in Table 5. 

Date of M-F Bus:!'. Hour % of M-F TCBH Traffic 
Study Tfc Time Aft Eve Sat Sun ---- 

July 1974 8010 0900 90 50 43 40 
May 1975 8670 0900 87 53 44 39 
July 1975 8440 0930 89 52 45 38 
Aug 1975 8650 0930 88 51 44 37 
Sept 1975 8590 0900 87 54 45 37 
Dec 1975 9250 0900 82 51 45 41 

TABLE 5. ATD Traffic Levels 

These figures do not however reveal the interesting and 
significant change in traffic profile that occurred in 
the December 1975 study. Fig. 10 is a normalised plot 
of average 24 hour Monday to Friday traffic variation for 
each of the six studies. The cross-hatched area is an 
envelope containing the traffic profiles for the first 
five studies with the December traffic profile plotted 
separately. This diagram clearly shows the half to one 
hour delay for the December evening traffic pattern 
compared with the earlier studies. This movement is 
probably due to a change of traffic profile in the summer 
months assisted by the adoption of daylight saving from 
November to February. Thus subscribers' evening traffic 
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distribution is correlated to sun time rather than clock 
time. 
which 
clock 

This contrasts with the morning traffic profile 
is rema1kably narrow and obviously dependent on 
time throughout all seasons of the year, 

For total trunk traffic, the weekday busy hour fluctuated 
between 0930 and 1030 with consistent morning busy periods 
for STD traffic (commencing between 0930-1030) and even 
ing busy periods for manual assistance trunk traffic 
(commencing between 1900-1930). However, on Saturday 
and &mday, the daily peak traffic always occurred in 
the evening, commencing at 1800-1830 for Saturday and 
1800-2030 for Sunday (the latter being for December 1975). 

4.2.2 Load Factors 

Daily and weekly load factors and the proportion of 
traffic occurring between 0800-1800 for ATD originating 
traffic for each study are shown by Table 6. 

Date of ~ Weekly Percent Traffic 
Study Load Factor· Load Factor 0800-1800 

July 1974 9.4 55. 1 78.9 
May 1975 9.4 55.4 77.3 
July 1975 9.4 55.4 78.3 
Aug 1975 9-3 54.8 78.7 
Sept 1975 9,4 55.2 77.4 
Dec 1975 9.6 56.7 76.2 

TABLE 6, ATD Load Factors for Each Study 

The values of daily and weekly load factor are 
remarkably uniform over the period, particularly when 
the result for the December 1975 study is excluded, 
Under this condition, the mean and standard deviation 
of the weekly load factor for the first five studies are 
55.18 and 0.25 respectively, 

Using a small sample distribution, the 99% confidence 
limits are 54,8, 55.5. It follows then, with high 
probability, that the December weekly load factor is 
significantly different compared with the five earlier 
studies. It is interesting to note, however, that the 
weekly load factor for the earlier five studies has a 
maximum/minimum ratio range less than 1.25% of the 
minimum while the busy hour traffic range is 8.3%. The 
comparative statistics when the December study is 
included are approximately 3.5% and 15.5% respectively. 
This uniformity over widely varying conditions 'ha s some 
important implications for r-evenue e s t i.ma.t.i on , With 
regard to proportion of traffic occurring in the 0800- 
1800 period, there is again a broad degree of uniformity. 
Although the December study again diverges by the widest 
margin from the mean of the earlier five studies, this 
is not statistically significant at the 95% confidence 
level. No significant changes were observed in the 
volume of daily traffic carried within the morning, after 
noon and evening busiest three hourly periods. 

Load factors for trunk traffic, although not as 
consistent as for originating traffic, do show 
reasonable uniformity. Table 7 gives the load factor 
variations for trunk traffic originating within the ATD. 

Date of ~ Weekly Percent Traffic 
Study Load Factor Load Factor 0800-1800 

July 1974 9,6 53-7 77- 9 
May 1975 10. 3 61. 8 73.2 
July 1975 10.0 56.3 74.9 
Aug 1975 10.3 59.0 73. 7 
Sept 1975 10.0 56. 9 74.6 
Dec 1975 10. 1 57.4 71. 8 

TABLE 7. Trunk Traffic Load Factors 

There are, however, significant differences within 
t.hi.s general category between STD c a.I Ls and operator 
connected (or manual assistance) trunk calls. These 
differences are clearly eviQent from Table 8, where the 
mean and standard deviation, taken over the six studies, 
have been calculated for each load factor and method 
of call establishment. 

~ Daily LF Weekly LF % Day Rate 
Trunk Tfc Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev ------ ------ 
STD 9. 1 0.2 50.8 1. 8 80.5 1.3 
Manual 
Assist 10.7 0.7 65. 3 4.2 60. 1 1. 4 

Total 10.0 0.3 57,5 2.7 74.3 2. 1 

TABLE 8. Comparison of Trunk Traffic Load Factors 

From Table 8, it is evident that the daily and weekly 
load factors for STD traffic show a greater uniformity 
than for either manual assistance trunk traffic or for 
total trunk traffic. Partly, the comparatively large 
standard deviation for total trunk traffic load factors 
has been caused by the changing mix of STD and manual 
assistance traffic, Because of the different (lower} 
charge rates applying in Australia after 1800 hours, 
it is important for revenue estimation purposes to know 
the relative percentage of weekly traffic that is 
generated within each rate period. Not only are there 
significant differences in daily and weekly load factors 
for STD and manual assistance trunk traffic, but even 
more marked is the difference in the percentage of 
traffic carried at day and night rates, In broad terms, 
20% of STD and 40% of operator trunk traffic is generated 
at night charging rates. 

4.3 ESTIMATION OF CALL REVENUE 

The stability of the weekly load factor for subscriber 
originating traffic over a wide range of traffic levels 
and under varying conditions has been a feature of these 
studies. By scheduling no more than, perhaps, two or 
three continuous seven day studies each year to observe 
for any long term trend in the load factor or for 
changes caused by a new tariff schedule, r~asonably 
accurate observations of trends in call revenue earnings 
should be possilbe. Network busy hour traffic levels, 
measured on a weekly or fortnightly basis using the 
CENTOC system, would be averaged over a month and 
compared with the corresponding month or accumulated 
period for the previous year. Given the observed 
stability in the load factor, this method should provide 
an estimate of local call earnings for the current 
year accurate to within a few percentage points. This 
estimate would be a valuable aid to management. 

STD call revenue earnings can be measured accurately by 
using either the CONCENT method or by using calibrated 
erlanghour meters (a current summing device) to measure 
traffic at each trunk charging rate within the central 
automatic trunk switching exchange. Estimates of 
earnings from trunk calls booked through the manual 
assistance operators is currently available on a 
monthly basis. 

Hence CONCENT has provided the opportunity to 
economically and accurately estimate the level of total 
call revenue being earned within the ATD. 

For a given load factor, three other variables could 
influence the rate of local call earnings - call hold 
time, the proportion of calls to non-revenue earning 
destinations, e.g., number information etc., and the 
level of congestion in the network. The first two 
parameters are derived from regular dispersion studies 
conc:IJ.lcted at each terminal ecchange over 1000 lines 
within the network, while estimates of congestion can be 
derived from several indicators. Thus, changes to these 
factors can be allowed for, if necessary, when estimating 
call earnings. 

5. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

There are two principal limitations preventing a full 
time, continuous measurement system covering large 
regional areas at this time. Firstly, remote traffic 
groups are at present extended to the cental measuring 
point over physical circuits and.the cost of expanding 
this method beyond metropolitan boundaries becomes 
prohibitive. However, a new system is being developed 
which will measure and transmit distant traffic informat 
ion on up to eight traffic groups upon command from a 
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central facility. This system, which will operate over 
carrier frequency derived circuits, uses telegraph 
channel bandwidth (120 Hz), Secondly, the cost of data 
processing becomes excessive. However, by using a mini 
computer as the central controller, the data could be 
analysed, validated and corrected as it is received and 
average traffic levels or accumulated traffic~volumes 
could be either recorded on magnetic tape for further 
processing or printed out at appropriate intervals. 

When both of these developments have been implemented, it 
will be possible to monitor the complete network 
continuously and traffic congestion in any section of 
the network would be immediately identified. 

6, SUMMARY 

This paper has outlined the aims and objectives of a 
series of measurements using the CONCENT system and has 
briefly discussed the methodology adopted, The results 
obt.a i.nad from an investigation covering some 34 local 
terminal exchanges serving over 200 000 exchange lines 
have been reviewedo An important outcome has been the 
stability of the weekly load factor for subscriber 
originating traffic over a wide range of traffic levels 
and conditions. This has opened the way to accurate 
estimation 0f local call earnings by regular measurement 
of network busy hour traffic levels. Future development 
and refinement of the system should lead to continuous 
mohitoring and measurement of the network - an important 
network and business management tool. 
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Discussion 
R. GREEN, Australia : The meMWu.ng method obviow.,ly 
peJtmi,,u, the vcvuanc.e to mean na.tio to be c.alc.u£a.ted. 
Vid you c.alc.ulate them and i6 ho, c.an you hay:- 

U) Wa,; V/M = 1 at ail. exc.hangu at TCBH'h. 

(u) What WM the ondeJt and nange 06 V/M 06 
oMgina.ting tM6Mc. outhide the bw.,y houns , 

(~) What WM the onden. and Mnge 06 V;M on the 
'back-bone' on 6ina£ c.hoic.e noutu. 

G. MARLOW, Australia : We d.i.d c.alc.ulate -tw na.tio 6M 
time c.oM~-tent bw.,y houn. (TCBH) ~a6Mc. levw. 

(i) Fon TCBH total o~Mna.ting ua6Mc. wdhin each. 
exc.hange, V/M nanged between 0_.9-3.5. The valuu 
above about 1.5 oc.c.=ed in 6 06 34 exc.hangu 
meMMed, and Welte due s» velty lMge c.hangu in 
Ua6Mc. levw duJu.ng the TCBH. The TCBH WM 
c.alc.ulated on the buhiu,t c.oM ec.u.uve c.loc.k hal6 
hoUM and the 6ill-t ha£6 hoM oM -thue 6 
exc.hangu c.ontMned the velty h-teep inc.heMU in 
Ua66ic. levw oc.c.~ng -0homy a6-telt 9.00 a.m. 

(u) These. nilio-0, outhide -the bw.,y houn., Welte not 
ealc.ulated. 

(~) VWu.ng -the TCBH, Mnal chccce noides geneJtaUy 
exhibded -the 6oUowing nangu 06 vcvuanc.e/mean 
~o :- 

tehminal to ,tandem, 2.5-3.5 

-tc.ndem to ,t~nal, about 2. 0 
tandem ,to tandem, 2.5-3.5 

Thank you 6on yoM quution. 

L. LEE, Canada : I have a pnoblem ,to ~ting~h -the 
o~gina.ting 6kom the ,t~na.ting C.MVU in Fig. 7 06 yoM 
papelt. PleMe help me by -0-trung whethelt o~g.forung 
-tM6Mc. ~ lMgelt, on -t~nrung ua6Mc. ~ lMgen, on 
Mm~u one ~ lMgelt than the o-thelt. Alho pleaH 
explMn -the ne,a,;on behind ,tw phenomenon. Thank you . 

G. MARLOW, Australia : 1 apolog~e 6on -the lack 06 c.l~y 
in Fig. 7. O~ginrung penetnruon ~ higheJt 6nom Monday 
-to F~day, duJu.ng bw.,inu-0 hoUM, and ,t~nating pene 
~on ~ highelt an SatMday and Sunday. Tw vcvuruon 
can pnobably be ~buted, in the mMn, to the in6luenee 
06 bw.,inu-0 heltvicu in AdelMde. A6,teJt bM.i.nu-0 hoUM 
and at weelzendh, ,t~nrung pen~on ~ almoh-t 
.i.nvcvuably higheJt than the o~g.i.nrung level. Thank you 
6on yoM quution. 

T. SUZUKI, Japan ; lvou-td you p.i'.ew., e c.ommen.;t on ,; ew., ona..i'. 
bMy hoM Ua.6Mc. vcvuruon in AM~a.Ua. and .i.n6luenc.e 06 
bw.,y heMon Ua.6Mc. on the load 6ac.tM. 

G. MARLOW, Australia : The, heMonal Ua6Mc. peak .i.n 
AMuilia Mu.illy oc.eUM .i.mmediately p~on to C~-tmM 
but on a 6w Mu-tu the, peak may be pne.-EM-telt. The 
tM6Me levw at -thue HMonal pea.kh may be ,typ.i.c_ail.y 
5-10% above aveMge bMy hoM levw duJu.ng -the yeM. 
Fon example, 6nom Table 5 06 -the pa.pelt, il can be -0een 
that -the Vec.embelt 1975 bMy hoM -tM66.i.c WM 7.7% above 
the aveMge 6M the 6oM eMuelt -0-tud.i.u .i.n -tha.~ qean . 
Table 6 -0how-0 that only a nelruvely hma.U vcvuruon to 
the da.uy and weekly load 6ac.toM cc.cunnec: at the Vec.embelt 
19 7 5 ~a.6 Mc peak c.ompMed wilh eMuelt Mudiu . 
Thank you 6on yoM quution. 

L, GIMPELSON, Belgium : A6 -the lM,t papelt in -tw hUh.lon 
I by GMvU and PeaMon) and o-theM ha.vt ind.i.c.ated, -thelte 
~ a c.lMe nela.tion between ~a.6Mc. meMMemen-th and mMn 
,tenanc.e Mdh, -0ince moh-t 06 the meMMemen-th w.,ed 6on 
both -tMkh Me -the ha.me. And c.entMnly both c.o~bu-te 
,to that illMive gna.de-06-heJtvic.e c.onc.ept. So, even 
-though -tw ~ ,the 1eletM6Mc. CongntM natheJt than ISS 
(In,t. Swilc.hing SympMium) I'U Mk why you c.hoH to 
build a non-neal-time hy-0-tem 6on -tM6Mc. m.eMMemen,t 
nepoWng only, nathen than c.ombin.i.ng il wdh mMn-tenanc.e 
nequ..i.nemen-th yielding a mMginail.y mMe expeM.lve qUMi 
neal-time hyMem which would coven. ~a6Mc., gMde-06- 
-0eJtv.i.c.e and mMn-tena.nc.e. 

G. MARLOW, Australia : The aMWeJt to ,tw quution 
.i.nvolvu both w,to~c.al and -tec.hn.i.c.al 6ac.toM. Fnom the 
-teehn.i.c.al v.i.ewpoin-t, il ~ impouan-t t» note that mea/2Me 
men-th 06 -telephone ua.6Mc in AM~a.Ua Me oased on the 
~a6Mc. gnoup, wheJte the. -total c.=en-t 6lowing -thnough the 
~a.6Mc meMWu.ng equ..i.pmen-t ~ pnopomonal to the numbeJt 
o 6 wcu..i.u .i.n U6 e. UnUke the method o 6 individual 
wc.uil meMMemen-t, ,tw -tec.hn.i.que ~ not geneJta.Uy -0uil 
a.ble M a mMntena.nc_e ai.d. . 

H~to~c.a.Uy, the CENTOC hyMem 06 meMMemen-t developed 
M an exteMion to the method nonma.Uy w.,ed in OM 
exc.ha.ngu. IM-tead 06 extending ~a.66ic gnoup-0 by cable 
6nom the equ.i.pmen-t bung meMMed to -the tM6Mc. meMWu.ng 
location wilhin -that exchange, helec.ted gnouph WeJte 
extended via. junc.tion c.a.ble to a c.e~al loc.a.tion wilhin 
the. c.dy, due ail.owa.nc.e bung made duJu.ng c.omputeJt pnoc.u 
-0ing 6M the e66ec.-t 06 tne. junc.tion c.a.ble nu~-tanc.e. 
AUhough ,tw hyMem ~ not neal-fue, il dcd enable U6 
,to implemen-t the c.onc.ep,t qu.lc.kly. 

In onde». to extend the hyhtem ,thnoughout South Aw.,~a.Ua., 
a nemo-te ~a.6Mc. tc<'-c.ondelt ~ bung developed wilh a 
c.a.pac.dy 06 128 gnoup-0 which, combined wilh a m.ln.i.-c.omputelt 
cen-tML c.onuoUelt, wou..f.d enable neal-fue na.6Mc 
monilo~ng -thnoughout the netwonk. 
Thank you 0on yoM quuuon. 

T. SUZUKI, Japan : Would you plea.1,e comment on the 
6oUowing two quutioM. 

(i) F..i.g. 9 -0h0Wh -that HveJta.l o6Mc.u have a 
-0ign.i.6ic.an-tly d.i.66elten-t weekly load 6a.c.-ton. 

I ,think that w., e 06 -the a.veltage weekly 6a.c.-ton in 
utima.ting individual o6Mce eMn.i.ng and weekly 
na.6Mc volume inc.UM -0ign.i.Mc.ant ennon . How 
a.bout ,tw. 

(u) What .i.n0foence did the call change a.djM-tmen-t 
exm on the load 6a.c.-ton and -tM66ic. volume. 

G. MARLOW' Australia : My pa.pelt hhOWh that -the weekly 
.toad 6ac.-ton 6M Mb-0wbeJt ok.i.gina.ting -tM6Mc. .i.n the 
Adu.1U.de me:tJ,.opo.€.,i,t;an neMoJr.k hM been ve.Jr.y ,;.tab.le. oveJr. a 
17 month Hudy pek.i.od. Tw demoMnated h-tabdily 
hhould enable utima.tion 06 weekly netwonk na6Me volume 
and hence c.ail. eMn.i.ng-0 6nom negu..f.M meMMemen-th 06 bMy 
hoM na6Mc.. The papelt does not c.la..i.m that ,tw method 
would be ace.Mate 6M ,the det~na.tion 06 na6Me volume 
on eMn.i.ngh 6on a pa.Wc.u..f.M, .i.nd.i.v~dual exc.ha.nge. The 
nonmal h-t~tic.al vcvu.a.tioM whic.h Me ob-0eltved 6on 
.i.nd.i.v.i.dual exc.ha.ngu Me aveMged out oven. a netwonk 06 
exc.ha.ngu. 

Wilh ne6eJtence t» uoun: -0ec.ond quution, the paper; hhowh 
-that ,the c.a.U chMge adjM-tment had no fuc.eltn.i.ble e66ec.-t 
on the load 6a.c.-ton. The 6ee .i.nc.heMe dcd not appear: to 
~n6luenc.e the level 06 ok.i.g.i.na.ting na.66.i.c., but -thene WM 
a -0.i.gn.i.Mc.a.n-t hW.i.ng -towMdh Mage 06 STV 6oUowing 
.i.nc.heMU ~n the ma.nu.al e,ail. hMc.hMge .i.n 1974 and 1975. 
Thank you 6on uoun. quutioM. 
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A Comparison of System and User Optimised Telephone 
Networks 
R. J. HARRIS 
Telecom Australia, Melbourne, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

In a recent paper (Ref. 1) the principles of System and 
User optimization were introduced and discussed for alter 
nate routing telephone networks. (A System optimized 
network design is obtained by minimising the total cost of 
the network, subject to Origin to Destination grade of 
service standards. A User optimized network design is 
achieved by minimising the cost per erlang on chains used 
by each OD pair). An algorithm for determining these 
optimal network designs has been developed (Ref. 2), which 
is based upon a modification to a well known non-linear 
programming algorithm proposed by Wolfe (Ref. 3). 

A mathematical model for dimensioning alternate routing 
networks developed by Berry (Ref. 6) has been used in 
conjunction with the optimizing algorithm to obtain net 
work designs based on the two principles. The purpose of 
this paper is to compare the two different network designs 
obtained by applying these optimizing principles to the 
Adelaide Telephone Network. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper will be concerned with two optimizing 
principles which were first discussed for telephone net 
works in Reference 1. These two principles are known as 
System and User optimization respectively. In the 
earlier paper, these principles were applied to a small 
network which consisted of five links; in the present 
paper these principles will be applied to the Adelaide 
Telephone Network using Berry's network Dimensioning 
model, and a comparison will be made of the two different 
networks produced. 

There were two main factors which influenced the study of 
User optimization for telephone networks. Firstly, this 
form of optimization was new to telephone networks and 
represents an alternative to the principle of System 
optimization which is the ultimate aim of telephone net 
work planners. Secondly, experience with this type of 
optimization in the context of road traffic theory had 
shown that the difference in costs between a System and a 
User optimized network was relatively small and further 
more, the sp!'ed with which the User optimized solution 
can be computed using Berry's dimensioning formulae is 
significantly greater than the computation speed required 
for System optimization. Thus it was felt that the User 
optimization procedure could be used to move rapidly to a 
network cost which was very close to the true System 
optimal solution. After reaching this point it would then 
be possible to step quickly to the System solution and 
hence to make a considerable saving in the overall comput 
ation time required to achieve the minimum cost network. 

As mentioned above the optimization was performed using 
Berry's dimensioning formulae. The original formulae 
proposed by Berry have been recently upgraded to give 
more accurate results through the introduction of a new 
parameter "p" (Ref. 5). If this parameter is set to zero, 
then the formulae reduce to their original form. In this 
study, the old and the new versions have been used for 
computing circuit values required in the optimization 
process. It is not the intention of this paper to compare 
the two models as this has already been reported (c.f. 
Ref. 4). (Furthermore, different sets of data were used 
with the two versions of the dimensioning formulae). 

In Section 2 of this paper, some theoretical results will 
be presented which have formed the basis for calculating 
a User optimized telephone network. (These results will 
be derived using the upgraded formulae - in each case the 
results simplify if a corresponding result is required 
for the original dimensioning formulae). In Section 3, 
there will be a brief discussion of the User optimized 
solution to the Adelaide Network, and in the following 
section a comparison will be made of the significant 
similarities and differences between the System and User 
optimized solutions. 

2. THEORETICAL RESULTS USING BERRY'S DIMENSIONING 
FORMULAE 

2.l-SY1IBOLS AND DEFINITIONS 

Consider a telephone network T consisting of a set N of 
exchanges, and a set L of u directed links. In this net 
work we specify a set of n Origin to Destination pairs, 
(abbreviated to "OD pairs") and denote them by ok-Dk, 
kkl, ... ,n, and a set of m(k) allow~ble chains denoted by 
m for j=l, ... ,m(k). (A chain may be described as a 
siquence of links which form a route between an exchange 
which originates traffic and an exchange which terminates 
this traffic). Let tk be the offered pure chance traffic 
destined for Dk from ok. The amount of traffic carried 
on a particular sequence of links forming a chain between 
a pair of exchanges is called a chain flow and is denoted 
by h~. The total carried traffi~o~link i is 
obtained by adding together the chain flows which use this 
link, i.e. 

i=l, ... ,u. (1) 

where 

= {~ 
if link i is on chain m~. 

J . otherwise. 

In addition to the above notation, the following symbols 
will be used : 

symbol used to indicate an arbitrary link, 
symbol used to indicate an arbitrary chain, 
symbol used to indicate an arbitrary OD pair, 
the mean offered traffic to link i, 

the variance of the traffic offered to link i 

the variance of the traffic overflowing from link i, 

the total cost of the network 

the traffic congestion between the k-th OD pair, 
the number of circuits required on link i (regarded 
as a continuous variable for theoretical convenience). 

the carried traffic on a direct route m~. 

In an earlier paper which discussed the concepts of System 
and User optimization for telephone networks (see Ref. 1), 
the notions of marginal chain cost and chain cost per unit 
flow were introduced in order to ~pecify optimality 
conditions for these concepts. For completeness these 
notions and definitions of System and User optimization 
are summarised below : 
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Definition 

If C(h) is the total cost of the network then the marginal 
chain cost of cha,;l.n m~ is defined as 

J 

(2) 

Definition 2 

For alternate routing networks, the cost per unit flow on 
chain mr is 

E 
i (3) 

where 

C, =,, C n 
1. i i i if f. # 0 

I fi 1. 

1 lim 
c.n. 
1. 1. 

~i+O T if f. = 0 (4) 
1. 

and ci = the cost per circuit on link i. 

Definition 3 

A network T is said to be "System optimized" if it is 
designed in such a way that the total network cost C(JJ.). is 
a minimum, subject to OD pair grade of service constraints. 
A chain flow pattern is said to satisfy the conditions of 
System optimality if for each OD pair k, there is an 
orderinf p1,p2, ••• ,p ,p +i•···,P /k) of the chains joining 
ok to D such that t3e ~ollowingmcofidition holds : 

"k = Dk = = Dk ~ Dk ,; ... ,; Dk 
P1 ps Pt-t-1 pm(k) 

(5) 

where 

hk > 0 for r=l, ... ,s 
Pr 

hk = 0 for r=s+l, ... ,m(k) 
Pr 

Definition 4 

A chain flow pattern h which satisfies the OD grade of 
service constraints is said to satisfy the equilibrium 
conditions for a User optimized network T if, for each OD 
pair k, there_is an ~rderi~g of the chains p1, ... ,ps,Ps+l' 
•••,Pm(k)' joining O to D such that 

-k -k -k -k µ = C = = C ,; C ,; ... ~c 
k pl PS Ps+l pm(k) (6) 

where 

hk > 0 for r=l, ... ,s 
Pr 

hk = 0 for r=s+l, ..• ,m(k) 
Pr 

2.2 BERRY'S MODEL (OUTLINE) 

The aim of Berry's model (Refs. 5 & 6) is to produce a 
minimum cost network (System optimized) subject to 
constraints on the chain flow variables which specify the 
Origin-Destination requirements. The model is formulated 
as a mathematical programming problem, and various 
techniques based on non-linear programming algorithms may 
be used to determine the optimal network. For the 
purposes of this· paper, the circuit dimensioning formulae 
from Berry's model have been used with the modified non 
linear programming model (Ref. 2), to study the two types 
of optimal network design. 

Starting with a prescribed chain flow pattern on the net 
work, the mathematical model determines the mean (M.) and 
the Variance (V) of combined traffic streams offer§d to 
each link i, an! calculates the equivalent random traffic 
(Ai) which would produce an overflow traffic distribution 
from a full availability link with moments Mi and Vi. 
The total traffic carried on each link (fi) is determined 
from the sum of chain flows using that link (see equation 
(1)), from which the number of circuits (ni) is calculated 
using equations (7) and (8), 

A. 
1. 

c. 
1. 

Vi 
V, + 3M 

1. i 

(7) 

where the variance of the overflow traffic from link i is 
given by 

1 A 2 • vi = 6(Mi-fi) (3-Mi+fi+ (Mi-fi-3) + 12Ai (l-fi/M1)P ) (8) 

where p is an assigned parameter which takes on a value 
of approximately 0.1. 

(The value of p has been determined from simulation trials 
and varies according to whether link is on a first, second 
or third choice route). A. represents the equivalent pure 
chance traffic and is comp~ted from the well known 
approximation by Rapp (Ref. 7). 

(9) 

2.3 USER OPTIMIZATION THEORY APPLIED TO BERRY'S MODEL 

Equation (4) from Definition 2 states that the link cost 
per unit flow (i.e. cost per unit erlang) is obtained 
from dividing the total cost of the link (cini) by the 
carried traffic on this link (fi) - provided that this 
traffic is non zero. If the carried traffic is zero, 
then the link cost per unit flow is given by the limit 

cini 

T (10) 

In order to perform the User optimization with Berry's 
model it is necessary to compute the above limit. 

Result 1 

For a general link i, the limiting cost per unit flow is: 

[ 2 { 2 1] AiMi svi - 3Mi +Hi+ Aip 
c. = c. 1 + 2 2 2 (11) 
1. 1. (Hi - Mi + Vi) 6V i - 31\ + Mi 

Proof: By rearranging equation (7) the required limit 

' l lim 
c. [ Ai(fi(!!i - M/i - Vi)+ Mi(Vi - vi)) 

f-r 0 f: fi + 2 2 1. 
(Mi - Mi+ Vi)((Mi-fi) -(Mi-fi) + v{ 

consider the limit 

lim 
f.+ 0 

1. 

Using equation (9), Vi can be written as 

hence 

1 { 2 r- 2 2 2 
Vi - v i = 6 (3-2Mi) fi + fi +/(M1-3) Mi "I: 12AiMi 

-,;, 2 2 p ii 
(.1i-fi) (Mi-fi-3) .+- 121\ (1-fi/Mi) (Mi-fi) 
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Dividing by fi and taking the limit as fi+ 0 gives 

_!_ {(3-zM.) + (2Mi -3) (Mi-3) + 6Ai (2 
6 1 / 2 (M. -3) + 12A: 

1 1 

lim 
f .+o 
1 

Result 4 

The cost per unit flow is a strictly increasing function 
of the flow for direct routes when the offered traffic is 
fixed. 

Thus 

+ 

(since lim 
f .+o 
1 

V ). 
i 

- V. + Mi [(3-2M.) 
1 6 1 

Substitution of equation (9) into the above expression 
and simplifying, the following result is obtained : 

lim 
f.+O 
1 

2 

{

5V i - 31\ + l!i + 

6V. - 3!1. + M: 
1 1 1 

Result 1 may be simplified further if the traffic is 
offered to a direct route (first choice route\ as such 
routes are assumed to be offered Pure Chance traffic. 
Consequently, Ai= Mi= Vi= tk where tk is the pure 
chance offered traffic to OD pair k on direct route k. 
Thus we obtain by direct substitution into equation (11): 

Result 2 

Proof (Outline): It is necessary to show that the 
derivative of the cost per unit flow function for direct 
routes is positive. 

Let A.=~- =V. = t and f. = F, then substitution into 
equation (7) yields the f6llowing simplified formula for 
the number of circuits on a direct route 

where v 

is the variance of the traffic overflowing from this 
route. For convenience the squa1~ root term above may be 
defined as X, i.e. 

Rearrangement of equation (14) yields 

n 
F 

n = F - 1 + t [ (t - F) 
(t-F)

2 - (t-F) 
1 /~--2----~, 

6 (t-F) (3 - t+F + /(t-F-3) + 12t(l-F/t)p (15) 

X A z • (t-F-3) + 12t(l-F/t)p 

12(t+2+2F+p) 
(S(t-F)-3+X)(t+SF+3+X) 

] (14) 

(16) 

It is now necessary to differentiate the above equation 
with respect to F and to determine whether the resulting 
expression is strictly positive. This computation has 
been performed ·and the derivative is strictly positive. 
(The details of this computation have been omitted as the 
expressions are rather unwieldy). 

For direct route k, the limiting cost per unit flow is 
Result 5 

given by 

[ 1 + (12) 

In a telephone network, if condition (17) holds for an OD 
pair k, then a User optimized flow pattern for this net 
work will have all flow on the first choice chain m~. 

for j=2, ... ,m(k) (17) 

In order to try and predict the form of the User 
optimizing chain flow pattern, two results have been 
obtained which examine the properties of the cost per unit 
flow functions. Result 3 shows that the magnitude of the 
number of circuits· per unit flow is always greater than 

·unity, and Result 4 demonstrates that the cost per unit 
flow function on a direct route increases with an increase 
in carried traffic, (offered traffic being held constant). 
From these two results it is possible to show (Result 5) 
that if the magnitude of the sum of the costs per circuit 
for links on second and subsequent choice chains is always 
greater than the largest value of the cost per unit flow 
on the first choice chain of a given OD pair, then a User 
optimized solution will have all flow on the first choice 
chain of this OD pair (see (17)). 

Result 3 

where ck= Cost per circuit on direct route k, 

ci = Ckst per circuit of link ion alternate route 
m .. 
J 

S = nk] k - 
Fk Fk = Maximum feasible flow on direct link 

k. 

Proof: For first choice chains, the cost per unit flow 
for the direct route is an increasing function of the flow. 
Thus the cost per unit flow will have its maximum value 
when pk is assigned its maximum feasible value, i.e. 

The cost per unit flow on a link is strictly greater than 
the cost per circuit. Equivalently, 

n. 
_2:. > 1 for f. > 0 
fi 1 

and 
lim 

ni > 1 f .+O if f. = 0 (13) 
1 f. 1 

1 

Proof: (i) 

(ii) 

For positive flow on link i the number of 
circuits is always greater than the flow 
since each term in equation (7) is positive. 

For fi=O, the limit given by equation (11) is 
always positive and greater than unity since 
the second term of this expression is 
positive. (This follows b£cause 
Ai~ Vi~ Mi> 0). 

The cost per unit flow on the link of an alternate route 
is strictly greater than the cost per circuit of that 
link and hence 

for j=2, ... ,m(k) 

Now, if i a~Ci is greater than the maximum value of the 
cost per unrt flow on the first choice chain, for j=2, 
... ,m(k) then 

for j=2,, .. ,m(k) 

Thus from Definition 4 in any User optimized flow pattern 
it follows that there cannot be any flow on chains 
k k k 

mz,m3,•••,mm(k)" 
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3. SYSTEM AND USER OPTIMIZATION OF THE ADELAIDE NETWORK 

3. 1 SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION 

In this study, two different sets of cost and traffic 
data were used with the two versions of Berry's dimension 
ing formulae. Data for the first version of the model 
specified 1141 OD pairs which connected 37 exchanges. 
Four tandem exchanges were provided for the alternate 
routes. Data for the second version of the model 
specified 1892 OD pairs which connected 44 exchanges, and 
once again four tandem exchanges were used for directing 
traffic on the alternate routes. The network uses cross 
bar group selectors which provide traffic with a maximum 
of three possible chaises. 

In both optimizations, the starting point for iterations 
was "all flow on the viable direct routes and all 
remaining traffics as sd.gried to second choice routes if no 
direct route is supplied". Iterations were terminated 
after approximately 15 minutes of CP time on a CDC 
Cyber 74 computer. In this time, approximately 500 itera 
tions of the algorithm described in Reference 2 were 
required to achieve a chain flow pattern which was 
accurate to within one or two percent of the true System 
optimal solution, In practice, there are several reasons 
for not attempting to obtain a more precise solution. 
Firstly, a System optimized network is very sensitive to 
traffic overload, and this is considered to be undesirable 
from a practical viewpoint. Secondly, the formulae use 
circuit values which are continuous variables (for 
theoretical convenience) and they must be rounded to 
integers at the completion of th~ optimization process. 
Experience has shown that very little change in the over 
all integer solution cost is made by continuing to refine 
the accuracy of the solution. Finally, the convergence 
of the optimization process is par t Lcu l ar l.y slow near the 
minimum and further application of the algorithm would 
require a considerable computational effort which would 
not yield any advantages in terms of the integer solution. 

Table 1 summarises ·the network costs for every twentieth 
iterate for the two optimizations. In Table 2 a selection 
of OD pair chain flows and their corresponding marginal 
chain costs is presented for which Definition 3 has been 
satisfied. (Examples have been chosen from the optimiza 
tion using the first version of the model, i.e. p=O). 

Iterate Data Set 1 ($M) Data Set 2 ($M) 

0 3.676 5.361 
20 3.040 4.787 
40 2.970 4.635 
60 2.928 4,535 
80 2.902 4.486 

100 2.896 4.424 
120 2.859 4.410 
140 2.841 4.381 
160 2.828 4. 372 
180 2.820 4. 356 
200 2.789 4. 340 
220 2.782 4.319 
240 2. 779 4.309 
260 2. 774 4.302 
280 2.768 4.299 
300 2.763 4.296 
320 2.758 4.292 
340 2.754 4,288 
360 2.750 4.285 
380 2.746 4,284 
400 2,742 4.281 
420 2.739 4.279 
440 2.736 4.278 
460 2.731 4.277 
480 2. 725 4.277 
500 2.725 4.276 

Table 1 Iterates from the System optimization of the 
---- Adelaide Network. (Both sets of data/models). 

OD Pair 
Chain Flows (Erl) Mandnal Chain Costs 

k hk 'hk hk Dk Dk Dk 
1 2 3 1 2 3 

1 5.56 0.00 5.23 722.9 735.5 724.6 

2 3.21 o.oo 1. 61 420.4 428.1 421.0 

4 , 0.00 0.00 0.85 ***** 2508.0 2467.8 

527 3.09 1. 70 0.00 1196.9 1196.9 1285.6 

556 0.00 14.70 0.00 685.7 645.9 746.7 

636 1.13 0.14 0.95 2565.6 2565.6 2565.6 

697 0.00 0.49 0.00 ***** 3048.3 3230.5 

1135 0.00 0.00 0. 79 4162.5 3751. 1 3631.1 

***** These OD pairs do not have direct routes. 

Table 2 Selected OD pair chain flows and Marginal chain 
---- costs for System optimized solution. 

3.2 USER OPTIMIZATION 

The computer program for determining the User optimizing 
chain flow pattern for the Adelaide network was started 
at the point "all flow on the viable direct routes - flow 
on second choice routes otherwise". The reason for 
choosing this point is related to Result 5 from Section 
2.3. A brief survey of the cost figures for the Adelaide 
network revealed that this result applied to approximately 
200 OD pairs, and thus by choosing this point the chain 
flows for these OD pairs would be set and would not alter 
during the computations. This meant that the program 
could concentrate on those OD pairs which did not satisfy 
this result and a User solution would be found more 
rapidly than if it had started from some arbitrary flow 
pattern. 

A solution satisfying the User equilibrium conditions 
(Definition 4) to within a reasonable tolerance was 
obtained after 1\ minutes of computer time on the CDC 
Cyber 74, and 250 iterations. Table 3 gives the network 
cost for each of the two optimizations at each twentieth 
iterate. Table 4 lists selected OD pair chain flows and 
their corresponding chain costs per unit flow. 

Iterate Data Set 1 ($M) Data Set 2 ($Ml) 

0 3 .6 76 5.361 

20 3.466 5.242 

40 3.399 5.240 

60 3.360 5.220 

80 3.323 5.217 

100 3.278 5.215 

120 3.257 5.214 

140 3.246 5.214 

180 3.238 5.214 

200 3.228 5.214 

220 3.228 - 
240 3.220 - 
260 3.219 - 

Table 3 Iterates from the User optimizations of the 
---- Adelaide Network (both models). 
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OD Pair 
Chain Flows (Erl) Chains costs per unit f Lov 
hk hk hk -k ck -k 

k 1 2 3 cl 2 c3 

l 10.79 0.00 0.00 426.74 446. 72 450.41 

2 4.82 o.oo 0.00 259.33 353.18 310.58 

4 0.00 0.85 0.00 ****** 1578,48 1919.68 

72 1.48 0.11 0.74 364.80 363.27 363.32 

85 0.00 0.00 0,44 ****** 1475.29 1467.95 

201 2.73 0.00 0.71 681.41 721. 65 681. 37 

259 0.00 0.06 0.03 ****** 4170.55 4170.75 

1135 0.56 0.23 o.oo 2931_.5 2931. 46 3062.78 

Table 4 

****** 

Selected chai~ flows and t!arginal chain. costs 
for the User optimization of the Adelaide Net 
work, (Data Set 1). 

These OD Pairs do not have direct routes, 

4. COMPARISON OF SYSTEM AND USER NETWORKS 

It is interesting to note that the User and System 
optimized networks exhibit a number of important features. 
In both studies the unrounded costs of $M3.22 and $M5,21 
for the User optimized solutions were further away from 
the unr ound ed cos t s of $M2. 73 and $M4.28 of the System 
optimized solutions than had been anticipated from results 
with smaller networks (see Ref. 1). The rapidity with 
which the User solution was obtained, demonstrates the 
possible potential which this type of optimization has 
for iterating towards a System optimized solution. 

An important comparison between the User and System 
solutions concerns the relative numbers of unused links 
required in each type of network. For the first set of 
data, the User optimized solution had 35 links on the 
alternate routes which were unused, while for the System 
optimized network there were only 20 unused links. 
Furthermore, there are only 7 of these links which have 
been rejected by both optimal solutions. One very obvious 
feature which is common to both solutions. is that they 
have almost invariably been rejecting the first link of a 
second choice chain, i.e, link 2 in Figure 1. 

provide first and third choice routes and limit the 
provision of links on second choice chains to OD pairs 
which have relatively expensive first choice routes. 

Table 6 compares the costs of direct and alternate routes 
in .each of the optimal network designs. It will be clear 
from this table that the System optimized· networks make 
more effictent use of the alternate routes, whiie the 
User solutions make more extensive use of the direct 
roct.es, i. e: the .User solutions fail to recognise the 
advarrtages of bulking traffic on the alternate routes, 

A question of considerable importance concerns the 
uniqueness of the User optimal solutions obtained in this 
study. It will be evident from Result 5 in Section 2 of 
this paper that a network which satisfies condition (17) 
for all OD pairs will have a simple unique solution. 
However, in practical networks such as the Adelaide Net 
work, only 209 of the 1141 OD pairs in D~ta Set 1 satisfy 
this Result, and this raises the question· of uniqueness 
for such a network. It is necessary to consider the 
uniqueness of the link flow pattern in the network, not 
the c':lain flow pattern, as it is well known that in 
general, many different chain flow patterns can give rise 
to the same link flow pattern. Preliminary investigations 
into the uniqueness of the User solution for the Adelaide 
Network have tended to suggest that there is only one 
link flow pattern which produces this solution. For 
example, when the User optimization process is started 
from a link flow pattern which has a lower cost than the 
User solution, it is found that User optimization applied 
to this pattern results in a return to a link flow 
pattern which resembles that obtained in the original 
User optimization. Investigations which have been 
carried out on this network have so far failed to find 
any other User optimized link flow patterns, although it 
is intended to pursue this point further in due course. 

~ 31 ~ \ 
I ~ ~.5 

\ 

l /;\ 
\ , ___ .,, 

Data Set l System Optimal User Optimal 

Costs (Rounded) 
Solution Solution 

($) ($) 

Direct Routes 1,755,054 2,504,742 

Alternate Routes 991,342 714,523 

Data Set 2 System Optimal Us e r Optimal 

Costs Rounded 
Solution Solution 

($) ($) 

Direct Routes 1,909,805 3,705,576 

Alternate Routes 2,464,680 1,534,814 

Table 6 Comparison of System and User Optimal Solution 
Costs for Direct and Alternate Routes. 

Figure 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

Chain Route (A-B) 

l l 

2 2, 5 

3 3, 4, 5 

Table 5 Chains for Figure l 

This feature appears to be very significant and a number 
of suggestions have been put forward to explain this 
result. Firstly, an examination of the relative costs o~ 
the second and third choice chains tends to indicate that 
the third choice routes have lower costs per circuit than 
expected in practice. Secondly, third choice chains tend 
to be attractive for flow because they provide traffic 
with the opportunity to combine with traffic from as many 
as ninety origin-destination pairs. This effect has 
tended to draw traffic away from the second choice routes 
also, and hence the overall effect on the network is to 

In this paper two concepts of optimality have been 
applied to Berry's model for dimensioning alternate 
routing networks. Experience with small networks had 
suggested that the User optimized network cost differed 
from the System optimal network cost by one or two per 
cent, Th~ results of applying these concepts to a large 
realistic network, presented in the foregoing discussion, 
show that the difference in network costs is greatly 
increased, and the design of the User network is 
radically different from the System optimized design. 

Results presented in the earlier sections show that a 
User optimized solution to the Adelaide Network was 
aehieved more rapidly than a corresponding System 
optimized solution, (This is largely due .to the fact 
that the costs per unit flow are simpler·to evaluate than 
the marginal chain costs). Although the User optimization 
is more rapid, it is now clear that the speed of this 
method is not an advantage in obtaining a "near optimal" 
System solution because of the large differences in cost 
and design of the User optimized network. As a result of 
this observation, other methods of rapid System optimiza 
tion have be,n tried, and the algorithm of Reference 8 
has proved to be quite successful, 
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Although the ultimate aim of network planners has been to 
produce a minimum cost alternate routing network, there 
may be some advantages in considering network designs 
similar to those produced from User optimization. For 
example, ~ystem optimi2ed networks are very sensitive to 
overloads since circuits are operating at high effi 
ciencies, however, a User optimized network is not as 
sensitive to overload and circuits are not operating at 
such high efficiencies in the alternate routes. Further 
more, the User solution tends to relieve the strain of 
high traffic loads on the tandem exchanges, and this may 
be considered desirable in exchanges which are nearing 
their designed capacities. 
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Discussion 
C.·W.A, JESSOP, Australia : 
(..[) The. pa.pelt -0:ta.:tu .t.ha.:t :the. cost: on a. 6..[nal. cho--tce. ..[t, 
lu-0 :tha.n e.xpe.c:te.d ..[n pM.c:t..[c.e.. P.te.Me. e.xp.&un how 
:th..[t, <UJr.c.Wlk\:ta.nce. e.ve.n.:tua.:tu. 

(li) Wha.:t me.:thod do you pll.Opo1>e. 601!. ma.nual. adjM:tme.n:t 06 
:the. op.tunJ-6e.d neMoll.k 1>hould :th..[t, be. necessanu due. to 
c.ha.ngu ..[n :tll.a.66--tc. le.vw 011. neM011.k con6--tgUJul.tioM. 
Jn pa.Ji.tic.ulaJi. e.MUUng :tha.:t 0V g11.a.de6 06 -0eltV--tC.e. Me 
mun:ta...[ne.d. 

R.J. HARRIS, Australia: 
(..[) In :the. 6--LM:t da:ta. &e.:t U hM be.en 6ound :that 1>ome. 

11.e.lay &e.:t c.o&:tl> ha.ve. be.en om..[:tte.d ..[n 1>ome. --tM:ta.nc.u 
a.nd a.l!>o, a.-U.owa.nc.e. WM not al.wa.y& ma.de. 601!. :the. 
he.a.v..[e.11. gauge. c.a.ble. Jte.qu..[Ji.e.d 6011. 6..[nal. c.ho..[c.e. «oates . 

(ill (a.) FOi!. c.ha.ngu ..[n :tll.a.66..[c. le.vw I would &uggu:t 
.t.ha.:t :the. c.ha.--tn 6low& whlc.h Me a.66e.c.te.d eould 
be. --trtc.Ji.e.Me.d (01!. de.c.Ji.e.Me.d) --trt pll.opo¼on i» 
:the. c.ha.ngu ..[n :thue. le.vw. I:te.Ji.a.:t..[oM courd 
:the.rt be. 11.e.c.dmme.nc.e.d 6Mm :th..[t, new "ne.M 
optional." po..[n:t a.nd :te.Ji.m..[na.:te.d when a &uUa.ble. 
a.c.c.uJi.a.c.y ha.d b e.e.n obrune.d 6 011. :the. new m-i.n..[mum. 

I b l Se.ve.Ji.al. d--t66e.11.e.n:t :type.!> 06 change.!> ..[n ne.:twoJi.11. 
-0:tll.uc.tUJi.e. Me. po-M--tbfe.. F --LM:tly, J..6 :the. Ji.outing 
J:tll.a:te.g..[e.t, 6011. pa.Ji.tic.ulM 0V pa--LM Me. co be. 
aU.e.11.e.d I would ,.;uggut :tha.:t th« old c.hun 6fow,.; 
c.ould be. w..ed M a 1.:,taJT.,Ung oo-W.M.on ,/,n :the. new 
ne.two11.k all.'1.angeme.n:t (whe.11.e. po1.:,,.;..[ble.). 

Onc.e. agun, Ue1tauoM would ne.e.d .:to be. pe.11.- 
6011.me.d --tn 011.de.11. :to 11.e.-oplim..[ze. the. ne.:two11.b.. 
Secondly a new exchange. (oil. g11.oup 06 exc.hangM) 
could be. a.dde.d 011. del.e.:te.d. In such. a c.a.6 e., the. 
e.x:te.n:t :to whlc.h :th..[t, c.hange. a66e.w the: ne.two11.fl. 
would be. a pll.--Lme. 6ac.:to11. --tYl de.:te.Ji.m--tn--trtg the. be.!>t · 
way to pll.oc.e.e.d. I 6 c.hange.l> Welte. e.xte.M--tve. U 
may be mOl!.e. pll.ac.t-i.c.a.l to 11.e.l>:ta.'1.:t the e.nlill.e. 
op:t.un..[z..[ng p11.ac.u1.:, 611.om :the be.g..[nn..[ng. Foll. m--tno11. 
aU.e.11.auaM ..[:t 1.:,hould gene.Ji.a1.ly be. po-M--tble. to 
11.e.:tun old va.luu 06 :the. c.ha--Ln 6.to«n and -0--tmply 
11.e.-a1,1.:,..[gn these valuu t» :the. new 11.ou:te.l> and 
11.e.comme.nc.e. de.11.auoM un:tU'. a l> u6 Mue.nfty 
ac.c.Ma.:te. ,.;ofulion has be.en ob:ta--tne.d. 

C.W.A. JESSOP, Australia: In Se.c:t..[on 4 Pa.;,a, 5 you -0:ta:te. 
:tlia.:t U,.;e.11. optinu.1.:>e.d 1.:,ofulioM 6ail :to 11.ec.ogrt,Lt,e_ :the. 
a.dvan:tagu 06 bullu.ng :tll.a.6.iJ..c on aU.e.11.na.:te. 11.oute.l>. 
Howe.ve.11. :t/i..[t, me.:thod 11.e.j eczs 11.,:t AUe1tna.:te. 11.ou:te.l> ..[n 6avoU'1. 
06 bullu.ng :tll.a.66..[c. on the 6..[naf 11.ou:tM. Could you e.xpla--tn 
:t/i..[t, appMe.n:t co n:tll.ad--tc.tio n plea!> e.. 

R.J. HARRIS, Australia : Both &olulioM Jte.c.ogn..[t,e. :the. 
a.dvan:tagM on bullu.ng the. :bta66..[c. J..n ;the. aU.e.11.nate 11.oute.l> 
and :the d--t66e.Ji.e.nc.u Me la11.ge.£.y d--t66e.Ji.e.nc.e6 ..[n de.gJi.e.e., 
..[, e. In the. Sy,.;te.m opfu..[t,e.d ne.two11.k, ex.tens ive w.,e. ..[t, 
made. 06 the. aU.e.11.nate. 11.ouling ,.;e.mon 06 :the. ne..twoll.k; 
while. ..[n the. U&e.11. ,.;olulion :the. majoJtalj 06 :the. :tJi.a.66..[c. 
11.e.muM on :the. 6--LMt c.ho--tc.e. 11.au:tu and :the. 11.e.murung 
tll.a66..[c. 6low-0 onto the. 11.ou:te. wUh .the. ma,.;;/: a.:t:tll.a.c:t..[ve. eos ; 
pe.Ji. urt--L:t e.11.la.ng - whleh would appe.M :to be. :the. :t/i..[11.d 
c.ho..[c.e. c.hun --LY! :the.!> e. pall.tic.ula.Ji. --tM:tanc.U. 

MUN CHIN, Australia: How dou :the. Chun Flow me.:thod 
c.ompMe. wdh the. :tJi.a.d..[lional. me.:thod (..[. e. PM.-tt et: .al.) ..[n 
:teJtml> 06 c.ompuling time.. 

R.J. HARRIS, Australia: (Adf1hu.de. Ne.:two11.fl.) At e.a.c.h 
Ue.Ji.a.:t..[on -0:te.p 06 the. Sy1.:,:te.m oplim-i.zalion pll.oc.u,.; d ..[t, 
ne.c.e61>My :to d--tme.M--ton the. ne..twOll.k 611.om the. c.Ull.'1.e.Yl:t chais« 
6low pa:t:te.11.n, t(i..[t, pll.Oc.e.t,1., :ta.ku O. 2 ,.;e.c.ond!> CPU fue. on 
a. Cybe.11. 74 c.ompute.11.. Foll. :the. ,.;a.me. c.ompu:te.11., one. dme.n 
,.;..[on..[ng &:te.p ..[n :the. c.onve.nlional app11.oac.h c.an :take. 611.om 15 
to 30 ,.;e.c.ond!> :to pe1t6011.m de.pe.nd--tng on rhe. me.:thod!> used :to 
de.:te.11.m-i.ne. va.11.--La.nc.u and e.qu..[val.e.n:t Mndom :tll.a.6Mc. 
pMame.:te.11.l>. 

M. ANDERBERG, Sweden : You sou». ..[n Se.c:t..[on 3.1 06 yoU//. 
pa.pelt thiu: :the. Ue.11.auve. p11.oc.u-0 toob. appJt.Ox--tmate.ly 15 
m..[nutM 06 CP fue., and :then you a.Ji.'1.--Lve.d at: a -0 olulion 
whlch Wa.6 1-2% 6Jt.Om the. tll.ue. Sy-0:te.m optional soruxcon, 

How ,[!, :th.,u., .owe. ,.;olulion de.6..[ne.d. 

How long will U :take. to 6..[nd :the. tll.ue. Mlulion 
6011. the. ,.;:tud..[e.d ne.two11.k. 

R.J. HARRIS, Australia : 
(..[) A "txue" Sy,.;:te.m opfu..[ze.d ,.;ofution MW 6..[e6 

e.qualioM ( 51 06 my pape.11. g..[ve.n a.6 Ve.6..[n..[t..[on 3. 

(u) In ge.ne.11.al, a non une.a.Ji. pll.0911.ammJ..ng al.goll...[thm w..[ll 
not ne.c.e.t,,.;cvuly c.onve.11.ge. to the. e.xac.:t mJ..n..[mum ..[n a 
6..[Yt--L:te. numbelt 06 Ue.M.tioM aU.hough a.:t e.ac.h 
Ue.Ji.a.:t..[on the. new c.hun 6fow pat:te.tn will de.6--tne. a 
ne..two11.k 06 lowe.11. c.01.:,:t. I:t ,[!, po,.;1,..[ble. :to c.ompute. 
a lowe.11. bound on :the. value. 06 :the. m--tn--tmum c.0-0:t oil.am 
dual.Uy :the.My 06 non une.M p11.og11.amm..[ng. In 
pll.ac.tic.e., U ,[!, ne.c.e6Mll.lj to :teJtm--Lna.:te. c.ompu:ta;t..[oM 
onc.e. :the. d--t66e.Ji.e.nc.e. be.:twe.e.n.:the. eUll.'1.e.Yl:t c.0-0:t and 
:the. u:t.una.:te. 60'1. the. m--trumum ..[t, le.M> tha.n a. 
µ11.uwbe.d 6--tgUJi.e.. 
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w. LORCHER, Germany: In yoWt papeJt you c.ompaJte .two 
op.ti.ltu,ung pJt,[nup.lei, : Sy1.,;tem and u.oeJt op.umiza;tlon. You 
c.ompaJte ;thei, e. :two pftvi.nuplv., by mean.b 06 a !teal netwo1tk 
and you ob:tcun di66e1tenc.u on about 15% w,i;th Jteopeu: t» 
the ccs.ts , 
My quv..Uan Ls . 
Have you c.ompa1ted thv.,e 1teou.l;t.1, ilia wdh JtUulu ob:tcuned 
by c.onveilional method./>. 

R.J. HARRIS, Australia : I have c.ompaJted my JtUulu w,i;th 
the c.onveiliona.l method./> u.o,i,119 Vata .1, et 2 but the corn 
pa1t,t<1on.b i,hould be :tJtea;ted wdh eauxion 601t ;/wo JteMolv.\: 

(,i,) The ,two modw have di6neJtent 91tade 06 -6eJtv.lc.e 
c.JU;/;eJUa and ,i;t Ls dif,6,{eu.Lt to aM v.,.1, the 0V 91tadu 
of, -6eJtv,i,c.e 61tom the c.onveilional model. 

(.U.) The c.onveilional method./> mhum,i,ze 0V c.0.1,;/;J., ,i,n a 
"c.ompe;/;,i;t,i,ve" manneJt wh,i,c.h .ll, Jtelated to the c.onc.ep;t 
06 Ga.me Theo1te;Uc. Op;Um,i,zaUon d.l/,c_u.o.1,ed Ln. Ref,. 1. 

The Jteou.l;/;J., on ;th.ll, c.ompa1t,t<1011 .1,how that the cosi: on a 
c.onvenuonal ne;/wo1tk nal.e.6 about m,i,dway be;/ween the Sy.1,;tem 
and U<1e1t -60.luUono. A numbeJL on,i,nteJtei,Ung ob1.,eJtvaUono 
c.an be made c.onc.eJtn,i,ng the c.ompa1t,t<1on be;/wee_n the Sy<1;/;em 
and the c.onvenUonally op;/;,uru,zed ne;/wo1tko. In paJLt,[c.u.la.Jt, 
the numbe!t6 on di!teu: noiu:« uJtc.uao WeJLe 1tou9hly com 
paJtable ,i,n the 2 ne,two1tko, and henc.e the fueu: Jtou;/;e cos t6 
Me c.ompaJtable but :the eos« 06 the aUeJtnate !touting 
ne;/woJtko di66vied by about 8-10 peJtc.ent and uJtc.u,i,;/;J., weJte 
a,1,1.,,i,gned t» unko ,i,n dinneJten;/; ieau«, In <lame )0<1.ILUC.ufu!t 
c.ao v., &01t BeJt/tlf '<1 model ;tllid c.ho,i,c.e Jtoutv., had moJte 
uJtc.uao thar: :the c.onvenUonal app!toac.h - 601t neas olv.\ 
c.,i,;ted ,i,n Se.won 4. 

R.J. HARRIS, Australia : 
(,i,) I;/; .ll, po.1,.1,,i,ble :tha:t X-B Jtou:tv., may be advan:tageou.o 

,i,n ;th.ll, wuaUon. The ,i,nput da:ta 1te_qU,(,Jtv., :tha:t 
:the ne,two1tk Jtouting pa;/;,teJtn mU6:t be <1peuf,,i_ed 601t 
the op.umiung model :thu.o we would need to JteAUn 
the sw,:tem op;Um,i,ung p1to91tam to v.,;tabw h the new 
-00.e.uUon and de;teJtm,i,ne whe:theJt <1 uc.h Jtou:tv.. would be 
moJte a;tt;Jtac.Uve to 6low than A-Y noute«. 

(.U.) I 6 we Jte;/;a,i,n :the 1teqU,(,Jteme_n;t 06 3 c.ho,i,c_v., 6oJt 
:t!ta66,i,e 61tom a g,i,ven OV pa,i,Jt c.ompuUng Umv.. would 
no:t vMy 91tea:tly 6Jtom thos e wh,i,c.h WeJte ob:tcuned 
,i,nc.01tpo!taUng A-Y 1tou:tv... 16 we peJtm,i,;/; aU 4 
pM.1,,i,ble Jtouting 1.,;t!ta;teg,i,e_.1, .the computing Umv.. 
wou.-td pJi.obabR.y A'..nCJtea!.> e b<j abou.-t 20 pvic.en;t pe!t 
deJtation 06 ih« Sy.1,:tem op.umiung algoJU;thm. 

(,i,u) One 06 the di6fi,i,c.u.t;Ue_.1, 06 a non uneM p1to91ta.mnu.ng 
601tmula;t,i,on .ll, th«: op;Um,i,ung algoJU;thmo may no.t 
nec.v.,.1,a!tily loc.a:te the global optimal MluUon ,i,6 
the. objec.Uve 6unc.tion cs non convex , A-6 .1,ome 06 
:the unk cost: 6u.nc.Uon6 ,i,n tne. dimen.b,i,on,i,ng model 
Me no:t convex will Jteopeu to .the c.ha,i,n 6low.1, a 
is no:t c.leaJt ;tha;t the :tota.l ne,two!tk cos.t: w,i,U 
nec.eo<1a/tily be convex. S.tudiv.. 06 :the :toM ne,twoJtk 
c.0.1,;t 601t ne,twOJtko w,i;th A-Y Jtouting peJtm,i,;/;;ted have 
no;t Lndccaxed. non c.onvexdy ,i,n :the obj ec.Uve 
6unc.Uon when Vata 1.,e;t 1 wa,1., employed. We have no:t 
done any .1,;tudiv.. on the U6 e 06 X-B Jtouting and -60 
we c.anno:t c.omment upon the po.1,1.,,i,ble ew:tenc.e 06 
mulUple MluUon.b due to n.on c.onvexdy 06 the 
objec.uve 6unc.Uon. 

J. HARRINGTON, Australia : I 1te6eJt,-:to Sec.lion 5 OQ ;/;,he 
pape.Jt In wh,i,eh ,i;t M wggu:ted tha:t ;/;,he ne,two1tk would 
1.,;tand up t» ove.Jtload c.ondiUon.b be;t,teJt un.deJt ''.U.1,_e1t", 
op;Um,i,zaUon :than d would unde!t "Sy.1,;tem" op;/;,Im,(,zation. , 
I do no:t d.ll,agJtee wili ;/;,hM bu:t I .1,uggv.,,t a mo1te ec.on.om,(,c. 
1.,0.tuUon would be to build up :the 6,i,nal Jtoute-6, unko 3, 
4 and 5 06 Mg. 1, 06 :the "Syo:tem" opUmize.d oaluUon. 

Tiu!., migh.t JtV..u.l;/; ,i,n unequal bu:t ,i,mp1toved ove!tall g1tade 
06 oe/tv.{,c.e 6M moo:t :tJta6Mc. pa!tc.W. Tw would not be 
undu.l!table bec.au.oe I wggeo.t thene. .ll, no 1teal meft,(,.t .ln 
deo,i,gn,i,ng 601t equal e11d :to end g1tade 06 .6e1tv.lc.e 6M aU 
:t!taH.lc. p,vr,c.w a6 :the c.u.o.tomeJ!- M mo!te ukely .to Mo es.s 
:the ./>Vtv,i,c.e p1tov,i,ded by me.,.telephone ne;/wo1tk on me 
ne;/wOJtko ab.lu.ty .to handle, .1, µe,c.eo,;, 6ulllJ, me 6.l!t<l.t 1tepea:t 
a;t,temp.t c.aU a6;teJt c.ongu,,ti,on WM enc.oun.te1ted, man he 
would be, on knowing me ne;twOJtk .wao dv.,,i,gned 601t oveJtaU 
g1tadu 06 .1,e,1tv,i,c.e 06 I ht on. 100 o!t 1 ,i,n 200, e.tc.. 
Could you c,ommen.t pleaoe. 

R.J. HARRIS, Australia : I am a6Jta,i,d :that I c.anno:t ag1tee 
will yoWt .1,;t,a,tement c.onc.Vtn,i,ng :the "lac.k 06 me!tI.t" .ln 
M-lng end :to en.d g1tade 06 -6eJtv,i,c,e 601t a;t leM.t ,two 1teaoon6' 

(,l) The. c.onve.nUonal app!toac.h 06 .1,ped6y,(,/!9 g1tadu 
06 -6Vtv.lc.e on bac.kbone /tau.tu elv.lWLV.. ;t,ha;t aU 
0V pa,i,Jti, ge.t -6e.Jtv,i,c.e 06 be;/;,teJt :than (oA equal 
:to) ;t,ha;t 91tade 06 .1, envi.c.e.. In 6ad, ,i,6 me 
ma.joJU;ty 06 :the :t!ta6£,,i,c. pMc.elo Me can/u.ed. on 
me ea!tly chocce. noutes , :then then»: M almo.1,:t 
no loM 601t .1,ueh pa!tc.W. Th.ll, mu.o.t 1tuuU .ln 
mo!te U!t.C.ua<I be,<.ng p!tov,i,ded ave/tall man. a. 
method whleh d,i,men.b.lon.b 601t OV g1tadv., 06 s ensu.cs: 
and mU-6 I ,;, ugg es : :theJte Me ec.onom,i,c. advantageo 
,i,n apply,i,ng .the pft,(,nuple 06 end .to end gJtade 06 
.1, eJtv,i,c.e. 

I«) I a.loo wggeo:t that: .1,ub<1c.!t&Vt6 Me unab.f.e t.o 
d.ll,UngUMh be;/ween g1tade-6 06 i.ieJtv,i,c.e 06 0.01 oft 
0.005 [.1,ay) undeJt no!tmal c.ondiUon6. FuJt;/;,heJtmOJte, 
BeMy'.1, model g,i,ve_.1, :the planneJt me oppo!t:tundy :to 
.1,peu6y end to end g1ta.deo 06 -6eJtv,i,c.e 601t pi1.1LUc.ulM 
OV pa,i,!t6, :thM d M p0.1,.1,,i,ble t» du.lg n a ne,twOJtk 
whe.Jte mue OV pains have di66eJtent 91tadeo 06 
<1 eJtv,i,c.e xo mee:t pi1.ILUc.ulM JteqU,(,Jtemew. 

I:t M no.t c.leM 6Mm qou». c.ommew haw you p!tOpo.1,e, 
to "bu.lld up" me bac.kbone Jtou:teo 61tom :the Sy.1,;tem 
opUmMed -60.tuUon. P1teoumably ,th.ll, mU6:t be don.e 
.ln Mme 1te9ula!t and 01tde.Jted way wh,i,c.h avo.ldo 
.1,ped6y,i,ng U!tc.ud quantitie-6 wh,i,eh does n.o.t lead 
:to laJtge ,i,mbalanc.e_.1, .ln OV g1tadeo 06 -6e.Jtv,i,c.e - .1,ueh 
ao th.« p!teoent c.onvenUonal Jc.he.me. 

TheJte Me many pa.1,.1,,i,b.lutie-6 wh,i,eh c.ould be 
c.on.b,i,deJted ,i,n 01tde.Jt :to 1teduc.e :the HYl6iliv,i_:ty o 6 
me Sy.1,.tem op.ti.itu_zed ne,two!tk .to ove.Jtload. One 
.1,ugguUon M :to 1te601tmula:te me c.on.b;t!ta,i,n;/;J., 06 :the 
model ,i,n .1,uc.h a way :tha:t ove.Jtloa.d ,(,I, c.on.b.ldeJted 
expue,,U,ty: e. g . A c.Vt:ta,i,n peJtc.entag e ,i,n.c.JteM e ,(,/! 

06 6Vted .t!ta6Mc. load .1,hould no:t 1teou.e.t .ln de 
g1tadauon ,i,n. 0V g1tade 06 -6eJtv,i,c.e 06 moJte man a. 
,;,peu6,i,ed value, and men f,,i_nd a. ne,two!tk optimal 
.1,oluUan 601t mM c.ondiUon.. An aUeJtnative 
.1,uggeotion .lnvolveo :the p!tovM,i,on 06 -6eJtv.lc.e 
p1to:tec.Uon 1tou:teo 601t mo.1, e OV pM!t6 whlc.h would 
n.01tmally be o66eJted :to me bac.kbone Jtouteo only. 

J.S. HARRINGTON, Australia : 

(,i,) A!te :the c.o-6;/;J., g,i,ven .ln :table 1 601t ,i,n;tegeJt value 
a 6 uJtc.u.i;t,1., ? 

(.U.) Vo ;/;,he uMounded c.0-6;/;,I, .ln Sec.lion 4 pa!tag!taph 1 
Jte6e1t .to c.0<1;/;J., 6 oft non-,i,ntegeJt d1tc.ud valuu? 

(ili) Wha:t M :the Jteao on 601t :the <1maU c.01,,t di6 6e1tenc.e, 
601t da:ta .1, e:t 2, be,tween :the valueo g,i,ven. .ln 
Sec.lion 4, pMagJtaph 1 and LhMe g.lven .ln .table 6. 

R.J. HARRIS, Australia : 

(,i,) The c.0-6;/;J., g.lven. .ln Table 1 Jte6Vt .to u/t!tounded 
wc.ud valueo . 

(.U.) Yeo, me unJtounded c.oou .ln Sec.Uon 4 pa!ta. 1 do 
1te6Vt :to c.o,;,;/;J., 601t non.-.lntege.Jt uJtc.ud valueo. 

(Lui A :typog1taph,i,c.al eM01t ,i,n pa1tag1taph 1 M 1teopo1v.1,i,ble 
601t :the c.o,;,:t di66eJtenc.e. Pleaoe no:te tha:t :the 
f,,i,gWLeo g,i,ven .ln Table 6 Me the c.oMec;t 6,{gMeo. 
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J.S. HARRINGTON, Australia: Re6e.Jt plea1>e to Semon 4 
pa.l!.afl!tctph Z. I would uk.e to mak.e a c.ommen:t on the 
11.ej ecuon 06 the -6 ec.ond c.ho,{_c.e 11.au.;te - unk. z 06 6-{.g. 1, 
,{,n p1Le6e.1r.ence .to .the .t/u!r.d choice Mute - linlv., 3 and 4 
06 6,<.g. 1. The µ11.obab-{..f,.i;ty 06 ~ oc.c.u.Jr.JUng foc.11.ea1>e1.: 

(,{_) M the eoss: 06 the :two path-6 tend towMd-6 one 
anothe.Jt, 

(u) ,{_6 the own Me.a tandem M an XV :tandem M agMMt 
an 'x.' and a 'Y'. (,{.,e.) one,{_nlet a1, agMMt 
:two pfu.6 a. R/S. 

(,{_,{_,{_) M the e66,{_uenc.y 06 :the Mnal 11.au.:te ,{_nc.MMeli 
(ma11.e o66eAe.d :tll.a6Mc. and 6u.tl avMlab,{_Wy 

-6wdrung). 

A6 .the nwnbe.Jt 06 ieJun-<-nah., Hll.ved by a I Y 1 :ta.n.dem 
dec.11.eM e1, , i.,. e. mo11.e ' Y' tandem-6 • 

R,J, HARRIS, Australia : In gene.Jtal I would ag11.ee w,i;th the 
vancou» po-6-6,{.b,i;U;U.e.1, w~c.h you. -6u.gge1,;t, hi 6ac.t all 06 
them appeM to be evaen:t -{.n the netwoll.k. whi.,c.h I have 
c.on-6-{.defl.ed. Note howeve.Jt that (,{_) oc.c.u/!.6 M a c.on-6equ.ence 
Oft p0,6,6i.,baay (u) -{.n lj0u.11. Wt 06 -6u.ggel.UOn-6, 

(,i_v) 
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A Method for Determining Optimal Integer Numbers of 
Circuits in a Telephone Network 
L. T. M. BERRY 
University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

For a given telephone network, there exist many different 
junction allocations which achieve specified overall 
traffic congestions between each pair of exchanges. This 
paper considers the problem of finding a Minimum Cost net 
work, that is, a network which satisfies the performance 
criterion at a minimum total junction cost. Previous 
models have relaxed the integrality condition on junction 
numbers. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The minimum cost telephone network problem has been form 
ulated as a mathematical program [1,2] 

Minimize C(h) 
j ( k) 
l: hk 

j = 1 J 

bktk k=l, ... ,K. (1) 

k 
h ~ 0. 
j 

The variable h;k is the mean carried traffic on the jth 
route (or chain) between the kth origin-destination 
pair of exchanges. There are j(k) distinct permiss 
ible routes for OD pair k. A feasible point h, with 
non-negative elements ~k, represents a chain flo'W patt 
ern on the network with the property that for each OD 
pair k the sum of the carried traffic is a. prescribed 
fraction bk of the total offered traffic tk. The 
planned OD traffic congestion gk (=1-bk) may be chosen 
to give different performance priorities to the OD pairs. 

For a full availability network, a mathematical model has 
been developed [1,3] which gives the number of circuits 
n required on the links of the network as a function of 
the chain flow pattern h. C(h) is the total circuit 
cost. The nonlinear pr~gram (i) has been solved using 
cost and traffic dispersion data for the Adelaide metro 
politan network. Two successful solution techniques 
have been reported [4,5], Both approaches assume ~ is 
a continuous function of h and require some kind of 
rounding to integer numbers at the completion of the op 
timisation. 

Whereas previous optimisation methods have relaxed the 
integrality condition on thR number of circuits, this 
paper describes a method for determining optimal integer 
numbers of circuits. 

2. PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DIRECT INTEGER FORMULA 
TION 

As an integer program, with variables n; denoting the 
number of circuits on link i, the minimum cost problem 
may be formulated 

Minimize c'n 
j ( k) 

): hk (n) 
J - j = 1 

n ~ 0 

n, integer. 

(2) 

It is usual to consider constant costs per unit circuit, 
c,. Thus the objective function representing total 

circuit cost, unlike that in (1), is a Li near function. 
On the other hand the performance constraints lose tne 
simple form of (1) and are nonlinear functions of n, 

The techniques used to solve (1) were successful be 
cause of the echelon-diagonal structure of the linear 
chain flow constraints. Not only are the corresponding 
constraints in (2) nonlinear, there is the added diffi 
culty of having a non-convex set of feasible n. This 
undesirable property is illustrated by the following ex 
ample. Consider a network with a single OD pair, 
having two routes to the destination D. Let the com 
ponents of n denote the number of circuits on links 1 
and 2 respectively. If the point (n1,0) gives the 
required OD congestion En 1 ( t 1) *, by symmetry ( 0 ,n1) 
is also a feasible point. But as 

F,,, ( t 1 ) 'f 2E,,, / 2 ( t 1 / 2) 

the point n = (n1/2, n1/2) is not a feasible point. 

Let us next consider the functions hk(n). Assuming 
random traffic tk is offered to n.' junctions on the 
direct route for OD pair k, 'the functions h~ are 
readily obtained from the Erlang loss formula 

h~ (n.) = [l - Enk (tk )]tk. (3) 

The non-randomly distributed overflow calls offered to 
second choice routes of the network compete for access 
to common links and produce the chain flows h~(~). But, 
although it is possible to estimate the total carried 
traffics on the common link (for example by application 
of the equivalent random method) this total cannot be 
apportioned to the individual streams with sufficient 
accuracy. Similarly no sufficiently accurate model 
exists at the present time to allow h~(~) to be de 
termined as a function of the jun~tion vector n. 

It is concluded then, that a direct formulation in terms 
of numbers of junctions leads to problems of considerable 
difficulty. No general purpose integer programming al 
gorithm exists at the present time for solving large lin 
ear programs. We have a large nonlinear program £or 
which the constraint set is non-convex. In addition, 
there is the further problem that although n may be 
determined as a function of h the inverse function is 
not known. - 

3, AN EXTERIOR PERIODIC PENALTY FUNCTION TECHNIQUE 

It was observed, when solving problem 1, that rounding 
the junction numbers to integer values at intervals of 
20 successive iterates gave a monotonic decreasing se 
quence of total cost values for the first 100 iterations. 
This suggests that the nonlinear function C(h) is 'well 
behaved' and that a reasonable approximation to the solu 
tion to problem (2) may be found by solving (1) and 
rounding-off circuit numbers to the nearest integer. It 
may be thought that a safer approach would be to round-up 
n; to the next integer. 

To examine the sensHivity of OD congestions to changes 
of 1 circuit on the last links ·of final choice routes a 
number of simulation tests were made with a 12 OD pair 
alternative routing network. It was found that increas 
es of 1 circuit on selected links co~ld result in an in- 

* Erlang loss formula 
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crease in 
OIJ pairs. 
of g*, 'the 
straints. 

traffic congestion of 20% or more for certain 
Thus roµnding-up n (obtained as a runc t.i on 

solution.to (1)) breaks the performance con 
We consider an alternative approach. 

Problem (2) is equivalent to 

Minimize C (h) 
j ( k) k • 
I h. = bktk ; k = l, ... ,K. 

j = J J 

3-2x 

(4) 

integer. 

To maintain feasibility we must consider only those chain 
flow patterns !1 for which ~ are integers. The 
author recalls the difficulty of finding, by tedious ad 
justments, a set of flows h during a simulation experi 
ment in which the calculated numbers of circuits were re 
quired to be integers ( to within 2 decimal places). 

Instead, the integrality c~nstraints are incorporated im 
plicitly in a penalty function q,(ni ) which adds a posi 
tive value to the objective function whenever some n: is 
not an integer. That is, we replace (4) by 

I 

Minimize C(l1) + L Pi <1>(~ (11)) 
i=l 

j ( k) I hk 
j = 1 j 

k = l, ... ,K. 

hk ;,: o, (7) 
J 

I being the total number of links in the network. The 
parameters Pi are simply non-negative weights. 

Clearly, the function <j>(~) must be periodic, with per 
iod 1, and it is desirable for cp to achieve a maximum 
value whenever the fractional part of ~ is 0.5. In 
this paper results are reported for the case 

q,(ni) = sin2-rr~. (8) 

Let S be the set of points satisfying (6) and (7), and 
define 

F(p) 
I 

min. [ C ( h )· + ): pi <I> ( n, ( !1) ) ] . 
h£S - i = I 

( 5) 

(6) 

(9) 

Suppose, for some sequence of p values with each. com- 
ponent Pi tending to 00, that ) approaches a fin- 
ite value L and that this value is achieved by the point 
h*. It is clear from (9) that each ~ must be integ- 
ral otherwise q,(ni (h*)) is positive and F(p) could be 
made arbitrarily large. It should be noted that in gen 
eral L is not unique, that is, two different sequences 
of p values may be chosen giving different limiting 
values. 

- 3 

Fig.l Graphical solutions to equation (12). 

For the case p=l there are two points satisfying (11). 
If we choose our starting point for the minimization less 
than 1.5 we are likely to obtain the solution xt = 1.422 
(4 sig.figs.). Solving (11) for increasing values of p 
we approach the value x*=l, a solution of (10). Table 
1 shows the convergence with a sequence of increasing 
values of p. 

p 1 3 4 10 100 

1 2 3 4 5 

1.422 1.289 1.231 1.015 1.002 

Table 1 A sequence of values of p giving convergence 
to a solution of (10). 

It is clear that as p increases the number of solutions 
to (12) increases; many of these solutions correspond to 
local minima of (11). For example, with starting point 
x = 15.4 and p = 10,000 Powell's algorith.~ finds the 
solution x*=7, a local minima of (11). To solve the 
above problem it is necessary to start either with a 
small value of p or an initial value of x near the 
point x = 1.5 (the solution to the continuous problem, 
i.e. p=O). 

Before outlining the proposed solution procedure in full 
detail the following simple example is given to illustra 
te certain difficulties. 

Minimize n(x-1.5)2 

x integer. 

(10) 

Equation (9) gives for each p the unconstrained minimiz- 
ation problem · 

F(p) min.-rr(x-l.5)2+p sin2nx. (11) 

A necessary condition for a stationary point is that the 
derivative with respect to x of the objective function 
for the unconstrained problem be zero. That is, 

We now consider problem (2). The proposed approach is to 
find a near-optimal solution to the program given by (5), 
(6) and (7) with Pi =O for all i. This point is then 
taken as our initial point. The parameters Pi are in 
creased to some small positive value and a new point de 
termined by applying the minimization algorithm (in our 
case the Gradient Projection algorithm) for a selected 
number .of iterations. Pi are subsequently further in 
creased and the procedure repeated until the solution vec 
tor l1 leads to values of ni sufficiently close to in 
tegers. 

3 - 2x = p sin 2nx. (12) 

It can be seen from fig.l that the solution to (12) is 
not unique, its value depending on both the starting point 
for the minimization and the sequence of values for p. 

It is reasonable to expect, in many applications, that the 
objective function is roughly quadratic near its minimum. 
The technique described provides a means of moving to an 
integer point near the point which solves the continuous 
problem. In other words, for our problem, the tech 
nique provides an automatic means of adjUsting flows on 
links of the network to obtain integral numbers of cir 
cuits. We are able to use the· same minimization algori 
thm which solves (1), only minor changes in the objective 
function and gradient subroutines being required. 
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It is interesting to contrast the technique with these 
quential unconstrainted minimization techniques proposed by 
Fiacco and McCormick [6]. The approach is an exterior 
penalty function method, that is, feasibility (n; integer) 
is not maintained. A sequence of points is found converg 
ing to a feasible point. The auxiliary functioll, however, 
is not monotonic. We have a periodic auxiliary function. 
Also, whilst it is usual to obtain a sequence of minimiz-. 
ing points, it has been found that it is not necessary to 
solve (9) to find minima for each p. 

4. RESULTS 

4.8 37-5 34.2 30.5 21.2 36.8 71.0 51.6 43.7 38.1 
45.0 32.8 8.1 61.0 49.5 64.o 63.8 13.7 27.9 54.1 
66.7 61.3 13.7 55.1 32.3 74.7 32.2 64.4 82.7 57.6 
15.2 28.2 4.2 21.7 35.5 34.6 32.5 34.4 75.3 14.9 
20.6 22.0 7.9 16.0 2.0 62.2 16.8 6.6 17.3 5.9 
2.4 30.2 0.0 5.4 o.o 2.3 20.6 0.9 o.o o.o 

10.7 12.3 8.1 8.o 5.7 o.6 27.9 17.7 13.5 0.3 
0.5 17,5 3,810.2 0.0 3,2 30.1 o.o 3,6 o.o 
2.0 13,7 2.9 5,5 1.0 9.5 12.1 40.3 6.5 9.2 

15,3 8.6 44.4 7,9 27.9 21.5 3,219.8 13,712.7 

The telephone network considered has 1141 OD pairs with 
755 direct ·junctions and 212 overflow junctions. The 
mathematical program has 3,037 variables 1\k, 1141 per 
formance constraints and 967 integrality constraints. 

With very large non-Hnear programs it is not usually poss 
ible to achieve the optimal solution. Some convenient 
stopping criterion must be determined. Let 

d; = min(f, ,1-f; 

where ~ is the fractional part of n;. The algorithm 
is terminated when the following inequality is satisfied 

S(d) 
I 

I d; < K. 
i = 1 

The value of S(d) gives a convenient measure of the 
'distance' from an integer point n. 

(13) 

(14) 

Table 2a Values for overflow link numbers n, (i=l, .. ,100) 
at iteration 300. 

6.o 39.0 29.0 31.0 17.0 36.0 68.o 51.0 43.0 39.0 
40.0 27.0 8.o 39.0 45.0 68.o 58.0 14.o 26.~ 53,0 
59.0 46.o 12.0 39.0 27.0 73.0 28.0 46.o 80.0 43.0 
14.o 24.o 2.1 22.0 33.1 26.9 29.9 34,9 65.0 15.0 
21.0 20.0 8.9 8.0 3.0 ·43,0 17.0 7.0 9.0 6.1 
4.0 16.0 1.0 5.0 0.1 1.0 21.0 1.0 o.o 0.0 
5.0 7.0 8.o 5.0 5 .o 1.0 28.0 18.0 14.o 0.1 
1.0 16.0 4.o 8.o 0.1 1.0 30.0 1.0 4.o 0.1 
2.0 13.0 3.0 6.o 0.0 3.0 10.0 38.o 7.0 10.0 

15.0 9.1 44.1 7.0 20.0 20.0 4.o 21.0 15.1 13.0 

Table 2b Values for overflow link numbers n; (i=l, .. ,100) 
at iteration 359, 

If the number of circuits in the network is large we may 
expect, for a continuous variable optimisation, that the 
values d; are approximately uniformly distributed be 
tween O and 0.5 with mean 0.25. Hence S(d) would 
have an expected value 0.25I. In our case this value is 
241.75, The constant K=7 was arbitrarily chosen in the 
optimisation. 

The objective function has a maximum value greater than 
$4,000,000 (corresponding approximately to all flow on 
overflow routes). It is known from previous computation, 
for the continuous problem) that the minimUJil value is 
approximately $2,800,00. The starting point for applica 
tion of the solution technique outlined above gave a total 
circuit cost of $3,325,469. The parameters P; were set 
to the same value, PY, for all direct circuits and also 
a common value PZ for all overflow circuits. After 300 
iterations with PY=l5, PZ=10; a point was obtained for 
which S(d) was 138 (compare 241. 75) corresponding to a 
circuit cost of $2,872,685. This indicates simultaneous 
movement towards an integer point n and a decrease in 
cost. This last point.was stored and a number of differ 
ent strategies considered for choosing successive values 
of PY and PZ. The most rapid convergence was obtained 
with the following approach. PY was increased to 1000, 
PZ remaining 10 and a further 10 iterations performed. 
This forced ~ close to integer values for direct cir 
cuits. Minor adjustments were then made to the flows on 
direct routes to achieve integer numbers of circuits acc 
ording to the Erlang loss formula. These flows (h~) 
were maintained in subsequent iterations. PZ was next 
increased to 1000 and after a further 49 iterations the 
stopping criterion was satisfied, S(~) being 6.98. 

The final point had a cost of $2,967,533 made up of a cost 
of $1,677,093 for direct circuits and $1,290,440 for over 
flow circuits. Theoretically the assigned OD congest 
ions are satisfied, and the mean deviation of the values 
ni from integer values is 0.007, The savings achieved 
($406,069) represent a decrease of approximately 12% from 
the starting point. A comparison of the values, at the 
300th and 359th iteration, of n; for the first 100 
overflow circuits is given in Tables 2a and 2b. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

A technique has been described for determining the optim 
al integer numbers of circuits in an alternative routing 
network, subject to the constraint that each pair of OD 
exchanges in the network experience a prescribed traffic 
congestion. The problem formulated as a nonlinear pro 
gram has the structure 

Min. f()() 

~(lf I (J<)) (~) b (15) 

4 integer, 

where lf 1 (,c) is not known, but " H(i) is known. 

The problem was reformulated as 
I 

Min. f(H(r)) + I Pi ~((H(y)),) 
i = I 

(16) 
~(y) (~) b, 

where ~(t) is an appropriate periodic penalty function, 
and the parameters Pi are increased during the minimiz 
ation. Although the choice of both a sequence of P, 
and the number of iterates between changes in their val 
ues is somewhat of an art, it has been demonstrated using 
real data that the method converges satisfactorily. 

An extension of the me~hod to restrict the number of cir 
cuits for each link to multiples O,L,21, ... may be acc 
omplished by choosing a suitable function ~ with period 
L, for example sin2nn/L. 
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Discussion 
R. B. LEIGH, u. K. : Qude Jughil.y :the pa.pelt ;ta/eel, .inro 
a.ccoun-t mone.taJr.y M we-U M w.cu-U 1.>a.ving1.>. My cues u.on 
c.onc.eltli:\ ;tliv., Mpec.t a.nd ,i,J., ,i,n :th1tee paJU:i,: 

(,i_) Why in uoun. p.1te1,en-ta.tion d,i,d you M1.>ume the. ovelt- 
6,tow j unwon1.> xo be ha.16 :the pJuc.e 06 d,i,Jtec.t. 
w.cu,,UJ.,. 

(ul In Semon 4 06 :the pa.pelt wha.:t a.c.c.oun-t hM been 
;ta.Ii.en 06 w.c.ud gJtaup modu..la.JtUy in M1.>e1,1.,,i,ng 
c.,i,Jtc.ud c.01.>:tl.>, a.nd 

(ill) Whelte doe1, :the ;tandem 1.,w,i,;tc.h,i,ng c.01.,;t en-telt :the 
equation. 

L.T.M. BERRY, Australia: (,i_) In :the example ea.c.h ovelt- 
6-low c.ha,i,n co1.>:t WM $102 pelt w.c.ud. The d,i,/tec.;t Unli.J.> 
had a. eoss: 06 $100 pelt w.cu-U. The1.>e ccs ts Welte c.ho1.>en 
Mb~y (w,i,;th ovelt6low Jtou:te c.06:tl.> 1.>ugWy g.1tea.:telt 
:tha.n d,i,Jtec.t Jtau:te c.01.>:tl.> I only to ,i,UUJ.>:t.lta.:te :tha.:t ne:twoJt/c 
c.01.,;t ,i,J., a. 6unwon 06 :the c.ha.,i,n 6low pa.:t:teltn. (u) The 
a.c.tua.l aos : da.:ta. UJ.>ed in :the -0:tudy 06 tne me:tltopol,i,;ta.n 
Adela.,i,de ne:twoJtli. wa.1, p.1tovided by :the Adela.,i,de :t.lta.66lc 
engineeJt,i_ng 1.>ewon 06 Telecom AUJ.>:t.lta.ua.. A c.on1.>:ta.n-t 
a.veJta.ge c.M:t pelt w.c.ud on ea.c.h unlc WM MJ.>Umed :the lM:t 
pa.Jta.g.1ta.ph 06 :the pa.pelt ,i,nd,i,c.a.;te1, how w.c.u-U numbeM may 
be JtMAfc.:ted to module1, in :the op:um,i,za.tion. A c.oM:ta.n-t 
aos t: pu module c.ould be MJ.>umed in :the 60.1tmula.;t,i,on. (ill) 
The ;tandem 1.,w,i,;tiling c.M:tl.> Welte ,i,nc.wded in :the w.c.ud 
c.M:tl.>. (M.1t. Leigh WM ,i,n:tJtoduced to M.1t. K. Va.w1.>e.1t 601t 
6inelt de;tau). 

G.D. BOLAM, Australia : In qou»: a.na.ly1.,,i,J., you 1.>eem to 
,i,gnoJte :the co-0:t 06 :the :tandem exc.ha.nge1,, 601t example you 
quo:ted $100 601t a. d,i,/teci;/: w.cu-U a.nd $51 601t a.n a.l:teltna.:te 
w.c.u-U. The c.0-0:t 06 a.n exc.ha.nge build,i,ng (a.nd la.nd) 
could c.on:tJt,i,bu;te mo.1te :tha.n $1000 pelt a.Ueltna.:te w.c.ud 
;ta./i.,i,ng ;t/iv., in-to a.c.c.oun-t would 1.,eJt,i_oUJ.>ly a.Uelt qou». 
c.onc.lUJ.>ioM. The eos«: 06 1.,w,i,;tch,i,ng equipmen-t ,i,J., addi» 
:uona.l. The c.0-0:t 06 pJtov,i,d,i,ng a.n a.dd,i,:uona.l :tandem 
exc.ha.nge in MelboU/1.ne would be qude p.1toh,i,b,i,:uve at: :the 
pJtei, en-t fue 1., a a.n uppelt um,i,;t on a.Ueltna.tive 1tou:te1, 
-0hould a.ppea.Jt ,i,n qou»: c.a.lc.ula.tion1.>. PleMe c.ommen-t. 

L.T.M. BERRY, Australia: PleMe .1te6e.1t :to :the a.n1.>welt given 
;to M.1t. R.B. Lugh'1., que1,:uon. The a.bove cMU Welte 
Mb~y cho1.>en 1.,,i,mply co illM:tJta.:te :tha.:t ne:twoJt/c c.01.>:t 
Ls a. 6unwon 06 :the c.ha.,i,n Mow pa.:t:teltn. The a.dual c.0-0:tl.> 
UJ.>ed when :the model WM a.ppued t» :the Adela.,i,de :telephone 
ne:two.1tk Welte .1tea.l,i,J.,tic. co1.>:tl.> - pJtov,i,ded by :the T.1ta.66ic. 
fatgineeJt,i_ng 1.>ewon 06 Telec.om AUJ.>:tJta.1,i,a.. The1.>e eost» 
inc.wded 1.,w,i,;tch,i,ng cost» a.;t ;ta.ndtrn-0 . 

The model ;ta/ce1., a. 6ixed ne:twoJtk :topology, I.e. :the /touting 
pa.:t:teltn a.nd :tandem excha.ngeJ.> Me 6,i,xed. We do not con1.>idelt 
:the pJtov,i,J.,,i,o n o 6 a.dd,i,:uo na.l :ta.ndtrn-0 . 

R. KRISHNAN IYER, Australia: In yoU/1. pa.pelt you ha.ve 
bJue6ly de1,c.Jt,i,bed a.n a.ppltoa.ch :to in-tegelt op:um,i,za.tion. 
Ano:thelt a.pp.1toa.ch to in-tegelt (fuc.Jte:te) op:um,i,za.tion ,i,J., 
Va./i.,i,n'-0 T.1tee SeMc.h AlgoJu:thm (mod,i,6ied by Ba.ndlelt a.nd 
Chen) which beg,i_M by 6,i,nd,i,ng a c.on:unuoM J.>olu:uon. 76 
:the soiurl.on. ,i,J., non .ln-tegelt, pMti:uonfog cs Lninaduced. 
a.nd c0Me1,pond,i,ng c.oru,;tJta.,i,n;tJ., added. The p.1toce1,i, con:unue1, 
until an in-teg.eJt I fu c.Jte:te) s olu:uon w,i,;th.ln Mme um,i,;tJ., Ls 
obwned. .We ha.ve wo.1tked w,i,:th ;t/iv., a.ppJtoa.c.h and ha.ve 
6ound :tha.:t :the.1te Is good c.onvt.1tgenc.e. fa ,i_;t poo1.>.lble to 
apply l!uch an a.pp.1toa.c.h :to yoU/1. model. 

L.T.M. BERRY, Australia: No, 601t :the 6oUow.lng JteMonJ.>. 
To apply ecthe»: a. :t.ltee 1., eMc.h on: b.1ta.nch and bound 
a.lgoJu:thm ,i,;t would 6-lM:t be nec.e1,1.,My to 60.1tmula.:te :the 
pMbi'.em 1'.ompi'.el:elJJ i.n ieJUnl 06 :the. nwnbw 06 ciltc.ult!i 
n,i_. Howevelt no 1.>a.:t.ll.>6a.c.:to"-1f model :U., known whic.h g,i_ve1.> 
:the OV :tJta.66.lc c.onge1,:uon1.> M a 6unwon 06 :the vec.:tOJt 
06 w.c.u-U numbeM ll· Apa.Jt:t 61tom :tw, tnene Me :the 
added d,i,66,i,c.ul:ueJ.> :tha.:t ;the1,e c.on1.>:tJta.,i,n:tJ.> Me non-uneM 
and de6.lne a non-c.onvex 1teg.lon 06 6eMible 1.>olu:uon1.>. 
The r.on-UneM pliogJta.mme .ll.> a.11.>o velty .f.Mge . 

The 60.1tmu..ta.tion c.oM.ldelted has bo:th c.onunuoUJ.> VaJu.a.b.te1, h} 
1tela.:ted Unea.Jt.ty to OV c.onge1.>:uon1.> and fuc.1te:te vAA,i,a.b.te1.> 
n.l- When the. econ1.>:tJta.,i,n;tJ., involving n.l Me inc.OJtpoJta.:ted 
.ln :the obj ewve 6unc.:uon ,i,;t ,i,J., poM.lb.te :to 1.>0.tve velty 
.f.Mge m,i,n,i,mum ccs ; p.1toblem1.> by edhelt on the. me:/:hodi, g.lven 
.ln .1te6}.,. ( 4) and ( 5 I • 

J.P. FARR, Australia : In the 1te1,ulu p.1te1.>en-ted in qou». 
pa.pelt have you c.a.lc.ula.:ted the. va.Jt.la.nc.e 06 :t.lta.6nic./2 o66elted 
;to :the a.l:teltna.tive 1tou:te1.> be60.1te c.ompu:ung :the w.c.u,,UJ., 
Jtequ.l.lted on tnes e 1tou:te1,? I 6 no:t, :the :tJta.6 6.lc. c.onge1.>:uon 
w-lU not be identical 60"- ea.c.h oJug.ln - de1.>:una.tion pa.,i,Jt 
M you have c.la.,i,med. 

L. T ,M .. BERRY, Australia : The d,i,men1.>.lon.lng model de1,c.Jt,i,bed 
in .1te6 eltenc.e1, I 7 I and I 3 I U6 eJ.> both mea.M and va.Jt.la.nc.e1, on 
:t.lta.n6ic in :the ne:two.1tk. The a.c.c.UJta.c.y 06 :the model .ll.> 
fuc.UJ.>1.>ed .ln .1te6eltenc.e (2) and a..tl.>o in .1te6e.1tenc.e (4) 06 
pa.pelt 512. The 1.>:ta.:t.ll.>:uc.a.l a.na.ly1.>.ll.> o 6 :the 1.,,i,mula.;t,i,on 
;te1,;t1., 1.>uppow the. M1.>eJt;tion :tha.:t .1,peu6.led OV c.onge1.>:uon1.> 
c.a.n be a.c.h,i,eved. 

w. LORCHER, Germany : In yoU/1. pa.pelt you g.lve an example 
:tha.;t an inc.JteMe 06 1 w.c.ud on a unlc could 1te1,uU in an 
.lnc.JteMe .ln pltoba.b.ll,i,;ty on .f.01.>1.> 06 20% 0/t moJte 60.1t c.eJt:ta.,i_n 
OV-pMM. PleMe c.a.n you expla.,i,n ;t/iv., e66ec.:t. 

L.T.M. BERRY, Australia 

01>.IGIN 

DEST1Nf\110N i 

\)£ST1Nf\T I ON 2. 

D Ei.,,1-1 f\TlON 3 . 

T.1ta.66.lc between (J )-(3) 1.,ma.U (no cJ,i,Jtec.t. unlc pJtovided) • 
The a.dd,i,:uon on 1 w.c.u-U on unlc T - (2) 1te1,ulu .ln an 
.lnc.JteMe In :the c.MJt,i,ed :titan Mc. on unlc I 7 I. - T de1,:uned 
60"- exc.ha.nge I 2 I w,i,th a 1te1, uUa.n-t decneds e .ln :the c.MJt,i,ed · 
:tJta.66.lc on cha.,i,n (1 I - T - I 3) • Tw e6 6ec.:t (viz. the 
.lnc.JteMe in :tJta.66ic. c.onge1,:uon 6oJt :tJta.66ic. n.1tom exc.ha.nge 
(7) :to exc.ha.nge (3) ,i,J., 6UJt:thelt c.ompounded by :the a.dd,i,:uon 
06 a.n ex:t.lta. w.c.u-U on Unlc T - I 4) . S~y an 
.lnc.JteM e on unlc ( 4) - T inc.JteM e1, :the c.ha.,i,n 6,tow 
between exc.ha.ngeJ.> ( 4) and ( 3 I bus: «educes the. chain 6.tow 
between exc.ha.nge1.> ( 7 I a.nd I 3) . 
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A Probabilistic 
Networks 
R. S. KRISHNAN IYER 
T. DOWNS 
University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia 

ABSTRACT 

In this paper a probabilistic model for a telephone traffic 
network is developed. A system of state equations is 
presented for the basic building block of an alternate 
routing network and an explicit solution is given. From 
this model, the blocking probabilities at any network node 
may be readily obtained. As a consequence, it is possible 
to formulate an optimization problem for the minimization 
of the variance of the traffic arriving at the X - tandem 
(subject to cost and any other required constraints). 

NOTATION 

iii 

P(iiiij - 1) 

P(111j_j + 1) 

Model fo:r 

jth destination in the Yi tandem area. 

1th origin parented on the kth X-tandem Xk, 

Proportion of calls from Okl that are 
destined for Dij• 

Number of circuits busy on the direct route 
from the origin ~1 to Dij· 

Vector containing all mij in the form 

m2s , ••• , 
2 

Number of busy circuits on the route from 
Dkl to the Yi tandem. 

Vector containing all myi . 

Number of busy circuits on the Ok1+Xk route. 

Number of busy circuits on the Xic+Yi route. 

Number of busy circuits on the Yi+Dij route. 

Probability of blocking on the direct route 
to Dij given mij circuits are busy. 

Probability of blocking on the Ok1+Yi route 
given myi circuits are busy. 

Probability of blocking on the Ok1+Xk route 
given mxkl circuits are busy. 

Probability of blocking on the Xk+Yi route 
given mxkyi circuits are busy. 

Probability of blocking on the Yi+Dij route 
given myij circuits are busy. 

Probability that the network is in state 
m, iiiy, m~1• 

Probability P (iii,iiiy ,mxkl) with the ij compon 
ent of m equal to mij _ 1. 

Probability P(iii,iiiy,mXic1) with the ij 
component of 'I!! equal to mij + 1. 

Probability P(iii,iiiy,mxkl) with the Yi 
component of my equal to myi - 1. 

Probability P(iii,iiiy,ml.Ck1) with the Y1 
component of my equal to myi + 1. 

Optimisation of Telephone 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A prerequisite for the formulation of any optimization 
problem is a satisfactory mathematical model. The state 
equation representation of a traffic system is useful for 
this purpose if an explicit and unique solution to the 
state equations can be found. In this paper we present 
the state equations for the basic alternate routing model 
shown in fig. l; an explicit solution to these equations 
is also given. The approach taken here is based upon the 
work of Whitaker [1] on multi-server, multi-queue systems. 

In fig. 1 the broken lines are intended to indicate the 
presence of many X and Y t andems and many origins and 
destinations. 

2. THE STATE EQUATIONS 

In fig. 1, the node Okl is one of r origins (the 1th) 
parented onto the kth X - tandem Xk. The node Dij is one 
of Bi destinations (the jth) in the·Yi tandem area. We 
assume that the network contains a number x of 
X-tandems and y of Y-tandems. 

The traffic originating at Okl destined for Dij t·akes the 
direct route to Dij if a line is available; if this route 
is blocked, it overflows onto the ith Y - tandem route and 
if this route is also blocked it overflows onto its 
X - tandem route Xk, If this final route is blocked, the 
call is lost. 

In formulating the mathematical model we assume the 
following: 

(i) The traffic arriving at any origin Okl is Poisson. 

(ii) The holding times of calls are distributed 
exponentially. 

(iii) The process is in statistical equilibrium. 

(iv) In the infinitesimal time interval dt, no more than 
one call arrives or is terminated. 
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The state equilibrium equation is written out below and 
followed by an explanation. 

Y Si Y Si 

l (•1j(l - B1j(m1J))) + l ((1 - lly
1
(my

1
)) L B1J<m1jl•1j} 

ial j•l i•l j•l 

y •1 
+ l l ID!j 
i•l j•l 

y •1 

l l (aij(l - B1j(m1J - l)))P0i'1j - 1) 
fe L j•l 

y Si 

+ l (1 - By1(my1 - l))P(iny:!, - 1) l B1J<m1Jl•1J 
i "l j=l 

y Si 

+ l. l (IDfJ + l)P(mij + 1) 
i•l J•l 

y 

+ l (myi + l)P(myi + l) 
i•l 

+ (mx,_1 + l)P(mx,_1 + l) (1) 

The left hand side of this equation gives the probability 
of transition out of the state iii, my, mxkl and the right 
hand side gives the probability of transition into this 
state. Since the terms involved in both sides are similar 
we give an explanation for one side only. 

The first term on the right hand side represents a 
transition into the state iii, iiiy, mXkl due to an arrival 
and no blockage on the direct routes. The second term 
represents a transition into 'llr, 'iil'y, mxkl due to an arrival 
and no blockage on the Yi routes. The third term 
represents an arrival and no blockage on the Xkl route. 
The remaining three terms represent a transition into state 
lii, iili':, mXkl due to the termination of a call on the direct 
routes, Yi routes and Xkl route respectively. 

3. SOLUTION°0FTHE STATE EQUATIONS 

Equation (1) describes a Birth and Death process where the 
number of states is finite. The solution of the equation 
is therefore unique and describes a genuine probability 
distribution [2). It is given by 

rrm.m:1,111xk1) = 

I r y •1 l mxkl 
_1_1 _I ~-,1<.:,,y1) l (B1j(mijl•1j) (1 - ilx,_1(mxk1- 1))(1 - Bxkl(mxkl- 2)) 
mx._11 ll•l j=L 

.. . .. 
... (l - Bxkl(O)) 

ny l [ •_1 lmyi 
x myi! J~/1J(mij)•1j (1 - By,(myi- 1))(1 - Byi("yi- 2)) 

f=L 

We will now show that the steady state solution described 
by the above relation satisfies the equilibrium equation 
(2). The following recurrence relations are readily 
obtained from equation (2): 

mx._?(m,iiiy,mXu) 

• ( r ily1 (my1) •t B1J (m1Jl•1J] [1 - Bxkl (mxkl- l))P(mxkC 1) 
i•l j•l 

• [(l - By1(my1- l);t (B1J<"'iJ)a1J)]P(myC l) 
j•l 

• (mxkl + l)P(mxkl + 1) 

[
(l - By1(my1)) "{ (B1j(m1jl•1il]P(m,,my,mxkl) • (my1+ l)P(ii;"y1+ 1) 

J•l 

[•,J(l - B1J('°ij)))~(m,"y,mxkl) • (mij + l)P(mij + 1) (3) 

By taking the appropriate summations we obtain the desired 
equilibrium equations. 

We have now carried out an analysis of all routes from the 
origin Okl• The marginal probabilities for these routes 
may be obtained from the joint probability distribution by 
summing appropriate terms from the vectors iii and iiiy and 
the component mXkl• 

The blocking probabilities B are then determined in terms 
of their capacities C, from expressions such as the 
following: 

cij 

l Sij(mij)P(mijl 

miro 
Cyi 

l Syi (myi)P(myi) 

myi=O 

Cxkl 

l Sxkl (mxkl)P.(mXi-1) 

mxkl=O 

From the marginal probabilities we may also determine the 
average traffic on each route analysed 

Ci.J 

l mijP(mij) 

mij=O 

Cyi 

l myiP(myi) 

myi=O 

Cmxkl 

l. mxklP(mxkl) 

mXkl=O 

4. DETERMINATION OF SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS 

Now to complete our model we need the probBbility 
expressions for the Xk+Yi route and the Yi+Dij route, 

Consider first the Xk+Yi route. The proportion of the 
traffic from Okl to the Yi. tandem area that overflows onto 
the Ok1+Xk route is given by 
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and the average traffic on this route is given by 
Si 

a(ki)l = L a1jBijBy1(1 - BXkl) 
j=l 

Thus the average arrival at the Xk tandem of the traffic 
destined to the Yi tandem is equal to 

where r is the number of origins. 

once again assuming statistical equilibrium, no time 
correlation, and that probability of more than one arrival 
in time dt may be ignored, we may write the probability 
P(mXkyi) of the number of calls on the Xk+Yi route as 
follows 

where P(O) is determined by the normalizing condition 

Analysing the Yi+Dij route we obtain the following. 

The proportion of traffic from ~1+Dij that reaches Yi 
from Xk is given by 

aijBijByi(l - B~l)(l - Bxkyi) 

The proportion of the traffic reaching Yi from the 
Ok1+Yi route is given by 

the traffic arriving at Yi from ~land destined for 
Dij is given by 

aykj = aijBij[Byi(l - Bxkl)(l - B~yi) + (1 - Byi)) 

Thus we have an expression for traffic reaching Yi from 
all X tandems and the total arriving at Yi and destined 
for Dij is given by 

X 

= l aykj 
k=l 

The probability P(myij) of the system being in state myij 
is then 

5. SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION 

Now that we have all the significant probabilistic 
information for the system, we are in a position to 
formulate an optimization problem. For high efficiency, 
one would require maximum utilization of the final route. 
Consequently a reasonable approach would appear to 
involve minimization of the variance of traffic arriving 
at each X-tandem. This approach is simplified through 
the fact that a unique set of origins is parented to 
each X-tandem. This allows us to choose the sum of the 
variances of the traffic arriving at all the X-tandems as 
the objective function in the optimization problem. 

The primary constraint on the problem is cost. A second 
constraint that we impose is on the grade of service at 
each destination; we require the blocking probability of 
calls to a destination Dij in the network to be some 
predetermined value. 

The programming of this approach is now under consideration 
and it is hoped that some preliminary results will be 
available at the congress. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this paper, we have presented a general-purpose model 
for a metropolitan telephone network. This model should 
prove useful as a design aid and with appropriate 
extensions should be valuable in the allocation of 
direct routes, switching availabilities and service 
protection routes. 
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t=O 

subject to the normalising conditiol 

The blocking probability a.p.d average traffic for these 
routes ma/ be found in exactly the same fashion as those 
in equations (4) and (5). 

For example, the average blocking in the route between 
Yi and Dij is given by 

l flyi/myij)P(myij) 
myij 

Discussion 
M. ANDERBERG, Sweden : Mfr. Iyen., in :the pJr.eJ.,enta.u.on 06 
qou»: papen., you hic1u.d.ed -6 ome c.ommen.t-6 on the. ac.c.wr.ac.y 
06 the. Rapp' -6 app!r.oX.{)71a.tlon, 

V V A ~ V + 3 M (;q- - 1). 
( 1 -6 hou.ld pe.Jr.hapo point out :that :thv., ,U., :the. on.ltj 
appn.oxhna.tlon 6aJr.mu.la, :the val.u.e. 06 n ,U., 6ound e.xacJ:_,f_y, 
when knowing A.) Since. a ,U., an appJr.OX.{)71a,t,<.on and ,u., M 
-6uc.h VeJr.lf U-6 e.6u.l 60Jr. a -6.taJtting paint in :the Ue!r.at-<.ve. 
pJr.Oc.eJ.,-6 06 Mnd-<.ng A and n, 1 do na.t undeM.tand qour: 
eomnie.nt-6 on Jr..t' -6 inaecwr.a.cy. 

R. KRISHNAN '.IYER, Australia : In an-6We.Jr. .to qou»: 
quu.tfon, we. would uke. .to make. :the. 60Uowh1g point-6. 

We Me qude. awMe. o 6 :the. pn.oee.dwr.e1., unde.Jr. wh-<.c.h Rapp' -6 
appn.oxhnat-<.on ,U., Mu.ali.y U-6 ed. 16 e.qU-<.va.le.n.t Jr.andom 
:the.ofr.lj (ERTi <l Me.d hi :the. noJr.ma.l 6Mhlon, Ra.pp'.& 
appJr.Ouma.u.on ,U., Me.d .to de.teJUn<-ne. appJr.OX.{)71ate. va.tuu 06 
A and n. Thue. val.u.u Me :then adjU-6.te.d .to :the. eoMec..t 
va.lue1., by me.aM 06 an e.MOJr. m-<.n-<.mizat-<.on pn.oc.e.dwr.e.. The. 
coMec..t va.tuu 06 A and n c.qn .then be. used in a Jr.e..e.ation 
o6:the. 6oJr.m 

Mn+1 (Al = A.Mn(A) 
n+1+Mn(A) 
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The. above. 601m1 -l6 U6e.d C time.6, wheJte. C -l6 :the. numbeJt 06 
CM.CLLU:6 6Mm wh-i.ch one. W.{./,he.6 to de.tvunfoe. :the. oveJt6low. 

Tw method .{./, we.U-e.6tabwhe.d, M w-ldely used, and -l6 
we.U-lrnown to g-lve. 1ia.t-lo 6ac.tolt!f Jte.6U-lU.. U -l6 not :thM 
pJtOee.dWLe. wh-i.ch we. oe.e.k to que.6t-lo11, although, be6oJte. 
p!toee.e.d-lng to OWL ma.fo aJt.gwnent we. would like. :to dJtaw 
a.tte.nt-lon to one. po-lnt 06 -lnteJte.6t. 

In :the. plte.6 e.nta.t-lon 06 ih». papeJt, we. 1ihowed that 
aeeo1tdfog to :the. ERT :the. vaJu.anee. 06 :the. oveJt6low t!ta6 6-le 
-l6 ex.tJtemely Ull-6-i.t-lve. to :the. nwnbeJt 06 titunlu,, 11. 
Indeed, M WM de.moll-6tlta.te.d -i.11 :the. p1te.6e.ntat-lo11, a cha119e. 
06 le.61' :than O. 04% -i.11 11 can le.ad ta a change. 06 100% -i.11 
V. In 110Jtmal p!taet-lee. :thM phe.11ome11011 does not ea.Me 
p1toble.m1i, 1i-i.11ee 1imall change.6 -i.11 11 Me a.eeompan-le.d by 
eoMUpo11di.11g adjU6tme.nt1i -i.11 M. HoweveJt, we. 6eel :that il 
-l6 naih.e»: odd :that :the. ma.the.mat-le.al model 1ihould exh-i.bil 
such. ex.tJteme 1iell-6ilivUy, M me.MWLe.d by the. 6wt 
pa.ltt-lal deJL-lva.t-lve.. 

We. would now like. to tWt.11 oWL a.tte.nt-lon to :the application 
06 ERT -i.11 optim-i.za.t-i.011. 

In the. opt,lm,lza.t-i.011 p!tOee.61', one. M a.ttempt-lYlfl to 
de.te.!Un-lne. tne. optimum 11umbe1t 06 CM.eu-lt1i. 

A6 we po-lnte.d out -i.11 the. p!te.6 enta.t-lon, we may w!t-lte. 
A V=M(1-M+T+V 

wheJte. V = M+n-A. 

S-i.11ee M+11+l~A (M can be 1iee.11 6Jtom Rapp'1, 1te.6U-lU. I, and 
1i-i.11ee, -i.11 a.dd,lt,lon, the. d-i.66 eJte11ee between M and 
I 7 + f+i,- I M Ve./t!f 1imall, V M evaluated by 60Jtm-i.ng :the. 

di.66eJtenee between two nwnbeJt1i wh-i.ch Me elo1ie toge.the1t. 
ThM V M Ve.lt!f 1iell-6ilive to V. 

r 6 :th.M Jte.6ult -l6 applied -i.n a eont-l110U1i opt,lm,lzat-lon 
pJtOee.dWLe., eont-lnuoU6 va.luu Me ob:ta-i.ne.d 60Jt th»: numbeM 
06 CM.CLLU:6. I6 these. vafuu Me Munde.d 066, :the va.lue.6 
06 va.lt-i.anee., M ea.leula.te.d by ERT, Me Ukely to de.v-la.te. 
:iuUe. eoM-ldeJtably 6Jtom :the. opt-lmum 011 each Unk. 
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FOIL example., M-6ume. one. M t/ty-lng to opt-lm-lze. two Unk 
vM-i.able.6 X and Y. Suppa-6 e., 601t :the. pWLpo6 e.6 06 oUJt 
aJt.gume.nt, :that :the optimum nu.mbe.M 06 t/tunlu, Me 25.6 and 
2 6. 7. I 6 :thu e. va.luu Me to be. sounded 06 6, one ea.1111ot 
be liWLe how :the. va.lt-i.anee. M go-i.ng' to va1ty 61tom -lt6 value. 
at the optimum. 

It hM be.e.11 ouggMte.d :that an -lnte.geJt opt-i.m-lzat-lon 
pJtOee.dWLe. be employed. It -l6 not ele.M to U1i how ouch a 
pJtoeedWLe w-lU. oveJteome. :the. oe.Milivily p!tOble.m. Fo« 
-i.ll-6ta11ee, -i.6 the. -lnte.geJt 6 otuxco« obta-lne.d 60/t the. above. 
example. weJte. 24, 25, then, once. aga.-i.n, -the.1te. M 110 
-i.nd-lea.t-i.011 06 how :the vM-i.anee. hM de.v-la.te.d 6Jtom the. 
opt-lmum. 

S-i.nee. ERT .{./, a method wh-i.ch ta.ku the: 6eeo11d moment -lnto 
account, we 6eel :that pltoee.dWLu wh-i.ch U1i e ERT and wh-i.ch 
do not take. pJtopeJt account 06 :the 6 eeo11d moment Jte.qu-i.Jte. 
6UlttheJt -l11vut-lgat-lo11. 

M. ANDERBERG, Sweden : I11 yoWL pape.Jt you -i.nt/toduee. a 
1,y1,tem 06 s tai». e.qua.t-lon6. Coll-6-ldeJL-lng the. a.mount 06 1,tatu 
that: will oacun, U would be. 06 gJte.at -lnteJte.6t to he.a.It 06 
:the. pJte.Um-i.11a1ty Jte.6ult6, e.nv-l6age.d -ln qou»: papeJt, 06 :the. 
p1togJta.mm-l11g 06 yoUIL 6oJtmulae. and :the. Me 011 Mme 11etw0Jtlu,. 

THOMAS DOWNS, Australia : Un6o!ttunately, OWL 
all-6WeJt -l6 not a Ve/t!f 1ia.t-l66aetolt!f one. 6-i.11ee we do not 
have. any p1te.um-i.11a.ltlj Jte.6ult6. Howe.vu, :theJte. Me two 
majoJt Jte.MoM why :thM .{./, 60. Fwtly, M MJt. Kwhnan 
IyeJt me.nt-lone.d, we Jteee.ntly 6ound :that oWL model could be. 
modi.6-le.d -ln onden: to e.um-i.nate. 6pee-la.l Mliwnptioll-6 011 
tfta6 6-le aM-i.va.l6 at tandem e.xehang u. S e.eondly, OWL 
-lnte1te.ot hM been 1te.eently di.Jte.ete.d tcwa.1td :the pJtoble.m 06 
6 01m1ulat-lo11 06 1,wUeh-i.119 ot/ta.te.g-i.e.o, wh-i.eh, -i.11 :the. 6-lmple. 
6oJtm outl-i.ne.d by M!t. Kwhnan I yeJt, we. 6eel may e,0111,titute. 
a. moJte. abrJtaet-lve. ota.ltt-l119 po-lnt 60ft :the. -i.mple.me.nta.t-lon 06 
OUIL model. We ag1te.e :that :theJte. .{./, a la.ltge. nu.mbeJt 06 
11etw01tk 6tatu but 6M :the. 60Jtmuta.t-i.011 06 0W<..teh-i.11g 
1,tJta.te.g-le.6 U 1, ee.e.6 l-i.kely :that only a omall numbu 06 
ota.te. p1toba.b-llU-le.6 ne.e.d be. eo111i-ldeJte.d. In add,lt,lon, a. 
elo6 e exa.m-i.11at-lo11 06 :the. Jta.theJt 6 oJtb-ldd-i.ng look-lng 
expliut 1.,olut-lo11 Jtevea.l6 tiuu: a la.ltge. a.mount 06 com 
pu;ta,ti,on M common to a. la.ltge. nu.mbeJt 06 scates and the. 
oav-i.1191., -i.11 eomputa.t-lona.l e.66oJtt wh-i.ch can be aeh-i.e.ve.d by 
tak-i.119 advantage. 06 tw 6aet Jtema.fo to be. <1e.e.11. 
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